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Bibliographical description

M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M.

M’ → Mac

M., S. C. → The orchid of Fo

M.A., M.B.A. and M.S. theses relating to East, Southeast and South Asia accepted by the Univ. of Maryland, College Park through December 1980 → University of Maryland < College Park >

GB: BL(YC.1999.a.3305)
BL-DSS(ntt1/16798)
CUL(2001.8.2734) OUL(IND 28 A 91)
IRL:TCD(PB-174-690)
US: HU(Widener)

M.B.K. → Ba Kyaw < Maung >

M.I.T. → Massachusetts Institute of Technology

D: B-SBB(Up 4712 Potsd. Str.)
GÖ-SUB(8 H As II, 3305)

M.O.A. → Meteorological Organization for Airmen

Ma, Wendy Yu → Travel in Asia
→ Edgar. Neal L.

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 11)*

Ma Ma Khin → The Burma year book and directory

GB: SOAS(GB830/906805)

Ma Ma Pu → A manual of house keeping / by Ma Ma Pu (Mrs. Ngwe Kating). – Rangoon : Myan-Ma Aw-ba Kalat, 1912. 250 p., [1] l. of plates. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.649)
SOAS(GPC31.43/496599 ; GPC 640/231.844)*
US: CU(Echols TX311.M12 ; Annex Film N10336 Reel 166 no.4)

ditta → Microform. – Bethlehem, Pa.: Mid-Atlantic Preservation Service, 1990. On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. – (Great Collections Microfilming Project. Phase I: John M. Echols Collection)
US: CRL(MF-10289 SEAM reel 165 item 4)
GB: BL(012627 e 88)*

Ma Thanegi
→ Thanegi

Ma Tin Yee
→ Tin Yee

Mabie, Henry Clay <1847-1918>
Soo Thah
→ Bunker, Alonzo

Mabuce, Ethel Lindy <b. 1886>
I always wore my topi : the Burma letters of Ethel Mabuce, 1916-1921 / ed. and with pref. and introd. by Lucille Griffith. – University, Ala.: Univ. of Alabama Pr., 1974. XIV, 336 p., ports., index. – Ethel Mabuce was later Mrs. E. Soelng. – Title on spine: B. B. T. C. L. 1864-1910

MacAulay, Fannie Caldwell <b. 1863>
US: CU(Wason PS3525 A16L2) LC(PZ3M12La)

Macaulay, R. H.
US: LC(HF37865.5.M34 1934) UCD

McCabe, Robert Karr <b. 1929>
p. 123-146: The hermetic hermit : Burma
D: HD-SAI(300 bez 87/1359)*
US: CU(Uris & Kroch : DS518.1.M12)

McCaffrey, Anne
The girl who heard dragons / Anne McCaffrey ; illus. By Judy King-Rieniets. Limited ed. – New Castle, Va.:Cheap Stree, c1985. 91 p., illus. – ISBN 0941826163
Contains: The Mandalay cure

Note: A collection of 15 stories. In one, the Earth plunges back in time to different historical periods, in another, a girl communicates by telepathy with dragons. By the author of All the Weyrs of Pern.

ISBN 0812510992 (pbk.)
Ref.: OCLC 33092221

McCagg, Louis Butler <1861-1929>
US: Redwood Libr & Athenaeum, RI (RNR)

McCall, Anthony Gilchrist
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 18 ; eth 63 C 109 ; 222 ldk 77/901)*
GB: BL(010058 f 29)

McCallum, James Leslie
Report on the politics of national integration

Macallister, John
AU: NLA(Nq 016.7915309591 M114)

McAndrew, David
ASLIB 41.2, no. 41-2281. – DDOA 16, 1993, no.1853

M 2
McCarthy, John <b. 1917>
D: TU-UB(29 A 16432)
GB: BL(Yc 1989 a 5428)
SOAS(JA195.4 /850025 ; E Coll 3 E /22)
ISBN 0-9512939-0-7
SOAS(E Coll 3 E /21)
US: CU(Kroch D2480.45 .M48 1988)

McCann, Nicola Jane
D: BZG(B 83876)
GB: BL(YK 1993 a 11069) CUL(9001.d.1114)
US: HU(Widener WID-LC D767.6.M33 1993x)

McCarter, Rebekah C.
US: Toccoa Falls Col, GA

McCarthy, Edward J.
The history of the Catholic Church in Burma

McCarthy, Stephen N. <b. 1963>
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0516/2005020932.html
Contents:
List of tables, figures and appendices
1 Introduction p.1
2 The intellectual crisis in comparative politics p.8
Comparative Politics Development Literature
Asian Political Culture
Democracy - The Determinism of Democratization Studies
Western Liberal Democracy as the End of History
Cultural Relativism and Liberal Democratic Values: Are They Reconcilable?
Modern Comparative Politics and the Aristotelian Tradition
Social Capital Theory: A New Paradigm?
Conclusion
3 The political science of tyranny p.41
Tyranny, Ancient and Modern
Aristotle on the Preservation of Tyranny
Machiavelli on the Preservation of Tyranny
Stability and Justice in a Regime
The Rhetoric of Tyranny
Commonly Held Opinions (Endoxa) and Mass Political Culture
Enthymemes of Tyrannical Rhetoric
Conclusion
4 Tyranny in Singapore? p.65
Political Awakening in Singapore and the Rise of Lee Kuan Yew
The Rhetoric of Survival
Lee Kuan Yew’s Rule over Singapore
Aristotle on the Preservation of Lee’s Regime
5 The rhetoric of Asian values p.78
Asian Values - Inventing the Endoxa
The Politics of Confucianism - Manipulating the Endoxa
Asian Values, Confucianism, and Human Rights
Asian Values, the Bangkok Declaration, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The Politics of the Singapore Story - Manipulating the Endoxa
Conclusion
6 Stability and justice in Singapore p.105
The Art of Legislating in Singapore
The Role of the Opposition
The Art of Defamation
The Inconvenience of Elections
The Citizen Army
Will Economics Determine the PAP’s Fate?
Conclusion
7 Tyranny in Burma p.122
The Tatmadaw’s Rule over Burma
Aristotle on the Preservation of the Tatmadaw’s Regime
The Legitimacy of the Tatmadaw
The Endoxa on Kingship and Buddhism
The Politics of Slavery and Freedom - Manipulating the Endoxa
8 Buddhist political rhetoric p.148
The Politics of Bogyoke Aung San
The Buddhist Political Rhetoric of Aung San
The Buddhist Political Rhetoric of Aung San Suu Kyi
The Buddhist Political Rhetoric of the Tatmadaw
9 Stability and justice in Burma p.186
Economic Reform and International Pressure for Democracy
Change from the Inside?
Institutions, Power and Trust
Conclusion
10 Conclusion - Appendices - Notes - Bibliography - Index
GB: SOAS(G303.372/963902)
NL: KITLV(Z 2006 A 2472)
US: OAU(Alden SE Asia JC381 .M33 2006)

US: NIU(Main LD2411.6 M116 2003)
Burma Bibliographical Project

McCaskill, Don N.

→Development or domestication? : indigenous peoples of Southeast Asia

McClelland, James

Names and particulars of all Australians who died while prisoners of war on the Burma death railway and who are buried in the Kanchanaburi War Cemetery, Thailand / James McClelland. – Silverdale, N.S.W.: J. McClelland’s Research, [1990], 167 p. – (James McClelland’s Recording the past for the future, reference books ; 75) ISBN 0-908492-87-1

AU:NLA(Ng 940.547252 M126)


NYPL(Research JFG 93-53)


AU:NLA(Ng 940.547252 M126)

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /47)


Proceedings of an Australian military court : war crime trial of Kuroda Elichi, Sgt. Major, Imperial Japanese Army, for ill treatment of Australian P.O.W.’s on the Burma death railway, held at Hong Kong 16th day of July, 1948

Proceedings of an Australian military court : war crime trial of Kuroda Elichi, Sgt. Major, Imperial Japanese Army, for ill treatment of Australian P.O.W.’s on the Burma death railway, held at Hong Kong 16th day of July, 1948

McClelland, John <1800-1883>

Journals of travels in Assam, Burma, Bootan, Affghanistan and the neighbouring countries

→Griffith, William

Posthumous papers bequeathed to the honorable the East India Company, and printed by order of the Government of Bengal

→Griffith, William

McCleod, D.

History of the 130th field regiment, royal artillery and it's Burma Campaigns / D. McCleod. – Cleveland: Old Mill Pr., 1996. 216 p., illus., maps, index, includes bibliogr. ref. GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /49)

McCleod, Donald G.


AU:ANU(Menzies DS525.M33 1995)

D: DDUB(95 8 55629) HD-SAI(300 pol 96/1162)*

GB:BL(95/23001)

US:CU(95/23001)

TH:CH(Pol 959 M127S)

US:CU(Kroch DS525.M33x 1995)


ISBN 0-86531-587-6 ; 0-86531-588-4 (US) ;

0-86187-506-0 (GB)

AU:ANU(Menzies DS526.7.M38 1986)

D: FR-UB(GE 86/5231) HD-SAI(300 pol 87/1256)*

GB:BL(YC 1986 b 2372) BL-DSS(86/14253)

BL-APAC(V 26352)

US:CU(Uris & Kroch : DS526.7.M47)

US:UCB(Main RA564.85 .M23 1995)

Little Burma / illustrated by Horst Stubblefield. – New York : W. Morrow, 1958, 256 p., illus. – (Morrow junior books)

US:LC(PZ7.M1337Li) OCI RP

Tales from the Burma Road / by Robert B. McClure. – Toronto: Committee on Missionary Education, United Church of Canada, c1945. 56 p., illus.

US: Oberlin Col Libr, OH (OO)

Working plan for the Myittha Forest Division for the period 1937-38 to 1951-52

Working plan < Myittha >

A rapid participatory assessment of the health needs of women and their children in an urban poor area of Myanmar / Frances McConville. April-June 1995 for World Vision Myanmar. – Milton Keynes: Policy and Research Department, World Vision UK on behalf of World Vision Myanmar, 1995. 79 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 79,

GB:OUL/QEH Main Libr T41/IBUR MC (oversize)

SOAS/LG 362.8/722.019)*

US:UCB(Main RA564.85 .M23 1995)

The golden pollen : nature’s unique force of life ; featuring T. J. Tretheway’s personal experience surviving on pollen during World War II in the jungles of Burma. – Yakima, Wash., 1960.] 160 p., illus., maps, tables, incl. bibliog

GB:OUL/QEH Main Libr T41/IBUR MC (oversize)

SOAS/LG 362.8/722.019)*

McCormack, Gavan

→The Burma-Thailand railway


US:WU(Memorial Lib. SF539 M3

McCoy, Alfred W.


AU:ANU(Chifley HV5822.H4.M33 1972)

NL:KTLTV(M 3b 252 N)


GB:SOAS(GA950/720.924)*
Subject(s):  Herbert 229

GB: BL-APAC(W 7555)  SOAS(GA 950/352.282)*
D: HD-SAI(pol 77 B 972)

Herbert 513

McCrae, Alister

Subject(s): Irrawaddy Flotilla Company ; History

Burma: Inland water transportation - History ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

AU:ANU(Menzies DS529.7.M38  1990)

Pioneers in Burma / by A. G. McCrae. – Glasgow: Univ. of Glasgow, 1986. 36 l., map. – (Occasional papers in economic and social history / Univ. of Glasgow, Department of Economic History ; 2) – Herbert 229

Subject(s): Burma : Commerce - History ; History, 1824-1948 – Economics - History

GB: BL-APAC(W 7555)  SOAS(L.GB 945/532.654)*
Ref.: OCLC 45533287

McCravy, T. A.

Subject(s): Counterinsurgency ; Guerrilla warfare

US: CU(Kroch DS529.7 .M47)

Tales of Burma

McCrary, A. St. J.
Circumventing the Mahseer and other sporting fish in India ; Fishing - Burma

US: DI   LC(SH691.M3M3)   FTaSU   MB

McDaniel, Matthew.

Akha book of knowledge


Ref.: OCLC 56506929

McDavid, Raven I.

Causative in Burmese

Cornyn, William Stewart

McDonald, A. St. J.
Circumventing the Mahseer and other sporting fish in India and Burma / by A. St. J. McDonald. – Bombay: Bombay Natural History Society, [1948], 306 p., illus. Subject(s): Fishing ; India ; Fishing - Burma

US: DI   LC(SH691.M33)  FTaSU  MB

NYPL(Research MYEA)

SIUE(Stacks SH691.M3 M3)


Herbert 513

US: CU(Kroch DS529.7 .M47)


MacDonald, Brigitte

Birmanie : mode d'emploi


Herbert 513

US: CU(Kroch DS529.7 .M47)
MacDonald, Denise
Subject(s): Burma ; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; History of Medicine ; Burma
GB: BL(7679 de 8)   OUL(BOD Old Class 151 n.330)
HD-SAI(321 med 77/26 ; reg 60 L 15)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 475)
US: CNLM(WZ 40.M135p 1879)

MacDonald, Keith Norman <b. 1834>
Historical sketch of medicine from the earliest times
- The practice of medicine among the Burmese / by Keith Norman MacDonald

The practice of medicine among the Burmese : transl. from original manuscripts, with an historical sketch of the progress of medicine, from the earliest time / by Keith Norman MacDonald. – Edinburg: MacLachlan and Stewart, 1879. IV, 268 p., index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – Title on spine: Historical sketch of medicine from the earliest times / K. N. MacDonald. – Herbert 516
Subject(s): Medicine – Burma ; Medicine – History Medicine, Oriental Traditional – history History of Medicine – Burma
Burma – Medical anthropology.
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.) PA-UB(55/RR 51962 B866) HD-SAI(321 med 77/26 ; reg 60 L 15)*
GB: BL(7679 de 8) OUL(BOD Old Class 151 n.330)
SOAS(GB 610/370.742)
Wellcome(Onsite store Spec.Coll.)
MY: DMRL
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm 475)
US: DAS(M82.2 U587s)

AU:ANU(Hancock R608.6.M33 1979)
NLA(610.9951 M135)
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.7235)
CU(Kroach Asia Rare R607.B8 M13)
HU(Countway Medicine 1.F.691) OCI
UC(GLAS(GB 610.6 .M3 1979 B 4 255 664 ; SRLF)
UCSD

MacDonald, Martin <b. 1968>
ISBN 9748434613
Karen State (Burma) : History – Autonomy and independence movements
Insurgency - Burma
AU:NLA(YY 959.105 M135)
GB: CUL(632/22.e.95.52) SOAS(GB959.105/793164)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.65 M13)

MacDonald, R. W. 
Brief summary of the police administration report for 1928 ... 

MacDonald, T. H. 
Burma means freezing level contours – Burma coastal fog data. – Oct. 1953. – (Special report / U.S. Weather Bureau ; 353)
US: DAS(M82.2 U587s)

McDonnall, Christian E. J. S.
Subject(s): Blood accusation Naga (South Asian people)
US: CU(Kroach DS432.N3 M47 1978a +)

McDonnell, Richard Grant Peter Purcell
The Rangoon Police manual
→ Rangoon / Police

McDorman, Ted L.
Subject(s): Fiskeri fiskeriforvaltning fiskeriregulering myanmar burma
N: FISKDIR(Bistand 354.57 MCD)

MacDougall, Hugh Cooke
Burma bibliography : books, pamphlets, and articles, mostly in English, from the collection of Hugh C. MacDougall. – [United States, 1986.] 56 l.
Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography
SG: ISEAS(96/63569)
US: CRL(FICHE 96/63569 (Z))
CU(Kroach Z3216.M13 1986a)
LC(Microfiche 96/63569 (Z))

Burma in 1985 / Hugh C. MacDougall and Jon A. Wiant. – [s.l. : 1986.]
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948->
GB: BL-APAC(T 50256(d))

McDougall, J.
Proverbs, idioms and meanings with Burmese equivalents / by J. McDougall.
→ Mandalay: Irrawaddy Pr., 1917. 92 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 aaa 6)*

McElrath, William N.
The Nagas : hill peoples of Northeast India

→ Jacobs, Julian

**MacFarlane, J. R. H.**

→ The Bay of Bengal pilot. 4th ed. – 1910

**MacFetridge, Charles Hemphill Townsend**

The battle of Shwegyin, May 10, 1942 / Charles MacFetridge. – 1942. 8 p. – Typescript
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

→ Tales of the mountain gunners : an anthology

**MacGarrigle, George L.** <b. 1930>


ISBN 0160481376
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS33126

Subject(s): United States : Army - World War <1939-1945>


HU(Documents (Lamont)) & MnU(TC Wilson Gov Pub (US Docs)) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & NNC(U S Govt Docs) & UCD (Shields) & UCI(Langson) & UCR(GovPub US US) & UCSB & UCSC(McHenry) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Hist. Soc. Lib. US Govt. Publ.): D114.7/5: B92/2
LC(D743 US 37) 1992: UC(SRLF)

UCY(MUDD, Govt.Doc.Ctr D 114.7/5:B 92/2)

**McGee, George A.**


ISBN 0160481376
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS33126

Subject(s): United States : Army - World War <1939-1945>


HU(Documents (Lamont)) & MnU(TC Wilson Gov Pub (US Docs)) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & NNC(U S Govt Docs) & UCD (Shields) & UCI(Langson) & UCR(GovPub US US) & UCSB & UCSC(McHenry) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Hist. Soc. Lib. US Govt. Publ.): D114.7/5: B92/2
LC(D743 US 37) 1992: UC(SRLF)

UCY(MUDD, Govt.Doc.Ctr D 114.7/5:B 92/2)

**McGee, Terence Gary** <b. 1936>


D: GB-SUB(LSI-QDGK/41 SOAS/=6:k=7 A 7442) HD- SAI(soz 61 B 18)*

AU:ANU(Menzies HT147.S6.M34)
GB:BLX 908/3842
J: TYB(10451)
NL: KITLV(M 3b-93-N)
US: CU[Kroch HT147.S6 M14 ; Annex HT147.S6 M14]

LC-HT147.S6.M34)

→ The princely sailor : Mountbatten of Burma / by Sir Ian McGeoch. 1st English ed. – London ; Washington:
Burma Bibliographical Project


Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten
              <Earl, 1900-1979>
              Nobility – Great Britain – Biography
              Admirals – Great Britain – Biography
              Viceroy – India – Biography

              GO-SUB(FMAG:97 A 6305)*

GB: BL(YC.1997.b.238)   CUL(545:18.c.95.717)

GÖ-SUB(FMAG:97 A 6305)*

D: FR-UB(GE 96/12036)

GB: Imperial College(Central Library ; MSc (Standard))

McGrath,
McGonagle, John J.
McGill University

McGregor, Allan Bennett

MacGregor, Charles Henry Allan Bennett

MacGregor, Charles Reginald

Grammatical notes on the Singhpo language. – Shillong, 1896.

Ref.: Embree


GB: BL(12903 dd 33(1))*

SOAS(Pam GPE Kach 415/38.760)*

MacGregor, John


Araean p. 687-688

The Province of Tenasserim p. 688-689

GB: BL(OPL:RR)*

MacGregor, John

<Montreal>

Gems of Ceylon and Burma

→Adams, Frank Dawson

On some minerals from the Ruby Mining District of Mogok, Upper Burma

→Adams, Frank Dawson

McGill University

→ Montreal / > Centre for Developing Area Studies

The impact of colonialism on Burmese economic development

→ Fenichel, Allen H.

MacGillivary, A. W.


GB: Imperial College(Central Library ; MSc (Standard))

McGinnes, Rosemary

Monash University theses on Southeast Asia, 1961 to 1987

→ Monash University <Clayton, Vic.>

McGonagle, John J.

Burmese cats : everything about acquisition, care, nutrition, behavior, health care, and breeding

→ Vella, Carolyn M.

McGrath, Thomas Eugene


DAD-A 62/12,4291, Jun 2002 – UMI AAT 3037250

Subject(s): HISTORY, ASIA, AUSTRALIA AND OCEANIA (0332); POLITICAL SCIENCE, INTERNATIONAL LAW AND RELATIONS

MacGregory, John

The geography and history of Mons ; or, A description of what is to be seen, and an account of what passes in and about that town. First written in French for the service of an Imperial officer in the army about Mons and now done, a second time, in English for the satisfaction of our British officers / by John MacGregory

M 8
M


Subject(s): Mac Horton, Ian

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

S: Mil (HKV mag II Idj 122)

US: CU(Kroch D767.6.M14 1962)

LC(D767.6.M16 1962)

MuU(MNLA Ctr 9ZAR01D24S10TOQ)

SIUC(940.5481 M151H)

Ref.: OCLC 1301878


Ref.: OCLC 5622927

Safer than a known way : one man’s epic struggle against Japanese and jungle / Ian Mac Horton in collaboration with Henry Maule. – London : Odhams Pr., 1958. 224 p., illus., map. – U.S. ed. under title: The hundred days of Lt. Mac Horton

Subject(s): Mac Horton, Ian

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Great Britain : Army - South East Asia Command - Special Force

AU: NLA(940.542 MAC)

GB: BL(9103 r 2) CUL(539:1.c.610.62)

OUL(BOD G Floor 222833 d.36)


HU(Widener Harv.Depos. HB 393.446.130)

LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCSD(SSH) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos. HB 393.446.130)

NYPL(Research D 11-3954)

PU UC(SRLF AA0007901002)

UCCLA(YRL D767.6M185a)

Ref.: OCLC 4747768


D: HD-SAI(322 mil 83/522)*

GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /808384 ; E Coll3 G /25)

ditto. – ibd., 1960. 248 p., illus.

Ref.: OCLC 2161974

US: DGU GU

ditto. – London : Transworld Publ., 1961. 287 p. – (Corgi books ; GB991)

GB: BL(WP 12745/1035)

NL: KITLV(M 3n 1430 N)

US: NIU College of Santa Fe Libr, NM (NmSC)

Ref.: OCLC 4747768

ditto. – London : Transworld Publ., 1961. 287 p. – (Corgi books ; GB991)

GB: BL(WP 12745/1035)

NL: KITLV(M 3n 1430 N)

US: NIU College of Santa Fe Libr, NM (NmSC)

Ref.: OCLC 4747768


ISBN 0-00-613717-2

GB: BL(X 808/12187)

IRL:TCD(P 48525)

SG: NLB(RUBC RSEA English 940.5425 MAC [WAR])

US: NIU(940.5425 MAC [WAR])

Ref.: OCLC 1301878

Subject(s): Mac Horton, Ian

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Great Britain : Army - South East Asia Command - Special Force

AU: NLA(940.542 MAC)

GB: BL(9103 r 2) CUL(539:1.c.610.62)

OUL(BOD G Floor 222833 d.36)


HU(Widener Harv.Depos. HB 393.446.130)

LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCSD(SSH) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos. HB 393.446.130)

NYPL(Research D 11-3954)

PU UC(SRLF AA0007901002)

UCCLA(YRL D767.6M185a)

Ref.: OCLC 4747768


D: HD-SAI(322 mil 83/522)*

GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /808384 ; E Coll3 G /25)

ditto. – ibd., 1960. 248 p., illus.

Ref.: OCLC 2161974

US: DGU GU

ditto. – London : Transworld Publ., 1961. 287 p. – (Corgi books ; GB991)

GB: BL(WP 12745/1035)

NL: KITLV(M 3n 1430 N)

US: NIU College of Santa Fe Libr, NM (NmSC)

Ref.: OCLC 4747768


ISBN 0-00-613717-2

GB: BL(X 808/12187)

IRL:TCD(P 48525)

SG: NLB(RUBC RSEA English 940.5425 MAC [WAR])

US: NIU(940.5425 MAC [WAR])

Ref.: OCLC 1301878

Subject(s): Mac Horton, Ian

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Great Britain : Army - South East Asia Command - Special Force

AU: NLA(940.542 MAC)

GB: BL(9103 r 2) CUL(539:1.c.610.62)

OUL(BOD G Floor 222833 d.36)


HU(Widener Harv.Depos. HB 393.446.130)

LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCSD(SSH) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos. HB 393.446.130)

NYPL(Research D 11-3954)

PU UC(SRLF AA0007901002)

UCCLA(YRL D767.6M185a)

Ref.: OCLC 4747768


D: HD-SAI(322 mil 83/522)*

GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /808384 ; E Coll3 G /25)

ditto. – ibd., 1960. 248 p., illus.

Ref.: OCLC 2161974

US: DGU GU

ditto. – London : Transworld Publ., 1961. 287 p. – (Corgi books ; GB991)

GB: BL(WP 12745/1035)

NL: KITLV(M 3n 1430 N)

US: NIU College of Santa Fe Libr, NM (NmSC)

Ref.: OCLC 4747768


ISBN 0-00-613717-2

GB: BL(X 808/12187)

IRL:TCD(P 48525)

SG: NLB(RUBC RSEA English 940.5425 MAC [WAR])

US: NIU College of Santa Fe Libr, NM (NmSC)
McIntosh, Douglas Haig
Tropical weather forecasting with particular reference to N. E. India, Burma and the Bay of Bengal. – [1944?] – (Technical memorandum / Synoptic Division ; 123.3)
US: DWBr(M(055)G786s)

MacIntyre, Michael
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Description and travel ; Civilization

India : Description and travel ; Civilization – 1947-
AU: NLA(q959.00222 M152)
GB: BL(11907 f 24)*
US: CU(DS522.6.M15+)
LC(DS522.5.M32)

McIntosh

McIntosh

McIntosh

Mack,

GB: SOAS(GPC 293/14.810)*
GB: BL(14302 a 8)*
GB: BL-APAC(V TR 2098/4)

Subject(s): Buddhism in Burma : Burmese Buddhism or two

Mack

GB: BL(14302 a 8)*

BL-APAC(V TR 2098/4)

ditto.

GB: SOAS(GPC 293/14.810)*

Mackay

Mackay

Mackay

Mackay

Mackay

McKay

GB: BL(12807 bbb)
US: MB NYPL PPG PPULC

Narrative of the shipwreck of the Juno, on the coast of Arakan, and of the singular preservation of fourteen of her company on the wreck, without food, during a period of twenty-three days : in a letter to his father, the Rev. Thomas Mackay / by William Mackay. – London : Debrett, 1798. VII, 59 p.
GB: BL(10055 bb 37*: 553 d 45 ; B 503 (14))
BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.2087)
US: DN HU(BOD G.Pamph. 172 (5)
NBu NYPL PPL WU

Narrative of the shipwreck of the Juno, on the coast of Arakan, in the year 1795 ... New ed., with notes, and an appendix. – London : Blackwood, 1831. 106 p.
Subject(s): Mackay, William, Second officer of the ship "Juno"
Shipwrecks - Burma – Arakan ; Juno (Ship)
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.66)
US: ICN(U 971 46)

US: YU(WB 56281)

Untergang der Juno

→Leip, Hans

M’Kechnie, J. F.
A series of lectures given before the Rangoon College Buddhist Association
→Ananda Maitrēya < Bhikkhu >

McKee, H. S.
Ref.: FAO: Food and agricult. industries 51051-59

MacKeldin Library < College Park, Md. >
→University of Maryland < College Park, Md. > / MacKeldin Library

McKellen, Kathleen
→Looking at Burma
**Bibliographical description**

**M**

**Mackenzie, Roy**

**Herbert 260**

**Mackenzie, James <1872-1940>**
Papers on the manufacture of jaggery from the juice of the toddy-palm with special reference to the effects of the industry on the timber supply of the dry zone of Burma / by the Director of Agriculture, Burma [James Mackennal]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1910. 15 p. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 6, 1911)

**Report on the settlement operations in the Bassein District...**

**→ Settlement** < Bassein >

**Report on the revision settlement operations in the Bassein District...**

**→ Settlement** < Henzada >

**Report on the settlement of certain areas in the Henzada District, season 1900-1901**

**→ Settlement** < Henzada > < 1900-01>

**Report on the settlement operations in the Bassein and Myaungmya District, season 1901-1902**

**→ Settlement** < Bassein > < 1901-02>

**Report on the settlement operations in the Myaungmya and Thōngwa Districts, season 1902-1903**

**→ Settlement** < Myaungmya > < 1902-03>

The Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes Rhinoceros Linn) and its ravages in Burma / by J. MacKenna and K. D. Shroff. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1911. 6 p., 6 plates. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 4, 1910)

**GB:** BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

**Sugar cane in Burma / by J. MacKenna and F. J. Warth. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., 1911. 20 p. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 6)

**D:** KI-ZWB(B 10,145)

**GB:** BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

**J:** NSK

**ditto.** – ibd., 1921. 20 p., illus. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 6, 1911)

**GB:** BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

**ditto.** – ibd., 1923. 20 p., illus. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 6, 1911)

**GB:** BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

**Mackenzie, Alexander <1842-1902>**

History of the relations of the government with the hill tribes of the North-East frontier of Bengal. – Calcutta : Home Department Pr., 1884. IV, XIV, 586 p.

**US:** CU(Kroch D767.6 .M18)   NYPL   OCl   WaSp

**MY:** NL

**GB:** BL(010026 f 72)   SOAS(E Coll 3 M /49)

**LC:** (DS483.M1 1979)   UC(NRLF)

**US:** LC(Microfilm 5448 DS)   UC(Microfilm 11351.DS)   MdBP   YU


**D:** HD-SAI(231 his 84/94)*

**MacKenzie, Compton**

**→ MacKenzie, Edward Montague Compton**

**MacKenzie, Donald Alexander <1873-1936>**

Burmese wonder tales / by Donald A. MacKenzie ; illus. by Leo Bates. – London : Blackie, 1929. 207 p., illus.

**Subject(s):** Tales

**US:** CU(Wason PZ8.1 M15)   UC(NRLF)

**US:** LC(DS9.M32)

**US:** UC(SRLF)   UCI

**Mackenzie, Edward Montague Compton <Sir, 1883 to 1972>**


Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): India ; World War <1939-1945> ; History - 20th century.
GB: SOAS(A940.54 /76828 ; E Coll 3 C23)
US: LC(D767.6.519) YU(LSF D767.6 M33)

MacKenzie, Kenneth R. Henderson <1833-1886>
1. Burman civilisation.
2. Burman history.

Ref.: OCLC 34603431 , OCLC 30303672

Working plan for the Mu Forest Division for the period 1929-30 to 1938-39

Mackereth, J.
Working plan for the Mu Forest Division for the period 1929-30 to 1938-39

McKerr, Andrew <b. 1876>
The commoner grasses of Burma ; with notes on their agricultural importance and distribution / by A. McKerr.
– Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Stat., Burma, 1924. 2, 23 p.,
Bibliographical description

plates. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 20, 1923)
D: HD-SA1(322 agr 88/1107 Kp)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)*
J: RKD
US: LC(SB197.M25)

GB: SOAS(L.GB 584/79.950)*

Myingyan District / by A. McKerral. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. A.), 1910. 23 p., map, 9 plates, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 1)
AU:NLA(Luce q 308 ; McN 1057/112)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu 8/3)*
CUL(OP.1200.630.02)
SOAS(L.GB 630/496.625)*

Sagain District / by A. McKerral. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. A.), 1911. 39 p., plates, map. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 2)
Subject(s): Agriculture – Economic aspects – Burma. Tropical crops – Burma. Burma : Agriculture ; Rural development.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.8/3)* CUL(OP.1200.630.02)
BL-APAC(SW 41 ; OR/V/25/500/264)
SOAS(L.GB 630/496.625)*
US: DNAL LC(S280.B9A4)
NYPL(Research VPW++)

Sugar cane cultivation and present prospects of a white sugar industry in Burma / by A. McKerral. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1933. 15 p., tables, map. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 28 of 1933)
Subject(s): Sugarcane – Burma ; Sugar – Manufacture and refining – Burma. Burma : Agriculture ; Rural development.
AU:NLA(Luce 4002)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)*
US: LC(SB229.B95M25) NNBG

ditto. – Rangoon : Government Print. and Stationery, Burma, 1941. 31 p. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 3)
AU:NLA(Luce q 308 ; McN 1057/112)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu 8/3)* SOAS(L.GB 630/90.107)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2084)
US: DNAL LC(S280.B9A4)

MacKerras, Colin
→East and Southeast Asia : a multidisciplinary survey

McKerron, Robert Gordon
Report on revision settlement operations in the Hanthawaddy District ...
→Settlement < Hanthawaddy>

McKertich, Stephen M.
GB: BL(12906 bb 33)*
BL-APAC(T 7022)

N: UHS(Mag315 INDO Ok III a Ma)
GB: SOAS(GPC 413/11.210)

ditto. – ibd., 1906. 139 p.
GB: SOAS(GPC 413/232.669)*

US: YU(SML Yale Class. Fxa3 M19)

The Anglo-Burmese letter writer : consisting of examples of letters, notes, applications, petitions, plaints and telegrams. For the use of Anglo-vernacular schools in British Burma / by Stephen M. McKertich. – Maulmain: Tenasserim Pr., 1881. 93 p. – In English and Burmese
GB: BL(14302 h 1)*
BL-APAC(Bur D 797)

→The Anglo-Burmese ninety-nine stories

History of Burma in Burmese : from the foundation of Prome B.C. 443 to the death of Aloung-tsee-thoo A.D. 1169 ; comp. from the original Maha-ra-zawin with the chronological table of remarkable events occurring in the history / by Stephen M. McKertich ... – Maulmain: Advertiser Pr., 1882. 168, VII p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 b 23(1))*

→The ninety-nine stories

The Them-bon-gyee : or the Burmese spelling book ; containing a progressive series of easy reading lessons ... – Maulmain: Advertiser, 1881. 39 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 i 11(4))
BL-APAC(Bur D 981)
McKie, Ronald Cecil Hamlyn (1909-1991)
p. 99-164: India and Burma
Subject(s): McKie, Ronald Cecil Hamlyn (b. 1909)
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Australian
Australia : World War <1939-1945> - Burma - Journalists
D: HD-SAI(pol 90/799)*
GB: BL(X.809/463789) BL-DSS(81/5938)
CUL(9538.c.544) OUL(BOD 22228 e.1704)
IRL: TCD(Santry HL-36-751)
US: LC & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & UC(SRLF) & J: TYB(2686)
Ref.: OCLC 39842782

McKinlay, Robert Davidson
p. 274-330: Caretaker military regimes (Turkey ; Burma)

McKinley, Theophilus Elisha
Subject(s): Burma – Foreign relations
GB: SOAS(L.GB 327/432.957)

McKinnon, John
Highlanders of Thailand
Ref.: Bookseller

McKintosh, Charles Calder
Report on the hydrometric survey of the Myitma River and its tributaries
Tun
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.101/19)*
US: LCTC504.17A5 1937)

MacKintosh, Eliot Digby
A clinical study of scrub typhus fever in Burma. – 1948. 175 l. – Aberdeen, Univ., M.D. thesis 1948. – Shulman 270
GB: Aberdeen(Medical Libr. F Ref Th1948 Mac, Ref.)

McLaggan, Douglas (b. 1921)
Subject(s): McLaggan, Douglas (b. 1921)
Burma-Siam Railroad ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Australian.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Australian ; World War <1939-1945> - Conscription law – Thailand : World War <1939-1945> - Conscription law
Singapare : Prisoners of war – Changi – Biography
Australia : Prisoners of war – Biography
Changi (Singapore) – History
AU: UCL(1940.548194 M161)
NYPL(Research JFE 96-8779)
Ref: OCLC 33012011

McLane, Charles Bancroft
p. 316-337: Communist take-off in Burma
p. 371-385: Communist insurrection in Burma
D: GO-SUB(66 A 4702) HD-SAI(200 bez 67/272)*
GB: BL(X 709/3630)
J: TYB(2686)
US: CU(Wason DS518.17 M16) DC(DS518.7.M24)

McLay, Howard S.
The phonology of Amoy Chinese. – 1953. V, 49 p. – Univ. of New Mexico, M.A. thesis 1953
Ref.: Copple p. 246

McLean, Angus
The potato in the Southern Shan States / by A. McLean. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1932. 18 p., 11 photos. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 10 of 1931)
Subject(s): Potatoes – Burma – Shan States
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)*
NYPL(Research VPW++) NNBG(QL287.86l M25)

Sesamum in Burma / by A. McLean. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1937. 28 p., illus., tables, maps, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 10 of 1931)
Subject(s): Sesamum – Burma – Shan States
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)*

Sesamum in Burma / by A. McLean. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1937. 28 p., illus., tables, maps, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 16 of 1932)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)*
US: DNAL LC(S280.B9A4) NYPL(Research VPW++)

Sesamum in Burma / by A. McLean. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1932. 28 p., illus., tables, maps, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 10 of 1931)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)*
US: DNAL LC(S280.B9A4) NYPL(Research VPW++)

Sesamum in Burma / by A. McLean. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1932. 28 p., illus., tables, maps, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 16 of 1932)
GB: SOAS(GB 635/79.966)*

Sesamum in Burma / by A. McLean. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1937. 28 p., map, tables. – (Agricultural survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 16 of 1932)
GB: SOAS(GB 635/79.966)*

Sesamum in Burma / by A. McLean. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1932. 28 p., illus., tables, maps, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 16 of 1932)
GB: SOAS(GB 635/79.966)*
Subject(s): Voyages around the world ; Missions

Malcolm, Archibald <1850-1920>
A circuit of the globe : a series of letters of travel across the American continent, through the Hawaiian Republic, Japan, China, the Straits settlements, Burma, India, Ceylon, Australia, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Scandinavia, France and England / by A. MacLean ; with an introd. by J. H. Garrison. – St. Louis: Theological Library Association, 1992. 2 microfiche . High ditto

CD: Belfast Library

US: CBGTU & RU & NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1078)

McLean, Donald B.
->Merrill's Marauders

McLean, L. J.
US: LC(TC58.B87M465)

MacLean, Rory <b. 1954>

GB: CUL(2001.8.2680)
OU(L/BOD L Floor M99.G02267)
IRL:TCD(PB-192-815)
US: LC(DS527.7 .M33 1999)

McLeish, Alexander
Burma : Christian progress to the invasion / by Alexander McLeish. – London : New York [etc.] : World Dominion Pr., 1942. 27 p., illus., map. – (War-time survey series ; 4) – This record shows the substantial progress made in the last twelve years. – Pref.
Subject(s): Missions – Burma

GB: BL(WP 1550/4) BL-APAC(P/T 2899)
MY: RUL


Subject(s): Missions – Burma ; Christianity – Burma ; Christian progress in Burma / by Alexander McLeish

GB: BL(BL4769 e 1/6) CUL(60:01.c.2.13)

McLennan, Barabara Nancy <b. 1940>

Subject(s): Representative government and representation – Burma ; Representative government and representation – Philippine Islands ; Representative government and repre-
Burma Bibliographical Project

presentation – Indonesia ; Representative government and representation – Asia, Southeastern
SG: NUS(CL Main Shelves JQ96 Mac)l

MacLeod, M. A.
The home cookery book for Burma / by M. A. MacLeod. –
US: CU(Olin TX724.5.B93 M33 1903)
Ref.: OCLC 52172645

MacLeod, William Couperus <1821-1880>
→Copy of papers relating to the route of Captain W. C.
McLeod from Moulmein to the frontiers of China and
to the route of Dr. Richardson on his fourth mission to
the Shan Provinces of Burma

MacLintock, James Dewar
The Manipur Road ... : a story of the Mandalay campaign
[among the second World War]. First world publication. –
London : Watson, [1958]. 158 p. – ([Digit Books ; D187])
Subject(s): McLintock, James Dewar
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives,
British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: BL(W.P.9655/76)
US: NIU(SEA D767.6. M1861950Z
WU(Memorial Lib. PZ4 M165 Ma)
YU(MUDD, Stacks WA 29577)
Ref.: OCLC 26164405

[The Manipur Road.] Road to Hell. – London : Brown,
Watson, 1964. 158 p. – ([Digit Books ; 875])
GB: BL(W.P.9655/870)

McLogan, Edward Austin
"Somewhere in Burma" : war letters of Lt. Edward A.
McLogan ; composed and arranged by Austin B. McLogan.
– 2003. [5], 118 l., illus. (some col.), maps.
Subject(s): McLogan, Edward Austin - Correspondence
United States . Army - Composite Unit (Provisional),
5307th ; World War <1939-1945> - Soldiers -
Correspondence
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives,
American ; World War <1939-1945> - Military opera-
tions, american
India : World War <1939-1945>
US: MiU(Bentley Hist EA 72 M164 S696)
PCarMH(D811 .M395 2003)
Ref.: OCLC 55225123 ; 54674449

McLogan, Edward B.
"Somewhere in Burma" : war letters of Lt. Edward A.
McLogan
→McLogan, Edward Austin

MacMahon, Alexander Ruxton
Far Cathay and farther India / by A. Ruxton McMahon. –
London : Hurst and Blackett, 1893. XII, 340 p., [8] l. of
plates, illus., front., app. – Herbert 426
Subject(s): Eastern question (Far East)
Indochina : Description and travel
China : Description and travel
Burma : Description and travel
Karen (Southeast Asian people)
Burma – History. Tribes - Burma
AU: NLA(Luce 650 ; McN 1057/110)

D: B-SBB(Up 4910/5 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SA(Treg 60 S 19)*
GB: BL(010057 f 6) BL-APAC(V 10042)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 247188 e.4)
SOAS(GB301/4.534 ; 233.666*)
J: TYB(XII-25-A-2)
MY:NL RUL
NL: KITLV(M r 274)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2012)
NUS(DS534 Macm)
US: CU(DS524 .M16 1893a)

MacMillan’s Far Cathay and Further India : album contain-
ing letters and press cuttings dealing with the work, from
the private collection of General MacMahon.
J: TYB(XII-25-A-14)

MacMillan, Mona
Smoking Flax : a play on Burma. – London : Edinburgh
House Pr., 1946. 40 p. – (Evelyn plays ; 14)
Subject(s): Drama, English.
GB: BL(W.P.12949/16)
Ref.: OCLC 52172645

Macmillan & Co.
→A selected list of educational books : specially suited for
primary, lower, secondary and middle schools in India,
Burma, and Ceylon

Macmillan’s English readers for Burma, etc. – London :
Macmillan, 1905. 6 pt.
Subject(s): Learning – General

M 16
MacNeill, John Van Antwerp & MacNabb, Donald John Campbell
GB: BL(11103 f 3) BL-APAC(V 1807 ; V 4376) US: ICN

MacNeill, Douglas
Report and gazetteer of Burma, native and British / prepared in the Intelligence Branch of the Quarter Master General's Department in India by Douglas Macneill. – Simla: Govt. Central Branch Pr., 1. – 1883. 474 p., illus., tables, incl. bibliogr. ref.
Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.
Burma – Gazetteers.
US: CU(Kroch D5527.6 .M33 1883)
Ref.: OCLC 41910364

MacPhedran, Colin
ISBN 1740760174

Subject(s): McPhedran, Colin & Scholz, Linda
Childhood and youth
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; Refugees - Biography
Australia : Refugees - Biography
AU:ANU(Menzies DS30.32.M332A3 2002)
NL:AN(L & NL 325.21095910994 M172M)
GB: OUL(BOD L Floor M02.F05461)
SOAS(GB325.21 /842931)
US: CU(Kroch D809.B93 M33 2002)
Harv.Depos.) &LC & MiU(842931)
UCB & UCLA(YR) : HV640.4.A78 M365 2002
YU(SML D809.B93 M33 2002)
Ref.: OCLC 50922777

MacPherson, Duncan
Reports on mountain and marine sanitation : medical and statistical observations on civil stations and military cantonments, jails, dispensaries, regiments, barracks, etc.; within the Presidency of Madras, the Straits of Malacca, the Andaman Islands and British Burma from January 1858 to January 1862 / by Duncan Macpherson. – Madras: Fort St. George Gazette Pr., 1862. XXX, 399 p., maps, index. – (Selection from the records of the Madras Government [2nd series 74A]), p. 305-379: British Burma

IDC 2446-51.A115
GB: BL(7382 ppp 2) BL-APAC(IOB 1891)
SOAS(India papers/30726)

→ A regulation to amend the Upper Burma criminal justice regulation 1892

Macquarie University / Department of Economics
A proposal for a currency board in a democratic Burma

→Turnell, Sean
Rent extraction by Burma's military regime : a link between state ownership, military expenditure and human rights abuses

→Vicary, Alison

MacQuoid, C. E.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.74/4)* BL-APAC(W 1883 ; V 4854)
US: LC(Law India 7 Macp 1891)
WU(Memorial Lib. K0.1 I39276 L5)
Ref.: OCLC 01103546

→McQuoid, Laurel Marie & McQuoid, C. E. 


Subject(s): Social feeding in animals.
US: CU(Mann SF480.2.M478 1992)

ISBN 0315879955 – UMI 00478556
CAN: Library and Arh Canada, ABS, ON
Ref.: OCLC 32392252
Burma Bibliographical Project

MacShane, Frank
Many golden ages : ruins, temples and monuments of the Orient / Frank MacShane. 1st print. – Tokyo ; Rutland, Vt.: Tuttle, 1963. XVIII, 264 p., 19 drawings, 17 col. tab., 95 tab., app., gloss., index, 1 map.
p. 52-78: Pagan
D: HD-SAI(190 kun 65/2757)*
US: HU UoC LC(DS56.M25) MiU NcU UC WU

McVey, Ruth Thomas
Bibliography of Soviet publications on Southeast Asia
→Library of Congress < Washington, D.C. >

MAD
→Myanmar advertising directory

Madan, N. N.
The Arakan operations, 1942-1945 / N. N. Madan. Ed. by Bisheshwar Prasad. – [Delhi:] Combined Inter-Services Historical Section, India and Pakistan, 1954, XXX, 371 p., illus., maps, app., index, bibliogr. p.[363]-366. – (Official history of the Indian armed forces in the Second World War, 1939-45 ; campaigns in the Eastern theatre ; [3])
Herbert 273
Subject(s): Tales – Burma ; Folklore – Burma.
ISBN 3-7213-0007-6
→ Märchen aus Burma
Ref.: OCLC 2363924

Maddock, Maud
Julia’s victory / by Maud Maddock ; transl. by Katherine F. Evans. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1909. 97 p. – (Juvenile series ; ) – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(IS.446/3(3))*
OUL(IND 28 D 50 N1 ; BOD G Floor 222833 d.33)
SOAS(XI.2.589/136.653)*
NL: KB(2004 2 01)
SG: NUS(Closed Stacks D767.6 Off)
US: CST-H CU(Kroch D767.6 M17)
HU(Widener HB 1451.502.15) IU LC(D767.6.M23)
Ml(Uhrer HB D767.6 .M19) NIU(Main D767.6 .M231954) YU(SML D767.6 O33 2)

Maddock, Reginald Bertram <b. 1912>
GB: BL(12840 f 35)
US: CU(APXZ7 .M24 C8)

GB: BL(12843 g 6)
US: CU(APXZ7 .M24 C82)

Herbert 715
Subject(s): Burma : Fiction.
GB: BL(12838 r 13)
US: CU(APXZ7 M24 C85)

MAD
Subject(s): Industries – Burma.
US: CU(Kroch HF3770.7 .M34 1959)
Ref.: OCLC 52172650

Madha, M. A.
Economic development and social change : the structure of two Sgaw Karen communities in North-West Thailand. – Univ. of Cambridge
GB: BL-DSS(D40253/82)

Madrass and Bombay Tract Society
[Reports of tract societies and of auxiliary societies to the British and Foreign Bible Society in India, Sri Lanka and Burma.] – 1853-65. Var. pag.
GB: SOAS(CWML B.3/6)

Madrass and Burmese art-ware, permanent photographs of 50 plates of various objects of eastern art. – London : Autotype Co., 1886.
Ref.: Cordier

ISBN 3-7684-5914-4
→ Märchen aus Burma
Subject(s): Tales – Burma ; Folklore – Burma.
D: BA-UB GÖ-SUB(91 B 11923) OLLB(4-91-0073) PA-UB R-UB
NL: KITLV(M ss 249 N+)
Ref.: OCLC 25820854

ISBN 3-7213-0007-6
→ Märchen aus Burma
Subject(s): Tales – Burma ; Folklore – Burma.
AU: ANU(Menzies GR309.M3715)
CH: SLB(N 156282)
D: HD-SAI(320 kun 80/4405)*
US: CU(Kroch GR309 M312)
Bibliographical description


Maeritz, Kay <b. 1956>


D: M-BSB(82/3429 B 15553) HH-BW(PAE 340 5NM:T0001)

Maganga, Giuseppe


Missionaries – China – Biography Missionaries – Italy – Biography I: BCMP(MISS/03/0106 ; 0107) FI-BNC MI-BN Braidense US: YU(LSF-Request 800212)

Magener, Rolf <b. 1910>


Prisoners’ bluff / Rolf Magener. 1st publ.; transl. from the German by Basil Creighton. – London: Hart-Davis, 1954. 239 p., illus. – Translation of: Die Chance war null Note: How two of Heinrich Harrer’s fellow-prisoners escaped from the British and bluffed their way across India and Burma to the Japanese lines. GB:BL(09100 c 36) US:CU(Wason D811.5 M19 1954)

Mai Fah Luang project

Replacing opium in Kokang and Wa Special Regions, Shan State, Myanmar

Ditto. 2nd impr. – ibd., 1954. 239 p. – HD: DSSI(216 mil 99/798) L-DNB(F 11696)

Maggi, Will


Mágā


Mákha

Enda Wuntha ... / Magha. – Ran’ kun’, [1937]. 160 p. – Added title and text in Burmese. – Burmese historical fiction Subject(s): Burma – History – Fiction SG:ISEAS(PL3988 M1811)

Life of Tha Lun Min Tara / Máγa. – Ran’ kun’, 1941. 162 p. – Added title and text in Burmese Subject(s): Tha Lun Min Tara <1585-1648> Burm.: History <to 1824> ; Kings and rulers SG:ISEAS(DS529.3 M18)

Mágā <b. 1913>

A history of Bassein. – Ran’ kun’, 1967. 18, 354 p., [8] l. of plates, illus., map. – Added title and text in Burmese US:CU(Echols Film 11052 reel 1713 no.3)

Mángna ... 2. nhip’ khran’¨. – Ran’ kun’: Bhā sā pran’ Cā peA san’¨. – 1955. 51 p., illus. – (Sippam cā cañ’) – Added title and text in Burmese

Mágā <b. 1937>

A history of Bassein. – Ran’ kun’, 1967. 18, 354 p., [8] l. of plates, illus., map. – Added title and text in Burmese US:CU(Echols Film 11052 reel 1713 no.3)

Mángna ... 2. nhip’ khran’¨. – Ran’ kun’: Bhā sā pran’ Cā peA san’¨. – 1955. 51 p., illus. – (Sippam cā cañ’) – Added title and text in Burmese
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Magnets – Juvenile literature.
US: CU(Annex QC757.5 S18 1955)

Magnets and the earth for primary schools. – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1953. 28 p., illus. – (Sippam cî cān’ ; 18) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Geomagnetism
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q58)

Subject(s): Description and travel ; Pictorial works
US: CU(Entomology QL567.5 .M21)

Magrètti, Paolo
Imenotteri. Parte prima. Mutillidei, Scoliidei, Tifiidei, Tin- nidei ; colla descrizione di parecchie nuove specie. – [Geno- va, 1892.] 70 p., illus., 2 fold. tables. – (Viaggio di L. Fea in Birmania e regioni vicine ; 43) – (Annali del Museo Civico di Storia Naturale di Genova ; Ser. 2., v. 12 (32), 1892)
GB: BL(Ac:2809)
US: CU(Wason D508 M21)

Magrètti, P.
Viaggio di Leonardo Fea in Birmania e regioni vicine. – Genova: 1892. 70 p., 1 c. di tav., illust.
I: MI-Biblioteca dell'Istituto di entomologia agraria della Facolta' di agraria dell'Univ. degli studi di Milano

Magrini, Luciano
Subject(s): Description and travel
F: BNF(8° G.13267)
I: BCMP(AS 01/01/0310) – FI-BNC – MI-BN Braidense – BNF(8° G.13267)

Magwe : groundnut
→ Experiments in marketing

Magwe-Groundnuts
→ Experiments in marketing

Mahā Čhve <1900-1953>
Collected works of Maha Swe ... 2 v. – Ran’ kun’, 1995 to 1996. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese literature – 20th century.
SG: ISEAS(PL3988 M21M1 ; Microfiche (o) 95/63421)
US: Microfiche (o) 95/63421 (P) So Asia

Maha Chve <b. 1915>
→ Ba Swe

Maha Hswei <b. 1915>
→ Ba Swe

Mahā jānaka jātaka
→ [Mahājanaka jātaka]

Maha Pinnyagyaw <fl. 1554-1594>
Maha Pany a kyaw shauk htôn. [Hsadaw for the Pali into Burmese, by Minbu Sayadaw & U Awwatha ... Approved by the Text Book Committee. – Rangoon : Han-tha-wadi, 1960. 223 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 293/231.121)*

The mahājanaka jātaka : being the story of one of the anter-ior births of Gotama Buddha / transl. [from the version of Obhāsa into English with notes by Taw Sein Ko. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1888. 179 p.
US: HU NJ OCI

Siegfried M. Schwertner

1935. 4, 117 p. – (Burmese text series / Burma Research Society ; 37)
Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government.

Mahā Rājavān, To’ Krī < Selections >
→ Cerre, P. H.
Pagan : l’univers bouddhique ; chronique du palais de cris- tal

Maha Sai-Thu
Collected works of Maha Swe ... – Ran’ kun’. – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 1995
GB: BL(APAC(SEA,1995.a.521)*
US: LC(PL3988 .M23 1995 ; Microfiche (o) 95/63421 (P))

Mahābuddhavan'
→ Vicittasārābhivam.sa
The great chronicle of Buddha

Mahachulalongkorn Buddhist University < Bangkok >
Thai Buddhism in the Buddhist world
→ Rajavaramuni < Phra >

Mahajan, Vidya Dhar <b. 1913>
Comparative government
AU:NLA(451 M214-8<00276326>)
IU(342 M27S1970)
UC(SRLF A 0009818428)

[‘Mahājanaka jātaka]
Mahājanaka jātaka [: transl. by Obhāsa from the Pali into Burmese, by Minbu Sayadaw & U Awwatha ... Approved by the Text Book Committee. – Rangoon : Han-tha-wadi, 1960. 223 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 293/231.121)*

The mahājanaka jātaka : being the story of one of the anter-ior births of Gotama Buddha / transl. [from the version of Obhāsa into English with notes by Taw Sein Ko. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1888. 179 p.
US: HU NJ OCI

110 p.
GB: BL(14302 a 9)*
US: ICN NJ OCI

M 20
Mahājānaka jātaka vattu ... – [Rangoon, 1890?] 124 p.
– Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Jataka
GB: SOAS(GPC 293/12.203)*

– Added title and text in Burmese characters, transl. in English.
HU(Widener 3247.64.15)

Mahānāma
History of Mahawun / Mahānāma. – 1915. 359 p.
GB:BL(14302 b 43)*

Mahapaccavekkhan
→Sobhana <Mahāthera>
A discourse on to nibbāna via the noble eightfold path

Mahapareikkki Pal and Mon / by Shwe Ngo. – Moulmein, [1926]. – In Talang
GB:BL-APAC(Mon B.3)

Mahārahaniti
Dhammaniti and Mahārahaniti
→Braun, Heinz

→Pāli nīti texts of Burma

Maha-raza-win
→McKertich, Stephen M.
History of Burma in Burmese

Subject(s): Mindfulness ; Buddhism – Doctrines.
US:CU(Kroch BQ1300.M3622 E57 1986)

Mahāsāya-daw
→Sobhana < Mahathera >

Mahāsātinya Sāsana Nuggaha Organization <Rangoon>
Mahāsā Thāthana Yeikthā

Mahāsālavanama < Thera >
Yazawin gyaw ... – [Rangoon, n.d.] 5, 87 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 14) – Added title and text in Burmese
US:CU(Wason DS485 B79B82 no.14)
LC(DS529.2.M33)

Mahāauthatha
GB:SOAS(GB 398/11.370)*

Mahavijaya Pagoda and its significance / publ. under the authority of the Text Book Committee. – Rangoon, 1890?
124 p.
– Added title and text in Burmese
US: CU(Wason DS485 B79B82 no.14)
LC(DS529.2.E57 1986)

Mahawitthayalai Chiang Mai / Department of Geological Sciences / Technical Meeting <1989, Chiang Mai Univ.>
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Geology, Stratigraphic – Neogene – Congresses
Geology – Asia, Southeastern – Congresses
D: FGBA(94.2901 8)
US: IU(Main Stacks 551.7860959 M277P)

Mahendra, Maheshwari

Mahindra

US: CAS   UCD(Shields QL666.O6 M45 1984)
D: M-BSB(Z 58.149-21/22)   GÖ-SUB(ZA 15 042:22)

Ref.: OCLC 16720231
US: LC(DS485.B81M2)
GB: BL(10055.aaaa.9)

Mahé de la Bourdonnais, A. <Comte, 1843-1909>

Subject(s): La Bourdonnais, A. Mahé De, Le Comte: Travel - Burma
Burma : Description and travel
GB:BL(10055.aaaa.9)*
US: LC(DS485.B81M2)
Ref.: OCLC 16720231


F: BNF(8° O2 1.180) BIULO(Y IX 22/A 6252)
GB:BL(10055.aaaa.9)
US: HU(Widener Ind 8118.83)
Ref.: OCLC 28456297 ; 30048255


D: B-SBB(Up 4915/45-3) HD-SAI(reg 60 S 21)*
WU(Memorial Lib, DS485 B81 M2)
YU(SML DS485 B81 M34 1886)

Mahendr, Beni Charan


Subject(s): Snakes – India ; Snakes – Sri Lanka ; Snakes – Burma ; Snakes – Bangladesh ; Snakes – Pakistan

D: M-BSB(Z 58.149-21/22) GÖ-SUB(ZA 15 042:22)
HD-SAI(200 nat 88/1514)*
US: CAS   UCD(Shields QL666.O6 M45 1984)

Maheshwari, Panchanan <1904-1966>

→History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon

Mahidol University < Bangkok > / Institute of Language and Culture for Rural Development

→Institute of Language and Culture for Rural Development <Bangkok>

Mahindol University < Salaya > / Institute for Population and Social Research

→Institute for Population and Social Research < Mahidol University, Salaya >

Mahaling Agricultural Station

→Agricultural Station < Mahaling >

Mahmood, Norma

→Rethinking political development in Southeast Asia

Mahmood, Shaukat

The Pakistan Penal Code (XLV of 1860) : exhaustive commentary incorporating case-law of Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma, India, U.K., etc., with law of diyat and qisas / by Shaukat Mahmood and Nadeem Shaukat. 6th rev. and enl. ed. – Lahore: Legal Research Centre.


Subject(s): Criminal law – Pakistan.
GB:SOAS(A345.49105/768227)

The Pakistan penal code (XLV of 1880) : exhaustive commentary incorporating case-law of Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma, India, UK, etc. – 1985.

Subject(s): Criminal law – Pakistan.
GB:SOAS: 1-3 (A345.49105/563.308)

Mahn Nay Myo

→Entrenched : an investigative report on the systematic use of forced labor by the Burmese army in a rural area

Mahon, Yvette

→Burma : the alternative guide

Mahosadha

(Bhūridat, [Chanda-kumāra, Nārada, Vidhura,] Suvarna-sama, Nemi, Temīya, Vessantarā, Mahājanaka) Jātaka Vatthu ... /[transl. from the Pali by Ü Obhāsa]. – [Rangoon.]

Mahosadhajātakavatthu. – [Rangoon.] – Added title and text in English. – [Burmese version of Obbāsa of the Mahosadhaja]

1. – 1882. 265 p.
GB:BL(14302 a 10* ; 14302 a 11)

Mahosadhajātakavatthu / [transl. from the Pali into Burmese] by Ü Obbāsa. – [Rangoon : Han-tha-wadi [Rangoon.]

Mahosadhahātakavatthu. – [Rangoon.] – Added title and text in English. – [Burmese version of Obbāsa of the Mahosadhaja]

1. – 1903. 242 p.
GB:SOAS(GPC 293.823/5.584 ; 231.861)

Maingkaing Myo Sa

A bibliographic account of the Pitakas and other Burmese literature. – Rangoon, 1906. 266 p. – Text in Burmese
Ref.: Trager

Mains, Tony

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945> - Biography
Maisyreya, Ananda
→ Ananda Maitrēya < Bhikkhu >

Maitriya, Ananda
→ Ananda Maitrēya < Bhikkhu >

Maize and Oilseed Production Project < Burma >
→ Burma Maize and Oilseeds Production Project

Bibliographical description

India : World War <1939-1945> - Military intelligence ; Intelligence officers - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Indian ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Ref.: SOAS(E Coll 3 H 20)


Subject(s): Mains, Tony

Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945> - Biography

India : World War <1939-1945> - Military intelligence ; Intelligence Corps - Biography

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Indian ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns, World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

Ref.: OCLC 746452


D: B-SBB(320 536 Potsdamer Str.)

GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1994 a 1442)

US: CU(Kroch z) & UCB(Anthr.) & UCLA(YRL) :


Subject(s): Lisu (Southeast Asian people) – India – Arunachal Pradesh

Lisu (peuple d’Asie du Sud-Est) – Inde – Arunachal Pradesh

Arunachal Pradesh (India) : Social life and customs ; Social conditions ; Moeurs et coutumes ; Conditions sociales

D: TU-UB(34 A 12698)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.44634) BMH(DS 432 .Lisu)

GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1994 a 1442)

US: CU(Kroch z) & UCB(Anthr.) & UCLA(YRL) :

DS432.L57 M35

Majumdar, Asis Kumar

South-East Asia in Indian foreign policy : a study of India’s relations with South-East Asian countries from 1962-82 / Asis Kumar Majumdar. 1st publ. – Calcutta : Naya Prokash, 1982. XV, 253 p. – Rev. of Jadavpur Univ., Ph.D. thesis

D: HD-SAI(219 pol 89/3050)

N: KITLV(M 3b 658 N)

US: CU(Wason DS525.9 I4 M225 1982)


Subject(s): Lisu (Southeast Asian people) – India – Arunachal Pradesh

Lisu (peuple d’Asie du Sud-Est) – Inde – Arunachal Pradesh

Arunachal Pradesh (India) : Social life and customs ; Social conditions ; Moeurs et coutumes ; Conditions sociales

D: TU-UB(34 A 12698)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.44634) BMH(DS 432 .Lisu)

GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1994 a 1442)

US: CU(Kroch z) & UCB(Anthr.) & UCLA(YRL) :

DS432.L57 M35

Maitreya, Ananda

→ Ananda Maitrēya < Bhikkhu >

Maitriya, Ananda

→ Ananda Maitrēya < Bhikkhu >

Maize and Oilseed Production Project < Burma >

→ Burma Maize and Oilseeds Production Project


D: HD-SAI(219 pol 89/3050)

US: CU(Wason DS525.9 I4 M225 1982)
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DS432.L57 M35

Majumdar, Asis Kumar

South-East Asia in Indian foreign policy : a study of India’s relations with South-East Asian countries from 1962-82 / Asis Kumar Majumdar. 1st publ. – Calcutta : Naya Prokash, 1982. XV, 253 p. – Rev. of Jadavpur Univ., Ph.D. thesis

D: HD-SAI(219 pol 89/3050)

N: KITLV(M 3b 658 N)

US: CU(Wason DS525.9 I4 M225 1982)
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Arunachal Pradesh (India) : Social life and customs ; Social conditions ; Moeurs et coutumes ; Conditions sociales

D: TU-UB(34 A 12698)
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Majumdar, Asis Kumar

South-East Asia in Indian foreign policy : a study of India’s relations with South-East Asian countries from 1962-82 / Asis Kumar Majumdar. 1st publ. – Calcutta : Naya Prokash, 1982. XV, 253 p. – Rev. of Jadavpur Univ., Ph.D. thesis

D: HD-SAI(219 pol 89/3050)

N: KITLV(M 3b 658 N)

US: CU(Wason DS525.9 I4 M225 1982)


Subject(s): Lisu (Southeast Asian people) – India – Arunachal Pradesh

Lisu (peuple d’Asie du Sud-Est) – Inde – Arunachal Pradesh

Arunachal Pradesh (India) : Social life and customs ; Social conditions ; Moeurs et coutumes ; Conditions sociales

D: TU-UB(34 A 12698)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.44634) BMH(DS 432 .Lisu)

GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1994 a 1442)

US: CU(Kroch z) & UCB(Anthr.) & UCLA(YRL) :

DS432.L57 M35

Majumdar, Asis Kumar

South-East Asia in Indian foreign policy : a study of India’s relations with South-East Asian countries from 1962-82 / Asis Kumar Majumdar. 1st publ. – Calcutta : Naya Prokash, 1982. XV, 253 p. – Rev. of Jadavpur Univ., Ph.D. thesis

D: HD-SAI(219 pol 89/3050)

N: KITLV(M 3b 658 N)

US: CU(Wason DS525.9 I4 M225 1982)
D: ZBM(1992 A 3165)

Malaria control in Myanmar

HIV/AIDS, 2. Drug abuse, 3. Malaria in Myanmar

Malaria in Myanmar

HIV/AIDS, 2. Drug abuse, 3. Malaria in Myanmar

Malaysia/Burma: living in limbo: Burmese Rohingyas in Malaysia

Coursen-Neff, Zama

Malcolm, Howard

Malcolm, Howard

Malcolm, Ian Zachary <1868-1944>

Indian pictures and problems / by Ian Malcolm. With 50 illus. – London : : E. Grant Richards, 1907. XIV, 294 p. – Repr. in part from various periodicals
Subject(s): India : Description and travel
Burma : Description and travel
GB: BL-APAC(T 4077)
SOAS(JA15.4/30.473 ; 476.771)
US: CU(Annex DS413 .M24)   HU(Widener Ind 2009.07)
NRCN(Offsite DS410 .M3)   NYPL(Research BGT)
UC(NRLF DS413 .M27 B 4 512 496)
UCLA(YR DS413 .M29i)

Malaria in Myanmar

Malcolm, John <1769-1833>


Malcolm, Howard <1799-1879>

An account of the Burmese empire

Travels in South-Eastern Asia : embracing Hindustan, Malaya, Siam, and China ; with notices of numerous missionary
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner


1. – XI, 324 p., illus., fold. map.
   p.1-151: Travels in Burmah, Chittagong, and Arracan
   p.152-324: Digested notes on the Burmese empire

2. – VIII, 364 p., illus., gloss.
   p.226-258: The missionary field in and around Burmah

Subject(s): Missions – Asia, Southeastern Asia

AU: ANU (Menzies rare book DS507.M25 1939)

GB: BL (1046 d 23)* BL-APAC(T 3310 ; T 11512)

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS527.5 M24)

ditto. 6th ed. – ibid., 1840. 2 vols., illus.

US: BU(Widener Harv. Depos. KE 17343) UCS

WU(Memorial Lib. DS507.M24)

Ref.: OCLC 03521527 ; 51665035

ditto. 7th ed. – ibid., 1844. 2 v. in 1 (599 p. in various pagings), illus.

US: DAU HU(Widener Ind 208.39.7) NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Kyl M292t)

Ref.: OCLC 4972479

ditto. 8th ed., omitting some tables, essays, etc. ... – Cincinnat

ni: Anderson, 1849. 5, XII, 427 p., illus., plates., fold. map.

US: CSmH KyU MB NBC NcRS

UCLA(YRL DS507 .M29)

Ref.: OCLC 03521527 ; 51665035

ditto. 10th American ed. ; with 63 engravings. – Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, [1853]. 432 p., illus., plates, fold. map.

US: C(State Lib 915.9 M24)

Ref.: OCLC 53637158

ditto. – New Delhi : Asian Educational Services, 2004. 2 v., illus. – Originally publ.: London : Tilt, 1839

ISBN 8120618009 (v. 1); 8120618025 (v. 2)

US: LC(I-E-2004-327803; 61-05; 67-05)

UCB(DS507.M29 2004)

Ref.: OCLC 53637158

Travels in the Burman empire / by Howard Malcom. Illus. with a map of South-Eastern Asia, and wood engravings. – Edinburg: Chambers, 1840. 82 p., map. – The present work ... forms the first section of the author's "Travels in south-eastern Asia", published in 1839 - Publisher’s notic

Herbert 52

Subject(s): Missions – East Asia

Burma : Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 1979)*

GB: BL-APAC

US: CSmH MB

Ref.: OCLC 3521527

ditto. 6th ed. – ibd., 1840. 2 vols., illus.

US: BU(Widener Harv. Depos. KE 17343) UCS

WU(Memorial Lib. DS507.M24)

Ref.: OCLC 03521527 ; 51665035

ditto. 7th ed. – ibid., 1844. 2 v. in 1 (599 p. in various pagings), illus.

US: DAU HU(Widener Ind 208.39.7) NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Kyl M292t)
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UCLA(YRL DS507 .M29)

Ref.: OCLC 03521527 ; 51665035
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US: C(State Lib 915.9 M24)

Ref.: OCLC 53637158

ditto. – New Delhi : Asian Educational Services, 2004. 2 v., illus. – Originally publ.: London : Tilt, 1839
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US: LC(I-E-2004-327803; 61-05; 67-05)

UCB(DS507.M29 2004)
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Bibliographical description

Mali, Kuldip Singh <b. 1918>

Subject(s): Finance, Public – Burma


Subject(s): Inflation (Finance) – Burma

Malhotra, M. S.
Araneae
→ Tikader, B. K.

Malkasian, Carter <b. 1975>

Contents: 6. The Burma Campaign

Subject(s): Attrition (Military science) - Case studies.
Military history, Modern
Military art and science – History.- 20th century.

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

US: LC & NNC(Butler) : U163 .M26 2002

Mallett, Frederick Richard <b. 1841>
→ A manual of the geology of India

Malinsson, Allan

Subject(s): Hervey, Matthew (Fictitious character) - Fiction.
British-Burma : Fiction.
British-India : Fiction.


Genre/Form: Historical fiction.
War stories.


Calcutta (India) - Fiction.

Rangoon (Burman) - Fiction.

US: CU(Kroch) & LC : PR6063.A36615 S23 2004

Northeaster Univ, MA
Ref.: OCLC 54611026

Maltaite, Willy

Subject(s): stripverhalen

NL: KB(RE 170/24-1976 Depotexp.)

Mamedov, O.

Ref.: FAO: TA final reports

Mammals of Myanmar
→ Kyaw Nyunt Lwin

Man”
Folwers and festivals round the Burmese year with nature poems. – Ran’ kun’: Daw Khin Myo Chit, 1980.

GB:BL-APAC(SEA 1987 a 231)

Man, Johannes Goverts de <1850-1930>
Crustacea
→ Contributions to the fauna of Mergui and its archipelago


US: HU(Museum Comp Zoology Cr-M)

Subject(s): Malacostraca – Burma – Mergui Archipelago.

Crustacea – Collection and preservation.

E: DU de la Mediterranee

US: (Museum Comp Zoology: Spec. Coll.) Smithsonian Inst, DC

Ref.: OCLC 18727303

Ref.: OCLC 27016374

Ref.: OCLC 51600451

The man Shu

→ Fan, Chuo


Contents:

Burmese Buddhism in everyday life / Manning Nash (285-295)
The "clerk mentality" in Burmese education / James F. Guyot
The role of the military in development planning / Burma / Louis J. Walinsky

The overseas Indian in southeast Asia : Burma, Malaysia, and Singapore / R. Hatley

Cultural value and economic change in Burma / Mya Maung

AU:ANU(Menzies DS503.4.T5)

NAL(309.159 T579)

D: B-SBB(320 341 Potsdamer Str.)

HD-SAI(300 pol 70/1953)*

GB: SOAS(G950/252.845) SAdS(ICS DS511 TIL)

US: HU(Hilles 309.15 T57) NLA(309.159 T579)

Ref.: OCLC ID No.: 00050916


Subject(s): Legumes – Tropics – Congresses

Cropping systems – Tropics – Congresses

AU:ANU(Hancock pamphlet SB177.L45,M93 1992)

GB:Aberdeen(MacRobert Stack : A 633.3072 Far)

N: NLH(635.65 MYA)


HU(Botany Econ. Botany SB317.L43 M92 1992x)

IU(ACES Stacks 633.3 M99M)


Subject(s): Democracy – Burma – Congresses


SG: ISEAS(DS530.65 M26)

Manam Hpang


Subject(s): English language – Dictionaries – Kachin.

Kachin language – Dictionaries – English.

Ref.: OCLC 53260649

English Kachin Burmese dictionary = Inglik Jinghpaw Myen ga hti chyum / comp. by Manam Hpang. – [Ran’ k’un:] Htun Aung Lin, 1977]. 644 p. – Title also in Burmese

Herbert 460

Subject(s): English language – Dictionaries – Kachin.

English language – Dictionaries – Burmese.

Kachin language – Dictionaries – English.

AU:ANU(Menzies PL4001.K34M36)

NLA(E 182841)

GB: BL-APAC(SEA,1986.a.2786 ; T 32774)

OUL(B Floor Bodl. Burm. e.260)

SOAS(GPE Kach 413/397.378)*

SG: ISEAS(Ref PL3957 K1M26)

US: CU(Wason PL4001 K34 M26)

LC(PL4001 K34 M26)

PL(PL4001 K324 M26)

HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Consult HN7FXX)

YU(SML PL3956 M25)

A practical spoken Kachin ... / Ü” Manam' Phan'. – [Ran’ kun’] 1991. 8, 192 p. – Burmese and Kachin (Kachin in Burmese script and roman)

Note: Conversation in Kachin language for Burmese speakers.

Subject(s): Kachin language - Conversation and phrase books - Burmese

AU:NLAm(297 fiche 94/63400)

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/63400)

US:LC(PL4001 K322 M36 2000 FT MEADE ; Microfiche 94/63400 (P) So Asia)


Ref.: OCLC 51600451

Manam Hpang, Sara


– Based on: A dictionary of the Kachin language / comp. by O. Hanson.

Subject(s): Kachin language


Note: Conversation in Kachin language for Burmese speakers.

Subject(s): Kachin language - Conversation and phrase books - Burmese

AU:NLAm(297 fiche 94/63400)

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/63400)

US:LC(PL4001 K322 M36 2000 FT MEADE ; Microfiche 94/63400 (P) So Asia)


Ref.: OCLC 51600451

WU(Steinbock Documents Int ICRISAT C87 M37)

YU(F&ES SB317 L43 M93 1992 (LC))
Manansala, Paul
Subject(s): Naga (South Asian people)
Naga (peuple d’Asie méridionale)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.48226 ; GEN.III.57107)

Manchester, William Raymond <b. 1922>
Subject(s): Communism – Asia, Southeastern.
Asia, Southeastern.
US: YU(SML LC Class. DS513 Z9 1953M)
Ref.: OCLC 4337846

Manchoukuoan
Manchoukuoan Government’s note on publicity and information
→ Ba Han
The planned state

Mandalay / Municipality
<Bye-law under section 30. – 1899>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(85))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – May, 1901>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(86))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – Nov., 1901, Add.>
Addition to a bye-law by the Mandalay municipality under section 30 of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Nov. 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(89))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1902>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(87))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1906>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(88))*

<Bye-law under section 86>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(90))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1780 ; Tr 870(21))*

<Bye-law under section 89>
Bye-law by the Mandalay municipality under section 89 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma(for Secy.), March 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(91))*

<Bye-law under section 89, 92, 99, 102>
Bye-laws of the Mandalay municipality framed under section 89, 92, 99, 102, clause (a), (d) and (f), and 142, clause (a), (c), (d), (f), (g), (k), (l), and (s) of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Oct. 1898. 18 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(92))*

<Bye-law under section 90>
Bye-law by the Mandalay municipality under section 90 sub-section (I), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), March 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(93))*

<Bye-law under section 99>
Bye-laws by the Mandalay municipality under section 99 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), March 1900. 5 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(94))*

<Bye-law under section 99 (b)>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(95))*

<Bye-law under section 102>
Bye-laws by the Mandalay municipality under section 102 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Jan. 1900. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(96))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (a)>
Revised bye-law by the Mandalay municipality under section 142, clause (a), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy. Dept.), Nov. 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(97))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (n)>
Bye-law by the Mandalay municipality under section 142, clause (n), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Jan. 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(98))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (o)>
Bye-laws by the Mandalay municipality under section 142, clause (o), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), 1901. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(99))*

Mandalay Municipality : hand-book containing the rules, notifications, directions, and orders made under the Burma municipal act, (no. III of 1898) and the Vaccination act, (XIII of 1880), with an index and a map of Mandalay ... Corr. up to 1st June 1901. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for S., M. M.), 1901. IV, 68 p., index. – Added title: Handbook of the Mandalay Municipality
GB: BL(5311 l 3)*
Burma Bibliographical Project

Burma (for B. S.), Oct 1898. 83 p., illus., maps.


Address book. Mandalay City Development Committee1994. 384 p., illus. (some col.), col. maps. – Other title: Myanmar first ever Mandalay directory. – English, with some Burmese


Mandalay: Mandalay Office; Yangon: Branch Office.

Mandalay directory. – English, with some Burmese

Mandalay City Development Committee
→Mandalay : city profile
→Mandalay directory


Mandalay: Mandalay City Development Committee1994. 384 p., illus. (some col.), col. maps. – Other title: Myanmar first ever Mandalay directory. – English, with some Burmese

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay massacre. – Rangoon : Burmese Cinema Pr., [1939]. 11 p., illus. – Text signed: Ratanabon Rahanpyo Association and the Executive Committee of Mandalay Shooting Case

Mandalay (Burma) – Politics and Government.

Mandalay (Burma) – Politics and Government.

Mandalay massacres : Upper Burma during the reign of King Theebaw
→Gray, David M.

Mandalay (Burma) – Politics and Government.

Mandalay City Development Committee
→Mandalay : city profile
→Mandalay directory

Mandalay: Mandalay City Development Committee1994. 384 p., illus. (some col.), col. maps. – Other title: Myanmar first ever Mandalay directory. – English, with some Burmese

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.


Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay directory. – English, with some Burmese

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc. Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, Structures, etc.

Mandalay (B
LC(NA1512.2.M36M36)
NIU(SEA DS486.M3 B87X)
YU(LSF-Request Jat79 I36 963B)

– New York: Sotheby's, [1988]. 1 v. (unpaged), col illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Auction catalog.
Subject(s): Rubies – Burma
US: NIU(SEA NK5677.6 .M2541998)

Mandalay times. – Mandalay
GB: BL-DSS(5359.725500)

Mandalay to Bhamo
→Powell, J. H. G.

Mandalay University College
→University College <Mandalay>

Mandalay Water-Supply Scheme, Kinmun Valley Reservoir
→Foy, E. G.

Mandelbaum, David Goodman <b. 1911>
– in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. I, reel 14(9)
Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government.
D: GO-SUB(MA 82-112:14)*
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.1278) WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.9)

Mandelslo, Johann Albrecht von
The voyages and travels of J. A. de Mandelslo ... into the East-Indies: begun in the year 1638 and finish'd in 1640 ; containing a particular description of the great Mogul's empire, the kingdoms of Decan, ... Zeilon, Coromandel, Pegu, ... Japan, the great kingdom of China ... / rendered into English by J. Davies, etc.
GB: BL(983 f 1)

Mang, Kenneth Kham Go
→Kham Go Mang, Kenneth

Mangala suttam: text and translation with a glossary. – Rangoon: British Burma Pr., 1908. 22 p. – Text in Pali and Burmese, added title also in Burmese
GB: BL(983 f 1)

Mangosteen from Burma. –[London : Empire Marketing Board, 1931.] – (Experimental consignments ; report 10)-
Subject(s): Fruit trade – Great Britain ; Vegetables.
US: UCB(Biosci HD9251.1 .A26 v.10)
Ref.: OCLC 13995156
OCLC unter: Experimental consignments.

Mangrai, Sao Saimong
→Sāmōng Mangrāi <sao>

The manic that makes the crowd at the show panic and selected articles. – Rangoon : News and Periodicals Enter-
Note: On present political situation in Burma, and alleged anti-national activities of National League for Democracy and Daw Aung San Suu Kyi; collected articles.
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi
National League for Democracy (Burma)
Burma – Politics and government <1988–>
US: LC NNC(Butler) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS530.65 .M37 1999
Ref.: OCLC 43905156

Manich Jumsai <Mom Lùng, b. 1908>
Subject(s): Thai literature
US: LC DS530.65 .M27 1979a
NIU(SEA DS528.5 .M254) UCB

Subject(s): Thai literature – History and criticism.
Lao literature – History and criticism.
Southeast Asia literature – History and criticism
D: HD-SAI(nsp 20.18 G 11)
US: CU(Kroch PL4200 .M27)
NIU(SEA PL4226 .M355X)
US: CU(Kroch PL4200 .M27 1992)
NIU(SEA PL4200 .M27 1992)
ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 2000. 188 p. – ISBN 9748586979

D: GO-SUB(MA 82-112:72)*
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.6373)

The manifesto of Arakan Revolutionary Force
→Arakan Revolutionary Force

Manikam, Rajah Bhusnam
The church in Southeast Asia
→Thomas, Winburn T.

Manis, Francis
→Patheingyi Project

The Maniyadanabon of Shin Sandalinka
→Sandalinka, Shin

Mankekar, Dinker Rao <b. 1910>

M31
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Man kekar, D. R.: Diaries
  Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Journalists; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Indian; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
  India: War correspondents- World War <1939-1945> - Diaries
AU: ANU(Chifley D811.5.M36)
GB: CUL(DJ398.85.C5)
US: CRL(GenColl 77-902404)

Mann, A. E.
GB: BL (in: L.S.Bu.105/86)*

Mann, John Churchill
Meter stamps of the Indian sub-continent / by John C. Mann. – London : Meter Stamp Study Group, 1965. 57 p., illus., facsims., map. – "India, Hyderabad, Portuguese India, Pakistan, Burma, Ceylon and E.A.F.P.O." [East African Forces Post] - Cover
Subject(s): Postmarks – South Asia
Postal service – South Asia – Metered mail
GB: OUL(BOD St Cross 247928 d.338)
IRL: TCD(VP 20380
US: LC(PZ3.M3198.Lj2)   YU

Mannin, Ethel
And the road / by Mannin, Ethel. – London : The Adventures Club, [1955?]. 256 p., illus., map, index.
AU: ANU(Menzies DS485.B82 .M26)
GB: SOAS(GB 909/313.030)* ULL(OHN3 Man)
Ref.: OCLC 18957954

Mannin, Ethel
The living lotus / Ethel Mannin. – New York : Putnam, 1956. 255 p. – Herbert 690
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: HD-SAI(nsp 5.3 X 90/135)*
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 I /39)
US: CU(Kroch Film 1757) IU MiU

Manning, D. E. B.
Working plan for the Tavoy Forest Division for the period 1939-40 to 1958-59
Ref.: OCLC 1978660

ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1955. 256 p., illus., map. index.
D: HD-SAI(325 rei 68/3171)*

ditto. – London : The Adventures Club, [1955?]. 256 p., il-
US: CU(Kroch Film 1757)

Manning, D. E. B.
Working plan for the Tavoy Forest Division for the period 1939-40 to 1958-59
Ref.: OCLC 1978660
Manning, Ralph W.
→ A reader in preservation and conversation

Manohar, V. R.
Sarkar’s Law of evidence : India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma and Ceylon
→ Sarkar, Mahim Chandra
[Law of evidence. – 13th ed.]

Manoo
→ Manu

Manpower potential from education and training – [Rangoon] : Census Dept., Ministry of Immigration and National Registration
AU: ANU: 1963/64 (Menzies OD HD5812.7.M36)

Manrique, Sebastián ed. 1669>
Subject(s): Burma : Civilisation. 17th century ; History ; Politics and government
Mogol Empire. Civilization. 17th century
Mogol Empire. History
Mogol Empire. Politics and Government
Missions India Early works to 1800.
Missions Burma Early works to 1800.
India Description and travel Early works to 1800.
Burma Description and travel Early works to 1800.
GB: BL(YA.1997.a.15871)
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 5868)

Itinerário de Sebastião Manrique. Edição organizada e prefaciada por Luís Silveira. República Portuguesa, Ministério das Colónias. – Lisboa: Divisão de Publicações e Biblioteca, Agencia Geral das Colonias, 1946. – A re-issue of: Itinerário das missões de India Oriental. – 1653
1. – XV, 324 p., facs., indexes, map.
2. – 429 p.
GB: BL(10028 421)*
US: BU(BV3149.M28 1946)
LC(BV3149.M3 1946)

1. Arakan. – LXVI, 450 p., maps, plates, bibliogr. p. XXXI to XXXII. – (… ; 59)
2. China, India, etc. – XI, 481 p., plates, map, index, gloss., bibliogr. p. [425]-432. – (… ; 61)
Subject(s): Missions – East Asia.
Voyages and travels – Early works to 1800.

Mansfield, Alfred <b. 1912>
→ Al Mansfield : Architekt in Israel

Mansfield, Stephen
Birmanie : le temps suspendu
→ Huteau, Michel

Manshard, Walther <b. 1923>
D: KNUB(S 2972:356/356a) GÖ-SUB(QER 200:m)
US: LC(SB111.M24)

AU: NL(630.913 M287)
D: BO-UB(ADB3683)
GB: BL(W P. b 375/10)
NL: KITLV(M 4d 287 N)
US: LC(S481.M3513)

D: HD-SA1(592 agr 80/6254)*

Mansor, Bin Haji Yusoff
GB: Aberdeen(Queen Mother Library Ref Th1978 Man)

Mantegazza, Cesare
→ Mantegazza, Gaetano Mario

Mantegazza, Gaetano Mario <1745-1794>
→ Alphabetum Barmanorum

La Birmanía : relazione inedita del 1784 del missionario Barnabita G. M. Mantegazza [a cura di] Renzo Carmagnani ; prefazione di Pietro Fumasoni-Bianchi, con introduzione, note, illustrazioni, carte geografiche e bibliografia. – Roma:
Manthan Phruksawan
Influences of monsoon over Myanmar and Thailand... / Muntana Brikshavana. – Krun Thêp: Krom 'Utuniyomwit-thâyã, [1992]. 51 l., maps, bibliogr. leaf 45. – (Technical document ; no. 551.515.2-02-1992) – Added title and text in Thai ; Notes in English and Thai. – ISBN 9747553953
Subject(s): Weather forecasting - Burma
Weather forecasting - Thailand
US: LC(Microfiche 2000/63934 (Q))

Mantienne, Frédéric
ISBN 2-84654-007-1 (br.)
Subject(s): France - relations extérieures - Indochine - 17e siècle ; relations extérieures - Indochine - 18e siècle
Indochine : relations extérieures - France - 17e siècle ; relations extérieures - France - 18e siècle
Frankreich ; Thailand ; Vietnam ; Kambodscha ; Birma ; Auslandsbeziehungen ; Geschichte : 1600-1700
D: B-SBB(1 A 440465 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.74014) BSG(8 G SUP 15997)
Sorbonne(M 8= 44451)

Manton, Karis Brewster
Rangoon international cookbook → Hollister, Mary Brewster

Manton, Thomas Brewster
US: DAU NIU(Microforms-2nd FL-FML Micro-Film AC801 .M11391968)
UCB(News/Micro Microform.17328.D)

Manu
Note of the Burmese code entitled Damasat → Sangermano, Vincentius
A description of the Burmese empire
Bibliographical description

Burman code : Note of the Burman code entitled Damast
→Sanghermano, Vincentius
A description of the Burmese empire. – 5th ed.

The Dhammathat, or The laws of Menoo / transl. from the Burmese by D. Richardson. 14 vols. complete in 1. – Maul-
main: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1847. 376, 376 p. – Burmese and English text on opposite pages. Subject(s): Dharma - Sāstra ; Hindu law – Sources. Law – Burma ; Law – India.

GB: BL(Bur D 4) SOAS(E 84.394/12.265 ; 62.026)
US: Wason PK3255 M3 1847

SG: NUS(KA601 Man)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 I 13)*

US: HU(IndL 3460.2)

GB: BL-APAC(E 32) SOAS(EB 88.15/73.141,4)

Mano dhammasattham
→Manu

Manual for / of an institution
→under the institution

Manual of accounts, cash and claims. – Calcutta, 1929.
GB: BL-APAC(V 3328 ; IOR/V/27/322/137)

Subject(s): Burma – Civil Service Regulations and Conditions of Service
GB: BL-APAC(V 3328)

ditto. 3rd ed. Corr. up to the 31st March 1892. – ibd., (for C.
B.), 1892. III, 41 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.107)* BL-APAC(V 3458)*

ditto. 4th ed. Corr. up to the 30th September 1895. – ibd., (for C.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.107)* BL-APAC(V 3285)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.107)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/212/151)
US: YU(Mudd Ota56 +A7)

IV, 93 p.
> Manual of appointments and allowances of gazetted offi-
cers
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.107)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/212/152)
US: YU(Ota56 +A7)

Manual of appointments and allowances of gazetted offi-
→ Manual of appointments and allowances in Burma
Subject(s): Burma – Civil Service Regulations and Conditions of Service
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.107)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/212/154)

ditto. 8th ed. Corr. up to the 31st December 1914. – ibd.,
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.107)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/155-156)

Manual of appointments and allowances of gazetted offi-
Subject(s): Regulations and Conditions of Service

The Manoo-reng dharmathat : or, the original book of Menoo / ed. by Moung Tet-to. With table of contents in English. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1883.] 6, 104 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1425)
SOAS(A 345.91/11.951 ; EB 88.15/73.141,4)

Mano dhammasattham
→Manu

ditto. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Mission Pr., 1874. 388, 388 p. – Burmese and English text on opposite pages. D: HD-SAI(reg 60 J 18)
GB: BL(Bur D 6)

SOAS(A345.91/12266 ; 12267)*
US: LC MiU NYPL(Research *OLZ) OCl

ditto. 3rd ed. – [ibd. ?], 1891. 14 v. in 1.
SG: ISEAS(L.O. KE1241.2 M29)

GB: BL(Bur D 1688)

SOAS(A345.91/295.706* ; 625.714)

Index to the Dhammathat, or Laws of Menoo

→Draperes, George Francis Travers

Burmese Buddhist law ; Hindu law ; Civil law – Burma
GB: BL-APAC(E 32) SOAS(A 345.9010823/4.508)*
MY: NL
US: HU(Widener IndL 3460.3)

ditto. – ibd., 1934. 8, 49, 43 p.
US: NIU(SEA K391 .K5541934)
Ref.: OCLC 26198802

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 I 13)*
SG: NUS(KA601 Man)
US: CU(Kroch KNL479 .V12 1963)

ditto.
→also Forchhamer, Emanuel

An essay on the sources and development of Burmese law ...
The Manoo thara shwe myen dhammathat : or, the golden rule of Manoo Thara : according to Wonna Dhamma Kyaw-Deng / ed. by Moung Tettoo ... With preface by Horace A. Browne. – [Rangoon, 1879]. 4, 22, 240 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(A 345.91/7.272)*

ditto.
Burma: Civil Service; Officials and employees – Salaries, etc. – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.107)*
BL-APAC(V 1029 ; IOR/V/27/212/157B)
ditto. 9th ed., repr. – ibd.
1.1. – 1936.
1.2. – 1936.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/157D+F)
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/212/157C)
ditto. Correction slips, 1936-40. – ibd.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/212/157E+G)


Subject(s): Burma – Posts and Telegraphs Department
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.135/15)*   BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/212/157D)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.124/15)*   BL-APAC(V 10188 ; IOR/V/27/211/38)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.124/16)*   BL-APAC(V 10189 ; IOR/V/27/211/38)

Manual of arboriculture for Burma.
1. Instruction in arboriculture
2. List of plants usually cultivated in groves and avenues in India.

Subject(s): Forestry and Arboriculture – Manuals
Arboriculture - Burma
Trees - Burma
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.162)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/561/69)
D: HD-SA(320 agr 98/1099)*
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.162)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/561/70)
SG: NUS(Closed Stacks SD97 Bur.M)
US: NIU(SEA SB435.6.B97 M3681932)
Ref.: OCLC 27131240

A manual of Buddhist law: being Sparks’ Code of Burmese law, with notes on all the rulings on points of Buddhist law / by Henry M. Lütter. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1887. XVI, 76 p., index.

Subject(s): Law – Burma; Law, Buddhist
Buddha and Buddhism – Burma
GB:BL(5318 c 22)*
US: HU(Widener WID-LC KBP0.22 ;L88 1887x ; Master Microforms Film Mas 20433)
NCC-L(microform)
Ref.: OCLC 25061162
ditto. 2nd ed. – Mandalay: Star of Burma Pr., 1894. IV, 76, XVI p., index, table.
GB:BL(5318 b 30)*
US: UoC OCI UCB UCLA(KF1246.S736 1894)


Subject(s): Military law – Burma
ditto. – Simla, 1944.:
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/120/141)
US: CU(Annex UB710.B8 A5)  LC(Law)
LC(LAW «Burma (Union) (Military)>)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.124/15)*  BL-APAC(V 1053)
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/66)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.124/16)*  BL-APAC(V 1114 ; IOR/V/27/110/68)

Manual of departmental instructions for the guidance of officers
→Burma / Public Works Department / Irrigation Branch

GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 1427)


Subject(s): Education - Civil service ; Civil service
Examinations – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.104/2)*  BL-APAC(V 10179)
ditto. : corr. up to the 31st January 1894. – ibd., 1894. 65 p. – On cover: Burma: examination manual
GB:BL-APAC(Tr 726* ; Tr 871*)
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/104/3)*  BL-APAC(Tr 726* ; Tr 871*)
ditto. : corr. up to 3rd November 1898. – ibd., (for B. S.), 1898. 78 p. – Title at cover: Burma examination manual. – Caption title: Manual of examination for government officers and for admission to the government service in Burma
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.158)*  BL-APAC(V 10179)
US: YU(MUDD Ota56 A8)
ditto. : corr. up to the October 1904. – ibd., (for Chief Secy.), 1904. 84 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.158)*  BL-APAC(V 10179)
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/113/38)
US: YU(MUDD Ota56 A8)
ditto. : corr. up to 30th October 1905. – ibd., 1905. I, 83 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 ggg 9)*

M 36

Siegfried M. Schwertner
ditto. — ibd., 1908.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/40)

136 p., app.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158(3))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/41)

GB: BL(14300 ggg 38)*

ditto. Repr. with corrections. — ibd., 1913.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/43)

> Manual of examination rules for government officers serving under the Government of Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158(4))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/45)

< Manual of examination rules for government officers or for admission to the Government Service in Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158(5))* BL-APAC: 2-5 (V 10194 ; IOR/V/27/211/46) SOAS(GB 351/1.489)*

ditto. — corr. up to the 1st October 1924. — ibd., (for C. S.), 1924. 70 p. — Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ff 18)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158)
BL-APAC(V 10167 ; IOR/V/27/211/48)

ditto. — corr. up to the 1st December 1933. — ibd., (for H. P. D.), 1934. 47 p. — Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 351/143.948)*

ditto. — corr. up to June 1941. 8th ed. — ibd., (for H. P. D.), 1941. 97 p., tables.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158)
BL-APAC(V 1353* ; IOR/V/27/211/50)

3. Protection of forests and forest produce from injury. — II, 70 p.
GB: BL: 1-5 (I.S.Bu.151)* BL-APAC: 2-5 (V 9131)

GB: BL-APAC(Tr 662(3))*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.111/5)*

Subject(s): Local government - Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1948-> ; Economic policy
AU: ANU(Chifley HC422.A34)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54819)
GB: BL-APAC(V 22061)
SG: ISEAS(JQ452.B B96)
US: CU(Kroch HC422 .M29 ; Film 11052 reel 1739 no.18)
YU(SML HC422 A4 1952 (LC))
NIU(SEA JS7025.BB2 M257 1952)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.112/5)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/302/44)

GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/151/120)

Manual of office procedure — Burma / Department of Public Instruction

Note: Nome del curatore da un'annotazione manuale su una pagina preliminare
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0101)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.143/17)* BL-APAC(V 10197 ; IOR/V/27/151/100)

ditto. — ibd., (for C. S.), 1926. 127 p. — Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 fff 34)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1318)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.143/28)
BL-APAC(V 5564* ; IOR/V/27/151/101)

ditto. — ibd., (for I. G. of Police), 1929. 158 p. — Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ggg 58)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1305)
SOAS(A 345.91083/141.500)*

Manual [sic] of principles of Buddhist law … — 1925. 106 p. — Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 662(3))*

Subject(s): Prisons — Burma
Prisons — Management and discipline — Burma.
**ditto.** Rev. ed. – ibd., 1899. III, 297, XCVIII, CCIIP, p., index, app.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.115)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/171/43)
US: YU(MUDD Ntv26 I36 +899)
Ref.: OCLC 43712059

**ditto.** Rev. – ibd., 1906. III, 304, CXX, CXXIV p., app., index.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.115)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/171/45)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.115)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/171/47)

**ditto.** – ibd. – Prescribed by the Government of Burma.
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 92/63440)
US: CU(Annex HV8451 B8 A4 ; Kroch Microfiche 887
SEI 92 63440) LC(Microfiche 92/63440)
NJR NYPL(Research E-11 7133) YU(SML)

Manual of rules, regulations ... in force in the Pegu Division of British Burmah / Horace A. Browne. – Rangoon : ABM, 1862.
MY: NL

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.125/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/610/28)
US: MB YU(LSF-Request Unb16 I36 898b)
Ref.: OCLC 44862240

**ditto.** 1st August 1905. – ibd., (for F. C.), 1905. 99, 10 p., index.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.125/3)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/610/30)

A manual of stamp laws, containing the Indian Court Fees Act, no. VII of 1870, the Suit Valuation Act, no. VII of 1887, and the Indian Stamp Act, no. II of 1899, as amended up to date, with rulings, notes, directions ... / by U Tha Din. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1909. I, II , 528 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ggg 20)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/6)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/561/94)

**ditto.** – ibd., (for C. C. of F.), 1919. 3, 113 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300fff 30(1)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/6)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/561/95)

**ditto.** 2nd and rev. ed. – ibd., 1927. 149, VIII p., app., index.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/6)*
Bibliographical description

Manual of the more deadly forms of cattle disease 1911 ...
Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1914. 6, 26, 6 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 ff 15)* BL-APAC(MYAN.A.1261 ; 2457)
US:CU(Echols SF961.M295 1914)

Manual of the more deadly forms of cattle disease in India. 1903 ...
GB:BL(14300 ff 4)*
US:YU(Fxn8 B92 1906)
Ref.:OCCLC 43712104)

A manual of the practice of the Court of Small Causes, Rangoon
→ Court of Small Causes < Rangoon >

A manual of the practice of the Rangoon City Civil Court →Rangoon City Civil Court

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.1117/7)*
BL-APAC(IOV/V/27/860/69)
US:LC(LB1617.I4B8 1925)
ditto. – ibd., (for D. P. I.), 1926. 98 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 fff 17(5))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1783)
ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., (for D. P. I.), 1929. III, 52 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.1117/17)* BL-APAC(IOV/V/27/860/70)
SOAS(GB 370/19.806)
US:YU(Mudd Lb27 I36 925bb)
ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1930. 72 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 1240)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.146/4)* BL-APAC(IOV/V/27/660/117)
US:LC-P4(4HD 2745)
ditto. – ibd., (for C. S. L. R.), 1914. 58 p., app. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 fff 7)*

Manuel, R. A.
A comprehensive, alphabetical and analytical index to all the acts, repealed and unrepealed, of the Legislative Councils of the Governor General of India, the Governors of Bombay and Madras, and the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, to 1875 / by R. A. Manuel. – Calcutta : Hay, 1874. 660, 17 p.
GB:BL(5318 bb 10)*
US:LC(Law)

A digest of Buddhist law in matters relating to marriage, divorce, inheritance and division of property / by R. A. Manuel. – Rangoon : D’Vauz, 1885. 188 p.
GB:BL(5319 c 9)*

GB:BL(8023 ee 22)*

Subject(s): Burma : Steel industry and trade
US:NNC(Butler Microform Reading Room F g1805)

Mao, Tse-Tung
Selected works / T.-t. Mao. 4 v. – Peking, 1967. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:CUL(9840.d.72-75)

Subject(s): Yangon (Burma) : Maps
SG:ISEAS
HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & LC : G2289.R3.E635 D4
1996 F)
UCLA(YRL Maps G7724.R3E635 F)

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

(1.C.D.C.), 1998. 1 atlas (288 p.), col. illus., chiefly col. maps, incl. street index and index to places of interest. – Added title and text also in Burmese. – First ed. 1996

Subject(s): Rangoon (Burma) : Maps; Maps, Tourist; Directories


GB: SOAS(Atlas D42:30 Rangoon /819)


HU(Map Coll (Pusey)MAP-LC G2289.R3 D4 1998)

NIU(SEA G2289.R3 D4 1998)

Ref.: OCLC 43835570

ditto. 3rd ed. – ibd, 2001. 1 atlas (320 p.), col. illus., col. maps, 1 folded map in pocket, index to sectional map. – The cut-off date for information shown in this edition was November 2000 - p. 4. – Added title und text also in Burmese

GB: OUL(BOD MapRoom M D14:25 Yangon d.1)

US: CU(Kroch Ref. x) & LC & UC(SRLF) & UCB(S-library) & UCLA(YRL Maps G7724.R3E635 2001 .D4) WU YU

AG: SOAS(L.GP 410/411.696)

Ref.: OCLC 49037431

Maps for use with army and air despatches of the Burma campaign. – London : H. M. S. O., 19 March, 1951. 3 maps. – (Second supplement to The London Gazette, of Tuesday, 13th March, 1951 ; numb. 39172)

1. Burma
2. Arakan and Akyab area
3. Main physical features of Eastern India, Assam and Burma

AU:ANU(Menzies PL3935.M37)

GB: SOAS(PL3935.M3 ; Microforms-2nd FL-MFML Microfilm AC801 .M3116)

Ref.: OCLC 618267

Shan loan words in Kachin bilingualism in acculturation / La Raw Maran. – 1964. 69 l. – Univ. of Arizona, M.A. thesis 1964

Subject(s): Kachin language – Foreign words and phrases – Shan.

Ref.: OCLC 28524507

Tones in Burmese and Jingpho / La Raw Maran. – 1971. IX, 221 l., tab., bibliogr. l. 208-210. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.,

Univ. of Illinois, Ph.D. (language and literature, linguistics) thesis 1971. – DAI 32.9A, 1972, 5213. – Coppel p. 251-252. – Shulman 519. – UMI PRY72-06994


AU:ANU(Menzies PL3935.M37)

US: HD-SAI(M34 32.26 C 81/2060)*

GB: SOAS(GP 410/411.696)

US: IU(Microfilm Rm FILM 495.8 M32T)

Marathe, D. Sridhar


D: HD-SAI(219 bez 84/653)

Marazzi, Antonio

Sud Est asiatico / Antonio Marazzi. – Novara: De Agostini, 1981. 120 p., illus. a colori. – (Popoli nel mondo)

Subject(s): Birmania – Minoranze etniche

Lingue – Birmania

Sud est asiatico : Popoli

I: BCMP(SL/CULT/0022)

Marcato, Luigi


Marcel, Gabriel

Un français en Birmanie

→Mahé de la Bourdonnais, A.

Marcello, Ronald E.

→Building the death railway : the ordeal of American POWs in Burma, 1942-1945

March, Arthur C.


AU:ANU(Menzies PL3935.M3)

GB: BL(2726 n 3)*

Marathe.

→Del Mar, Walter

Maran, La Raw<br>1942>


Subject(s): Burmese language – Intonation.

Kachin language – Intonation.

AU:ANU(Menzies large book PL3551.W6 v.4)

GB: SOAS(L.GP 414/273.544)*

US: CU(Wason PL3551 A47+ v.4) LC & NNC(Offsite) & YU(SRLF D0010329795) & UCLA(YRL Maps G7724.R3E635 2001 .D4)

Ref.: OCLC 49037431

Marchal, Henri


p. 91-117: Birmanie

D: HD-SAI(190 kun 62/1727)*

GB: BL(1,1936-5,1940 (2726 n 3/2)*

US: BL-APAC(P/V 1652)*

AU:NLA(S959 SOC NS 25,2)

Marathe.

→Cressy-Marcks

Cressy-Marcks, Violet Oliva

→Cressy-Marcks, Violet Oliva Rutley

→Birmania
Marcus, Carl
GB: BL(Cup.804 i 15)

Maret, Pascale
Subject(s): Short Stories - Burma
Littérature française – Thèmes, motifs
Birmanie dans la littérature
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.12345
Maret
GB: BL(Cup.804 i 15)

Margary, Augustus Raymond <1846-1875>
The journey of Augustus Raymond Margary, from Shanghae to Bhamo, and back to Manwyne ; from his journals and letters, with a brief biographical preface ; to which is added a concluding chapter / by Sir Rutherford Alcock. With a portrait ... and a route map.

Margesson, Rhoda
Access: http://www.pennylhill.com
Subject(s): Refugees – Burma ; Refugees – Thailand.
Ref.: OCLC 55860593

Marian Congress < 1, 1921, Madras >
Proceedings of the first Marian Congress [of] India, Burma, and Ceylon, held in Madras, 4th, 5th, and 6th January, 1921.
Subject(s): Catholic Church : India – Congresses
Catholic Church : Burma ; Sri Lanka
I: BCMP(AS 17/02/0365)
US: UCSB(Library BX164.-M33 1921)

Marie, Véronique Amédée Léonie
Subject(s): Economic development – Social aspects – Burma
Burma : Economic policy
SG: ISEAS(LO HC422 M33)

Marie-Golish, Vitold de
→Golish, Vitold de

Marijuana
→Indian Hemp Drugs Commission <1893-1894>

Marinance, Frédéric
Le riz de Rangoon / Frédéric Marinace. – Paris: Kailash, 2000. 203 p. – (Les exotiques, ISSN 1248-8232) – Fiction
ISBN 2842680537
Subject(s): Burma : Fiction.
US: NYPL(Research JFC 00-2040)
UCB(PQ2673.A6963 R59 2000) YU

AU:ANU(Chifley HC92.M36 1985)

Maring, Ester Gayo
Historical and cultural dictionary of Burma
→Maring, Joel Marvyl

Maring, Joel Marvyl
Ref.: OCLC 55860593

Marison, Fiscar
→Blatter, George John

- p. VII.
ISBN 90-6984-328-5 (KNAW); 90-6718-190-0 (KITLV)
Note: Situated at the edge of south and southeast Asia, the maritime frontier of Burma has never received the atten-
tion it deserves from historians, though it served as an important cultural and commercial crossroads connecting all the regions surrounding the Bay of Bengal. This volume brings together a unique array of scholars to explore Burma’s distinctive role in the Indian Ocean world.


Indischer Ozean <Region> – Geschichte <1200-1800> – Aufsatzsammlung

AU: ANU (Menzies) NLA (YY 959.1 M342)

CH: BS UB (Phi Zs 171:185)

D: B-SBB (I B 75772 Potsdamer Str.)

FR-UB (GE 20002/S45)

GO-SUB (FMAQ 2003 A 17665)

HH-SUB (A 2002/1496) KI-UB

KI-ZBW (B 328245) KNUB (alg 323.03/ν27-185)

GB: OUL (BOD M02.E05941)

SAS (951): 091)* SOAS (GB959.102/850.138)*

NL: KB (4176930 Depextop.)

KTLV (M 2002 A 997)

SG: ISEAS (DS530.62 M34)

NRL (R English 959.102 MAR)

US: CU (Olin AS244 .A53 n.s. d.185 +)

CUC (Kroch x) & UCB & UCD (Shields) & UCI (Langson) : DS529.3 .M37 2002

FU (Library West) HU (Widener LSoc 3061.15 n.r., d. 185) IU (Main Stacks 069 AMLn.s.)

LC & UCSB : DS529.3 .A225 1999

NIU (SEA DS530.8.T45 M375 2002)

OAU (Alden SE Asia AS244 .A52 n.r., v.185)

WU (Memorial Lib. AP A3138 A522 V Ser.2 d.185)

YU (SML AS244 A52 V4 II:185 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 53792860 ; 48985865

Mark

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark

Mark, Jason Dove

Insurrection : citizen challenges to corporate power

→ Danaher, Kevin <b. 1950>

Markand, Andrea

→ Myanmar : aktuelle Reisetipps auf 512 Seiten


Subject(s): Food supply – Burma.

Burma – Commerce.

D: KI-ZBW (S II 269(724))

GB: BL (A.1283/)*

US: HU (Widener Econ 6680.46 vol.724)

LC (HF105.C285 no.724)

Ref.: OCLC 27955341

Market Information Service Project

→ Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation / Market Information Service Project


Subject(s): Market surveys - Burma.

Hong Kong (China) – Commerce – Burma.

Burma – Commerce – China – Hong Kong; Commercial policy.


Market research report : Myanmar 1996- . – Singapore: Singapore Trade Development Board

< Trade and investment guide : Myanmar.

SG: NUS (Ref.Off. HG5720.7 MRR)

NUS-HL (HG5720.7 Mrr)


< Burma / Department of Agriculture / Markets Section

Market survey survey

13 – Report on the marketing of gram in Burma

14 – Report on the marketing of maize in Burma

15 – Report on the marketing of hides and skins


Subject(s): Farm produce Burma; Costs; Statistics.

Farm income Burma Statistics.

Produce trade Burma Statistics.

US: CU (Kroch Oversize) & HU (Widener Harv. Depos.)

& LC & NNC (Offsite) & UC (SRLF) & YU (SML Oversize) : HD9016.B82 M37 2001


Subject(s): Fertilizer industry – Burma.

Fertilizer industry – Burma – Statistics.

Ref: OCLC


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948- > ; Commerce.

US: Univ of Colorado at Denver, Auraria Libr, CO Indiana Univ., IN

Marketing improvement. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., 1939. – (Markets Section bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 3)

GB: CUL (OP.3200.631.02)

BL-APAC (IOR/V/25/501/47)


NNC NYPL (Research TLG)

M 42
Markets and fairs. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1940. 78 p. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 4) Subject(s): Markets – Burma ; Fairs – Burma

Markets and fairs. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1940. 78 p. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 4) Subject(s): Markets – Burma ; Fairs – Burma

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118/22)* BL-APAC(V 24314)
TH: CU(Arts HF5475.B93 M343)
US: LC(HF5475.B8A32) NYPL(Research TLG)
Burma Bibliographical Project


GB:Aberdeen Birmingham
US:CBGTU & HU(Andover-Harv. Theol: Mfiche) & NNUT(Burke Microfiche 84-B1) & YU(Divinity, Stacks Fiche B4000) : ATLA fiche 1990-1165

A visit to the King of Burmah at Mandalay, in October 1868. With remarks on the prospects of Christianity in Burmah / by the Rev. J. E. Marks. – London : Publ. for the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, by Bell and Dalby, [1869]. 12 p. – Repr. from: Mission field ; January 1869
Subject(s): Missions – Burma
US:LC(Microfilm BV-15) UC(SRLF A 12382503)

---

**Marlay, Ross**

Democracy and development in Southeast Asia : the winds of change
→ Neher, Clark D.

**Marlowe, Greg**

Burma battle. – London, [1953]. – Fiction
GB:OUL(BOD Nuncham 25615 e.3458/4)
IRL:TCD(ZN 50.2

**Marold, Gerfried**

Der Zustand der Schiffahrt bei den Völkern am Indischen Ozean. – Würzburg-Aumühle: Triltsch, 1940. IV, 85 S. – Hamburg, Univ., Phil. Fak., Diss., 1940. – Shulman 213
D: KL-ZBW(A 19034)

**Marrakesh Protocol to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994**

→ Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations : legal instruments embodying the results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations done at Marrakesh on 15 April 1994 ; 2

**Marrat, Jabez <1833-1909>**

---

**Marre, Aristide**

Coup-d’oeil sur le district Montagneux de l’Arakan et sur les tribus Sauvages qui l’habitent, suivi d’un vocabulaire comparatif des langues des Tchins, des Tchan dōos et des Kamis d’après le major Gwynne Hughes ... / par Aristide Marre. – Louvain: Peeters, 1883. 27 p. – Extrait du: Muséon F: BIULO(Méfin 8° 631(16))
GB:SOAS(GB 306/95.731)*

**Married man’s guide.** – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr., 1931. 64 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 475)

**Marriott, A. C.**

D: HD-SAIf(reg 60 M 131)*

**Marrison, Geoffrey Edward**

GB:ULL
US:CU(Kroch PL3881M35+)

The Scott manuscript collection in the University of Cambridge Library
→ University < Cambridge > / Library

**Marryat, Frederick <1792-1848>**

→ Illustrations of the Burmese war
Olla Podrida. – London : Bentley, 1840. – Herbert 345

**Marsaglia, G.**

The general linear hypothesis. – [Rangoon : Departments of Economics, Statistics & Commerce,] University of Rangoon,
Marshall, Andrew <b. 1967>


Publ. Partnership, 2003. 320 p., illus., map, ditto

– /c2right/c2right/c2right/c2right /c2right/c2right/c2right/c2right

Marshall, Emma W.


Subject(s): Smith, Daniel Appleton White <1840-1921> – Missionaries – Burma – Biography ; Missions – Burma – Baptists : Missions – Burma.

GB:BL(B/20019 bb 391)**

US:HU(Widener Ind 2115.23.5)

NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0375)

YU(LSF-Request Divinity Ek Sm54)

Ref.: OCLC 5017217

On the threshold of the century

→Marshall, Harry Ignatius

Marshall, Frederick


GB:BL(in: I.S.Bu.105/86)**

Marshall, George Frederick Leycaster <1843-1934>

The butterflies of India, Birmania and Ceylon : a descriptive handbook of all the known species of rhopalocerous lepidoptera inhabiting that region, with notices of allied species occurring in the neighbouring countries along the border, with numerous illustrations / the illus. drawn by Babu Gris Chunder Chuckerbutty ... – Calcutta : Calcutta Central Pr.

1. / by G. F. L. Marshall and Lionel de Nicéville. – 1882. 327 p., 17 plates, 296 figs., index.

2. / by Lionel de Nicéville. – 1886. IV, 332 p., 122 plates, index.

3. / by Lionel de Nicéville. – 1890. VIII, 503 p., 237 plates. Subject(s): Butterflies – Birmania ; Butterflies – Sri Lanka ; Butterflies – India

F: BNF(8° S.4153) MNHN

GB:BL(7296 ccc 14) BL-DSS(B) G 70

BL-APAC(V 5040)

OU(L/OM Entomol. 8342 d. 10-12 ; RSL Stack 189495 d.1 v.1-2) SOAS(S.IV.1.1741/94.296)

Wellcome(Onsite store SpecColl.)

US:CU(Entomology QL556 .G36)


SIUC(6th fl-Science stacks 595.78 M368B)

UCB(Biosci QL556.IS M3 v. 1-3 (1882-1890))

UCLA(Biomed QL556 .M36b 1882 Biospec-caestax History Div. Special Collections)

WU(Memorial Lib. OWY M35 cutter)

YU(MUDD, Stacks StL18a 163)

Marshall, Guy Anstruther Knox <Sir, 1871-1959>


Subject(s): Curculionidae

F: MNHN

GB:BL((B)FQ 555/501837000* ; 2251 f 5)

BL-DSS(LL60/612) BL-APAC(V 7580)

OU(L/OM Entomol. 8342 d. 10-12 ; RSL Stack 189495 d.1 v.1-2) SOAS(S.IV.1.1741/94.296)

Wellcome(Oonsite store SpecColl.)

US:CU(Entomology QL556 .G36)


SIUC(6th fl-Science stacks 595.78 M368B)

UCB(Biosci QL556.IS M3 v. 1-3 (1882-1890))

UCLA(Biomed QL556 .M36b 1882 Biospec-caestax History Div. Special Collections)

WU(Memorial Lib. OWY M35 cutter)

YU(MUDD, Stacks StL18a 163)

Marshall, R. E.

Working plan for the Waye Matu Bon reserve in the Myittha Forest Division

→Working plan < Myittha: Waye Matu Bon >

Marshall, Sir, 1851-1935 : Travel

Scott, Sir, 1851-1935 : Travel


Subject(s): Smith, Daniel Appleton White <1840-1921> – Missionaries – Burma – Biography ; Missions – Burma – Baptists : Missions – Burma.

GB:BL(B/20019 bb 391)**

US:HU(Widener Ind 2115.23.5)

NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0375)

YU(LSF-Request Divinity Ek Sm54)

Ref.: OCLC 5017217

On the threshold of the century

→Marshall, Harry Ignatius

Marshall, Frederick


GB:BL(in: I.S.Bu.105/86)**

Marshall, George Frederick Leycaster <1843-1934>

The butterflies of India, Birmania and Ceylon : a descriptive handbook of all the known species of rhopalocerous lepidoptera inhabiting that region, with notices of allied species occurring in the neighbouring countries along the border, with numerous illustrations / the illus. drawn by Babu Gris Chunder Chuckerbutty ... – Calcutta : Calcutta Central Pr.

1. / by G. F. L. Marshall and Lionel de Nicéville. – 1882. 327 p., 17 plates, 296 figs., index.

2. / by Lionel de Nicéville. – 1886. IV, 332 p., 122 plates, index.

3. / by Lionel de Nicéville. – 1890. VIII, 503 p., 237 plates. Subject(s): Butterflies – Birmania ; Butterflies – Sri Lanka ; Butterflies – India

F: BNF(8° S.4153) MNHN

GB:BL(7296 ccc 14) BL-DSS(B) G 70

BL-APAC(V 5040)

OU(L/OM Entomol. 8342 d. 10-12 ; RSL Stack 189495 d.1 v.1-2) SOAS(S.IV.1.1741/94.296)

Wellcome(Onsite store SpecColl.)

US:CU(Entomology QL556 .G36)


SIUC(6th fl-Science stacks 595.78 M368B)

UCB(Biosci QL556.IS M3 v. 1-3 (1882-1890))

UCLA(Biomed QL556 .M36b 1882 Biospec-caestax History Div. Special Collections)

WU(Memorial Lib. OWY M35 cutter)

YU(MUDD, Stacks StL18a 163)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Marshall, Harry Ignatius (b. 1878)
A course in personal evangelism for Karen students. – 1932. 32 p. – Andover Newton Theological Seminary, B.D. thesis 1932
Ref.: Embree

Daniel Appleton White Smith
→Marshall, Emma W.

Subject(s): Missions – Burma

US: CU(Kroch DS528.2.K35 M36 1997)
HU(Widener WIC DS528.2.K35 M37 1997x)
LC(DS528.2.K35 M37 1997)
YU(SML LC Class DS528.2 K357 1997)

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Social life and customs
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Religion
Burma : Social life and customs

Burma : Social and cultural life

Ref.: OCLC 01715560

ISBN 974-849-86-4 (Bangkok ; 1-879155-82-6 (Cheney)

ditto.

A message from the World Baptist Alliance to the Baptist Brotherhood, to other Christian brethren and to the world. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1924. 28 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.61)


Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Fiction

US: CU(Kroch DS528.2.K35 M36 1980)
LC & UCI(Main Lib) & UCSD(Cental): DS528.2.K35 M37 1980

Siegfried M. Schwertner

M 46
Bibliographical description

US: CU(Kroch PS3525 A78 N3) LC(PZ3.M3575Naw)
NIU(SEA PS3525.A72 N31947)
NNUT(Burke MRL Outline Ta2 M352)
NYPL(Research NCW) TxU UC(NRLF 961.M368
new SB 102 264) WaU YU(SML Yale Class. Iy
M357 947 ; Mudd Divinity MU14 M355n)

On the threshold of the century : an historical sketch of the
Karen Mission 1828-1928 and the Burma annual for 1928 /
Harry I. Marshall : Emma W. Marshall. – Rangoon : Amer-
can Baptist Mission Pr., 1929. 98 p.
Subject(s): Missions – Burma

The work of the American Baptist Missionary Union in
Burma, 1813-1908
→ American Baptist Missionary Union

Marshall, John <1784?-1837>
Narrative of the naval operations in Ava : during the Bur-
mese war, in the years 1824, 1825, and 1826 / by John Mar-
shall. – London : Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green,
1830. VIII, 126, XXI p., index. – Herbert 245
Subject(s): Burmese war, 1824-1826

The sermon on the mount : an exposition of Matthew, chapter
five / by H. I. Marshall. Thra Po Ngai and Thra Raleigh
Poe Dee, assistants in Translation. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission
Pr., 1931. 119 p. – Added title and text in Kagaw-Skaren
Karen, preface in English also
GB: BL(11103 a 71)* BK-APAC(Karen D.53)

GB: BL(11103 aa 14)*

The work of the American Baptist Missionary Union in
Burma, 1813-1908
→ American Baptist Missionary Union

Marshall, John <1784?-1837>
Narrative of the naval operations in Ava : during the Bur-
mese war, in the years 1824, 1825, and 1826 / by John Mar-
shall. – London : Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green,
1830. VIII, 126, XXI p., index. – Herbert 245
Subject(s): Burmese war, 1824-1826

Great Britain – History, Naval
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 126)*
GB: BL(802 k 20) BK-APAC(T 35362)
OUL(BOD K Floor 30.629)

M: NY RUL
US: CU(Kroch & Mss. DS475.7 .S67 1827) DN
LC(DS475.7.M36) NYPL(Research VYC) PPL

Royal naval biography : or memoirs of the services of all the
flag-officers, superannuated rear-admirals, retired-capains,
post-capains, and commanders, whose names appeared on the
Admiralty list of sea officers at the commencement of the
present year, or who have since been promoted, illus-
trated by a series of historical and explanatory notes ... with
copious addenda. – London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme,
Brown and Green, 1823-35. 4 v. in 9. Each volume is in two
parts; the parts of v. 1 and 2 are pagd continuously.
Herbert 245
Contents:
1. Memoirs of all the flag-officers of His Majesty's fleet now
living
2. Superannuated rear-admirals. Retired captains. Post-
Captains
3. Captains. Commanders

3.1 app.: "Naval operations in Ava, during the Burmese
war" – 120 p.
4. Commanders, flag-officers, captains
Subject(s): Great Britain : Royal Navy - Biography
GB: BL(RR; 10804 d 10)
BL-APAC(RR ; T 11858 ; T 11862)
US: LC(DA87.1.A1 M3) NNC(Offsite 359.42 M35)

Marshall. W. H.
Four years in Burmah / by W. H. Marshall. In 2 vols. – Lon-
Herbert 321
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and
customs
D: B-SBR(Up 4900 Potsdamer Str.) GÖ-SUB(8 Itin I,3138)
F: BIULO(ST VII 16/A 8507)
GB: BL(10057 b 11) BL-APAC(T 3319)*
SOAS(GB 909/18,320)*
MY: RUL
OUL(BOD L Floor MS. D.Phil. 2408 (11) 590657549)

Marshman, John Clark <1794-1877>
How wars arise in India : observations on Mr. [Richard]
Cobden’s pamphlet, entitled, "The origin of the Burmese
war" / by John Clark Marshman. – London : Allen, 1853.
71 p. – Herbert 239
Subject(s): Cobden, Richard, 1804-1865. How wars are got
up in India : the origins of the Burmese war.
Burmese War, 1852.
India – History – British occupation, 1765-1947.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 324 Kp)*
GB: BL(8022 d 44) CUL(Bbb.24.14)
OUL(BOD J Floor G.Pamph. 2408 (11) 590657549)
ULL(G.L. B.P. [Reform Club] 45)
US: MiU MnU YU(SML, Microform Fiche B1244
Fiche.N.1.1.1004)

Marsor, Alain-Gerard
→ Southeast Asia under the new balance of power

Marston, Daniel
Phoenix from the Ashes : the Indian Army in the Burma
campaign, 1942-1945 / Daniel Marston. – 2001. 1. 4, VI,
310 l., [17] l. of plates, illus., maps, bibliography. l. 295 to 310. –
Oxford, Univ., Faculty of Modern History, D.Phil. thesis
2001
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - World War 1939-1945
India : Army - World War 1939-1945 - Burma
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaign ; World
War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British ; World
War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Indian ; History -
Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
GB: BL-DSS(D213580) OUL(BOD J Floor MS. D.Phil.
c.16154) SOAS(GB959.10452/833107 ; 833108 ; E
Coll 3 K /122)
Ref.: OCLC 48606333

Phoenix from the ashes : the Indian Army in the Burma
campaign / Daniel Marston. 1st publ. – Westport, Conn.:
Bibliographical description

MI-BN Braidede - RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II
TS-Bibl. generale dell’Univ. degli studi di Trieste

Subject(s): Petroleum industry and trade

Mary Marwari Relief Society

US: LC(HD9576.B82 M36)
GB: BL(7106 h 30(16))

M 49

Masaru, Watase.

Maslen-Jones, Edward Walter <b. 1919>
Subject(s): Maslen-Jones, Edward Walter <b. 1919>

Great Britain : Royal Air Force - Air Observation Post Squadron, 656 : Air pilots, Military - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Reconnaissance operations, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; Aerial reconnaissance, British ; Aerial observation (Military science)

D: B-SBB(1 A 30828 Potsdamer Str.) HH-BW
GB: BL-DSS(97/14614) CUL(9005.c.5028)
OUL(BOD L Floor M99.E02596)
SOAS_GB958.10452 /837834 ; E Coll 3 U /42
IRL:TCD(HL-221-364)
SG: ISEAS(DS530 M39)
US: CU(Kroch z) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos. x) & OA(U)Alden SE Asia x) : D792.B8 M37 1997
LC(D786 .M27 1997 NYPL(Research JFE 97-7887)
OCLC 37190336

Mason, Colin <b. 1926>
Man in Asia / Colin Mason. – Sydney: Southern Cross International, c1968. 144 p., illus., map.
Au: ANU(Menzies DS33.M28)
NL: KITLV(M 3c 1133 N)
US: CU(Kroch DS33 .M39)

Mason, Daniel Philippe
I: PRAD(813 MAS) TRIC(81/B, g, MasoDa, e1)

ISBN 8535903283 (pbk.) : SP

Subject(s): Piano technicians – Fiction

British Burma : Fiction

Historical fiction ; Musical fiction.

Burma : Fiction.

Subject(s): Piano technicians – Fiction ; Musical fiction

British Burma : Fiction.

Burma : Fiction.


Note: An extraordinary first novel that tells the story of a British piano tuner sent deep into Burma in the nineteenth century. In October 1886, Edgar Drake receives a strange request from the British War Office: he must leave his wife and his quiet life in London to travel to the jungles of Burma, where a rare Erard grand piano is in need of repair. The piano belongs to an army surgeon-major whose unorthodox peacemaking methods - poetry, medicine, and now music - have brought a tentative quiet to the southern Shan region. Edgar meets soldiers, mystics, bandits, and tale-spinners, as well as an enchanting woman as elusive as the Karens, among the Karens / by Mrs. Mason ; edited by L. N. Herbert 345 ; translated from English by Ellen Huntly Bullard ; with maps and text in Thai. – ISBN 9749575490


Note: Den engelske pianostemmer Edgar Drake bliver af Krigsministeriet sendt til Burma, hvor han skal stemme et specielt flygelinde i junglen, hvor lægen Anthony Carroll forsøger at skabe et fredeligt samfund med bl.a. musik


Subject(s): Burma ; England ; 1880-1889; Burma - Missionaries - Burma; Burma - Social life and customs - 19th century.
Bibliographical description

GB: BL(4765 c 47)* BL-APAC(T 43249)
SOAS(CWML C.1/1)

J: TYB

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare BV3270 M39 C5)
MiU(BV3270.M42 1862) MnU(TC Wilson Ames
BV3270 .M35 1862a) Mfin(90 no.7)
NIU(SEC 4th Fl FML BV3270 M375)
NYPL(Research ZKVP
UC(SRLF AA000637518)
YU(Divinity MU14 M381c)

ditto / by Mrs Mason of Burmah. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1864. X,
AU:NLA(Luce 230 : McN 1057/66)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2042)

Dr. and Mrs. Mason’s land leases in Toungoo / by Eleanor
Mason. – Rangoon : Whittam Pr., 1874. 10, 10 p.
Herbert 345
GB: BL(1414 h 9(16))*
US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

First difficulties in studying Pali

Florie Chandler : or, the secret to the Maybrick Poisoning
Case / by Eleanor Mason. – Rangoon, 1890. 3, 45 p.
US: HU-L

Great expectations realized / or, civilizing mountain men / by
Ellen H. B. Mason ... – Philadelphia: American Baptist
Publication Society ; New York : Blakeman and Mason
[etc.], 1862. XIV, 17, 480 p., front. – English ed. has title:
Civilizing mountain men
Subject(s): Missions – Burma
Burma: Social life and customs
Toungu (Burma)

1 microfilm reel : 35 mm. – (History of religions pres-
servation project ; MN41613.2)
US: UoC(Regenstein Microforms microfm41613.2)
Ref.: OCLC 45652332)

Last days of the Rev. Francis Mason, D.D. / by Eleanor Ma-
son. – Rangoon : Whittam Pr., 1874. 61 p. – Herbert 345
GB: BL(4906 f 26(11))*
US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

The mountain Karen colony in Toungoo, Burma / by Eleanor
Mason. – Rangoon : Albion Pr., 1877. 23 p., plate.
Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Government
relations
Missions – Burma.
Toungoo (Burma)
GB: SOAS(Pam GB 301/62.006)*

Themat basket : a periodical for ladies

The origin of the Karens discovered. – [Rangoon, 1877].
US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

Our mother’s prayer

Mason, Francis
A cenotaph ... p. 186-187

A song of the famine : dedicated to the young folks of the
Anglo-East Indian community of Burma / by Eleanor Ma-
son. – Rangoon : Albion Pr., [1874]. 32 p. – Herbert 345
Subject(s): English poetry - 19th century
GB: BL(11602 f 3(8))*
IRL(TCD(OLS L-1-585 no.11)
US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

Tounghoo women : ladies, will you approve or condemn? –
New York : Randolph, 1860. 50 p. – Prefatory "remarks"
signed: Ellen B. Mason. – Describes Ellen H.B. Mason's
missionary work among Burmese women, includes testimo-
nials and makes an appeal for aid, especially for the Karen
Female Institute. Prose and poetry.
Subject(s): Karen Female Institute
Missions – Burma
Karen (Southeast Asian people)
Women in missionary work
Missions – Burma – Educational work
Missions, American – Burma
Burma: Description and travel ; Social life and customs
Toungu (Burma): History

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare BV3270 .M39)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. KF 4144) ICN
LC(BV3270.M33) NHd NRAB
UCSD

The Toungoo God-language conspiracy / by Eleanor Mason.
– Rangoon : Albion Pr., 1878-79. 134 p. – Herbert 345
GB: BL(1414 g 38(1))* BL-APAC(TR 640)*
US: MSAE
YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

Mason, Francis <1799-1874>

The books of Genesis and Exodus

Bible, O.T. : Genesis < Karen : Sgau >

Burma, its people and productions : or notes on the fauna,
flora and minerals of Tenasserim, Pegu and Burma / by F.
Mason ; rewritten and enl. by W. Theobald. [Rev. ed .] –
Hertford: Publ. by order of the Chief Commissioner of Brit-
ish Burma by S. Austin. – 1st publ. with title: The natural
productions of Burma. – Herbert 124
1. Geology, mineralogy and zoology. – 1882. XXIV, 560 p.,
index, app.
2. Botany. – 1883. XV 787 p., index, app.
Natural history – Burma
Subject(s): Herpetology - Burma

F: MNHN
GB: BL(7005 ff 4)* BL-APAC(V 6753)
SOAS(L.GB 580/6.142)*
J: TYB(XXII-25-D-2)
TH: CU(CL reference 574.9591 M398B)
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare QH183 .M39)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. KF 4144) ICN
LC(QH183 .M22) MiU
NYPL(Research POD, PQL)
UCB(BioSci QH183 .M2 1882 v.1-2)
YU(MUDD, Stacks S26fb 0223)

Burmah, its people and natural productions : or, Notes on the
nations fauna, flora, and minerals of Tenasserim, Pegu and
Burma Bibliographical Project


Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma ; Natural history – Burma

AU:NL(A(Lace 251 ; nc 1057/50)

D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(reg 60 B 14)*

F: BNF(8° Pz.1744)

GB: BL(7002 aaa 19)* CUL(Old RR 13)

J: TYB(XII-25-D-1) TOT TYB

MY: KITLV(M rr 373

N: NL

SOAS(EB 86.30/103.452)

US: LC(SV3270.M36)

US: HU(Widener 1286.51) LC(RM121.M43) RPB

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. KE 36551)

US: YU(SML, Yale Class. Fxa85 M381

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) - Missions

Christian education - Burma

Missions - Burma

GB: Edinburgh(New College Libr [SpecColl] P.d.13/5)

The elders ... / by F. Mason ... 3rd ed. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1852, 80 p. – Added title and text in Karen GB:BL(11103 a 15(2))

US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

ditto. 5th ed. – Rangoon, 1880. – In Karen.

US: YU

ditto. – Toungoo, 1887.

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.72)

English and Burmese dictionary

Judson, Adoniram

The epistle to the Ephesians : Sgaw Karen ...

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Ephesians <Karen : Sgaw>

The Epistle to the Hebrews: Sgaw Karen

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Hebrews <Karen : Sgaw>

The Epistle to the Philippians : Sgaw Karen ...

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Philippians <Karen : Sgaw>

The first book of Moses

Bible, O.T. : Genesis <Karen : Sgaw>

Flora Burmanica : or, A catalogue of plants, indigenous and cultivated, in the valleys of the Irrawaddy, Salwen, and Tenasserim, from Notes on the fauna, flora and minerals of the Tenasserim provinces and the Burman empire / by Francis Mason. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1851. p. [546]-676. – (Botanical pamphlets ; 8.4) – Formed part of the appendix to the author’s: The natural productions of Burmah ...

Subject(s): Botany – Burma ; Plants, Cultivated

D: B-SBB(Lz 3330 Potsdamer Str.)

GB:BL(7032 c 32)* BL-APAC(T 3796)

US:LC(QK3.B77 vol.8) NYPL(Research *C p.v.2588)

PPAN YU(SML, AOS, Room 329)

The Gospels of Matthew and Mark, in Pwo Karen : transl. from the Sgaw / by Karens

Bible, N.T. : Matthew <Karen : Pwo : Mason>

The Holy Bible ... in Sgaw Karen

Bible <Karen : Sgaw>

Kāchāyāno’s Pāli grammar

Kaccächaya


Subject(s): Thah-Byu, Ko <1778?-1840>

Christian Converts – Biography ; Biography – Converts ; Missionaries – Biography ; Biography – Missionaries ; Missions – Burma

Educating heathen converts / from Francis Mason. – New York : John A. Gray, 1861. 21 p. – “Dated Tounghoo, Nov. 9, 1860.”

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) - Missions

Christian education - Burma

Missions - Burma

GB: Edinburgh(New College Libr [SpecColl] P.d.13/5)

The elders ... / by F. Mason ... 3rd ed. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1852, 80 p. – Added title and text in Karen GB:BL(11103 a 15(2))

US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

ditto. 5th ed. – Rangoon, 1880. – In Karen.

US: YU

ditto. – Toungoo, 1887.

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.72)

English and Burmese dictionary

Judson, Adoniram

The epistle to the Ephesians : Sgaw Karen ...

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Ephesians <Karen : Sgaw>

The Epistle to the Hebrews: Sgaw Karen

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Hebrews <Karen : Sgaw>

The Epistle to the Philippians : Sgaw Karen ...

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Philippians <Karen : Sgaw>

The first book of Moses

Bible, O.T. : Genesis <Karen : Sgaw>

Flora Burmanica : or, A catalogue of plants, indigenous and cultivated, in the valleys of the Irrawaddy, Salwen, and Tenasserim, from Notes on the fauna, flora and minerals of the Tenasserim provinces and the Burman empire / by Francis Mason. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1851. p. [546]-676. – (Botanical pamphlets ; 8.4) – Formed part of the appendix to the author’s: The natural productions of Burmah ...

Subject(s): Botany – Burma ; Plants, Cultivated

D: B-SBB(Lz 3330 Potsdamer Str.)

GB:BL(7032 c 32)* BL-APAC(T 3796)

US:LC(QK3.B77 vol.8) NYPL(Research *C p.v.2588)

PPAN YU(SML, AOS, Room 329)

The Gospels of Matthew and Mark, in Pwo Karen : transl. from the Sgaw / by Karens

Bible, N.T. : Matthew <Karen : Pwo : Mason>

The Holy Bible ... in Sgaw Karen

Bible <Karen : Sgaw>

Kāchāyāno’s Pāli grammar

Kaccächaya


Subject(s): Thah-Byu, Ko <1778?-1840>

Christian Converts – Biography ; Biography – Converts ; Missionaries – Biography ; Biography – Missionaries ; Missions – Burma

Educating heathen converts / from Francis Mason. – New York : John A. Gray, 1861. 21 p. – “Dated Tounghoo, Nov. 9, 1860.”

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) - Missions

Christian education - Burma

Missions - Burma

GB: Edinburgh(New College Libr [SpecColl] P.d.13/5)

The elders ... / by F. Mason ... 3rd ed. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1852, 80 p. – Added title and text in Karen GB:BL(11103 a 15(2))

US: YU(SML, American Oriental Society, Room 329)

ditto. 5th ed. – Rangoon, 1880. – In Karen.

US: YU

ditto. – Toungoo, 1887.

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.72)

English and Burmese dictionary

Judson, Adoniram

The epistle to the Ephesians : Sgaw Karen ...

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Ephesians <Karen : Sgaw>

The Epistle to the Hebrews: Sgaw Karen

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Hebrews <Karen : Sgaw>

The Epistle to the Philippians : Sgaw Karen ...

Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Philippians <Karen : Sgaw>

The first book of Moses

Bible, O.T. : Genesis <Karen : Sgaw>

Flora Burmanica : or, A catalogue of plants, indigenous and cultivated, in the valleys of the Irrawaddy, Salwen, and Tenasserim, from Notes on the fauna, flora and minerals of the Tenasserim provinces and the Burman empire / by Francis Mason. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1851. p. [546]-676. – (Botanical pamphlets ; 8.4) – Formed part of the appendix to the author’s: The natural productions of Burmah ...

Subject(s): Botany – Burma ; Plants, Cultivated

D: B-SBB(Lz 3330 Potsdamer Str.)

GB:BL(7032 c 32)* BL-APAC(T 3796)

US:LC(QK3.B77 vol.8) NYPL(Research *C p.v.2588)

PPAN YU(SML, AOS, Room 329)

The Gospels of Matthew and Mark, in Pwo Karen : transl. from the Sgaw / by Karens

Bible, N.T. : Matthew <Karen : Pwo : Mason>

The Holy Bible ... in Sgaw Karen

Bible <Karen : Sgaw>

Kāchāyāno’s Pāli grammar

Kaccächaya


Subject(s): Thah-Byu, Ko <1778?-1840>

Christian Converts – Biography ; Biography – Converts ; Missionaries – Biography ; Biography – Missionaries ; Missions – Burma

Educating heathen converts / from Francis Mason. – New York : John A. Gray, 1861. 21 p. – “Dated Tounghoo, Nov. 9, 1860.”
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Missions
AU: ANU (Menzies DS528.2.K35.M33)
GB: Wellcome (Onsite store / SpecColl 35786/A)
MY: NL
US: CU (Kroch Asia Rare BV3270.K75)

Bibliographical description

**1986-1240**

YU (Divinity Fiche B4000 ATL A fiche 1986-124099

Subject(s): Thah-Byu, Ko <1778?-1840>
Converts – Biography ; Biography – Converts ; Biography – Missionaries ; Missionaries – Biography ; Missions – Burma
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Missions
D: B-SBB (Up 4922 Potsdam er Str.) ThULB (12 Hist.ecll.V,18)

**ditto.**

2. Ausg. – Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1875. IV, 162 S.
D: B-SBB (Up 4923 Potsdamer Str.)

The Karens : or, memoir of Ko Thah-Byu, the first Karen convert / by a Karen missionary. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1842. IX, 202 p.
Subject(s): Thah-Byu, Ko <1778?-1840>
Converts – Biography ; Biography – Converts ; Missions – Burma
Karen (Southeast Asian people) : Missions
GB: BL (4766 bbb 28)*
US: CU (Kroch Asia Rare BV3270.K75)

**ditto.**

2nd ed. ; with a new introduction. – ibd., 1843. XVI, 221 p.
D: B-SBB (Up 4920 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL (4985 aa 2)*
J: TYB (XII-25-F-9)

**ditto.**

– London, [1846].
Ref.: BLC
ditto.

– Toungoo: Mission Pr., 1868. – Herbert 346

**ditto.**

Materia medica and pathology / by F. Mason, assisted by E. B. Cross. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1848. 160 p. – Added title and text in Karen language
GB: BL (11103 c 1)
US: CU (Locked Pr. Wason RS158 M39)
UoC
NRA
LC
NYPL (Research *OXE)
YU

GB: BL:APAC(Karen B.50)
US: OCl

The natural productions of Burmah : or, Notes on the fauna, flora, and minerals of the Tenasserim provinces, and the Burman empire / by Francis Mason. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr., 1850. VIII, 712 p. – Later eds. have title:
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Tenasserim: or Notes on the fauna ...; or: Burma, its people and natural productions
p. 59-216: Botany
p. 543-676: Plants
Subject(s): Natural history – Burma; Zoology – Burma; Botany - Burma
Minerals - Burma
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 H 15)*
GB: BL(7005 cc 28)
HU(Botany Arnold (Cambr.) Fl 54 M38n)
BL-APAC(T 38791)
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare QH183 .M39) DI-GS
HU-A LC(QH183 .M2) PPC PPL
Ref.: OCLC 32173341

The New Testament in Sgau Karen
→ Bible, N.T. < Karen: Sgau >
The New Testament ... in Karen ...
→ Bible, N.T. < Karen: Sgau >
The Old Testament in Sgau Karen
→ Bible, O.T. < Karen: Sgau >

Pāli Grammar: on the basis of Kachchāyano / Francis Mason.
Tenasserim: or Notes on the fauna ...; or: Burma, its people and natural productions
p. 59-216: Botany
p. 543-676: Plants
Subject(s): Natural history – Burma; Zoology – Burma; Botany - Burma
Minerals - Burma
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 H 15)*
GB: BL(7005 cc 28)
HU(Botany Arnold (Cambr.) Fl 54 M38n)
BL-APAC(T 38791)
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare QH183 .M39) DI-GS
HU-A LC(QH183 .M2) PPC PPL
Ref.: OCLC 32173341

ditto. Mnicroform. – Westport, Conn.: Meckler/Chadwyck-Healey Publ. – (Plant taxonomic literature ; 9501A1-9504E5)
US: Univ of Texas at Austin
Ref.: OCLC 37558231

The Pentateuch: or, five books of Moses
→ Bible, O.T.: Pentateuch < Karen: Sgau >
The Psalms in Sgau Karen
→ Bible, O.T.: Psalms < Karen: Sgau >

Sayings of the Karen elders. – Tavoy: Baptist Mission Pr., 1830. – In Karen
Ref.: Embree

The second book of Moses
→ Bible, O.T.: Exodus < Karen: Sgau >
The sermon on the mount. Bghai Karen
→ Bible, N.T.: Matthew: Sélection < Karen: Bghai >
The story of a working man’s life: with sketches of travel in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, as related by himself / by
Francis Mason; with an introduction, by William R. Williams. – New York : Oakley, Mason, 1870. XXVII, 462 p., 4 plates. – Herbert 346
Subject(s): Missions – Burma; Voyages and travels
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 134)*
GB: BL(4985 bbb 31)
US: CRL(GenCollec A-11347)

GTU(Lib Mfiche cab LTCH Mason Francis Story History)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. KD 23301)
LC(BV3271.M3 A3 ; Microfilm 82/6928 (BV))
NHi NYPL(Research *OKS, AN) UC(NRLF)
BV3271.M3 A3 SB 295 953 ; SRLF SRLF
A0010171239
UCB(NewsMicro Microfiche 961)
UCSD(SSH XC 502 Current Periodical Microform)
UCSB(Main Lib E12, S4 Microfiche Area)
YU(LSF-Request Ek M381)
Ref.: OCLC 01698145 ; 27894176 ; 18602390

US: LC(BV3271.M3A3) MnU OCIWHi
Ref.: OCLC 29093885

US: Asbury Theol Seminary, KY
Ref.: OCLC 51489950

Tenasserim: or Notes on the fauna, flora, minerals, and nations of British Burmah and Pegu: with systematic catalogues of the known minerals, plants, mammals, fishes, mollusks, sea-nettles, corals, sea-urchins, worms, insects, crabs, reptiles, and birds; with vernacular names / by F. Mason. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1846. VIII, 458 p. – Herbert 346
Subject(s): Karen language – Grammar
D: TU-UB(Ci XVIII 4,4)
GB: BL(12907 f 3)
US: CU(Kroch 7084) NYPL(Research *OXE+)
LC(PL4251.K3 M3)
OrU(Microfilm PL4051.M3) YU
Ref.: OCLC 29093885

Synopsis of a grammar of the Karen language: embracing both dialects, Sgau and Pgho, or Sho / by F. Mason. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1846. VIII, 458 p. – Herbert 346
Subject(s): Karen language – Grammar
D: TU-UB(Ci XVIII 4,4)
GB: BL(12907 f 3)
US: CU(Kroch 7084) NYPL(Research *OXE+)
LC(PL4251.K3 M3)
OrU(Microfilm PL4051.M3) YU
Ref.: OCLC 29093885
Mason, Francis van Wyck <b>(1901-1978)</b>  
Spioner i junglen / på dansk ved Grete Søndergaard. – Khb.: Martins forlag, 1964. 205 s. – Originaltitel: Trouble in Burma

D: KB(8-ma)

Subject(s): North, Hugh (Fictitious character) – Fiction
Intelligence officers – Fiction
Burma – Fiction
Detective and mystery stories

D: B-SBB(572011 Potsdamer Str.)
US: CU(Kroch PS3525.A83 T8)   LC(PZ3.M3855Tr)

Spioner i junglen / på dansk ved Grete Søndergaard.

US: CU(Olin z) & LC & UCB(Main) WU(Memorial Lib.) :
AU:NLA(YYq 325.21 M399)
GB: OUL(RSC EBU-31.1 USCR)
HB2096.7.A3 M37 2000

Mental arithmetic on the basis of Mr. Emerson’s … – Tavoy, 1844, [82] p. – Added title and text in Burmese

US: YU


D: HD-SAI(esp 5.3 C 94/6433)

Mental arithmetic on the basis of Mr. Emerson’s … – Tavoy, 1844, [82] p. – Added title and text in Burmese

US: YU


– Added title and text in Burmese

US: RPB

Primary geography / by H. M. Mason. 3rd ed. – Tavoy: Karen Mission Pr., 1848. – In Karen.

US: NYPL


US: CU NYPL

Mason, Herbert A.

Operation THURSDAY : birth of the Air Commandos / Herbert A. Mason ; Randy G. Bergeron ; James A. Renfrow. – [Washington, D.C.?:] Air Force History and Museums Program, 1994. 45 p., illus., maps, port. – Govt doc no.: D 301.82-OP 2. – At head of title: The U.S. Army Air Forces in World War II
Subject(s): United States : Army Air Forces : Air Commando Group, 1st

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, American; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns; World War <1939-1945> - Commando troops

US: C. CU(Olin z) & LC & UCB(Main) WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6 .M399 1994

Mason, Jana M.


Subject(s): Refugees Burma ; Migration, Internal Burma. Forced migration - Burma.

Burma : Politics and government <1988->

AU: NLA(YYq 325.21 M399)
GB: OUL(RSC EBU-31.1 USCR)
US: C(State Lib General Coll) & UCB(Main) & UCI & UCSC(McHenry Gov Pubs US Docs) & YU(MUDD, Govt.Doc.Ctr.) : D 301.82:OP 2 UC(SRLF AA000193093)

Ref.: OCLC 31500905

Mason, John L.


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Fiction

GB: BL(WP 440/43) SOAS(GB830/642.859)
US: CU(Kroch PR6063 .A83 O3)

Mason, Peter D.

Nicolson VC / Peter D. Mason. – Ashford: Geerings of Ashford, 1991. XI, 164 p., illus., facsims., map, ports., index.


Subject(s): Nicolson, James Brindley

Great Britain : Royal Air Force - Biography

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Biography ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB:BL(YK.1994.a.4613) BL-DSS(92/07236)
SOAS(E Coll 3 B /43)

Mason, Philip <1906-1999>


Subject(s): Great Britain : Army. – India. India. Army. – Studies. India – History, Military.

D: M-BSB(A.or 7087 p)

GB:BL(X.800/9425) BL-APAVC(V 18955 ; V 18956)
OUL(Somerville 954.07 43)
SOAS(JA355 /317417 ; JA355.009 /729240 ; E Coll 3 B /15)

IRL:TCD PB-9-478

US: LC(UA842 .M33 1974b))

M 55
D: ROUB(99 A 4617 28-FHM)
US: LC(UA842 .M33)

D: B-SBB(340321 Potsdamer Str.)
HH-SUB(A 1978/4007)   NLB(Hist 2402/9230)

D: Ingolstadt AB(30/.B13/12 Ma1)
GB: BL(X.708/20728)

D: B-SBB(583273 Potsdamer Str.)
BL: BL(09525 h 15/1-2)
BL-APAC(T 40089 ; V 40089 ; V 12777)
US: CU   HU   LC(DS463.M26 , M262 ; Microfilm BUL-ENG-281 (D) So Asia)   NYPL

ditto. – New York : St. Martin’s Pr., 1954. US: LC(DS463.M262) NYPL   YU

ditto. – London : Cape.
D: B-SBB(55.1278)   GÖ-SUB(8 Hist 4607:2)
US: LC(DS463.M26)

ditto. – London : Cape.
D: HH-BW(HIS 837 5JD:YB0002-002 FB Pädagogik)

M 56

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Mass Education Council
Mass education, Burma

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Massive crackdown in Burma (Myanmar) / Asia Watch, a division of Human Rights Watch. – New York : Asia Watch, 1989. 4 p. – (News from Asia Watch : 1.12) – August 11, 1989
Subject(s): Human rights – Burma ; Political persecution - Burma
Ref.: OCLC 29830844

Masson, Jean-Claude s/b. 1950> Incursions fantomatiques en Orient et en Amérique / par Jean-Claude Masson ; avec un frontispice d'Annick Le Scoëc.
Ref.: OCLC 27718461

Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Edwina Ashley Mountbatten <Countess, 1901-1960> ; Statesmen's spouses – Great Britain – Biography ; Great Britain – Social life and customs – 20th century.
Ref.: OCLC 53938150

Masters, John <1914-1983> The Chindit war : Stilwell, Wingate and the campaign in Burma ; 1944
→Bidwell, Shelford

Subject(s): Masters, John <1914-1983> ; Burma

→Yangon street directory, 1996

Subject(s): Burma : Child welfare – Burma. ; Child welfare – Government policy – Burma. ; Children Services for Burma. ; Community development – Burma.
Ref.: YU(SML)

Masterlist of Southeast Asian microforms / ed. by Winarti Partanigrat. Published on behalf of SARBICA. – [Singapore:] Singapore Univ. Pr., 1978, XV, 682 p. – The compilation was initiated by Southeast Asian Branch of the International Council on Archives (SARBICA) and carried out as a joint project with the Congress of Southeast Asian Librarians (CONSAL)
Ref.: YU(LSF-Request DS524 M37)

Masterpiece Engineering Group < Rangoon >

→Masterpiece Engineering Group < Rangoon >
Materials for annual report to Congress ...

A study of the social and economic history of Burma

Material and infant nutrition reviews:

- Great Britain : Army - Brigade of Gurkhas

**Matana Bunnag**

- HIV/AIDS and cross-border migration: a rapid assessment of migrant population along the Thai-Burma (Myanmar) border regions

**Masters’ essays and doctoral dissertations on Asia, 1875 to 1956**

- Masters’ essays and doctoral dissertations on Asia, 1875 to 1956 / comp. by The East Asiatic Library, Columbia University Libraries, New York. – New York, 1957. 96 p., index. – Burma p. 56 (5 titles)
- B-SBB (OLS Bc 30 Potsdamer Str.)

**Masterworks of Asian art**

- (World of art) – Collection housed in the Cleveland Museum of Art, – ISBN 0500974667 ; 0940717433 (pbk.); 0940717425 (cloth)

**Matheson, Lorna**

- GB: UCL (Main Lib D811 M39r)
- GB: BL (A.S.1025/188)*

**Mathematics**

- Ref.: OCLC 52164990

**Mathews, Basil Joseph**

- Contents: All the world's a stage : supreme ordeal - Human scene : peoples of mosque, Malay & Indonesia ; peoples of pagoda, Burma, Thailand, Indo-China ; astonishing
Burma Bibliographical Project

Mathieson, Henry M.S.
Final report on the settlement operations carried on in the Thōngwa district from 1889-91

Mathieson, Alfred

Mathieson, David Scott
The illusion of progress : the political economy of reform in Burma, Myanmar

Mathisen, Hans Ragnar

Mathur, M. P.

Matisoff, James Alan <b. 1937>

Mathisen, Hans Ragnar

Mathiesen, Alfred
Judson of Burma : the heroic pioneer missionary to the Burmese, who for the welfare of others faced every peril and dared every danger / by Alfred Mathieson. – London : Pickering and Inglis, [1929]. 191 p., illus. – (Bright biographies stirring life stories of Christian men and women)

Mathisen, Hans Ragnar

Mathur, M. P.

Matisoff, James Alan <b. 1937>

Mathiesen, Alfred
Judson of Burma : the heroic pioneer missionary to the Burmese, who for the welfare of others faced every peril and dared every danger / by Alfred Mathieson. – London : Pickering and Inglis, [1929]. 191 p., illus. – (Bright biographies stirring life stories of Christian men and women)

Mathisen, Hans Ragnar

Mathur, M. P.

Matisoff, James Alan <b. 1937>

Mathiesen, Alfred
Judson of Burma : the heroic pioneer missionary to the Burmese, who for the welfare of others faced every peril and dared every danger / by Alfred Mathieson. – London : Pickering and Inglis, [1929]. 191 p., illus. – (Bright biographies stirring life stories of Christian men and women)

Mathisen, Hans Ragnar

Mathur, M. P.

Matisoff, James Alan <b. 1937>

Mathiesen, Alfred
Judson of Burma : the heroic pioneer missionary to the Burmese, who for the welfare of others faced every peril and dared every danger / by Alfred Mathieson. – London : Pickering and Inglis, [1929]. 191 p., illus. – (Bright biographies stirring life stories of Christian men and women)

Mathisen, Hans Ragnar

Mathur, M. P.
The Loloish tonal split revisited / by James A. Matisoff. – Berkeley, Calif.: Center for South and Southeast Asia Studies, Univ. of California, 1972. VIII, 88 p., tab., graph., index, bibliogr. p. 85-88. – (Research monograph / Center for South and Southeast Asia Studies ; 7)
Subject(s): Loloish languages – Intonation
AU:ANU(Menzies large book PL3551.O22 v.6)
US:CU(Kroch PL3917.M43+)

Subject(s): Loloish languages
D: M-BSB(4 96-594)

New horizons in Tibeto-Burman morphosyntax
ISBN 0-915980-85-1
Subject(s): Tibeto-Burman languages – Grammar, Comparative and Polden, 1966. XI, 104 p., index, plates, maps, bibliogr. p. 95. – Herbert 260

Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: B-SBB(144 348 Potsdamer Str.)

Missionaries – Italy – Biography ; Burma – Biography
D: B-SBB(629 878 Potsdamer Str.)
I: BCMP(MISS/03/0212)
US:NjP

Matthews, Bruce <b. 1941>
Subject(s): Burma: Ethnic relations ; Religion ; Politics and government.
SG: ISEAS(DS501 159W4 no. 3(2001))
US:CU(Kroch +) & NNC(Lehman g) :

Religion, culture and political economy in Burma
Matthews, Geoffrey Frank <b. 1937>
The re-conquest of Burma, 1943-1945 / by Geoffrey Matthews; with a forew. by Piers Mackesy. – Aldershot: Gale and Polden, 1966. XI, 104 p., index, plates, maps, bibliogr. p. 96. – Herbert 260
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: B-SBB(144 348 Potsdamer Str.)

Subject(s): Burma: Ethnic relations ; Religion ; Politics and government.
SG: ISEAS(DS501 159W4 no. 3(2001))
US:CU(Kroch +) & NNC(Lehman g) :

Medical education
Matthews, Noel
A guide to Western manuscripts and documents in the British Isles relating to South and South East Asia
Wainwright, Mary Doreen

M 61
Ma-ubin / Municipality


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(100))*

Bye-law under section 30 (2)

Revised bye-law of the Ma-ubin municipality framed under section 30, subsection (2), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Bye-law by the Ma-ubin municipality under section 89, 90 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Bye-law by the Ma-ubin municipality under section 89, 90 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Bye-law by the Ma-ubin municipality under section 142, clause (r), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Revised bye-laws by the Ma-ubin municipality under section 89, 90 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Revised bye-law of the Ma-ubin municipality framed under section 142, clause (r), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898).

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Maubin District

→ Burma gazetteer

Maude, Angus <b. 1912>

p. 77-94: Burma

D: HD-SAI(190 ldk 66/1875)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(102))*

Bye-law under section 89. – 1902

Bye-laws by the Ma-ubin municipality under section 89, 90 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

Bye-law by the Ma-ubin municipality under section 89, 90 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898.

ditto.

ditto.

Mauberdt, Rolf

A: ÖNB(790491-A. NEU Mag)

Maughan, William Somerset <1874-1965>
The gentleman in the parlour : a record of a journey from Rangoon to Haiphong / by W. Somerset Maugham. – London : Heinemann, 1930. 276 p. – Herbert 72

Subject(s): Maughan, William Somerset, 1874-1965

Journeys – Asia, Southeastern
Authors, English – 20th century – Journeys – Asia, Southeastern

British – Asia, Southeastern – History – 20th century.

D: HD-SAI(322 rei 67/244)*
F: Avignon-BU Centrale

GB: BL(010056 ee 52) BL-SSS(X19/3270)

CUL(9620.d.15) OUL(BOD Camera UB 206 e.146)

J: TYB(XI-1-D-30)

US: CU(Rara PR6025 A91G3 1930)

LC(PR6025.A86G4 1930+b)

HU(Houghton 23697.4.55*) NYPL(Research BE)

YU(Beinckke 1974 1883 & M442 930G ; SML, Lit-nonia and Brothers Room pd 16)


GB: OUL(BOD Camera UB 206 e.398)

US: CU(Kroch Rare Books & Olin PR6025 A91G3 1930a)

HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC(PR6025.A86G4 1930a)

NNC(Butler 825M44 R3)

NYPL(Research BE) YU(SML Yale Class. M442 930Gb ; Beinckke 1985 50 & 1997 2102)

ditto. – ibd., 1931. 300 p.

US: LC(PR6025.A86G4 1931)


US: KMK(PR6025.A86G4 1932)

ditto. – Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Doran, 1933. 300 p.

US: GU MB(PR6025.A86G4 1933) ViU

ditto. – ibd., 1935. 300 p.

US: CLSU(820 N449 T G 1935) OU


GB: BL-SSS(W/12/3544)

US: NBuU(UGL PR6025 A86G3 1935)

Ref.: OCLC 4524042

ditto. – London : Heinemann, 1940. – (Evergreen Books ; 28)

GB: Glasgow(English NM512.G3 1940)

IRL:TCD(Santry ZN 51.3)

Ref.: OCLC 51101961

ditto. – Garden City, N.Y.: Sun Dial Pr., 1941. 300 p.

US: CoU(PR6025.A86G4 1941)

HU(Widener 23697.4.54) NYPL(Research BE)

YU(SML Yale Class. M442 930Gb ; Beinckke 1985 50 & 1997 2102)


US: UC(PR6025.A86G4 1947) TxU

Ref.: OCLC 31995242

ditto. – Stockholm: The Continental Book, 1949. 254 p. – (Zephyr books : a library of British and American authors ; 228)

S: Hdf(He) S(1.2 S 8:o)


GB: OUL(BOD 206 f.36)
Maule, Robert Bruce
UMI NN07442
Subject(s): Shan States
Maule
Burma Bibliographical Project
SG: NUS-SC: [2-4] (Cl. stacks QL309 Fauch 1-3)

Maulik, Samarendra
Coleoptera : Chrysomelidae / by S. Maulik. – Ceylon and Burma, 1936. XIV, 648 p., figs., plate, index, map, bibliogr. p. 625-635.
Subject(s): Beetles – Ceylon and Burma

Maulmain advertiser
Maulmain: American Missionary, 18--?. – Added title and text in Minutes of the annual meeting of the Maulmain Baptist Association 1947. – Maulmain: American Missionary. 18--?.

Maulmain Baptist Association
Minutes of the annual meeting of the Maulmain Baptist Association ... – Maulmain,18--?. – Added title and text in Burmese

Maulmain Baptist Missionary Society

Maulmain Missionary Society
Annual report of the Maulmain Missionary Society, auxiliary to the American Baptist Missionary. 18--?.

Maulmain: American Missionary
Minutes of the annual meeting of the Maulmain Missionary Society ... – Maulmain: American Missionary. 18--?. – Added title and text in Minutes of the annual meeting of the Maulmain Baptist Association 1947. – Maulmain: American Missionary. 18--?.

Maulmain Temperance Society
Address delivered at the second annual meeting of the Maulmain Temperance Society

Maung, Lay Myint
Ref.: Coppell p. 260-261

Maung, M.
→Mya Maung

Maung, Mohamed Ismail Khin <b. 1932>
→Khin Maung, Mohamed Ismael

Maung, Mary Aye
→Aye-Maung, Mary

Maung, Selda

Maung Gale
Reports on the dietary and nutritional surveys : conducted in certain areas of Burma / by U Maung Gale. Issued by the Department of Medical and Public Health, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for Dir. of M. H. S.), 1947 [on cover 1948]. 159 p., diagr., bibliogr.

M 64
Maung Maung

The forgotten army. – Rangoon : Khittaya, 1946.

MY: RUL

Maung Maung

Biographies of some of the leading personalities of Burma ...
– Rangoon : Tha-ma-seik-ta Pr., 1956] p. 146. illus., –

Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Biography

GB: SOAS(GPC920/379078)
Ref.: OCLC 45782672

p. 13-38: Burma and the war

Herbert 201: <This sequel to the author's From Sangha to laity presents a broadly researched account of the campaign for independence. Maung Maung offers a fresh and at times controversial interpretation of events, providing a Burmese perspective that acts as a challenging counterpoint to such key documentary sources as Hugh Tinker's Burmese: the struggle for independence. While using much the same Western sources as Nicholas Tarling's The fourth Anglo-Burmese war and many of Maung Maung's study is more far-ranging and his use of Burmese sources and interviews adds a dimension lacking from Western studies.>

|Subject(s): History ; Politics and government | 1824-1948 ; Autonomy and independence movements ; Nationalist movements |

AU: ANU(Menzies DS530.M37 1989) NLA
D: B-SBB(1 A 68715 Potsdamer St.)
GÖ-SUB(93 A 11438) | HD-SAI(325 pol 90/1817)**
F: BN Impr.(8-02k-5210) BDIC(O 183.457)
BIULO(GEN.III.33907 ; GEN.III.47136)
GB: BL(YK 1994 a 11081) BL-DSC(90/21940)
CUL(632:22.c.95.39) LSE(BLPES DS530 M45)
DIOR(ORW.1996.a.607) OUL(IND Burma 5 d 88)
SAdS(ICS DS557 MAU) SAS((591):301.152)
SOAS(GB949/591560 ; GB959.104 /808.162*)
ULL(OHNQ Mau)
IRL: TCD(138-350)
NL: KITLVM ss 177 N
SG: ISEAS(DS530 M45) NUS(DS530.63 Mau)
TH: CU(CL 959.1 U11B ; Arts at CL DS530 M451B ;
TIC 47547)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.M47 88)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos, D5530 .M37 1989)
NIU(SEA) & UC(Bain) & UCSC(McHenry) &
WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML) : DS530 .M37 1989
NNC(Butler DS350 .M384 1989g
NYPL(Research JFD 91-2331)
ditto. – Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Pr., 1990. XVII. 395 p.,
index, bibliogr. p. 373-386.
ISBN 0-8248-1342-1
D: M-BSB(91.7471) GÖ-SUB(93 A 11438)
PA-UB(55/RR 51983 M451 B96)
US: CU(Uris x) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson) & NIU(SEA) &
OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCLA(YR) & UCSD(SSH) :
DS530 .M37 1990

From Sangha to laity : nationalist movements of Burma, 1920-1940 / U Maung Maung. – New Delhi : Manohar,
Maung Maung <1925-1994>

→ Aung San of Burma

[Biographies of some of the leading personalities of Burma ... → Rangoon: Tha-ma-seik-ta Pr., 1956] p. 146. illus. − Added title and text in Burmese

 Subject(s): Burma - Biography

GB: SOAS(GPC920/379078)

Burma. − 1974

→ Burma < Union > : Constitution 1974.1.03


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and Government.

US: NYPL(Research G-10 916)


Herbert 291

Subject(s): Ne Win <U, b. 1911>

Birmanie − Histoire <1948->

Burma – Politics and government <1948->


Subjects: Ne Win <U, b. 1911>

British Library: Col. St. DS530 .M38 1980b


[1925–1994]

→ Ditt...
Subject(s): Burma - History
Burma - Politics and government
Burma - Foreign relations
AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.M3)
D: B-SBB(11 V 524 Haus 1 : 51 548 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-MPI(p OA/Bur: IX A: 2)
PA-U(B 55/R 51977 M451 F1)
Kl-ZBWI(II 32.026)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.2204)
GB: BL(09059 pp 9) FOL(LD 965/26.264)
J: HRD HTK KKT KYH KYU NDT NSK
NL: KB(326 B 248) KITLV(M 53 N)
SOAS(GB 930/108.020)*
US: IU(Microfilm Rm Film 959.1 B929 reel 41)

US: CU(Wason DS485.B86 M441)

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.M3)
D: B-SBB(56 831 Potsdamer Str.)
B-F(8° O2 1.1190)
GB: CL(632.2 c.95.5) BL-APAC(V 14024)
SDSICS(DS555 MAU) SASH(591:091)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.6 M45) RUCB(959.1 MAU)
TH: CL(CL STK 959.1 M451B)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B892 M441 1957 ; Uris DS485.B86 M45 1957) FTASU HU(Widener Ind 8019.56.4)
LC(DS485.B86 M3 1957a)

1. Opinion of the law officers of the Crown on annexati on of Burma
2. The Constitution of Burma under Japanese occupation
5. Members of the Constitution Drafting Committees, and Staff, Constituent Assembly.
6. Prime Minister U Nu's motion in the Constituent Assembly to adopt the Constitution, September 24, 1947.
7. The Constitution of the Union of Burma, with amendments.
9. Chronology of events.
Subject(s): Constitutional law – Burma
Historical constitution – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ442.M3)
D: B-SBB(13 V 644 Haus 1 : 71 745 Potsdamer Str.)
KI-ZBW(II 39.180) HD-SA(Bit 60 J 13)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.633) Cujas-BU Droit
GB: BL(08012 ff 33)* BL-APAC(V 14011)
SOAS(A345.9102/137818)*
J: AKJ KKT KYH KUO OKB TOT TOS TOT TBX(HII-25-H-14) WSD
NL: KITLV(M ss 53 N)
SG: NUS/JQ443 Mau) RUBC(342.591 MAU)
US: C (Main Lib 891.73 T65 General Coll)
CU(Kroch JQ442. M45 1959 ; Uris JQ442 1959.M45 ; Kroch Film 10949 no.1)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ind 8019.56.2)
MDJB LC & NUS(UCAS(Main Lib))

ditto. Microform. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 41, no.1)
US: IU(Microfilm Rm Film 959.1 B929 reel 41)
Ref.: OCLC 30677314

Ref.: OCLC 27910494 ; 8247258 ; 04007017

Ref.: OCLC 41831102

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823

Ref.: OCLC 1070823
Burma's constitution comes to life / by Maung Maung. – Rangoon : U Maung Maung, 1953. 2, 86 p., [144]-146. : World War <1939-1945> ; Reconstruc-
tion (1939-1951) ; History <1948-> ; Politics and govern-
ment <1948-> ; Social life and customs <1945-> ; Description
and travel. – New Haven, Yale Law School, Ph.D. thesis 1962. – Shulman 541

Burma’s teething time / by Maung Maung ; forew. by U Thant. – Rangoon : Bama "Ar" Publ., [1949]. II, 96 p. – A collection of essays
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; Reconstruction (1939-1951) ; History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948->


US: Min(U)(UST-LAW Microfiche K46 .H44 004-00451)
UC(B)(lib THERESIS Micro)

Burma’s teething time / by Maung Maung ; forew. by U Thant. – Rangoon : Bama "Ar" Publ., [1949]. II, 96 p. – A collection of essays
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; Reconstruction (1939-1951) ; History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948->


US: Min(U)(UST-LAW Microfiche K46 .H44 004-00451)
UC(B)(lib THERESIS Micro)
Bibliographical description

ISBN 0-938692-72-0 (cloth) : 0-938692-71-2 (pbk.)

Contents: Cycles of change. - Let the people choose again. -
May the truth and compassion prevail. - Referendum revived. - We'll
restore the Students' Union. - Myanmar nearly engulfed in flames. - Just
about people. - Visitors. - General elections in three months. - Prepare
to choose wisely. - Military takeover. - Reflections.

Subject(s): Burma : History <1948-> : Armed Forces –
Political activity ; Politics and government – 1962-1988 ;
Politics and government <1988->
Governments, Resistance to – Burma ; Elections – Burma ;
Students – Burma – Political activity ; Human rights –
Burma ; Democracy – Burma ; Demonstrations – Burma ;
Detention of persons – Burma ; Political violence –
Burma ; Civil-military relations – Burma ; Military gov-
ernment – Burma.

D: B-SBB(1 A 400167 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BIULO(COL.8270(49)) EFEFO(COLL.21[49])
Aix-Marseille1-BU Lettres(320.959 1 MAU)
GB: BL-DSS(9371.210000 v.49,1999)
SAS(591):323.27)* SOAS(GB959.105/806.895)*
SG: ISAES(DS530.4 M45) NUS(DS530.6 Mau)
TH: CU(DS530.6 M451N)
US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) :
Burma – Prime Ministers – Burma – Biography
- Military takeover. - Reflections.

Authoritative description

M

LSE(BLPES KNL41.S3 S27) BL-APAC(V 14878)
OUL(IND Retind ; QEH C54/BUR MA)
SAS((591):340.96)
SOAS(GB950/158.691* ; 348.822)
J: TYB(XII-25-H-18)
NL: KTTLV(M ss 46 N)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.63 M46) NUS(959.1M444)
RUBC(342.59102524 MAU)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.32.A92 M442 : Law Trials
DS530.32.A9 M45 1962) HU(Widener Ind 8050.49)
LI(CS530.32.A9M39) NIU(SEA DS485.B89 M32)
NYPL(Research E 12-1234)
UC(RNFL DS485.B89 M37 $B 576 047 ; SRLF
A0008436861 ; SRLF AA0004255675)
UBC(Main DS485.B89 M37 WU(Memorial Lib.
DS485 B89 M32) YU(SML, Stacks & SEA Ref. Room
315 : DS485 B89 M39)

Maung Maung

→ Socio-economic study of the pilot demonstration area
(Kinda dam, Myanmar)

Maung Maung Bya

→ Co-operation in four Indian provinces

Maung Maung Ghose, B.
Burma our land / by B. Maung Maung Ghose. – Rangoon,
[1981?].
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Maung Maung Gyi
Report on the revision settlement of the Bassein District to-
together with the original settlement of certain areas in the Ye-
gyi, Thabaung, Bassein West and Ngaputaw townships, sea-
son 1935-39

→ Settlement < Bassein > 1935-39

Maung Maung Gyi (b. 1920)
An analysis of the social and political foundations of the
Burmese executive <1948-1956> / by Maung Maung Gyi. –
1958. VIII, 365 l., notes, app., bibliogr. l. 346-362. – New
Haven, Conn., Yale Univ., Ph.D. (political science) thesis
67-6902

Subject(s): Executives – Burma
Executive power – Burma – History and criticism.
Government executives – Burma – History.
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ451.G93) NLA(320.9591 G996)
D: HD-SAI(M 847)*
GB: SOAS(M 294)
SG: ISAES(JQ452.Z13 E9x)
US: CSt CU(Kroch Film 254 ; Annex Film N254)
NIU Microforms-2nd FL-FML Microfilm AC801
M44971967) UC(SRLF)
OAU(Alden SE Asia JQ452.Z13 E9k)

Burmese political values : the socio-political roots of au-
thoritarianism / Maung Maung Gy. – New York : Praeger,
Herbert 540

Subject(s): Constitutional history – Burma
Authoritarianism – Burma
Burma – Politics and government
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ442.M38 1983) NLA
D: B-SBB(620 810 Potsdamer Str.)
Maung Maung Han


Subject(s): Christian education of young people

Maung Maung Lin


Subject(s): Postage stamps - Burma - History

Maung Maung Lwin


US: CU(Kroch Echols KNL74.M73 1987)

Ref.: OCLC 51491485

Maung Maung Lin

Burmeese urbanization : an overview / by Maung Maung Lin. – Nagoya, Japan: Economic Research Center, Faculty of Economics, Nagoya Univ., [1983]. 63 l., bibliogr. l. 54-56. – (International economic conflict discussion paper ; 10)

Subject(s): Urbanization – Burma – History


UCB & WU : HE6185.B93 M38 2002

UCI(SRLF AA0011721073) YU

Ref.: OCLC 52178117

Maung Maung Nyo


Subject(s): Law - Burma

US: CU(Kroch Over 1983 C 3 021 447)

Maung Maung Oo

The epidemiology of pulmonary tuberculosis in workers of 5 factories in Burma / Maung Maung Oo. – 1985. – Singapore, National Univ., Fac. of Medicine, Dept. of Social Medicine and Public Health, Faculty of Medicine, M.Sc. thesis 1986

Subject(s): Tuberculosis – Epidemiology - Burma

Occupational diseases.

SG: NUS(Medical Library Microform RA422.5 *1986 36 MF269-270)
Maung Maung Pye

Burma in the crucible / by Maung Maung Pye ; with a forew. by George West. – Rangoon : Khititaya Publ. House, [1951].

VI, 212 p., illus., ports., 5 app. – Herbert 204

Subject(s): Burma : History ; Politics and government

D: HD-SAI(322 his 83/2003 ; reg 60 D 523)*

GB: BL(18024 d 13)*

OU/L(IND Main Libr Retind N10253484)

SOAS(BG945/232.302 ; 232.303)

J: AJK

MY: RH

SG: ISEAS(DS530.64 M451) NUS(DS530.63 Mun)

RUBC(320.959104 MAU)

US: CU(Kroch DS485 B86 M45 ; Fiche 887 94 68801)

SG: ISEAS(SCR fDS529.3 M45 ; Microfiche 94/68801)

GB: BL(14302 p 81)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 O 11 Kp)*

Ref.: OCLC 2953478

Subject(s): Tales of Burma / by Maung Maung Pye ; illus. by U Thet Win. – Calcutta [etc.]: MacMillan, 1948. 114 p.

Subject(s): Tales – Burma ; Legends – Burma

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 O 11 Kp)*

Ref.: OCLC 2953478

J: AJK

Maung Maung Soe


Subject(s): Rural development – Burma

Agriculture – Burma

Burma : Rural conditions

US: CU(Kroch HN670.7.Z9 C65 1984a+)

Ref.: OCLC 51487777

Maung Maung Sein <b. 1936>


US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm AC801 .M451)

Maung Maung Taik <b. 1948>

The best of Burmese cooking : under the golden pagoda / Aung Taik ; design and illustrations by Clare Kossman. – San Francisco: Chronicle Books, c1993. 220 p., illus.

US: CU(Echols TX724.5.B93 T35x 1993)

Maung Myint

→Hla Myint

Maung Pwa and the Bean stalk. 1st pr. – Rangoon : Christian Literature Society, 1951. 24 p., illus. – Added title and text in Jinhpaw

GB: SOAS(Pam.GPE Kach.398/232.091)*

Maung Tin

→Pe Maung Tin

Maung U

The produce of rice land, cost of cultivation, land values ... / Maung U ; with illus. by Pe Maung Tin. – Rangoon : Zwe Literacy Bower, [1955].

114 p., illus. – Herbert 659

Ref.: OCLC 16639785

Subject(s): Tales – Burma ; Legends – Burma

Burma : Agriculture

US: CU(Kroch DS485.B86 M45 ; Fiche 887 94 68801)

Ref.: SML 94/68801 (D)
Mawdsley, James <b. 1973>


Subject(s): Mawdsley, James, 1973-; Prisoners, Foreign – Burma – Biography

Democracy - Burma

Political prisoners – Burma – Biography.

Burma – Politics and government <1888->

Birma ; Militärdiktatur ; Erlebnisbericht ; Geschichte

AU:ANU(Nenzies) NLA(YY 959.105092 M462M)

D: B-SBB(1 A 437561 Potsdamer Str.)

GB:BL(YK.2001.a.12726) BL-DSS(n02/36581)

CUL(632:22.c.200.3) OUL(IND Burma 7 d 94 N1)

IRL:TCD(HL-241-118)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.65 M46A3)

NRL(R) & Woodlands: English 959.105092 MAW

TH:CU(959.105092 M462H)

US:CU(Kroch) & OAU(Alden SE Asia x) & UCB & UCl(Langson) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial lib.) : DS530.68.M39 M39 2001 H(UWidener x) & UCCLA(YRL) : DS530.68.M39 A3 2001

NcD(Perkins - 959.105092 M462. H436, 2001)

UCI(Main Lib DS530.68.M38 A3 2001)

NYPL(Research JFE 02-557)

YU(SML DS530.68.M38 A3X 2001)


GB:BL(YC.2002.a.17508)

OUL(BOD L Floor M02.G02457 N12783571)

IRL:TCD(PB-211-661)

SG: NUS(Main Shelves DS530.68 Maw.Ma 2002)

Ref: OCLC 50018386

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hol021/2002024408.html

Note: A startling account of an evil regime and one young man's efforts to defy it.

Twenty-eight-year-old James Mawdsley spent much of the past four years in grim Burmese prisons. The Iron Road is his story, and the story of the regime that jailed him, the way it tortures, and kills hundreds of Burmese each day. - Mawdsley was working in New Zealand when he learned about the struggle of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, the Burmese Nobel laureate who is under house arrest. Outraged, he went to Burma, staged a one-man protest, and was jailed. - There his own amazing story begins. He is a twenty-eight-year-old New Zealander who is a keen researcher into  human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen activist for an end to human rights abuses in Burma and is a keen
Maxwell, Andrew R.


Subject(s): Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) - Economic conditions


Rangoon : History - Economic conditions.

Maxwell, John D.


also The fisheries manual

GB: BL(BL1.S.Bu 160/5)*


Maxwell, Helen T.

A note on yon as a hammer handle wood / by the Forest Economist, Burma [H. A. Maxwell]. - Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1937. 15 p., illus. - (Economic series pamphlet / Forest Department, Utilization Circle, Burma ; 9).

Subject(s): Anogeissis acuminata - Utilization - Burma.

GB: CUL(OP.3200.634.02)

US: New York Botanical Garden Libr

Ref.: OCLC 48749073

Maxwell, Helen T.

A complete list of all rhododendrons, collected by Reginald Farrer, and his filed notes

→ Cox, Euan Hillhouse Methven

Farrer’s last journey

Maxwell, M. A.

Working plan for the Bhamo portion of the Bhamo Forest Division, Northern Circle, Burma, for the period 1937-38 to 1950-51

→ Working plan < Bhamo >

Maxwell-Lefroy, Cecil Anthony


Subject(s): Burma - Juvenile literature - Description and travel - Social life and customs

D: B-SBB(19 A 4798 Haus 1 ; 108 224 Potsdamer Str.)

→ Maxim

May, Jacques Meyer <1896-1975>


→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

Economist, Burma / [H. A. Maxwell].

A note on yon as a hammer handle wood / by the Forest Department, Utilization Circle, Burma. (Lands and peoples series ; 3)

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

→ Rice trade - Thailand

→ Rice trade - Australia

→ Rice trade - Burma

→ Rice trade - Thailand

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3889)

May, Maria
Subject(s): Koekkunst
NL: KB(5061774 Depotexp.)

NL: KB(4037060 Depotexp.)

NL: KB(5061774 Depotexp.)

May, Ronald James <b, 1939>
→ Burma-Myanmar : strong regime, weak state?
→ The illusion of progress : the political economy of reform in Burma, Myanmar

May Mun Transport Corporation
Subject(s): Corporations, Burmese

May Oung <1881-1926>
→ Old historical ballads
→ A selection of leading cases on Buddhist law

May Than Nwe
Conversational Myanmar : with simplified phonetics phrases for easy pronunciation / May Than Nwe. 1st ed. – Yangon: Golden Myanmar Information & Advertising Ltd., Aug. 1996. 55 p., illus. – Text in English and Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese language – Spoken Burmese
Burmese language.
Ref.: OCLC 40810777

Maybury, Maurice
Heaven-born in Burma / Maurice Maybury. – Castke Cary: Folio Hadspen. – Herbert 322
1. The daily round. – 1984. 184 p., illus., map, index. ISBN 0-85126-030-6 (pbk.) ; 0-85126-020-9 (cased)

Subject(s): Maybury, Maurice
Great Britain : Biography – Diplomats
Biography – Great Britain – Diplomats (sw)
Diplomatic and consular service, British – Burma
Great Britain : Colonies – Burma – Officials and employees – Biography ; Social conditions, 1886-
SG: ISEAS: 1-3 (DS527.9 M46) NUS: 2-3 (DS530.55 May) US: UC(Kroch DS530. M48)
UC(LSRL A0010717403) BL-APAC: 1-3 (T 46317)
UC(Financial Mem. DS530.9 M38 1984)
TH: CU(Aria 195.9 1 M467H) US: CU(Kroch DS530. M48)

Mayer, Hansjörg
Shwedagon : golden pagoda of Myanmar
→ Moore, Elizabeth Howard

Mayer, Roberta A.
Subject(s): Lockwood de Forest
United States
Decoration and ornament
Decoration and ornament – India ; Decoration and ornament – Burma ; Art, Indic ; Art, Burmese

Mayer, Sidney Louis <b, 1937>
Subject(s): Manuscripts – Great Britain
United States
Decoration and ornament
Decoration and ornament – Great Britain – Ornament
United States
Decoration and ornament

Mayer, Sigfried M. Schwertner
The two world wars : a guide to manuscript collection in the United Kingdom / Sigfried M. Schwertner.
US: Case Western RSV Univ,OH

Miyashita, Tomoyuki
Diplomatic and consular service, British – Burma
Great Britain : Colonies – Burma – Officials and employees – Biography ; Social conditions, 1886-

UC(LSRL A0010717403) BL-APAC: 1-3 (T 46317)
UC(Financial Mem. DS530.9 M38 1984)
TH: CU(Aria 195.9 1 M467H) US: CU(Kroch DS530. M48)

UC(LSRL A0010717403) BL-APAC: 1-3 (T 46317)
UC(Financial Mem. DS530.9 M38 1984)
TH: CU(Aria 195.9 1 M467H) US: CU(Kroch DS530. M48)

UC(LSRL A0010717403) BL-APAC: 1-3 (T 46317)
UC(Financial Mem. DS530.9 M38 1984)
Maymyo Town Committee

Bye-law under section 99

Maymyo, Isabella (Fyvie) <1843-1914>

→ Old stories & [and] sayings from India, Ceylon, Burma, and the Near East

Mayo Sailors’ Home

→ Rangoon


Mayerchak, Patrick M.


ISBN 0-87474-626-4 ; 0-87474-625-6 (pbk.) – Herbert 844

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern - Library resources - Washington (D.C.); Societies, etc. – Directories; Library resources; Archival resources.

→ Specifications of the Maymyo Division

→ [Forest settlement report of the Maymyo Park Extension Reserve, Mandalay District]

Mazérès, Martine

Birmanie ... / guide ... établi par Martine Mazérès. – Paris: Nouvelles Frontieres, 1976. 62 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 8. – (Guide Nouvelles frontières, ISSN 0220-9330)

F: BN Impr.(S-G-21289(6))

Mazeo, Donatella

→Suvannabhumi, la terra dell’oro : Giovanni Andreino, un italiano in Birmania

MBC

→ Myanmar Baptist Convention

MBK

→ Ba Kyaw < Maung >

Mc...

→ Mac...

MCDO

→ Myanmar Concord Development Organization

Mead, Margaret <1901-1978>

→ Cultural patterns and technical change

The family’s food / Margaret Mead. [Transl. into Burmese by U Chit Lwin.] – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1951. 75 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(GPC 640/350.093)*

Mead, Peter


Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>; Biography

Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British

Great Britain: World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army, South-East Asia Command - Special Force; Army - South-East Asia Command - Special Force

GB: BL(YC 1987 a 4984 ; YK 1988 a 2525)

CUL(539:1.c.173.49 ; 9000.d.740)

BL-APAC(ORW 1987 a 1604)

OUL(BOD Bookstack 228233 e.414)

SOAS(E Coll 3 L31/13)

IRL:TCD(HL-111-291 ; PL-114-933)

SG: NUS(D767.6 Mea)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. D767.6)

WU(Memorial Lib. D767.6 M43 1987)

Ref.: OCLC 16083471

Mead, Stella

Through the British commonwealth ... sketches / by S. Mead; illus. by Eulalie. – London ; Letchworth: Amex Co. – (Opie collection of children’s literature ; ...)


p., illus., map. – (Opie ... : 026:248)

Subject(s): Commonwealth countries – Juvenile fiction.

GB: BL(010005 eee 48)

IRL:TCD(JUV HB.C.j no.4)

Ref.: OCLC 40324237

Meares, Ainslie Dixon

Measures taken for development of border areas and national races.

**Measures taken by the government of Myanmar to implement the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry established to examine the complaint concerning its observance of the Forced Labour Convention, (1930) (No. 29) / International Labour Office. – Geneva: ILO, March 1999. 5 p. – At head of title: International Labour Organisation, Governing Body; Fifth item on the agenda - 274th Session; GB.274/5*  
Subject(s): ILO pub; forced labour; ILO Convention; application  
Myanmar  
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb  
(274/gb-5.htm)  
CH: ILO(GB.274/5)  
I: ILO  
US: ILO, DC  
Ref.: OCLC 40906816  

**ditto.** – ibd., March 1999. [1] p. – Fifth item on the agenda - 274th Session; GB.274/5/D.1  
CH: ILO(GB.274/5/D.1)  
I: ILO  
US: ILO, DC  
Ref.: OCLC 41381669  

> Measures taken for development of border areas and national races  
Subject(s): Minorities – Burma – Social conditions; Minorities – Burma – Economic conditions; Burma: Ethnic relations; Politics and government <1988> ; Rural conditions  
F: BIULO(GEN.II.8535)  
SOAS: 1-2 (LB307.14 /787542)  
US: CU(Kroch +DS528.M48)  
LC(DS530.4.M43 1992)  
YU(SML DS528 M48 1990)  

**Measures taken for border areas and national races development, 1989-1992 / Ministry of Border Areas and National Races Development, Work Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races, Public Relations Sub-Committee. – [Rangoon]  
> Measures taken for border areas and national races development  

Measures, including action under article 33 of the Constitution of the International Labour Organization, to secure compliance by Government of Myanmar with the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry established to examine the observance of the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29). – Geneva: Nov. ILO, 1999. – At head of title: International Labour Organisation, Governing Body; Sixth item on the agenda - 276th Session; GB.276/6*  
CH: ILO(GB.276/6)  
I: ILO  
US: ILO, DC  
Ref.: OCLC 42847334  

**[277th Session ; March 2000]**  
**ditto.** – ibd., March 2000. 10 p. – Sixth item on the agenda; 277th Session; GB.277/6*  
CH: ILO(GB.277/6)  
I: ILO  
US: ILO, DC  
Ref.: OCLC 43700229  

**ditto. Addendum.** – ibd., March 2000. 2 p. – Sixth item on the agenda; 277th Session; GB.277/6(Add. 1)*  
CG: ILO(GB.277/6 (Add.)  
I: ILO  
US: ILO, DC  

**ditto. Addendum no. 2.** – ibd., 2000. 2 p. – Sixth item on the agenda; 277th Session, Mar. 2000; GB.277/6(Add. 2)*  
CG: ILO(GB.277/6 (Add.2))  
I: ILO  
US: ILO, DC  

**Medhamkara <13th cent.>**  
Jinacarita, or “The career of the conqueror”: a Pali poem / ed. and transl., with notes by C. Duroiselle. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1906. XXXVI, 197 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – English and Pali (Pali in Roman); prefatory matter in English. – Life and teachings of Gautama Buddha.  
Subject(s): Gautama Buddha: Biography - Early works to 1800  
Buddhists – India – Biography – Early works to 1800  
Buddhists – Buddhism – Early works to 1800 (sw)  
GB: BL(14099.bb.16)  
CG: ILO(GB.276/6)  
US: ILO, DC  
Ref.: OCLC 39031784  

GB: CUL(834.1.c.95.1062) SOAS(KA294.363/484362)  
US: CRL(82-905600) CU(Kroch BQ868 .M51 1982)  
IU(Main Stacks 294.363 M468J1982) NNC(Butler) & WI(Memorial Lib.) : BQ868 .M4213 1982  
Ref.: OCLC 10323505
**Bibliographical description**

**Medhi Krongkaew**


Subject(s): Burma : Economic reform

TH: CU(TIC 51185)

---

**Medical Research Council < Burma >**

**Medical Research Institute < Rangoon >**

**Medium term plan for the prevention and control of AIDS in the Union of Myanmar, 1990 – 1993 / prepared by Ministry of Health of Myanmar in cooperation with World Health Organization. – Yangon, [1990]. 66 l., illus., map.**

Subject(s): AIDS (Disease) – Burma. – Burma Medical Research Council


---

**Medlicott, Henry Benedict < 1829-1905 >**

A manual of the geology of India and Burma

Meech, Alan


Subject(s): Postage stamps – Burma – Bibliography


---

**Meersman, Achilles**

Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Franciscans: Burma – History – Sources; Missions – History – Sources
Missions - Burma
Ref.: OCLC 8021401

The Friars Minor or Franciscans in India, 1291-1942 / by Achilles Meersman. – Karachi: Rotti Pr., 1940. 203 p.

Subject(s): Franciscans: India; Missions: Burma
US: NNUT (Burke MRL Day Rare La M495)

Ref.: OCLC 1475050

Missions - Burma

Meeting of the Memorandum of Understanding Countries on Drug Control <1997, 9-11 June, Bangkok>

Subject(s): Narcotics, Control of – Asia, Southeastern – Congresses. Narcotics, Control of – China – Yunnan

Sheng – Congresses.

US: CU (Kroch + HV 5840 .A75 M46 1997)
LC (Microfiche 99/63868 (H) So Asia)

Meeght, Frederick Joseph
Notes for the use of teachers of general science
→ Peacock, David Henry

MEGST
→ Myanmar Evangelical Graduate School of Theology

Mehden, Fred R. von der
→ VonDerMehden, Fred Robert

Mehdiratta, R. C.
Geology of India, Pakistan and Burma / by R. C. Mehdiratta. 2nd ed. – Delhi: Atma Ram, 1962. VIII, 203 p., figs., index. – First ed., 1954, publ. with title: Geology of India and Pakistan
Subject(s): Geology – India; Geology – Pakistan; Geology – Burma
F: BIULO (GEN.III.4466)
GB: BL(X 319/491) OUL (IND Retind)
SAS(5-13):551
SOAS(S IV.1.2111/171.812)*
LC(QE295.M4 1962) NNC(Geology 555.4 M47)
UCLA YU (Geology & LSF : QE295 M44 1962)

GB: BL(B) NX 055/230760)*
IU(Geology 555.4 M473G1967)

Geology of India, Pakistan, Bangla Desh, and Burma / by R. C. Mehdiratta; rev. and enl. by S. K. Chadha. 4th rev. ed. – Delhi: Atma Ram, 1985. IX, 245 p., illus., index. – 3rd ed. with title: Geology of India, Pakistan and Burma

AU: ANU(Hancock QE295.M43 1985)
D: BA-UB(50/RR 35129 DX 1324)
GO-SUB (86 A 5906)
GB: BL-DSS(87/02943; 87/32000)
SG: NUS(QE295 Meh)
US: UCD(PhysciEng QE295.M4 1985)
UCLA(SEL/geoL QE 295 M47g 1985)

Mehn Hla Aung Gyi
Note: Introduction to Patthāna, section of bhidhammapitaka, Buddhist canon.
Subject(s): Tipitaka. Abhidhammapitaka. Patthāna – Criticism, interpretation, etc.
US: LC & NNC(Butler) : BQ2567 .M36 1998

Mehra, H. R.
Platyhelminthes / by H. R. Mehra. Issued by the Zoological Survey of India. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., Govt. of India, 1959. XII, 418 p., figs., index, bibliogr. p. 400-410
GB: BL((F)(B)FQ 555/516485008)*

Mehta, Madhava Mal
1. – 1980. XII, 418 p., figs., index, bibliogr. p. 400-410
GB: BL((F)(B)FQ 555/516485008)*

Mehta, P. J.
→ Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Allegations of Inconvenience and Hard-Ship Suffered by Deck Passengers Travelling between Burma and India: Report ...

Mehta, Surinder Kumar <b, 1932>
Subject(s): Working class - Burma
Working class – Burma – Rangoon.
Labor – Burma ; Labor – Burma – Rangoon.
Labor movement – Burma ; Working class - Burma
Labor movement – Burma – Rangoon.
Working class – Burma – Rangoon.
F: BIULO (GEN.III.62036)
US: CU(Kroch Film 177) LC(Microfilm 6403 HD)
NIU(Microfilms-2nd FL-FML Microfilm AC801 .M498) UoC(Regenstein Stacks HD10000 Mehta)

Meier, Gerhard
Bibliographical description

Orientalistik, Diss. 1978. – DAL-C 40.3, Spring 1980, 4/3097c. – U 78.8012. – Herbert 477. – Shulman 636
D: BA-UB(30/XA 4238) PA-UB/(C9031731)

Meiktila / Town Committee
<Bye-law under section 102>
Bye-laws made by the Meiktila Town Committee under sections 102, clause (c), 142, clause (k), (l), (n) and (r) of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Comr. of Meiktila), Oct. 1906. 5 p.
GB:BL(1.S.Bu.232/19(107))*

Meiktila District
→ Burma gazetteer

Meisel, George Edward.
Subject(s): Burma : Militarism ; Politics and government
<1948->
US: Univ of Oklahoma, OK

Mekong Development Research Network
→ Investigation and study of the current status of the Mekong River and the river basin area in Myanmar

Mekong inférieur annuaire hydrologic
→ Lower Mekong hydrologic yearbook

Mekong investment opportunities: a new era of cooperation.
Alt autor: Thailand - International Affairs Division, Office of the Board of Investment
Myanmar - Myanmar Investment Commission
China, Yunnan - Bureau of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation
Vietnam, Ministry of Planning and Investment
Lao - Foreign Investment Management Committee
Cambodia
TH:CU(5/24)

Mekong Subregion STD/HIV/AIDS Project
ref. – March 1999
[v. 1] Regional report
v. 2. Review Mekong subregion STD/HIV/AIDS project: country review documents, Cambodia, China, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand & Viet Nam.
Subject(s): Mekong Subregion STD/HIV/AIDS Project.
Asia, Southeastern: AIDS (Disease); HIV infections; Sexually transmitted diseases
China: AIDS (Disease); HIV infections; Sexually transmitted diseases
YU(SML RA644.A25 E98 1999 (LC)+)

Mellors, John <b.1920>
Subject(s): Mellors, John <b. 1920>

Meisel
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
GB:BL(808/9299) SOAS(E Coll 3 M /57)
US:CU(Annex CT788 .M37 A3)

Meloche, Renee Taft
ISBN 157658240X
Note: Tells about the life of Adoniram Judson, an American missionary to Burma who transl. the Bible into the Burmese language.
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 : Juvenile literature.
Missionaries - Burma - Biography - Juvenile literature ; Missionaries - United States - Biography - Juvenile literature ; Missionaries - Stories in rhyme.
US: Ingram Libr Serv, TN
International Mission BRD, SBC, VA
Ref.: OCLC 55537372

Melting the stars : an exhibition of photographs of the people of Burma
→Bieber, Joey

Melvill, James Cosmo <1833-1861>
US:CU(Annex DS475.7 M53+)

Melville, John Murray <1914-1989>
Subject(s): Murray, John <1914-1989>
Burma-Siam Railroad
World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese; World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, British
GB:BL(YA.992.b.882)

Membership directory
→ China-Burma-India Veterans Association

A memento of the tour in India and Burma of the Chief Scout and the Chief Guide, 1921 / ed. by E. H. Timmins. – 1921. 80 p., illus.
Subject(s): Baden-Powell, Robert Baden-Powell, Baron, 1857-1941 ; Baden-Powell, Olave, Lady
GB:Edinburgh(CSCNW Lib. P:10.08.15 TIM)

Memoir of a chart of the South-coast of Pegu
→ Dalrymple, Alexander

Memoir of an institution
→ under the institution

Mémoire sur l’esclavage dans la vallée du Hukawng (Haute-Birmanie)
→ United Nations / Assembly

M 79
Memorandum on the internal trade of Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D., L. R. of A.) 1889/90 with the title: Report on ... cf.: Report on the international trade of Burma for the 3 years

< Memorandum on the inland trade of Burma
Subject(s): Burma – Commerce – Periodicals
1896/97 (I.S.Bu.61/4)*
US: LC(HF240.B8.A3)
YU: 1889/90-1896/97 (NIS5136+A63 ; SML Microform Film S2528)

GB:BL-APAC(IOR/in: V/18/59)

Memorandum on the separation of Burma from British India. – [Rangoon : Govt. of Burma] (for H. P. D.), 7.1.1929. 9 p.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/in: V/18/59)

Memorandum on the public health report. – Rangoon : Public Health Dept.
> Report on public health and vital statistics
US: NYPL: 1867 (1868) (SPC+)

Memorandum on the sparseness of population in British Burmah ...
→ Phayre, Arthur Purves

Memorandum on the trade between Burma and the adjoining foreign countries for the year ending the 31st March ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma 1893 : 1896; 1899 with the title: "Report on the trade ..." Every third year ... the above publication is triennial in character, when it is styledReport': otherwise the two intermediate annual issues are each styled "Memorandum" ...

< Report on the inland trade of Burma
> Note on the transfrontier trade of Burma
Subject(s): Burma – Commerce – Periodicals
AU:ANU: 1890/91-1924/25 (Chifley microform HF41.B85)
GB:BL: 1892 1894 1895 1897 1898 1900 (I.S.Bu.61/2)*
US: LC(HF240.B8A4 ; Microfilm 51284)
NYPL(Research TLG+)
YU: 1890/91-1895/96 1897/98 1899/1900 (Mudd NF56 IS6 +A6)

Memorandum on trade between India and Burma / Office of the Economic Adviser, India. – Delhi : Manager of Publ., 1946. 30 p.
US:LC(4HF 693)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.101/23)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/670/33)*

GB:LS(E(LPES, Intergovt.Organ. L.N.VI.B.1925.5)
US:HU(Law School: 182a 1150)
LC(JX1975.A2 1925 A.50.VI) UC(SRLF)
Ref.: OCLC 25756521
dito. [Microfiche ed.] – Louisville, Ky. : Lost Cause Pr., 1973. 2 microfiches ; 11 x 15 cm. [[Slavery, source material and critical literature]]
US: UCSC

Memorandum relative to the deputation of the Anglo-Indian and domiciled community of India and Burma to the right honourable the Secretary of State for India. July 30th, 1925. – [No imprint, 1925]. 39 p.
GB:BL-APAC(P/W 588)*

Memorandum submitted to the Indian Statistical Commission → Burma for Burmans League

GB:BL(OLPL:RR)* SOAS(CWML M34)
US:CU(Kroch DS740.5.G7 A3 1842 +)
LC(HF3508.C5G7)
YU(SML HF3508 C5 G7 1864A (LC)+)


US:HU(Harvard-Yenching (C) D767.3:M446 2002x)
WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize D767.3 M46 2002)

Subject(s): Men ; Family ; Community ; Women ; Church Asia

GB: Birmingham(Main Library 261.835095)

Menassé, Vittorio


I: CASD(599.74 MEN)


I: GMFR(SG_636.8_MENgat)

Mencaglia, Guglielmo <1865-1945>
Mons. Eugenio Biffi [opuscolo] / don Guglielmo Mencaglia delle Missioni Estere di Milano. - Milano : Pontificio Istituto Missioni Estere, 1922. 70 p., 1 illus. – (Bibliotechina missionaria ; serie biografica ; 1)

Subject(s): Biffi, Eugenio <1829-1896> - Biography

Burma – Mission – Biography

P.I. M.E. – Missionaries

I: BCMP(MISS/03/0170 op)

Mende, Tibor

US: NYPL

L’Asie Sud-Orientale : problémi politici ed economici

→ Jacobi, Erich H.


Subject(s): Pakistan – Politics and government ; Description and travel.

Southeast Asia : Politics and government ; Description and travel.

D: KI-ZBW(II 31,255) HD-SAI(300 pol 99/816)*

F: BL(8024 bb 34)* COL(DS 511)

I: TYB(414)

NL: KITLV(M 3c 6.3.20)

SG: ISEAS(DS508 M55)

US: CU(Kroch DS518.1 .M53 1955)

HU(Widener Ind 8330.20) LC(DS518.1.M45 1955)


I: KL-ZBW(II 30.714)

US: CU(Annex DS518.1 .M53)

LC(DS518.1.M45 1955a)

Mendelson, Edward Michael <b. 1928>

Subject(s): Monasticism and religious orders, Buddhist – Burma ; Buddhism and state – Burma

AU:ANU(Menzies BQ6160.B93.M46)

NLA(294.36709591 M537)

D: B-SBB(31 MA 954 Haus 1 ; 365 287 Potsdamer Str.)

GO-SUB(76 A 964) HD-SAI(325 pol 76/800)* PA-UBB(55 RR 51962 M537)

F: BNF(8° O2 L.1687) BMH(DS 520.5 .R3 M53)

GB(BL X 800/25404 *) 14302 bbb 36 *)

CUR(2.55.e.95.159)

LSE(BLPES BQ6160.B93 M53)

BL-APAC(V 19630) OUL(IN Retind 941 d.151)

SOAS(GB 293/338059 ; 577235 ; 68930 ; 68940)*

IRL:TCD(HL-2-365)

J: TYB(Cd-12)

SG: ISEAS(BL1445 B95M53)

US: NUS(BL1444 B95M53)

NUS(BL1443.1 Men)

US: CU(Kroch & Uris: BQ420 M53 ; Annex F352 .S1)

HU(Widener: R 1030.19) LC & NIU(SEA) & NUS(BL1444 B95M53)

SOAS(GB 293/338059 ; 577235 ; 68930 ; 68940)*

I: UCSD(SSH) & UCSB(Main & Law Lib) & UCB(Main & Law Lib) & UCD(Shields) & UCT(UCB) & UCL(Law & Legal Studies) & UCL(UCL) & UCR(Riversa) & UCSC(UCB) & UCSD(SSH)

: BQ6160.B93 M46 NYPL


F: BIULO(MEl 8 1238(15))


Subject(s): Pakistan – Politics and government ; Description and travel

Southeast Asia : Politics and government ; Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(300 pol 99/816)*

GB: BL(8024 bb 34)* COL(DS 511)

FOL(KB 916/23.548)

J: TYB(414)

NL: KITLV(M 3c 6.3.20)

SG: ISEAS(DS508 M55)

US: CU(Kroch DS518.1 .M53 1955)

HU(Widener Ind 8330.20) LC(DS518.1.M45 1955)

ditto. – ibd., 1957. 535 p., illus.

I: BCMP(MISS/03/0170 op)

ditto. – ibd., 1957. 535 p., illus.

I: GMFR(SG_636.8_MENgat)

ditto. – ibd., 1957. 535 p., illus.

I: GMFR(SG_636.8_MENgat)
Mendès France, Pierre <b.b.1907>
Dialogues avec l’Asie d’aujourd’hui : carnet de route / Pierre Mendès France. – Paris : Gallimard, 1972. 282 p., 1 carte. – (Collection idées ; 272)
p. 221-240: Birmanie

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(108))*

Mendes Pinto, Fernão
→Pinto, Fernão Mendes

Menezes, Dennis Mousinho

GB:Birmingham(Dental Library ; Diss.M4.B71)

Meng Mao succession
→Harvey, Godfrey Eric

Menon, Maniketh Madhava <b. 1900>

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

Menoo
→Manu
→A treasury of modern Asian stories

Mepa Valley agricultural development
→McLean, L. J.

The merchant shipping (registrars of British ships in Burma) order, 1937 etc. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty.,] (for C. and I. Secy.), 1937. 1 p.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.65/3)*

The merchant shipping (registration of Burma government ships) order, 1937, etc. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print.,] (for C. and I. Secy.), 1937. 2 p.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.65/2)*

Mercier-Sivadjian, Ève
La Birmanie, le Viêt-nam, le Népal, l’Inde, Sri Lanka, le Pérou, l’Equateur, la Colombie, le Mexique
→Des Pays et des hommes ; 2

Mergui / Municipality
<&Bye-law under section 12>
Bye-law by the Mergui municipality under section 12, clause (c), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), June 1901. [1 p.]

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(108))*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154/7)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/154)

Merit and blessing in mainland Southeast Asia in comparative perspective / ed. by Cornelia Ann Kammerer and Nicola Tannenbaum. – New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ. Southeast Asia Studies, c1996. XI, 263 p., illus., index, bibiogr. p. [231]-256. – (Monograph series ; 45)

Contents:
Introduction / Nicola Tannenbaum and Cornelia Ann Kammerer.
Cosmic and social exchanges: blessing among the Lahu of Southeast China and the Feast of merit complex in Highland Southeast Asia / Shanshan Du.
Begging for blessing among the Akha highlanders of Northern Thailand / Cornelia Ann Kammerer.
Blessing among the White Hmong of Northern Thailand / Patricia V. Symonds.
Blessing in Lisu culture and practice / E. Paul Durrenberger.
Ritual as cosmogony: village founding rites of Lhota Naga / Mark R. Woodward.
Blessing and Northern Thai historiography / Ronald D. Renard.
Blessing and merit transfer among Lowland Shan of Northwestern Thailand / Nicola Tannenbaum.
Religious merit and social status among Burmese Buddhist lay associations / Juliane Schober.
Blessing and merit: elementary forms and religious complexes in comparative and historical perspectives / Richard A. O’Connor.

Subject(s): Rites and ceremonies – Asia, Southeastern

Merivale, Herman <1806-1874>
British military campaigns against Burma, Afghanistan, and Punjab: Sir Henry Lawrence’s contribution

→ Edwarde, Herbert Benjamin

Life of Sir Henry Lawrence

→ Edwarde, Herbert Benjamin

Merckblätter für Auslandstätige und Auswanderer / Bundesarbeitsamt, Informationsstelle für Auslandstätige und Auswanderer. – Köln: Bundesarbeitsamt, Informationsstelle für Auslandstätige und Auswanderer. – Teilweise hrsg. und verlegt von: Bundesarbeitsamt, Amt für Auswanderung. – Bundesamt für Auswanderung. ISSN 0433-7026

139 Birma

Beilage 2. 2. Aufl., Stand: Okt. 1986. – 1986. 5 S.

D: DNB

Merleau-Ponty, Jules
Subject(s): Merleau-Ponty, Jules: Travel - Burma - Pagan. Wa (Burmese people) : Social life and customs - 20th century.

US: NYPL(Research JFE 04-4419)
Ref.: OCLC 52772681

Merlini, Carlo

I: FL-BNC

Los merodeadores de Merrill (febrero a mayo de 1944): operaciones de la 5307. unidad mixta provisional en Birmania / publ. por la División histórica del Departamento de guerra de los Estados Unidos. Traducido por el teniente 1.° Julio Aguirre. – Buenos Aires, 1947. 146 p., illus. – (Biblioteca del oficial ; 342)

Note: Fuerzas norteamericanas en acción

Subject(s): Birmania - Popoli

US: NYPL(Research *C-2 p.v.26)
Ref.: OCLC 44835569

Meroni, Carmen

Subject(s): Shan - Birmania

I: BCMP(AS /07/01/0102

Merriam, Edmund Franklin <1847-1930>

Subject(s): American Baptist Foreign Mission Society. Baptists – Missions.

US: MeWC(BV2520.A2 M4)
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Fy1 Am33m)

The Burman Mission / by Edmund Franklin Merriam. – Boston: American Baptist Missionary Union, 1885. 24 p., illus., map.

Subject(s): Missions - Burma.

Baptists - Missions.

D: B-SBB(Up 4924 Potsdamer Str.)
US: MeWC(SpecColl Robsn BV3270 .M33 1885)

Ditto. – ibd, 1893. 24 p., illus., map.

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1017)

NNUT(Burke MRL Day Fy1 Am33m)

Western RSV Hist Soc Libr, OH
Ref.: OCLC 47664207

Subject(s): Baptists - Missions
  Missions.
US: KyLoS(SBGEN RST01 266.6109 .M551h)
  LC(BV2520 .M5 1900)

US: KyLoS(SBGEN RST01 266.6109 .M551h 1913)
  LC(BV2520 .M5 1913)
  NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1078)

The Karen Mission / by E. F. Merriam. – Boston: American
  Baptist Missionary Union, 1885. 24 p., illus., map.
  Subject(s): Baptists - Missions - Burma.
  Missions - Burma.
  Karen (Southeast Asian people) - Missions - Burma.
  D: B-SBB(Up 4925 Potsdamer Str.)
  US: MeWC(SpecColl Robsn BV3270 .M3 1885)
  Ref.: OCLC 23704450
  Ref.: OCLC 23704224
  Ref.: OCLC 44105936
  Ref.: OCLC 28207249
  Ref.: OCLC 54800418
  Ref.: OCLC 54800417
  Ref.: OCLC 44105936
  Ref.: OCLC 27180028

*ditto.* – ibd., 1893. 24 p., illus., map.
US: KyLoS(SBGEN RST01 266.61591 .M551k)
  Ref.: OCLC 54800417

Minor missions in Burma / Edmund F Merriam. – Boston:
  American Baptist Missionary Union, 1890. 20 p., illus., map,
  ports. – Lyon Memorial, Bhamo
  Subject(s): Baptists - Missions - Burma.
  Missions - Burma.
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1078)
  Ref.: OCLC 23704450

The mission to the Burmans / by Edmund F Merriam. – Bos-
  ton: American Baptist Missionary Union, [n.d.] 12 p., illus.,
  map. – (Studies in foreign missions for use in young peoples
  societies ; 2) – Caption title.
  Subject(s): Baptists - Missions - Burma.
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1078)
  Ref.: OCLC 54800418

The races of Burma / by E. F. Merriam. – Boston: American
  Baptist Missionary Union, 1882. 15 p.
  Subject(s): Ethnology - Burma; Missions - Burma.
  Baptists - Mission
US: MeWC(SpecColl Robsn GN635 .B8 1882)
  Ref.: OCLC 23704224

*ditto.* 2nd ed. – ibd., 1890. 15 p.
US: KyLoS(SBGEN BKs01 572.9591 .M551r)
  Ref.: OCLC 28207249

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1017)
  Ref.: OCLC 36100493

Missionary sketches: a concise history of the work of the
  American Baptist Missionary Union / by S.F. Smith;
  brought up to date by E. F. Merriam. – Boston: Cortnell,
  c1879. 400 p.
  Subject(s): American Baptist Foreign Mission Society
  Baptists - Mission
US: KyLoS(SBGEN RST01 266.6106 .Am35s 1879A)

US: KyLoS(SBGEN RST01266.6106 .Am35s 1879A 1883)

Merrill, Dennis K.
  →Documentary history of the Truman presidency

Merrill, Jean
  High, wide and handsome and their three tall tales / by Jean
  Merrill and Ronni Solbert. Illustrated. – New York : Young
  Scott Books, 1964. 48 p., col. illus. – Herbert 709
  Subject(s): Tall tales; Folklore - Burma.
  UCB UCLA UPB

Shan’s lucky knife: a Burmese folk tale / retold by Jean
  Merrill; illus. in color by Ronni Solbert. – New York:
  Scott, 1960. Unpaged [48] p., col. illus. – (Young Scott
  books) Herbert 709

Note: A country boy, tricked once too often by a greedy
  boatmaster, executes a clever retaliation.
  Subject(s): Folklore - Burma; Burma - Fiction
US: LC(PZ8.1.M515Sh)
  NIA* NIU(Juvenile-4th FL-FML 398 M571S)
  OAU(Alden 4th Fl Childrens PZ8.1.M515 Sh)
  UC(SRLF G000113083) UCB(Ed/Psych
  UCSB(Main Lib PZ8.1.M515 Sh Curriculum Lab)
  YU(BEINECKE Scott 1960 7)

  [48 p.], illus.
  GB:BL(B12841 d 54) OUL(BOD Nuneham 2527 d.1896)

*ditto.* Commonwealth ed. – New York : Scholastic Book
  US: CU(Kroch PZ8.1 .M57 1973)

Merrill’s MaRauders: February - May 1944 / Historical Divi-
  Print. Office, 1945. VIII, 117 p., illus., map. – (American
  forces in action series ; [5]) – For military personnel only -
  Verso of t.p.
  Note: Narrative is based mainly on interviews conducted by
  the historian of the 5307th after the operation and on in-
  formation furnished the Historical Division, War Depart-
  ment, by the Commanding General and several members
  of the unit.
  Subject(s): United States - Army - Composite Unit (Provi-
  sional), 5307th; World War <1939-1945> - Military op-
  erations, Army - Burma - Composite Unit (Provisional),
  5307th
  Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
  D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 752)*
  GB:BL(A.S.742/2(5))
  SOAS(E Coll 3 F /42)
  UC(SRLF G000113083) UCB(Ed/Psych
  D767.6 .U5 1944 MiU UCSD(SSHD D 114.9 M 55)
  YU(SML D767.6 M47 1945)
  Ref.: OCLC 27180028

*ditto.* / ed. by Donald B. McLean. – Forest Grove, Or.:
  Nor-.
  Mount Armament Co., [1968]. VI, 117 p., illus., maps, ports.
  – (The combat bookshelf)
  SG:NUS(D767.6 MacL)
Burma Bibliographical Project

IX, 117 p., illus., plates, maps. – (CMH publ. ; 100-4) – Govt do no: D 114/9:M 55 – World War II, 50th anniversary, commemorative edition
F: BN Impr.(Microfiche m.35063)
ICNE(Govt. Info Ctr. DOC.) & UCI (Langeon) & UCR(BovPub) & UCSB & UCSD(SH) : D114.9:M55 1990 US/UC(UCL/UCS YRL) & UCI (Langson) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD (SSH) :

ditto. Repr. – Tokyo >

Union of Burma report on geological survey of the Monywa area

Metcalf, Anthony
Ten years before the mast : shipwrecks and adventures at sea ; religious customs of the people of India and Burmah’s empire ; how I became a Mormon and why I became an infidel / by A. Metcalf. – [Malad City, 1888]. 81 p., illus. – (The Mormons and Utah ; MOR109)
Mormons
D: TUUB(1 F 7 Rolle 8, MOR-109)
US: UCB

Meteorological organization for airmen / Meteorological Organization for Airmen, Burma Meteorological Department 1939. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. B. M. D.), 1940. 33 p., tables. – (M. O. A. pamphlet)
GB: BL(IS.Bu.172*)
BL-APAC(P/V 1126* ; 10R/V/27/770/12)

Meter Stamp Study Group < London >
Meter stamps of the Indian sub-continent
→Mann, John Churchill

Metford, Beatrix

Subject(s): Kachin (Asian people)
Shans (Burmese people)
Burma : Description and travel
Yunnan Province (China) : Description and travel
AU: NA(Luce 231 ; 915.91 MET)
D: B-BBB(Up 4915/550 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
HD-SAl(322 mil 96/2373)*
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 L.F /62)
US: LC(D679.31 5307th .M47 1987)

Merrill’s Marauders / Merrill’s Marauders Association. – Paducah, Ky.: Turner, 1987. 112 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 71. –

Title at spine: The legacy of Merrill’s Marauders

Commend: Burmese figures

ISBN 0-938021-14-1

Merrill’s Marauders Association
→The Burmese figures
→Merrill’s Marauders

Merwin, William Stanley <b. 1927>
Contains: Burmese figures.
AU: NLA(811.54 M576a)
GB: Edinburgh(3989(5) Mer) OUL(BOD)
US: CU(Kroch & Rare&Mss & Uris: PS3525 .E733 A9)
ICNE(Govt. Info Ctr. DOC.) & UCI (Langeon) & UCR(BovPub) & UCSB & UCSD(SH): D114.9:M55 1990 US/UC(UCL/UCS YRL) & UCI (Langson) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD (SSH) :

Contains: Burmese figures
Note: A collection of selected poems transl. by the author from a variety of Asian languages.

Subject(s): Oriental poetry – Translations into English
US: CU(Kroch +) & UCB(Main) & UCL(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH) : PJ418 .M57 1998

Messegue, Gordon H.
Maritime development of India, Burma, and Pakistan. Four months additional to present fellowship. – Elmhurst, N.Y.: U.S. Merchant Marine
Ref.: SEASC

US: UoC

Messier, Joseph
Working plan for the Nawin forests of the Prome Division
→Working plan < Prome: Nawin >

Metha, Madhava Mal
Note: ILO publ. Project report on the labour force situation in Myanmar - study on active population, occupational structure, unemployment and underemployment in the industrial and rural area sectors. Trends and forecasts. Labour shortage of skilled workers (rural workers and industrial workers), supervisors, vocational training trainers. Statistical tables,
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): project report; ILO pub; labour force
Myanmar
CH: ILO(64B09/18)

Mehta, Rajesh
Establishment of free trade arrangement among BIMST-EC countries: Some issues / Rajesh Mehta. – New Delhi: Research and Information System for the Non-aligned and Other Developing Countries, 2002. 19 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (RIS/DP [discussion papers]; 2002/23)
Note: With reference to Bangladesh, India, Burma, Sri Lanka, and Thailand.
Subject(s): Free trade – South Asia; Free trade – Asia, Southeastern.
Ref.: LC

The methodical practice of mindfulness based on the 32 constituent parts of the body ... – Ran‘ kun’: U” Lvan Phe, 1970. 28 p.
Subject(s): Meditation – Buddhism
ditto. Microform. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel: 35 mm. – (Burmesese cultural microfilm collection; reel 13, no.13)
US: CUI(Kroch Film 10921 no.13)

Subject(s): Mackley, Dorothy Emma, 1910-1985
Woman missionaries – Burma
Methodist Church (Great Britain) – Missions – Burma
Methodist Church (Great Britain) – Missions – Burma
GB: BL-APAC(T 49014)

Methodist Church / Burma Conference
Annual report of the Burma Conference of the Methodist Church. 40,1939- . – Lucknow: Lucknow Publ. House. – Some issues include Minutes of The Burma Woman’S Conference
< Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Conference: Annual report
Subject(s): Methodist Church (U.S.), Burma Conference.
Methodist Church – Missions – Burma – Congresses.
Missions – Burma – Congresses.
US: NcD-D: 40.1939- (287.6 S727BU)
YU: 1940 1946-1962 1965
(Divinity, Stacks Film S697 reel 9-10)
Ref.: OCLC 36713370

→ Burma Methodist

→ The Burma Methodist

Methodist Church < Great Britain > / General Synod
< 1946 >
→ The Methodist Church in India, Burma and Ceylon

Methodist Church < Myanmar >
→ Kristian thurin zirtanna: an approach to Christian doctrine
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 5437)

→ Naupang Bible course

Methodist Church < United States > / Board of Missions / Joint Commission on Education and Cultivation
→ India and Burma, and what the Methodists are doing there...

Methodism in Burma
→ Harwood, Harry J.

Methodist Church < Upper Burma >
Deed of foundation and deed of church order for the constituting of the Conference of the Methodist Church, Upper Burma. – London: [Methodist Church, Upper Burma?, ca.196-?]. [ii], 9 p. – Caption title: Methodist Church, Upper Burma: deed of foundation.
Subject(s): Methodist Church, Upper Burma – History
Methodist Church, Upper Burma – Government.
Methodists – Burma
Indigenous Church administration – Burma
GB: SOAS(MMSL IN-BU18)

Deed of foundation for the constituting of the Conference of the Methodist Church, Upper Burma. – [19-?]. [ii], 9 p. – Caption title: Methodist Church, Upper Burma: deed of foundation.
Subject(s): Methodist Church, Upper Burma – History
Methodist Church, Upper Burma – Government.
Methodists – Burma
Indigenous Church administration – Burma
GB: SOAS(MMSL IN-BU23)

Subject(s): Methodist Missionary Society – Missions – Burma
Methodist Church, Upper Burma – Prayers
Missions – Burma – Prayers
GB: SOAS(MMSL IN-BU26)

Subject(s): Methodist Church (Great Britain) – Missions – India.
Methodist Church (Great Britain) – Missions – Burma.
Methodist Church (Great Britain) – Missions – Sri Lanka.
US: NjMD(By571.5 A2 1946)

The Methodist Church Overseas Missions
Report of Secretarial Visit to Burma, India and Ceylon, September 1936-March 1937
→ Noble, Walter James

Methodist education: organ of the Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal Church of India and Burma. 1.1, Feb. 1921-3.4, fourth quarter, 1923. – [India:] Illus. – Quarterly.

> Christian education
Subject(s): Christian education – India – Periodicals.
Christian education – Burma – Periodicals.
Methodist Church – Education – India – Periodicals.
Methodist Church – Education – Burma – Periodicals.
Ref.: OCLC 48258772
ditto. – (ATLA serials preservation program: ATLA film 2001-S169)
US: YU(Divinity, Stacks Film SD1804)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Methodist English Church < Rangoon >
Rangoon international cookbook
→ Hollister, Mary Brewer

Methodist Episcopal Church
Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal
→ Jones, Benjamin Milton

→ A hand-book of the doctrines and polity of the Methodist Episcopal Church

→ A survey of the educational work of the Methodist Episcopal Church in India and Burma

Methodist Episcopal Church / Bengal-Burma Conference
Annual report ... – Calcutta [etc., etc.]

>> Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Conference
Annual report
US: YU: 2(1888) 13(1898/99)-1900
(Mudd, Divinity, Bdx M49p)

Methodist Episcopal Church / Board of Education
→ Methodist education

Methodist Episcopal Church / Board of Foreign Missions / Centenary Commission
→ India making and forsaking gods

Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Conference

< Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Conference
Minutes of the ... session
Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church. Burma Conference.

Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Conference / Centenary Commission
→ Centenary tidings from pagoda land

Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Mission Conference
Annual report of the Burma Mission Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 1919- . – Madras: Methodist Publishing House. – Notes: Description based on: 24th (1923)
Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church – Burma – Periodicals.
US: Nc-D-D


< Methodist Episcopal Church / Bengal-Burma Conference

> Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Conference Annual report

Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Woman's Conference

Subject(s): Methodist Church : Missions -Burma – Congresses ; Women in missionary work Congresses.
Methodist Episcopal Church - Burma Woman's Conference.
Missionary Conference : Annual report of the Burma Woman's Missionary Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
Ref.: OCLC 36709161)

Minutes and statistics
→ Methodist Church < United States > / Burma Conference : Annual report

Methodist Episcopal Church / Burma Woman's Missionary Conference
Annual report of the Burma Woman's Missionary Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 1901- . – Rangoon : Printed at the Hanthawaddy Pr.
Subject(s): Methodist Church Missions Burma Congresses. Women in missionary work – Congresses.
Ref.: OCLC 36708922

Methodist Episcopal Church / Calcutta Area Council
→ Problems of religious work in Indian villages and cities : a survey of families : the Calcutta area survey of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1930

Methodist Episcopal Church / Conferences / Bengal-Burma
Estimates ... – Calcutta
US: LC: 1893 1894 (BX8381.B44)

Methodist Episcopal Church / Mission Conference
Minutes of the ... session. – Rangoon, [n.d.]
US: LC (BX8381.B8)

Methodist Episcopal Church / Woman's Foreign Missionary Society
→ Woman's Foreign Missionary Society

Methodist Episcopal Church of Southern Asia / Central Conference
Episcopal address to the Central Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Cawnpore, India, December 29th, 1930 : Bishop John W. Robinson, Delhi, Bishop Brenton Thoburn Badley, Bombay, resident bishops of Southern Asia. – Jubbulpore: E.C. Davis at the Mission Pr., [1930?]
24 p
Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church.
Southern Asia Central Conference.
Methodist Episcopal Church – Missions – India.
Methodist Episcopal Church – Missions – Burma.
US: NjMD (BY6755 E64e 1930)
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0964)
Ref.: OCLC 25010947

Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern Asia / Council of Christian Education
→ The Charterhouse program of religious education
→ Christian education

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Methodist law and discipline for the churches in India, Ceylon and Burma / comp. at the request of the Missionary Committee and the South India Provincial Synod by the Rev. Henry Gulliford. – Bishopsgate (London): Wesleyan Methodist Mission House, 1925. [IV], 69 p. index. – At head of title: The Wesleyan Methodist Church
Subject(s): Methodist Church – Discipline.


GB: SOAS(MMSL IN21)
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0780)

Methodist Missionary Society < London >
Asian survey: report of a secretarial tour of South East Asia, North India, Burma and Hong Kong. August, 1957
→ Childe, Donald Braithwaite

The land of the gold pagoda: the story of the Burma Mission of the Methodist Missionary Society
→ Walker, Frank Deaville

Let my people know : being an account of a visit paid to Burma and China,
→ Rattenbury, Harold Burgoyne

Burma: fiche 46
Subject(s): Methodist Missionary Society – Archives – Indexes.

US: LC(BV2550 Microfiche 96/99 (B))
Ref.: OCLC 43227458

Report of a Secretarial Visit to Burma, North India and Hong Kong by Rev. Donald B. Childe and Mrs Ralph Ladlay November 1952 - April 1953
→ Childe, Donald Braithwaite

Report of the visit to the Burma and China districts
→ Rattenbury, Harold Burgoyne

Ref.: Bernot

Method, William

Relations of the kingdom of Golconda and other neighbouring nations within the Gulfe of Bengal, Arreccan, Pegu, Tannassery etc. and the English trade in those parts / by William Metta


GB: BL(Add 6172/122)* SOAS(A910.8Hak/75334)
US: LC(G161.H2 no.76) UCB YU(E10 H15)

Mettraux, Daniel Alfred
→ Burma's modern tragedy

→ Burma news <London>
Subject(s): Human rights – Burma – Periodicals.
WU(Memorial Lib. AP M596 A1 L847

Metteyya, Ananda
→ Ananda Maîtreya < Bhikkhu >

Metzger, Judith

Medicinal plants of East and Southeast Asia
→ Perry, Lily M.

Metzler, Josef

→ Missionsliteratur Südasiens
→ Missionsliteratur Südeostasiens

Metzner, Joachim

→ Fischer-Länderkunde

Meulen, Tony van der <b. 1946>

Dansen op de Kwi: het leven na de Birma-spoorweg / Tony van der Meulen. – Amsterdam [etc.] : Veen, c2003. 205 p., kt., bibliogr. p. 203-204. – 1e & 2e dr.: 2003
ISBN 90-204-0739-2

Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad: History
Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Concentration camps; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese; Thailand: Forced labor
Netherlands: Prisoners of war - Biography
NL: KB(7072 H 4; Depotexp.: 2242078; 2245980)
KITLV(M 2003 A 3509)
US: CU(Kroch PT5882.23.E85 D2 2003)
LC(D805.B9 M48 2003)
NYPL(Research JFD 04-8919)
YU(SML UNCAT285234)
Ref.: OCLC 55590071

Meunier, Achille Dauphin
→ Dauphin-Meunier, Achille

Meyer, F. B.

Adaptation from Our daily homily
→ Bible, O.T.: Deuteronomy: Selection <K a r e n : Sgau>
→ Bible, O.T.: Joshua: Selection <K a r e n : Sgau>
→ Bible, O.T.: Samuel: Selection <K a r e n : Sgau>

Our daily homily / by F. B. Meyer. Translated by H. N. Eastman. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1917. 43 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.51)

Our daily homily: 1st and 2nd Chronicles.
→ Bible, O.T.: Chronicle: Selection <K a r e n : Sgaw>

Meyer, Milton Walter

Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Southeast Asia ; History
US: CU(Kroch DS551 .M61+)

Burma p. 29-31 53-55 82-86 113-123

J: TYB(10984)
NL: KITLV(M 3 b 68 N)
D: B-SBB(322 463 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(300 his 67/579)*

Meyers, Jeffrey


Repr.

Quick review

De Schauensee, Rodolpe

→De Schauensee, Rodolphe Meyer

Meyers, Valerie


Burma in pictures / by Mi Mi Khaing, Daw. Neue Fisherei-Forschungsamt (Mod-) Southeas Asian Fisheries Development Centre / Marine Fisheries Research Department

MFRD

→Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center / Marine Fisheries Research Department

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Orwell, George, 1903-1950 – Criticism and interpretation.
Ref: OCLC 22277378

Meyer-Stabley, Bertrand

ISBN 2841001148


CAN: NLC(DA853.M6 M4 1997)

HU(Widener Harv.Depos., CT788.M73.M49 1997x)
Ref.: OCLC 41217776 ; 37689906

Mi Mi Aung Thwin

En 1611 D'Avity nous parlait de l'état de Pegu

→Avery, Pierre d'

Mi Mi Kaing <b. 1916>


Subject(s): Burma – Social life and customs – Juvenile literature

US: CU(Kroch PZ7.M61 A9)


Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel – Views

Burma – Pictorial works

SG: RUBC(959.1 MI)

US: CU(Kroch DS527.3 .M61 ; Pamphlet DS Burma 19)

WU(Memorial Lib. DS527.6 M5 1965)
Ref.: OCLC 52513905

Burmese family / Mi Mi Khain ; illus. by E. G. N. Kinch. – London ; New York ; Toronto: Longmans, Green, 1946. 138 p., gloss. – HRAF(AP1-1) – Herbert 20

Subject(s): Women – Burma – Biography.
Burma : Biography – Women ; Social life and customs

Family – Burma

Women – Burma

Au: ANU(Hope Store Bliss KQCN M618) – NLA

D: B-SBB(51 371 ; 66 962 Potsdamer Str.)

HD-SAI(320 eth 64/414)*

F: BIULO(GEN.III.38145) – BMH(DS 520.5 .F2)

GB: BL(10608 dd 19)*

Wellington, – Herbert 20

SG: RUBC(959.1 MI) – NLA

US: CU(Kroch DS527.3 .M61 ; Pamphlet DS Burma 19)

WU(Memorial Lib. DS527.6 M5 1965)
Ref.: OCLC 52513905

Burmese family / Mi Mi Kaing ; illus. by E. G. N. Kinch. 1st publ. – London ; New York ; Toronto: Longmans, Green, 1946. 138 p., gloss. – HRAF(AP1-1) – Herbert 20

Subject(s): Women – Burma – Biography.
Burma : Biography – Women ; Social life and customs

Family – Burma

Women – Burma

Au: ANU(Hope Store Bliss KQCN M618) – NLA

D: B-SBB(51 371 ; 66 962 Potsdamer Str.)

HD-SAI(320 eth 64/414)*

F: BIULO(GEN.III.38145) – BMH(DS 520.5 .F2)

GB: BL(10608 dd 19)*

Wellington, – Herbert 20

SG: RUBC(959.1 MI) – NLA

US: CU(Kroch DS527.3 .M61 ; Pamphlet DS Burma 19)

WU(Memorial Lib. DS527.6 M5 1965)
Ref.: OCLC 52513905

Burmese family / Mi Mi Kaing ; illus. by E. G. N. Kinch. 1st publ. – London ; New York ; Toronto: Longmans, Green, 1946. 138 p., gloss. – HRAF(AP1-1) – Herbert 20
Bibliographical description

HU(Widener Ind 8125.10) InU(DS485.B84 M6 : GIMSS HRAF) LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia x) & WU(Steenbock) : DS485 .B84 M5
NIU(Microforms- 2nd FL-FML Microfiche AS36.H84 A556 AP1, 1) NjR UC(NRLF ; SRLF) UC(U(SCalifornia; " UCLA UCR YU(SML Yale Class. Bj35f 946k)
US: YU

ditto. – Bombay ; Calcutta ; Madras: Orient Longmans, 1956. 140 p., index, gloss.
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.2602) GB: BL(X 709/18085) US: IU MIU MShM
NIU(SEA 4th FL FML DS485.B84 M51956) UC(SRLF) UCSB
ditto. – ibd., 1962. 140 p., illus., index.
F:  BIULO(GEN III 2602) GB: OUL(BAL (TH) KS2 4Y mim 303880761) US: NNU
ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1962. 140 p., illus., index.
F:  BIULO(GEN III 2602) GB: OUL(BAL (TH) KS2 4Y mim 303880761) US: NNU
ditto. / illus. by E. G. N. Kinch. 1st American ed. – Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana Univ. Pr., 1962. 200 p., illus., gloss., index.
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(320 eth 64/414a)* GB: SOAS(E Coll 31/41)
J: TYB(XII-25-C-23) NL: KTLV(M tt 66 N) TH: CU(ISIS 920 K45B)
InU(DS485.B84 M6) NYPL LC & NIU(SEA FML) & YU(SML, Stacks) : DS485.B84 M5 1962 UC(SRLF) UCB UCD UCI UCR UCSC UCSD
ditto. 4th print. – ibd., 1966. 200 p., illus., gloss.
D: HD-SAI(320 eth 64/414b)*
D: H 222(1.31.05.04/4) US: LC(DS527.9/M5 1979)
Cook and entertain the Burmese way / by Mi Mi Khain ; illus. by Yin Yin Nwe. – Rangoon : Daw Khin Myo Chit, 1975. 192 p. – Running title: The Burmese way Herbert 790 Subject(s): Cookery, Burmese Entertaining – Burma
AU: ANU(Hancocok TX724.5.B93M5) NLA
gb: BL-APAC(SEA.1986.a.1475) SOAS(GB 641.5/453.863* ; 653.957)
I: BCMP(AS /07/01/0020) NL: KITLV(M ss 146 N)
SG: SG: ISEAS(TX725 B9K45) NUS(TX724.5 *Bur.K)
US: CU(Kroch TX724.5.B8 M61) HU(Schlesinger 641.695 M618c)
LC(TX724.5.B93M5 : Microfiche 90/63418 (T)) YU(LSF-Request TX725 B87 M5 (LC))
AU:ANU(Hancocok TX724.5.B93M5) NLA
gb: BL-APAC(SEA.1986.a.1475) SOAS(GB 641.5/453.863* ; 653.957)
I: BCMP(AS /07/01/0020) NL: KITLV(M ss 146 N)
SG: SG: ISEAS(TX725 B9K45) NUS(TX724.5 *Bur.K)
US: CU(Kroch TX724.5.B8 M61) HU(Schlesinger 641.695 M618c)
LC(TX724.5.B93M5 : Microfiche 90/63418 (T)) YU(LSF-Request TX725 B87 M5 (LC))
D: HD-SAI(320 kul 98/635)* SG: ISEAS(TX725 B9K45)
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 90 63418)
AU:ANU(Chifley HQ1735.7.M5) NLA
D: M-BSB(85/RR 51980M662) SG: ISEAS(HQ1735.7 K45)
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 90 63418)
AU:ANU(Chifley HQ1735.7.M5) NLA
Subject(s): Burmese Rangoon
AU: ANU(Hancocok TX724.5.B93M5) NLA
Mi Mi Lwin
Enjoy visiting Myanmar by speaking Myanmar
→ Dollar, Saya
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Miao reader ... Miao text in Thai script. – Chiangmai: Overseas Missionary Fellowship, 1969. 5 vols. 
Ref.: Bernot

Micah  
→Bible, O.T.: Micah

Micard, Gaston  
Subject(s): India : Description and travel.  
Burma : Description and travel.  
Sri Lanka : Description and travel.  
F: BNF(8° O2 .1417)  
US: CU(Annex NS413 .M61)  
Ref.: OCLC 4224154

Michael, Franz H.  
GB:BL(8024 fff 20)*  
US: NNC TxU WMM

US: CU(Kroch DS518.1 .M62)  
LC(DS518.1 M5) YU


Burma p.103-104 (The civilization)  
303-308 (Colonialism and nationalism)  
681-692 (Communism and nationalism)  
D: HD-SAI(185 pol 64/340)*  
GB:BL(X 700/325)  
US: CU(Kroch & Annes & Uris: DS518.1 .M62 1964)  
LC(DS518.1 M5 1964)

ditto. 3rd ed. – Hinsdale, Ill.: Dryden Pr., 1975. XII, 962 p. and suppl., index, map, bibliogr. p. 911-941.  
ISBN 0-03-085555-1  
GB:BL(X 800/10894)*

Michael Symes: journal of his second embassy to the court of Ava in 1802  
→Symes, Michael

Michaels, John Udell <b. 1912>  
An advisory report on educational problems in Burma and related needs for assistance ... to the Asia Foundation / prepared by John U. Michaels. – [Berkeley, Calif.,] 1961. 65 l.  
Subject(s): Education Burma  
US:CU(Annex LA1154.B8 A83+++) UC(NRLF)

Summary of reports and information on education in Burma. – Berkeley, Calif., 1961. 2, 45 l., illus., tables, bibliogr. footnotes.  
Subject(s): Education - Burma  
US:UC(NRLF)

Michaelsen, Wilhelm  
The Oligochaeta of India, Nepal, Ceylon, Burma and the Andaman Islands. – 1909.  
GB:BL(Ac 3693 b)

Michel, Karl  
Gefangen beim "Herrn der weissen Elefanten" : eine Erzäh- 
lung aus Birma. – Basel: Basler Missionsbuchhandlung, 1953. 15 S. – (Von fernen Ufern ; 33)  
CH: SLB(P 20907/33)

ditto. – Stuttgart: Evangelischer Missionsverlag, 1953. 15 S. – (Von fernen Ufern ; 33)  
D: DB

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850  
Church work – Burma ; Christianity - Burma  
Burma – Church history.  
NNUT(Burke BV4404.B93 M53 1953)

Michener, James Albert  
D: HD-SAI(100/idk 84/1610)*

GB:BL(8021 b 30)

Michie, J. K.  
Subject(s): Reconstruction <1939-> – Burma.  
AU:ANU(Chifley pamphlet D829.B8M5)  
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 25 Kp)*  
GB:OUL(RHO Stack 900 r. 46 (4))  
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Q 164)  
LC(D829.B8M5)  
YU(SML Yale Class. Bj 1945m)  
Ref.: OCLC 47051633

Mickey Mouse linked to support for ruthless military dic- 
Ref.: OCLC 55688662

Miclat, Augusto N.  
→Burma for beginners

Microfilm catalog  
→American Baptist Historical Society

Microform holdings list and guide to other Southeast Asian material at the Center for Research Libraries  
→Center for Research Libraries < Chicago > / Southeast Asia Microform Project

Middecke, Karl-Josef  
D: EI-UB(20/RR 50053 M627)
Middlesbrough, Jorn
Subject(s): Burma : Educational Institutions
TH:CU(TIC 60657)

Middleditch, Robert Thomas <1825-1907>
Burmah’s great missionary

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Baptists → Missions → Burma → Biography.
Missionaries → Burma → Biography.
American Baptist Foreign Mission Society
Missionaries → United States → Biography.
Missionaries → Burma.

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 137)*
GB: BL(APC/ORW.1989.a.2521)
US: LC(DS33.4.U6M5)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 1548 N+)
FIN: B   H   H3   Hhkan   Hhu38
DK: KB(As. 4314 8° ; 8,-44l-8°)

Contents: Indonesia - Thailand - Burma - India.

Subject(s): UNICEF → Burma

DK: KB(6-60/286)

Mien

Contents: Indonesia - Thailand - Burma - India.

Subject(s): Kayah State → Storia

Miettinen, Jukka O.

S: Ha   Um   Umdp

Miettinen, Hakon <b. 1904>
Note: UNICEFs arbejde i Indonesien, Siam, Burma, Pakistan og Indien

DK: KB(As. 4314 8° ; 8,-44l-8°)

Mightier than the sword / world folktales for strong boys → Yolen, Jane

Midwest Universities / Consortium for International Activities
→Burma Maize and Oilseed Production Project mid-term report, 1982-1985

Miedler, K. A.
Ref.: FAO: TA final reports

DK: KB(600795397)


Contents: Indonesia - Thailand - Burma - India.

Subject(s): UNICEF → Burma

DK: KB(6-60/286)

S: Ha   Um   Umdp

Mien
Mignot, Liêu Cao-Thi
Subject(s): Linguistique, Ethnolinguistique, Religion.

Subject(s): Women domestics—Thailand.

Militante
Milinda pañha : being the portion prescribed for the Calculutta B. A. examination / ed. by Maung Tin. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1915. 107 p. – Romaniised Pali text
GB: SOAS(ILL.4.e.16.5/273.880)

Milimeione
Enciclopedia di geografia, usi e costumi, belle arti, storia, cultura / dir.: Giuseppe Sormani. 15 v. – Novara: Istituto geografico De Agostini, c1959-1965
8: Asia : Regione cinese: Cina, Mongolia, Formosa, Corea, Hong Kong, Macao. Regione indocinese: Birmania, Tailandia, Laos, Cambogia + c1962. 635 p., illus.
I: CR-Biblioteca statale Cremona FI-BNC
GO-Biblioteca statale Isontina – Gorizia

Ditto
8: Asia : Burma, Tailandia, Cambogia, Vietnam, Cina, Macao, Hong Kong / [Achille Boroli direttore], – 1985. 456 p., illus. a colori
I: BCMP(SL/CULT/0008) CODR(910 MIL)
Mi-Bibl. regionale univ. - Messina
R-Bibl. statale Antonio Baldini
R-Bibl. Univ. Alessandrina

Ditto
7: Asia : Myanmar, Tailandia, Cambogia, Laos, Viet Nam, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, Filipiine, Giappone, Corea. – c2001. 479 p., illus.
I: CODR & TAVG : 910 MIL RERJ(910.3 MIL)
Biblioteca statale di Trieste - Trieste - TS
SVTA(910.3 ASI)

Military government – Burma.  
AU:ANU(Menzies UA833.5.M55 1993)  
NLA(G 39757)
D: B-SBB(1 A 173269 Potsdamer Str.)  
ABl(X-VI-d-0170-00) BFU(18/93/10007(4))  
GO-SUB(FMAG:ZB 21990:216)  
HD-SAII(300 mil 93/763)  
GB: OUL(BOD L Floor MD9:F09824 50124080)  
NL: KITTL V(M 3b 1593 N)  
SG: ISEAS(DS501 160 no. 216)  
US:CU(Kroch HJ9927.B93 M55 1968)
Subject(s): Finance, Public – Burma – Accounting  
US:CU(Kroch DS35.M54)  
D: HH-SUB(H MII. 55/4)  
US:LC(UA105.M53 1987)  
Military ranks, terminology, conventional signs and symbols handbook. – [Monterey, Calif.:] Defense Language Institute, West Coast Branch, Presidio of Monterey, California, [1964]. 42 p., illus. – October 1964 - Burmese and English  
Subject(s): Military art and science - Burma  
Military art and science – Dictionaries.  
English language – Dictionaries – Burmese  
US:NIU(SEA UA853.B93 M5441964)  
Subject(s): Chin Hills (Burma) – Description and travel  
Lushai Hills (India) : Description and travel  
Geography – Burma  
Chin State : History  
Mizoram : History  
GB:BL(I.S.30277)*  
BL-APAC(V 10094)  
OUL(BOD G Floor 20652 d.4)  
US:LC(DS485.C55A55)  
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government, 1962-1988 –  
Congresses ; Military policy  
SG: ISEAS(Doc 1527)  
Military rule in Burma since 1962 : a kaleidoscope of views / ed. by F. K. Lehman. Issued under the auspices of the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. – Singapore: Maruzen Asia, 1981. 81 p., map, tables, bibliogr. ref. – Revision of papers of the 32nd annual meeting of the Association for Asian Studies, held in Washington D.C., in March 1980  
ISBN 962-220-211-X (pbk.) – Herbert 535  
Subject(s): Politics and government – 1962-1988 –  
Congresses ; Military government – Burma  
Burma : Politics and government  
AU:ANU(Menzies DS528.7.M56)  
D: B-SBB(S90 813 Potsdamer Str.)  
PA-UB(55/RR 51983 L523)  
HD-SAII(325 pol 83/637)*  
F: BIULO(GEN.III.37735)  
GB:BL(YC.1986.b.1113)  
BL-DS5(88/04887)  
LSE(BLPES DS530.4 M64)  
BL-APAC(V 23542 ; MYAN.A.451)  
SAS((591):32)*  
SOAS(GB950/470.121)*  
NL: KITTL V(M ss 118 N)  
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M64) NUS(DS530.2 Mil)  
US:CRL(20GenCollec 82-940802)  
CU(Kroch DS530.4 M64 1981)  
HU(Wider WID-LC) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSD(UCLA) & NUS(DS530.2 Mil)  
DS530.4 .M54 1981  
NIU(SEA) & UCB(Main):  
DS530.4 .M544  
NNC(Lehman DS530.4 .M5)  
NYPL(Research JFE 86-1873)  
YU(DS530.4 M55)  
Mill, Hugh Robert  
Catalogue of the Library of the Royal Geographical Society  
Royal Geographical Society <London> / Library  
Millard, Christopher Sclater  
Who wrote “For love of the king”? [: correspondence denying Oscar Wilde’s authorship]. – Birmingham: Frank Juckes, [1926].  
Subject(s): Wilde, Oscar  
GB:BL(11853.w.5)  
Miller, Alfred Donald  
Red earth and summer lilies / by A. Donald Miller. – London : Lutterworth Pr., 1949. 236 p., illus., map. p. 156-174: Burma  
Note: An account of a tour in India, China and Burma in 1947-48 as General Secretary for the purpose of visiting leper homes  
Subject(s): Missions to lepers.  
Missions, Medical  
Asia – Description and travel  
GB:BL(10058 ppp 33)  
OUL(RSL Stack 1555 e. 64)  
US:CSt CU(Annex BV2637 .M64)  
LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) .BV2637.M43  
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Rh M647)  
YU(MUDD Div. NT8 M612r)
Miller, Basil William <1897-1978>
Subject(s): Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1862
US: CU(Annex BV3271 J81 M64)
HU(Andover-Harv. Theol: OLD DIV C Judson Miller)
UoC LC(BV3271.J81M5)
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Ek J9216m)
SIUC(Storage-Ask at Circ 275.91 J93BM)
YU(LSF-Request Ek J93m)
US: Moody Bible Inst Libr, IL
US: LC(BV3700.M53) PPrHi
US: CU(Kroch D805.T5 M65)
GB: BL(X 208/11223) CUL(1986.7.395)
AU:ANU(Menzies Asian ref. Z3221.M55)
YU(LSPE-Request Ek J93m)

Miller, Emil John <b. 1858>
A few facts about the management of the A. B. Mission to Burma / reported by E. J. Miller. – Albson, N.Y.: A.M. Eddy, 1893. 17 p.
Subject(s): Baptists – Missions - Burma
Missions - Burma
J:  TYB(XII-25-F-2)
Ref.: OCLC 28186205

Miller, Eugene Willard <b. 1915>
Southeast Asia : a bibliography on the Third World / E. Willard Miller and Ruby Miller. – Monticello, Ill.: Vance Bibliographies, [1982], 71 p.
AU:ANU(Menzies Asian ref. Z3221.M55)
US: CU(Wason Z3221 M64+)

Subject(s): Bibliography – Politics and government
Thailand : Politics and government – Bibliography.
Burma : Politics and government – Bibliography
Bangladesh : Politics and government – Bibliography.
D: - SBB (1 B 3827 Potsdamer Str.)
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Ek J9216m)
OUL(BOD Nuneham 2533 e.2054)
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 V /56)

Miller, Gerrit Smith <1869-1956>
Subject(s): Squirrels ; Mammals – India – Burma ; Mammals – Malay Peninsula
US: HU(Museum Comp Zoology: Ma-M.) LC(Q11.W3)
MinU UC(NRLF Q11 .W32 v.2 B 3 084 049)
UCLA(YR Q11 .W27p v.2)
YU(SML Yale Classification A52 150 2)

Miller, Iris
GB:BL(20047 a 56)

Miller, Lee O. <b. 1922>
Assignment Burma / Lee O. Miller. – Hong Kong : Cammeray [N.S.W.]: Horwitz, 1979, c1980. 176 p. – (Bucks books) – ISBN 0725508450
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Fiction ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> - Fiction
AU:NLA(N 813.54 M648as
Ref.: OCLC 27556626
Ref.: BiP

US: DGU(Lau SpColl Bowen SPY fiction)
SUNY at Buffalo
Ref.: OCLC 38032192

The effect of external and internal goals on an individual's Burmese pyramid performance / by Regina Miller. – Goshen College, Physical Education Senior Seminar. 1988. [2], 16 l., bibliogr. l. 16.
Subject(s): Sports – Psychological aspects.
Ref.: OCLC 28120853

Miller, Ruby
Southeast Asia : a bibliography on the Third World
→ Miller, Eugene Willard

The Third World, Thailand, Burma, and Bangladesh
→ Miller, Eugene Willard

Miller, Warren Hastings <b. 1876>
Subject(s): Tiger hunting – Burma – Juvenile fiction.
GB: OUL(BOD Nuneham 2533 e.2054
US: LC(PZ7.M639 Bot)

Milliken, Andy
Subject(s): Milliken, Andy
Burma-Siam Railroad
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
Thailand : Prisoners of war - Biography
Great Britain : Prisoners of war – Biography ; Converts - Biography
GB:BLX 208/11223
CUL(1986.7.395)
BL-APAC(T 47817)
IRL:TCD(PB-62-110)
OU(LB Camera UB 24797 e.940)
US: CU(Kroch D805.TS M65)
HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC : D805.T5M55 1985
WU(Memorial Lib. D805 J3 M5 1985)

Le Million : l'encyclopédie de tous les pays du monde [/ réd. en chef, Jacques Boudet, puis Michel Legrain]. – Paris:
Bibliographical description


Subject(s): Asie
F:  BN/F BSG(4-Qb SUP-1384 (7))

Mills, Chris P.


US: LC(DS432.N3M5) 1973

GB: BL(01007 ee 29)*  BL-APAC(V9821)
US: CU(55/RR 51977 M657)
US: WIU(Book Stacks, Main Library D547 S5 M55 1987)

Ref.: OCLC 16873534


D: PA-UB(55/RR 51977 M657)
GB: CUL(9000.b.1845) OUL
D: HD-SAI(222 eth 67/350)*
F: BNF   BSG(4-Qb SUP-1384 (7))

Mills, James Philip <1890-1960>

p. 332-369: A bibliography of the Aoa Nagas. p. 429-440: A bibliography of the Naga Hills, with some adjacent districts

Subject(s): Naga (South Asian people) Ao language
F:  BMH(DS 432 .N3 M65)

US: MSaE   NBuG   OCl   OClW   OKentU   PPL

F:  BIULO(GEN.III.64576)
GB:BL(X 809/19118)


Subject(s): Naga (South Asian people) Lhota Nagas
D: HD-SAI(222 eth 62/2648)*

GB:BL(010007 f 12)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/910/19)
MY: RH
US:LC(DS432.N3M5)


D: HD-SAI(222 eth 63/1951)*
F:  BMH(DS 432 .N3 M65)
GB:BL(010007 i 21)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/910/21)

Mills, Janell A.
Ref.: CBAS

Mills, Lennox Algermon <b. 1893>
Government and nationalism in Southeast Asia
→ Emerson, Rupert


OHD M657s)
D: HD-SAI(300 pol 67/772)*
F:  TYB(2372) ' J:
NL: KITLV(M 3b 78 N)
TH:CH(Econ)
US:CU(Wason Ds518.1 M65)
HU(Widener Ind 830.48) LC(DS518.1.M55)

Mills, Roy Markham <b. 1917>

Subject(s): Mills, Roy Markham <b. 1917> : Diaries

Burma-Siam Railroad
Burma : Prisoners of war - Biography ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Australian
Australia : World War <1939-1945> - Military Medicine ; Prisoners of war - Biography ; Physicians - Biography

Thailand : Prisoners of war - Biography

AU:ANU(N & NL 940.547252092 M657)
GB:BL-DSS(95/26442) Well(HMS JQPL.227)
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Min, Louise Jordan <1864-1933>
When we were strolling players in the East / by Louise Jordan Min. With illus. – London : Osgood, McIlvaine, 1894. XIV, 354 p., gloss., plates. Burma p. 80-99
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 25)*
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.64576)
GB:BL(010006 f 12)  BL-APAC(V9821)
US:CU MB MIU OCIW UC WaU

ditto. – New York : Scribner, 1894. XIV, 354 p., front., plates
US:MSaE NBuG OCI OCIW OKentU PPL

D: HD-SAI(185 rei 98/1078)*
Burma Bibliographical Project

Milne, Betty Lumdsen
Modern speech training : for schools in Malaya, Java, China, India, Burma, Ceylon, East and West Africa, and the West Indies : based on the errors in English speech made by the people of these countries / by B. Lumsden Milne. – London : Macmillan, 1951. X, 60 p.

GB: B-SBB(Up 41806 a 35)
- OUL(BOD Camera UB 30225 e.123/4)
- SOAS(A421.55/78338)
- IRL:TCD(PAM Kel.3 no.11)
- IRL:TCD(PAM Kel.3 no.11)

HK: HKU
SG: NLB
Ref.: OCLC 30167619 OCLC 51387973

Milne, Leslie (Mrs.)
→ Milne, Mary Lewis Harper

Milne, Mary Lewis Harper <1860-1952>
A dictionary of English-Palaung and Palaung-English / by Mrs. Leslie Milne ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1931. – Herbert 465

Shan at home : Burma's Shan states in the early 1900s / by Mrs. Leslie Milne ; with two chapters on Shan history and literature by Wilbur Willis Cochrane ; with illustrations. – London : Murray, 1910. XXIV, 289 p., col. front., illus., plates, ports., map. – Herbert 429
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma
Shan (Asian people)

Shans at home / by Mrs. Leslie Milne ; with two chapters on Shan history and literature by Wilbur Willis Cochrane ; with illustrations. – London : Murray, 1910. XXIV, 289 p. [161] p. of plates, illus., map. – ISBN 9744800569

Shans at home / by Mrs. Leslie Milne ; with two chapters on Shan history and literature by Wilbur Willis Cochrane ; with illustrations. – London : Murray, 1910. XXIV, 289 p., col. front., illus., plates, ports., map. – Herbert 429


Subject(s): Palaung language

Milne, Leslie (Mrs.)
→ Milne, Mary Lewis Harper

Milne, Betty Lumdsen
Modern speech training : for schools in Malaya, Java, China, India, Burma, Ceylon, East and West Africa, and the West Indies : based on the errors in English speech made by the people of these countries / by B. Lumsden Milne. 2nd ed. – Macmillan: St. Martin's Pr., 1957. X, 67 p.

An introductory Palaung grammar / by Mrs. Leslie Milne ; with an introduction by C. O. Blagden. – Oxford: Clarendon Pr., 1921. 187 p., index. – Herbert 465

Shan State (Burma) – Description and travel

Burma

Shan State

Selected short stories

Thein Pe Myint

Milne, Patricia Meredith
Selected short stories

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Shan State (Burma) – Description and travel

Burma

Shan State

Thein Pe Myint

Shan State
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Milner, Anthony
→South-East Asia : languages and literature

Milner, G. B.
→Indo-Pacific linguistic studies

List of theses and dissertations concerning with South East Asia accepted for higher degrees of the University of London, 1965-1977
→School of Oriental and African Studies < London > / Centre of South East Asian Studies

Milner, Joe

Milton

Ref.: OCLC 52395898
GB: BL-DSS(98/09246)
US: CAS   NIU(SEA S964.B93 M544)   UCB

Δon, 1965-1977
Asia accepted for higher degrees of the University of Lon-

Resources and the American Committee for Internatio-

tes.
Wild Life Protection / by Oliver Milton and Richard  D. Es-


Min
, Ref.: OCLC 33283499
Min,

[Modern history of Burma]
U Min Han's modern history of Burma. – Mandalay: Ma May's Book Depot, 1932. 400 p., illus.
GB:BL(14302 aaa 26)*

GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 178)

Δitto. 7th ed., rev. and enl. – ibid., 8, 100 p.
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 291)

Subject(s): Burma : Migration
TH: CU(TIC 54100)

Min Khaung
→Hsameikkhon Ywaza

Min Maung Maung
Note: Covers the period since 1948 up to the present.
Subject(s): Burma. Tap' ma to’ – Political activity.
Burma – Politics and government <1948->
Burma – Armed Forces – Political activity.
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M66 ; Microform 94/63542)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 M26 1993b; Fiche 887 94 63542) LC(Microfiche 94/63542 (D) So Asia)
Ref.: OCLC 51798663

Min Min Latt
Super now hits : you will love it!! / comp., edited, written and manufactured by Min Min Latt : with a little help from his organisation. – South Okkalapa : Joe Hpyu Sar Pay ; Rangoon : Distributed by Paw Oo Sar Pay, 1971. 160 p., illus.
Subject(s): Popular music – Burma ; Songs, English - Burma
US: NIU(SEA M1825.B932 L3771971)

Min Naing
SG: RUBC(q793.31951 MIN)

Min Han
Modern history of Burma / by U Min Han. – Mandalay: Star of Burma, 1936. 512 p., 5 plates, 12 maps. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-DSS(98/09246)

GB:BL(14302 aaa 34)*

[Modern history of Burma]
U Min Han’s modern history of Burma. – Mandalay: Ma May’s Book Depot, 1932. 400 p., illus.
GB:BL(14302 aaa 26)*

Min Maung Maung
Note: Covers the period since 1948 up to the present.
Subject(s): Burma. Tap’ ma to’ – Political activity.
Burma – Politics and government <1948->
Burma – Armed Forces – Political activity.
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M66 ; Microform 94/63542)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 M26 1993b; Fiche 887 94 63542) LC(Microfiche 94/63542 (D) So Asia)
Ref.: OCLC 51798663

Min Min Latt
Super now hits : you will love it!! / comp., edited, written and manufactured by Min Min Latt : with a little help from his organisation. – South Okkalapa : Joe Hpyu Sar Pay ; Rangoon : Distributed by Paw Oo Sar Pay, 1971. 160 p., illus.
Subject(s): Popular music – Burma ; Songs, English - Burma
US: NIU(SEA M1825.B932 L3771971)

Min Naing
SG: RUBC(q793.31951 MIN)

Min Han
Modern history of Burma / by U Min Han. – Mandalay: Star of Burma, 1936. 512 p., 5 plates, 12 maps. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-DSS(98/09246)

GB:BL(14302 aaa 34)*

[Modern history of Burma]
U Min Han’s modern history of Burma. – Mandalay: Ma May’s Book Depot, 1932. 400 p., illus.
GB:BL(14302 aaa 26)*

GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 178)

Δitto. 7th ed., rev. and enl. – ibid., 8, 100 p.
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 291)

Subject(s): Burma : Migration
TH: CU(TIC 54100)

Min Khaung
→Hsameikkhon Ywaza

Min Maung Maung
Note: Covers the period since 1948 up to the present.
Subject(s): Burma. Tap’ ma to’ – Political activity.
Burma – Politics and government <1948->
Burma – Armed Forces – Political activity.
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M66 ; Microform 94/63542)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 M26 1993b; Fiche 887 94 63542) LC(Microfiche 94/63542 (D) So Asia)
Ref.: OCLC 51798663

Min Min Latt
Super now hits : you will love it!! / comp., edited, written and manufactured by Min Min Latt : with a little help from his organisation. – South Okkalapa : Joe Hpyu Sar Pay ; Rangoon : Distributed by Paw Oo Sar Pay, 1971. 160 p., illus.
Subject(s): Popular music – Burma ; Songs, English - Burma
US: NIU(SEA M1825.B932 L3771971)

Min Naing
SG: RUBC(q793.31951 MIN)
Races of Burma... – [Rangoon, 1960.] 1 vol. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: LC(DS485.B85M5)

Report on survey of ancient manuscripts and antiquities in Burma
→ Aung Thaw

Min Zaw Oo
→ Min Zaw Oo

Min Swe
→ Min Swe

Min Thu Myo
→ Min Thu Myo

Min Minnaida, Midori Inouye
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Bibliographical description

<Rules under section 12. – 1904>
Additional rule by the Minbu municipality framed under section 12 of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 (V of 1887). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Secy), August 1904, [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(319))*

<Rules under section 12 (I.a)>
Rule by the Minbu municipality under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (a) of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 (V of 1887). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Secy), June 1905, [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(320))*

<Rules under section 12 (I,e)>
Rules of the Minbu municipality framed under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (e), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (B. S.), Aug. 1898. 4 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(321))*

<Rules under section 12 (I,f)>
Rules framed by the Minbu municipality under section 12, clause (f), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (B. S.), Sept. 1899. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(322))* BL-APAC(Tr 870(23))*

Minbu District
→Burma gazetteer
Mindon
Pageant of King Mindon leaving his palace on a visit to the Kyauktawgyi Buddha image at Mandalay (1865)
→Duroiselle, Charles
Minegishi, Yuki.
→Musical voices of Asia : report of Asian Traditional Performing Arts 1978
Minematsu, Shin
→The Myanmar economy
DT/UN/BUR-72-002/16 ; project symbol : BUR-72-002.
Prepared for the Government of Burma by the United Nations acting as executing agency for UNDP
Subject(s): Burma : Maps ; Mineral resources ; Mineral resources – development
US: UNDHL(UN docs (English)-unsymbolled)

DT/UN/BUR-72-002/15 ; project symbol : BUR-72-002.
Prepared for the Government of Burma by the United Nations acting as executing agency for UNDP
Subject(s): Burma : Maps ; Mineral resources ; Mineral resources – development
Project activities : Project management
UNDP – Programme management
US: UNDHL(UN docs (English)-unsymbolled)

The mineral production of India and Burma ... / Geological Survey of India. – [New Delhi : Govt. Print., India.] – (Records of the Geological Survey of India)
D: KI-ZBW(X 1390)
US: LC(TN103.A378)

Mineral Resources Development Corporation
→Report on exploration and utilization of the Kalewa coal field for the Mineral Resources Development Corporation, Government of the Union of Burma

Mineral resources development project for Pyinmana East
→The Union of Burma Mineral Resources Development Project for Pyinmana East

[‘Mineral resources potential and policy for development in the Asian least developed countries and Viet Nam : Afghanistan, Cambodia, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Laos, Lao PDR, Nepal Bhutan, Maldives, Viet Nam. – New York : United Nations, 1995. XI, 271 p., illus., maps. – (Mineral concentrations and accumulation in the ESCAP region ; 9) – At head of the title: Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific

Subject(s): Mines and mineral resources – Asia ; Mineral industries – Asia.
US: NIU(Govt.Publ.Coll. –FML UN ST ESCAP 1907)

→Preprint from the ... Bureau of Mines minerals yearbook
Contains: Mineral industry of Burma
Subject(s): Mineral industries – Asia, Southeastern – Statistics – Periodicals
US: WU(Wendt Library Technical Reports Ctr. I 28.37/a 2: As 41/)
LC
The mines act
→Annual report on the working of the Mines act in Burma

M 101
Mingun, Thaton
ISBN 4906267424
Subject(s): Milindapanha ; Buddhism - Burma

Minhla Min Khaung
→Hsameikkhon Ywaza

Minkes, A. L.
Contents:
To nirvana and back to the earth - 2. From the golden palaces to the muddy fields - 3. Royalist Encomium and the song of man - 4. Growing in the smog - moving under gaslight - 5. A dawn that went astray.
Subject(s): Burmese literature
SG: ISEAS(PL3983 M66)

Minn Latt
Contents:
To nirvana and back to the earth - 2. From the golden palaces to the muddy fields - 3. Royalist Encomium and the song of man - 4. Growing in the smog - moving under gaslight - 5. A dawn that went astray.
Subject(s): Burmese literature
SG: ISEAS(PL3983 M66)

Subject(s): Burmese language – Reform
US: OCLC(41512597)

D: HD-SAI(345 eth 80/2056)*
SG: NUS(GN635 Tha.M) (contr. : Joann L. Schrock and Robert E. Goodrich)

Minorities Rights Group International
Burma (Myanmar) : the time for change
→Smith, Martin
Minthuwun [pseud.], <b>c</b>. 1909>

Burmese nursery songs

→ <b>Khin Zaw</b>


Subject(s): Burmese language – To 1500.

AU:NLA(McN 1057/90)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2077)


AU:NLA(Luce 418)

On life and letters

→ <b>Thein Han</b>

[Selection of his poems]


Ref.: Bernot ; Trager 574


US: LC(PL3955.W8 Orien Bur) YU

Mintz, Jeanne S.

→ <b>Marxism in Southeast Asia</b>

Minus, S.

→ <b>Notes on Buddhist law</b>

Minye Kaungbon


Ref.: Bernot ; Trager 574


Note: History of Burma, 1824-1993

Subject(s): Burma : History <1824-1948> History<1948>

US: CU(Kroch DS529.7 .M26 1994b ; Fiche 887 95)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.9 M661 ; Microform 95/63430)

Note: History of Burma, 1824-1993


Subject(s): Insurgency – Burma.

Burma : Politics and government <1948->

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare DS530.4 .B958++ item 1)
NIU(SEA-4th FL – FML DS530.4 .M5641987)


Subject(s): Human rights – Burma

Burma : Description and travel


AU:NLA(LY 323.4909591 M672B)
SG: ISEAS(JC599 B9M67) NUS(JC599 Bur.Mi)
D: B-SBB(1 A 175850)

Note: History of Burma, 1824-1993


GB:BL-APAC(ORW.999.a.1121)
US: NNC(Lehman & Barnard) & UCSB(Main Lib Asian American Studies) : JC599.B87 M57 1994

Ref.: OCLC 25788607


GB: BL-APAC(ORW.999.a.1121)
US: NNC(Lehman & Barnard) & UCSB(Main Lib Asian American Studies) : JC599.B87 M57 1994

→ <b>Difficult lives</b> : interviews in the Kachin State, Northern Burma

Down the rat hole : adventures underground on the Burma frontier / by Edith Mirante. – Bangkok: Orchid Pr., 2005. [X] 199 p., 3 colour plates, 3 maps, gloss. p. [187]-188.

ISBN 974-524-050-8

Note: A memoir of the author's journeys among the brave indigenous peoples of some of Asia's most remote and violent regions, Knowledgeably obsessed with Burma's struggle for freedom. American artist-activist Mirante breaks laws and infiltrates borders in impassioned journeys of discovery that take her through China, India, Laos, and chaotic Bangladesh. Her book is a wild and exotic headlong plunge into a hidden world of guerrilla warfare, heroin and jade trading, the AIDS pandemic, rainforest destruction, strikes and rioting, and one of the worst natural disasters of modern times.

Subject(s): Kachin (Asian people)

Nationalists – Burma; Minorities - Burma

Burma : Social life and customs ; Description and travel ; Boundaries – Laos ; Boundaries – China ; Boundaries – India ; Boundaries – Bangladesh ; Ethnic relations

Autonomy and independence movements

GB: SOAS(GB909 /951162)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 M67)

US: OCLC(DS527.7 .M57 2005)


Subject(s): Children – Burma – Kachin State – Social conditions ; Teenagers – Burma – Kachin State – Social conditions ; Children – Burma – Kachin State – Interviews
Burma Bibliographical Project

Teenagers – Burma – Kachin State – Interviews
US: CU(Kroch +HQ792.B93 J94)

→Our journey : voices from Arakan, Western Burma

Subject(s): Tap’ ma to’
Human rights – Burma.
US: CU(Kroch +JC599.B87 M67)

→The victim zone : recent accounts of Burmese military
human rights abuse in the Shan State

Women speak out for peace in Burma. – [Cranford, N.J.:]
Project Maje, July 1989. 43, [33] l, illus., maps, bibliogr. l. 42-43. – “July 1989.” – This report was produced by ... Edith T. Mirante’
Subject(s): Human rights – Burma ; Women and peace
Women – Burma – Attitudes
Burma : Politics and government <1948-> ; History
<1948–>
US: CU(Kroch Echols +DS530.4.M67 1989a)

The mirror ... – Ran’ Kun’ Mruiá: Kre-Muóm. Illus. – Daily.
– Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Rangoon (Burma) – Newspapers.
Burma – Newspapers.
SG: ISEAS(Newspaper shelve)
US: CU: 1993–(Oin Newspaper)
1968,Sept. 22-1978,Sept. 5 (incompl.)
(Kroch Film 12104)
WU: 1968,Sept. 22-1978,Sept. 5 (incompl.)
(CTR MF-11857 SEAM 5 reels)
Ref.: OCLC 41234876 ; 51340402

GB: BL(14300 a 16)*

The mirror of the heart : commonly called The heart book / transl. into Burmese by U Tha Din ... 1st ed. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1925. 90 p., illus.
GB: BL(14300 a 43)*

GB: BL(11103 a 101)* \ BL-APAC(Kachin B.46)

ditto. 2nd ed. – Mangalore: Basel Mission Pr., 1944. 69 p., illus.
GB: BL(11103 a 118)*

The mirror of the heart in Mikir / publ. by W. R. Hutton. – Madras: Diocesan Pr., 1920. Illus.

GB: BL(11103 a 116)*

Mirzâ Nathan
Bahârîstân-I-Ghâbi : a history of the Mughal wars in Assam, Cooch Behar, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa during the reigns of Jahângîr and Shâhjâhân / by Mirza Nathan ; transl. from the original Persian by M. I. Borah. – Gauhati: Govt. of Assam, Dept. of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Nara-yani Handiqui Historical Institute, 1936. 930 p., 2 v.
US: BL(7959 gg 5)

Miscellaneous pamphlets describing the Indian and Burmese sections of the exhibition, and the resources of the various Indian states. – Wembley, 1924. 5 p.
GB: BL(14300 a 16)*

→[Miscellaneous pamphlets on the government of Burma : including minor official publications.]
US: YU(Ota5 I 1)

[Former miscellaneous pamphlets on the Rangoon police acts.]
US: YU(Nvr56 I36 +A22)

[Former miscellaneous pamphlets on the Rangoon port acts.]
US: YU(Nf56 I36 +A7)

1. – XII, 318 p.
2. – 309 p., index.
GB: SOAS(H 001/2.897)
US: CU(Kroch and Rare & Mss DS592 M67)
HU-A LC(DS507.R83) MiU YU

ditto. 2nd series. – ibd., 1887.
2. – 313 p., index.
D: HD-SAI(pol 53 C 241,1-2)

Miscellaneous rulings, etc., affecting the Shan States and Karenni. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. S.), 1909. 8 p.
Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Legal status, laws, etc.
Shan (Asian people) – Legal status, laws, etc.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.119/20)*

BL-APAC(V 10657 ; BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/27)

Mischung, Roland

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) : Religion
Ban Nong Lom (Thailand) : Religious life and customs
AU: ANU(Menzies BL2150.K2M4)
NLA
NL: KITLV(M tt 1019 N)
UCSD(SSH) : BL2075.M57 1984

M 104

5. Travels in Upper Laos and on the borders of Yunnan and Burma / Pierre Lefèvre-Pontalis. — ISBN 9748434796 (pbk.)

Mission Appointed to Investigate the Clove Trade in India and Burma, Ceylon, British Malaya and the Dutch East Indies

— Kiropp, George Dougal

Mission to Burma

— International Council of Voluntary Agencies

Mission to Burma

— Forsyth, Thomas Douglas

3. BCB mission to Myanmar, 4-7 October 1995. — ISBN 1897921152

Subject(s): Trade missions

— Cochran, Robert Greenhill

Mission to Lepers / Indian Auxiliary

A report of the ... year’s work in India and Burma of the Mission to Lepers / issued by the Indian Auxiliary. — Mysore : Wesley Pr.

D: HD-SAI: 63,1936/37 64,1937/38 (216 med 86/435 Kp)*
Mission to Lepers in India and the East
Our leper Saint Anthony
→Butt, M. L.

Missionary anecdotes: the islands of the Pacific, India and Burmah, China, North Africa and Turkey, South Africa and Madagascar... With 12 illustrations. – London, 1869.
GB:BL(4765 aa 43)

US: PCC

Missionary Conference <1882-83, Calcutta>
→Statistical tables of Protestant missions in India, Burma and Ceylon

Missionary Education Movement of the United States and Canada
The heroine of Ava
→Willcox, Helen Lido

Missionary files 1912-1949 United Methodist Church Archives
→United Methodist Church (U.S.) / General Commission on Archives and History

The missionary jubilee
→American Baptist Foreign Mission Society

A missionary of the apostolic school: being the life of Dr. A. Judson of Burmah
→Wayland, Francis

Subject(s): Missions – China ; Missions – Burmah ; Missions – Sri Lanka ; Missions – Malaysia ; Missions – Indonesia ; Great Britain – Missions
D: HD-SAI: [1836] (reg 60 M 138 rara)
GB:BL: [1833]-1839 (863 f 37-44)
SOAS: 1837 (CWML N219)
US:NjPT NYPL OO
UCSD: 1836

Missionary Research Library <New York>
Christianity in Southeast Asia
→Anderson, Gerald H.
Cumulative list of doctoral dissertations and masters’ theses in foreign missions and related subjects as reported by the Missionary Research Library in the Occasional bulletin, 1950 – 1960
→Person, Laura

Missionary Sisters of the Institution of the Reparation <Toungoo>
→A collection of prayers and spiritual exercises

Missionary Society <London>
→London Missionary Society

Missioni Estere <Milano>
Quindici anni di apostolato in Birmania orientale: Suardo alla tribù cariana dei Pré
→Massari, Basilio

Subject(s): Suore di Maria Bambina – Birmania – Storia - 1913-1930
I: BCMP(MISS/02/0270 ; 0275)

Missions Advanced Research and Communication Center <Monrovia, Calif.>
→Status of Christianity: country profiles

Les missions catholiques françaises au XIXe siècle / publ. sous la direction du père J.-B. Polet avec la collabor. de toutes les soc. de missions ; illus. d’après des doc. orig. – Paris: Colin. – (La France au dehors)
p. 313-350: La Birmanie / Adrian Launay
D: HD-SAI(190 rel 71/545)*
The Missions Étrangères: history of the churches of India, Burma, Siam...
→Parker, Edward Harper

Missions in Burma / American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, Burma Mission. – Boston, [1906]. 61 p., illus., ports. – (Historical series)
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Lr Am35)
PCC YU(Divinity MU14 Am35m)

S. 454-757: Birma
Subject(s): Catholic Church – Missions – Bibliography.
D: HD-UB(IBA: Rel B 1) HD-SAI(inf 40 I 15b)
GO-SUB(BIB:CZ:a=8° H E Miss I, 431:28)
F: BNF(8° G.11948)
GB:BL(11899 pp 7)*

Subject(s): Catholic Church – Missions – Bibliography.
D: HD-UB(M 627,d-29) KNUB(Inf 724:x800/b41-29)
SB-UB TU-UB(Gk I 164 a-29)
US: CU(Kroch Z7838.M6 591)

MIT
→Massachusetts Institute of Technology
→Myanmar Institute of Theology

Mitani, Yasuyuki
Phonological studies of Lawa: description and comparison.
DAI 39.4, 2225
D: HD-SAI(nsp 42.22 C 81/2058)
Mitchell, A. H. G.

- Geology and exploration geochemistry of the Yadanatheingi and Kyaukme-Longtawkno areas, Northern Shan States

The geology of the area around Nyaunggaa and Ye-ngan, Southern Shan States, Burma

- Garson, Magnus Sinclair

Mitchell, David Thomas

Anthrax: the causes, methods of spread, symptoms, and control measures / by D. T. Mitchell. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1929, 12 p. – (Bulletin / Civil Veterinary Department, Burma ; 1928. 1)

Black quarter / by D. T. Mitchell. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1929, 5 p. – (Bulletin / Civil Veterinary Department, Burma ; 1928.4)

Interim report on the immunisation of draft animals in Burma against Anthrax / by D. T. Mitchell. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. V. D.), 1930. 11 p. – (Bulletin / Veterinary Department, Burma ; 1 of 1930)

The method of taking blood smears and collection of material for laboratory diagnosis / by D. T. Mitchell. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1929, 10 p. – (Bulletin / Civil Veterinary Department, Burma ; 6, 1928)

Lymphangitis in horses / by D. T. Mitchell. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1929, 9 figs. – (Bulletin / Civil Veterinary Department, Burma ; 7 of 1928)

Parasitic worms of domestic animals / by D. T. Mitchell. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1929, 11 p., 9 figs. – (Bulletin / Civil Veterinary Department, Burma ; 7 of 1928)


Mitchell, H. J.


Mitchell, Harold Paton <Sir, b. 1900>


Subject(s): Mitchell, Harold Paton <Sir, b. 1900> – Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; Military operations, Army, British - Fourteenth; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945>- Army, XIV ; Army, World War <1939-1945> - Indian Army.

GB:BL(YC.1990.a.10355) CUL(9001.c.673)

OUL(BOD L Floor M92.F00787)

IRL:TCD(HL-134-307)

US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos. D759.5 14th.M58 1990x)

Mitchell, L. M.

A summary catalogue of the papers of Earl Mountbatton of Burma

- University < Southampton > / Library

Mitchell, R. T. O’Connor


Subject(s): Naga Hills (India) : Politics and government; Social conditions

GB:BL-APAC(P/W 408 ; IOR/V/27/244/40)

Mitchell, Ron <b. 1924>


Thailand : Prisoners of war - Biography

SG:ISEAS(D805 S6M68)

US:UCLA(YRL D676.47 .M57 2004)

Mitchell, St. J. F.

Report (topographical, political and military) on the North-East frontier of India. – Calcutta, 1883. – Confidential

Ref.: Fisher

M itchiner, Michael


Subject(s): Coins, Indic - Bangladesh. – Coins, Indic - Burma - Arakan State.

Bangladesh : Historical geography - History.

GB:BL(YC.2005.b.56) BL-DSS(m02/13909)


Mitras, Rajendra Lala


NL:KITLV(M 3m 22)

Mitsuru, Sugii
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Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Minami Kiran Gaishi – History.

Ba ma’Lvat’ lap re Tap’ ma to’

Burma - History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

US: NIU(SEA Oversize DS530 .M577)

Mittteilungen of an institution

→ under the institution

Mitton, Geraldine Edith

A bachelor girl in Burma / by G. E. Mitton. Containing 95 il-

lust. from photographs. – London : Black, 1907. XIII, 275

p., index, map. – Herbert 74

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 C 43)*

GB: BL(010058 g 26) – BL-DSS(W50/9799)

BL-APAC(T 38905) OUL(Camera UB 20652 e.8)

SOAS(GB 909/462.766)*

SG: RUBC(959.1 MIT)

US: CU(Echols Film 11052 reel 1739 no.12)

→ Myanmar Marketing Research and Development

Moats, Alice-Leone

Blind date with Mars / by Alice-Leone Moats. – Garden


Burma p. 99-114

D: HD-SAI(100 rei 86/970)*

US: LC

→ Myanmar journal of agricultural sciences

Moats, Sheila Amà

Comparison of plant and animal life in the dry zone of

Burma : with its homocline in Northwestern Peninsular In-

dia . . / by Sheila Amà Moats. – Washington: Catholic Univ.
of America Pr., 1960. 58 l., map, diagrs., tables, bibliogr. l.

55-58. – (Biological studies / Catholic Univ. of America ;

58) – Washington, Cath. Univ. of America, Ph.D. (zoology)

thesis 1960. – Shulman 688

Subject(s): Ecology – Burma ; Ecology – India

F: BNF(8° S.22097(58))

US: DDU(Biology & Archives Mss: QH301.C361 no.58)

LC(QH183.M6) NcD NIU(Microforms-FML Micro-


NCC(Geology 551.56 M711) OU UCLA

→ Myanmar Marketing Research and Development

Model, Siegfried M. Schwertner

A model Burmese-Chinese dictionary

→ Ch’en, Ju-hsing

Model by laws of a co-operative credit and marketing soci-

ety . . . / by Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., 1948. 24 p. –

Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Cooperative societies – Law and legislation –

Burma

US: CU(Echols Film 11052 reel 1739 no.12)
Model bye-laws for a rural co-operative credit society


GB: BL(14300 i 5) BL-APAC(Burm 11)

Modern arithmetic practice for middle and high school students ... – Mandalay: George Print. Works, [19-?] 508 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

SG: ISEAS(LT B9M68)

Modern Buddhism in Burma : being an epitome of information received from missionaries, officials and others / ed. by W. C. B. Purser and K. J. Saunders. – Rangoon : Christian Literature Society, Burma Branch, 1914. 103, VII p., frontis., index, app. – Herbert 48

Note: Comprises 64 questions on Buddhism in Burma with conflated replies of correspondents. - Inc. list of contributors

Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma


GB: SOAS(GPC 415/472.062)*


Modern Burmese poetry

Herbert 484


Subject(s): Burmese poetry

US: YU(SML PL3984 M6313 1994)


Subject(s): Burmese language – Dictionaries – Burmese

Moe, Soe

---

Moe Aye <b. 1964>


Subject(s): Moe Aye <b. 1964>

Political prisoners – Burma – Biography; Human rights – Burma; Students – Burma – Political activity.

---

Moe Hein

Harmony of head and heart / Moe Hein. – Yangon: Yarpyait Publ. Hse., 1999. 77 p., illus. – (Yarpyait book ; 95)

Subject(s): Burmese poetry

SG: ISEAS(PL3988 M691H1)

US: CU(Kroch PR9430.9.M64 H37 1999)

---

Moe Min


Note: A spectacular panoramic view of the lives of the Buddhist faithful of Burma, as revealed by award-winning Burmese photographer Moe Min. Through images of Buddhist rituals, both moments of solitary worship and joyous festivals, as well as of temples, shrines and sacred images, the viewer is introduced to the lives of the lay practitioners and monks of this deeply religious land. With magnificent images of world-renowned sites such as Pagan and the Shwedagon, as well as of remote locations rarely reached by the foreign visitor, this book is essential both for those who are well acquainted with this ancient, picturesque land and for those who are not, but wish to be.

Ref.: Orchard Press

---

Möbius, Michael


ISBN 3-505-09824-8

A: ÖNB(1282292-B KAR)

US: M-BSB(A 90.2313-5025)   M-UB(0001/8 N 28025)

---

Mügler, Johann

Burmesesch buddhistische Skulptur – Karow, Otto

---

Möllendorff, Paul Georg von <1848-1901>

Bibliographical description

MoFFATT, Robert <1795-1883>

Contents:
1. Burmah, with its Animals and Plants 9
2. The Religion and Customs of the Burmese 20
3. Two Burmese Legends 36
4. Dr. Judson visits France, England, and India, and settles at Rangoon 44
5. Some Visits paid by Mrs. Judson 52
6. Missionary Hopes and Fears in Rangoon 58
7. Visits to the King at Ava, and their Results 71
8. Dr. Judson and Dr. Price in the Prison 85
9. The Prison at Oung-ben-lai 104
10. Dr. Judson alone at Amherst 123
11. Maulmain, and New Missionaries 127
12. The Karens at Dong-yahn, and their Traditions 133
13. A Priest's Funeral-The Story of Guapung 145
14. Mr. and Mrs. Boardman go to Tavoy-The Rebellion 155
15. Mr. Boardman's Work finished-Dr. Mason takes his Place at Tavoy 169
16. Dr. Judson at Rangoon again-He brings Mrs. Boardman to Maulmain 180
17. Mr. Kincaid at Rangoon and Ava - Story of Persecutions and of a Christian Governor of Bassein 187
18. Mr. Kincaid among Robbers 196
19. Last Days of Kothahbyn 204
20. Mr. Abbott and Mr. Kincaid at Arracan Story of Che-tya 209
21. Dr. Judson's Home 217
22. A Grave at St. Helena; and a Visit to America 229
23. The Return to Maulmain 236
24. "Bat Castle"-Persecutions in Rangoon 240
25. Native Preachers-Story of Myat Kyan 253
26. Martyrdom of Thagua 261
27. Dr. Judson's Last Voyage 266
28. The Dispensary at Rangoon. 275
29. How the Persecutions in Pegu were ended by its Annexation to British India 284
30. The Gospel spreading in Rangoon and the Country around 301
31. Dr. and Mrs. Mason remove to Tounghoo Sketch of Sau Quala 311


Ref.: OCLC 4689068


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 164)*  US: MB ScCleU UC(SRLF)  YU(LSF-Request Lrb W58b)

Ref.: OCLC 54259599 ; 4031678


US: CU(Kroch Film 12211 1995-550)  YU(LSF-Request Film)

Ref.: OCLC 37352743
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ISBN 0524091765 (microfilm)

US: CUK(Parish +x) & HU(Widener Depos.) & LC & YU(SML+ : Par’ll 1996/2242) & UCB(EnvDesign) & YU(Par’ll Film B6176) & N: UBIT(Gunnerus T Ab Jyv/46) & UBTØ( 7.031 Moi) & GB: CUL(628:15.c.95.43) & GB: BL-APAC(T 43127) & GB: BL-APAC(ORW2000a514) & GB: BL-APAC(ORW.2000.a.514)

**ditto.** Microform of 1868 ed. – Gainesville, Fla: Micrographics, Inc. for the Univ. of Florida George A. Smathers Libraries, To be filmed in 2001. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Preservation and Access for American and British Children's Literature, 1850-1869 (NEH PA-23536-00))

Ref.: OCLC 50682866

**Mogallana**

Ref.: OCLC 47965034

Mogallana vyakhya

→**Aaggadhammabhivamsa** ←'Arhan’

The Vyakarana siromanior or Moggallana vyakhya

**Moggaliputta Tissa**

→Points of controversy or subjects of discourse


Note: On the life of Mogok Sayadaw Shin Vimala, 1900-1962, Burmese Buddhist monk.

Subject(s): Mogok Sayadaw <1900-1962>

Buddhist monks – Burma – Biography.

US: CUK(Par films) & HU(Widener Depos.) & WU(Memorial gram ; ATLA film 1995-0176) & (CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Depos.) & WU(Memorial gram ; ATLA film 1995-0176))

ISBN 0524091765 (microfilm)

US: CUKroch Film 12211 1995-0176

American Theological Library Association, 1995. 1 m icrofilms, Inc. for the Univ. of Florida George A. Smathers Libraries, To be filmed in 2001. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm.

**Mohamed, A. Saiyid**


GB: BL(14302 h 42)*

Questions and answers on Burmese grammar / by A. Syed Mohamed ... – Rangoon : Shirazi, 1910. 235 p. – Added title and text in English

GB: BL(14302 h 53)*

**Mohammad**

→Muh.ammad

**Mohan, Radha**

The civic and political status of Indians in Burma. – 1958. – Agra, Univ., Ph.D. (political science) thesis 1958

Shulman 609

**Mohandas, Brig P.**


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

India : World War <1939-1945> - Corps of Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

GB: SOAS(E Coll e LK /91)

**Mohanir, V. J.**


Subject(s): India : Army - Army Service Corps - World War <1939-1945>

Great Britain : Army - Army Service Corps - World War <1939-1945>

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: CUL(628:15.c.95.43) – BL-APAC(T 43127) – SOAS(E Coll 3 K /92)

**Mohnyin Patipatti Propagating Society** ←Rangoon

→**Mohnyn Sayadaw**

**Mohnyn Sayadaw**

Dittha vipassanā

→Mohnyn Sayadaw

**Mohomed, Islam Tāj**

→**Digest of civil rulings of Burma,** 1872-1925

**Moilanen, Irene**


Subject(s): Wood-carving – Burma ; Sculpture, Buddhist – Burma ; Art, Buddhist – Burma ; Art and religion – Burma ; Culture matérielle – Birmanie ; Birmanie – Civilisation

D: GO-SUB(FMAG:96 A 16615)

F: BNF BSG(8 P 1505 (46) Nor)

GB: BL(X.0900/150(46)) – BL-APAC(ORW.2000.a.514)

OUL(BOD L Floor M97.E02798)

SOAS(FNA/725.620)

UHIS(736.4 Moi)

N: UB(Turmurues T Ab Jyv/46) – UBTO( 7.031 Moi)

US: CUK(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Depos.) & LC & NIU(SEA) & KB(9777.6.A1 M66 1995) – NNC(Fine Arts NB106 B92 M72) – UCB

Mirrored in wood : Burmese art and architecture / by Irene Moilanen and Sergey S. Ozhegov. – Bangkok: White Lotus Pr., c1999. VI, 178 p., illus., maps. – ISBN 9747534002

Subject(s): Points of controversy or subjects of discourse

Building, Wooden – Burma ; Architecture – Burma ; Art, Buddhist – Burma ; Art and religion – Burma ; Culture matérielle – Birmanie ; Birmanie – Civilisation

D: GO-SUB(FMAG:96 A 16615)

F: BNF BSG(8 P 1505 (46) Nor)


OUL(BOD L Floor M97.E02798)

SOAS(FNA/725.620)

UHIS(736.4 Moi)

N: UB(Turmurues T Ab Jyv/46) – UBTO( 7.031 Moi)

US: CUK(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Depos.) & LC & NIU(SEA) & KB(9777.6.A1 M66 1995) – NNC(Fine Arts NB106 B92 M72) – UCB


Subject(s): Wood carving – Burma ; Woodwork – Burma ; Building, Wooden – Burma ; Architecture – Burma ; Art, Buddhist – Burma

GB: BL-APAC(ORW:2000.a.514)

SG: ISEAS(NK1052.6 A1M71) – NUS(N7312 Moi)

NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SEA) & UCB(EnvDesign) & YU(SML+ : Par’ll 1996/2242) & UCB

*After printing, reprinted in wood, 2nd ed., 1999*.

Subject(s): kansanusko – Burma ; buddhalaisuus – Burma ; meediot - naiset – Burma ; possessio - meediot - Burma

FIN: S

Moir, Martin

General guide to the India Office Records

→India Office Records < London >

Moiry, Claude


Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

CH: SLB(Pq 11293/16)
D: B-SBB(4° 84558. Potsdamer Str.)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B81 M71 1964+)


Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

AU: NLA(Luce 234)
CH: SLB(Pq 11292/23)
F: BNF(4° G.3535(23)) BIULO(GEN.II.561 CH: SLB(Pq 11293/16)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B81 M71)

Molloy, Sylvia <b. 1914> – 12>


Subject(s): Molloy, Sylvia <b. 1914> – 12>

Burma : Civil service, Colonial ; Diplomats’ spouses - Biography ; History, 1824-1948 ; World War <1939-1945> - Biography

GB: BL(YK.2005.a.11150) SOAS(GB949.092/714.374)
US: MiU(Hatcher DS 527.6 .M65 1995)

Ref.: OCLC 50550038

Molloy, Sylvia <b. 1911 or 12>

The temple bells are calling : a personal record of the last years of British rule in Burma / by Robert Mole. – Robert, 1914- – London – : Taylor and Francis. – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma)

[1.] Testacellidae and Zonitidae / by W. T. Blanford ; H. H. Godwin-Austen. – 1908. XXXII, 311 p., figs., index, bibliogr. p. V-VII.
2. Trochomorphidae – Jannelidae / G. K. Gude. – 1914. XII, 520 p., figs., index.
3. Land Operculates (Cyclophoridae, Truncatellidae, Assimineidae, Helicinidae) / G. K. Gude. – 1921. XIV, 386 p., figs., index.
[4.] Freshwater Gastropoda and Pelecypoda / by H. B. Preston. – 1915. XIX, 244 p., figs., index.

Subject(s): Bivalvia – India ; Mollusks – India ; Mollusks – Sri Lanka ; Mollusks – Burma ; Gastropoda – India ; Testacellidae ; Zonitidae

D: B-SBB: 1; 3 (Lv 12910 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
F: MNHN
GB: BL: 1-3 ((B)FQ 555/501857001)* 4 ((B)FQ 555/501856005)*
BL-DSS: 1 (L60/579 ; 79/31526) 2-3 (L60/580)
4 (L60/639 ; 79/30108)
BL-APAC: 1-4 (V 7583)
OUL: 1 3 4 (RSL Stack 189941 d. 2 ; d 2s)
HU(Museum Comp Zoology: T-IA-B) NYPL LC: 4 (QL426.I4M73) UC
YU: 1 (Kline QL426 I4 B53 1908)

Molloy, Sylvia <b. 1911 or 12>

River water, 1933-34 / by G. C. Molloy. – (The world's literature ; 1) – Text in Burmese
US: NNC(Health Sciences R707.2 .M732)

Molloy, Sylvia <b. 1911 or 12>

The house of the dragon / by Trevor Molony. – Trevor <b. 1868>


Molony, Trevor <b. 1868>

The house of the dragon / by Trevor Molony. – London : Jenkins, 1935. 312 p. – (A Herbert Jenkins book)

Herbert 692
GB: BL(NN 22962)
Herbert 692

Molyneux Pitaka Pr., 1928. 3 p. 1., [50] p. – (The world's literature ; 1) – Text in Burmese
US: NNC(Health Sciences R707.2 .M732)

Mundyne Pitaka Pr., 1928. 3 p. 1., [50] p. – (The world's literature ; 1) – Text in Burmese
US: NNC(Health Sciences R707.2 .M732)

Mom, Vaddey Ayuravann

→Vaddey Ayuravann Mom

Mollière <1622-1673>

Saya-wun ba-be. Le médecin malgré lui, by Mollière. Adapted by Maung Ba Thaung ... – Rangoon : Pyi Gyi
Burma Bibliographical Project

The *Môn* : a people without a country. – [Bangkok:] Published by Mon Unity League, [1997?]. 22 p.
Subject(s): Mon (Southeast Asian people) – Burma
F: EFE(DS570.M6 M66 1997)
US: CRL (Kroch DS570.M6 M66 1997)
NIU(SEA DS528.2.M6 M662 1997)
WUCTR B-46615)
Ref.: OCLC 39187483

The *Môn* : persecuted in Burma, forced back from Thailand
→Burma/Thailand: the *Môn* : persecuted in Burma, forced back from Thailand

*Môn Canals Project* <1900>
Completion of the Môn Canals Project. – Maymyo: Govt. Branch Pr., [1914]. 21 p. fold. col. map.
Subject(s): *Môn Canal Project*
Canals – Burma ; Irrigation – Burma
US: UC(NRLF)

Subject(s): *Môn Canal Project*
Canals – Burma ; Irrigation – Burma
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1724)

Subject(s): *Môn Canal Project*
Canals – Burma ; Irrigation – Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.53/31)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/733/15)
US: LC(TC904.5.M7 1901)
YU(LSF-Request Ucr36 I36 +901b)
Ref.: OCLC 43714915

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.53/32)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/733/16)

Subject(s): *Môn* (Southeast Asian people) ; Burma – Periodicals ; Social conditions ; Social conditions – Periodicals
Human rights – Burma ; Periodicals ; Atrocities – Burma – Periodicals ; Human rights – Burma – Mon State – Periodicals ; Atrocities – Burma – Mon State – Periodicals
Burma : Mon State – Periodicals.
JC599.B872 M665
Ref.: OCLC 48523797 ; 40047727

*Môn hymnal* / ed. by R. Halliday. Rev. ed. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1931. 245 p. – Added title and text in Mon, index in English also
GB: BL-APAC(Mon B.1)

*Môn Information Service* <Bangkok>
→*Abuses against peasant farmers in Burma* : emphasis on Mon State, Karen State, and Tenasserim Division
→*Continued human rights abuse in Burma*
→*Endless nightmares in the black area*
→*Forced labour on infrastructure development projects in Burma’s Tenasserim Division*

→*Forced labour on the construction of the Ye-Tavy*
→*Forced labour on the Ye-Tavy railway construction*
→*French Total Corporations disastrous gas pipeline project in Burma’s Gulf of Martaban.*

→*Mon news*

*Môn* inscriptions
→*Epigraphica Birmanica* ; 1.2 ; 3.2 and 4.1

*Môn* Kri
Separation and anti-separation / by U Mon Kri. – Rangoon : Maung Pu, 1932. 108 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1724)

*Môn manuscripts in the Bernard Free Library, Rangoon* →*Bernard Free Library* <Rangoon> / Manuscript Department

*Môn* Mon Le
Subject(s): Political science.
US: CU(Olin J 9)

*Môn* Mon Lha Son’
Note: Commentary on law of injunctions in Burma.
Subject(s): Injunctions - Burma
Ref.: OCLC 52726799

*Môn* Mon Û
Note: Social life and customs of the Burmese people.
Subject(s): Burma – Social life and customs
GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.809)
SOAS(GPC392/787244)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.9 M45)
Ref.: OCLC 52726799

*Môn national liberation movement* (in brief) … – [Burma?] :
Central Information and Organising Dept., New Mon State Party, [1998-?]. 22 p., illus., maps, bibliogr. p. 21-22. – Added title in Burmese
Subject(s): Mon (Southeast Asian people) – Burma – Politics and government
Burma – History
US: CU(Kroch DS528.2.M6 V36 1980z)

*Môn National Relief Committee* <Kanchanaburi, Thailand>
→Mon refugees: hunger for protection in 1994

*Môn news* / Mon Information Service. [Sept. 1999-] – Krung Thep: Samnak Khaosan Mon Krung Thep. Illus. – Bi-monthly. – Added title and text in Thai; some in English.
Note: On Mon people in Thailand and their activities, etc. to support their group of people in political struggle for freedom in Burma.
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Mon (Southeast Asian people) – Thailand – Periodicals; Burua – Periodicals. 

US: LC(DS570.M6 K47)

NL: KITVL(M 1996 B 409)

Subject(s): Refugees – Burma; Refugees – Thailand.

2 l

The Mon problem: creation of a Mon state the only solution: series of statements and instructions / issued by the Executive Committee of the United Mon Association. – Rangoon: The Association, 1951. 6 p. – October, 1951. A.D. – Signed at end: Mon U Po Choe and the Members of the Executive Committee...

Subject(s): Mon (Southeast Asian people) – Burma

US: CU(Kroch HV640.5.B9 M65 1995)

Monash University


Note: Reports on Burmese refugees in Thailand.

Subject(s): Refugees – Burma; Refugees – Thailand. 

Subject(s): Mon (Southeast Asian people) – Burma; Mon (Southeast Asian people) – Thailand

F: EFEQ(Asie Min 85)

US: CU(Kroch HV640.5.B9 M73 1995)

Mon Society

Mons of the Pagan dynasty

→ Luce, Gordon Hannington


Subject(s): Burua: Ethnic Groups

→ O’Kane, Mary

Mon Unity League

→ The Mon: a people without a country

Monash Asia Institute < Clayton, Vic. > / Centre of Southeast Asian Studies

Borderlands and women: transversal political agency on the Burma-Thailand border

→ O’Kane, Mary

Monash University < Clayton, Vic. >


ISBN 0-86746-854-8

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern: Bibliography

Dissertations, Academic → Australia – Bibliography

Monash University – Dissertations – Bibliography

AU:ANU(Menziey Asian ref. Z3221.M65)

NLA(NLP & Np: 016.959 M736)

D: GO-SUB(ZA 63172:4)+ HD-SAI(inf 23 S 851)

US: CU(Kroch Z3221.M73 M73)

Monash University < Clayton, Vic. > / Centre of Southeast Asian Studies

→ Monash Asia Institute < Clayton, Vic. > / Centre of Southeast Asian Studies < Clayton, Vic. >

Monash University < Clayton, Vic. > / Monash Asia Institute

→ Monash Asia Institute

Monday Burman

→ The Burman

Mondini, Livio


Subject(s): Colombo, Cesare <1910-1980>

Lebrosi – Assistenza – Birmania

I: BCMP(MISS/03/0047) FI-BNC RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II

Monke, Eric Arthur


Subject(s): Rice trade; Rice – Law and legislation

US: CS(StAL & SpecColl: 3781 1980 M)

Mon-Khmer studies. – Saigon: Linguistic Circle of Saigon; Dallas, Tex.; Summer School of Linguistics. – (Publication / Linguistic Circle of Saigon ; 1-)

1. – 1964

2. – 1966


6. – 1978 / ed. by P. N. Jenner

D: B-SBB: 1-3 6 (Ser.19 371 Potsdamer Str.)

US: CU(Wason PL4301 M73)

ditto. – Honolulu, Hawaii: Univ. Pr. of Hawaii 9/10 → A lexicon of Khmer morphology

Monographie über die einzelnen Staaten Südostasiens / Bundeskammer der Gewerblichen Wirtschaft, Wien. – Wien. – (Österreichs Außenhandel)

1. Birma. – 1960

US: CU(Wason HF3766 A93)

Monroy, J. A. von

→ Von Monroy, J. A.

Mons. Federico Cao Sanna: vescovo titolare di Zama - delegato apostolico in Birmania, delle scuole pie (scolopio) : Gonnoscodina, 30.09.1784 - Fano (PS) 27/06/1852 : c ommissario del regno - monsignor monsignore: vescovo titolare di Zama - delegato apostolico in Birmania, delle scuole pie (scolopio) : Gonnoscodina, 30.09.1784 - Fano (PS) 27/06/1852


I: Biblioteca del Liceo classico De Castro - Oristano - OR

Monserrat, Antonio de

Mongolicae legationis commentaries

→ Jesuit letters and allied papers on Mogor, Tibet, Bengal and Burua ; 1
Burma Bibliographical Project

Monson, Christine
Subject(s): Fiction in English. American writers, 1945-
Ref.: OCLC 12541689

OUL(BOD L Fl. M98.F07259)
IRL: TCD(PL-271-347)
SG: NUS
US: HU(Widener) NIU(SEA D805.T5 M667 1997)

Monteith, Malcolm
Ceylon to Chindwin / Malcolm Monteith. 1st battalion, the Northern Rhodesia Regiment. – Lusaka, Rhodesia: Govt. Print., 1945. 44 p., illus., maps. – Publisher's note signed: Malcolm Monteith, Captain, intelligence officer, 1st battalion, the Northern Rhodesia Regiment
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Northern Rhodesia Regiment
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /94)
ISBN 0380896117 (pbk.)
US: NYPL(Research *C-4 p.v. 19)

Montagu, Edwin S.
– The Indian candidate and returning officer : a manual giving the law and procedure of elections in British India and Burma

Montagu, Jean-Yves
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel – Pictorial works
Birmanie – Ouvrages illustrés
D: HD-SA(is)325 Idk 98/2217 GF)*
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel – Pictorial works
Birmanie – Ouvrages illustrés
D: B-SBB(1 B 63324 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BNF BUUL(GEN.1.1322)
Ref.: OCLC 39321894

Burma / text, Jean-Yves Montagu ; photographs, Jean-Léo Dugast. – Köln: Evergreen ; London : Evergreen, c1998. 159 p., illus. (some col.), col. map. – Transl. of: Birmanie
ISBN 3822876445
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel – Guidebooks - Pictorial works
GB: BL(LB.31 b.15764) CUL(9001.b.4939)
OUL(BOD Nuneham 2542 e.5514)
IRL: TCD(HB-32-637)
Ref.: OCLC 15054093

Monteiro, Adolfo Casais
Peregrinaçam
→ Pinto, Fernão Mendes

Monteiro, Irene-Anne
Subject(s): Eber, Cleaver Rowell
Burma-Siam Railroad - History
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisoners, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Atrocities

Kanchanaburi (Thailand) : History
OUL(BOD L Fl. M98.F07259)
IRL: TCD(PL-271-347)
SG: NUS
US: HU(Widener) NIU(SEA D805.T5 M667 1997)

Monteith, Malcolm
Ceylon to Chindwin / Malcolm Monteith. 1st battalion, the Northern Rhodesia Regiment. – Lusaka, Rhodesia: Govt. Print., 1945. 44 p., illus., maps. – Publisher's note signed: Malcolm Monteith, Captain, intelligence officer, 1st battalion, the Northern Rhodesia Regiment
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Northern Rhodesia Regiment
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /94)
ISBN 0380896117 (pbk.)
US: NYPL(Research *C-4 p.v. 19)

Monthly bulletin of export trade / publ. jointly by the Office of the Collector of Customs, Rangoon, and the Central Statistical and Economics Department, Prome Court, Rangoon, Government of the Union of Burma. – Rangoon
– Quarterly bulletin of trade statistics
D: KI-ZBW: 1952, Okt. (YY 5118)

– Quarterly bulletin of import trade

D: KI-ZBW: 1951, Apr. (YY 5118)

Ref.: SEASC

Monthly report of/on an institution
→ under the institution

Monthly statement of the sea-borne trade of Burma : with progressive totals for the period ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Stuty., Burma. – (Supplement to the Burma trade journal)
US: LC(HF41.B8 Suppl.)

Monthly weather data / Burma Meteorological Department. – [Rangoon]
GB: BL-DSS(5960.000000)

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Montri Umavijani
US: Amherst Col, MA  JEN
MiU(Hatcher Grad. PL4209 .M12 C28 1996)
Ref.: OCLC 40613839

Mönywe / Municipality
<Bye-law under section 30>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(120))*

<Bye-law under section 30 (II,c)>
Rule by the Mönywe municipality under section II, clause (c), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (B. S.), Oct. 1899. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(323))*

<Rules under section 12>
Rule by the Mönywe municipality framed under section 12 of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Secy Dept), Aug. 1900. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(324))*

<Rules under section 12 (I,a)>
Rule by the Mönywe municipality framed under section 12 sub-section (I), clause (a), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 (V of 1887). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Secy Dept), October 1903. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(325))*

Monywe <Sayadaw, 1767-1835>
Mahathilawa pyo / by Monywe Sayadaw ; ed. by Saya Lin and U Ba Maung. – Rangoon, 1921. 117 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 20) – Added title and text in Burmese. – Verse transcreation of the Mahasilava jataka, Buddhist story.
GB:SOAS(GPC 810/28.847)*
SG:ISEAS(Microfiche 90/68916)
US:LC(PL3988.M65 M3 1931 ; Microfiche 90/68916 (P))
Ref.: OCLC 24631106 ; ocm12558670

GB:SOAS(GPC 810/231.841 ; 231.842)*
US:CU(Kroch Film 3500 ; Film N3500)
LC(Microfiche 90/68903(P)) YU(Fxal B93)
Ref.: OCLC 24211312

Moodie, Adam Wilson
Note on a visit to the Sundarbans Forest Division, Bengal and suggestions for the Irrawaddy Delta / by A. W. Moodie. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. F., D. C.), 1921. 26 p., map.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.21/77)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/96)

→Special rules for revenue stations

Working plan for the Delta Forest Division for the period 1924-25 to 1933-34
→Working plan < Delta >

Moody, Keith
Contains: Wees reported to occur in rice in Burma
TH:CU(IIC World Bank)

Mook, Hubertus Johannes van (1894-1965)
D: HD-SAI(pol 53 C 179)
GB:SOAS(G 930/65.797 ; 410.981*)
US:GU LC(DS518.1.M66 1950a) UC(SRLF)
UCI(Main) & UCSC(McHenry) : DS518.1.M666
US:CU(Wason DS518.1.M81)
HUL(Widener Asia 1075.60) LC(DS518.1.M666)

Mookerji, D. N.
Annual report of the Burdwan Experimental Farm
→Experimental Farm <Burdwan>

Mookerji, Sudhansu Bimal <b, 1907>
Note: Socio-political study of Burma from the fourteenth century to the present day.
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Relations - Foreign countries
D: B-SBB(380 880 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(320 his 77/218)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.18654)
GB:BL(X.809/43127)
BL-APAC(T 29994 ; BUR.B.68) OUL(IND Retind)
SG:ISEAS(DS530.63 M81)
US: CRL(GenColl. 75-908031)
CU(Kroch DS528.5 .M81)
HUL(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & UCB(Main)
YU(SML) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS528.5 M66
IU(Main Stacks 959.1 M77B) NNC
AU:ANU(Menzies DS528.5.M66)
SG:NUS(DS5530.6 Moo)

South-East Asia : a study of socio-economic, political & cultural problems and prospects / by Sudhansu Bimal Mookherji. 1st ed. – Calculta : The Post-Graduate Book Mart, 1966. II, 177 p., illus., map, index, bibliogr. p. 162-163. – (Studies in Asian history ; 1)
AU:NLK
D: B-SBB(Ser 8629-1 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(300 pol 67/1659)*

Mooler Theh <Thra>
Handbook for Christians / by Thra Mooler Theh. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Baptist Board of Publ., 1985. 201 p. – In Karen
Subject(s): Christian life
Karen language – Texts.
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Religion.
US:NIU(SEA BV4509.K37 M6641985)
**Burma Bibliographical Project**

Subject(s): Mooer Theh, Thru.

**Karen (Southeast Asian people) : Burma – Biography.**

**Baptists : Burma – Biography.**

**Burma : Religion – History – 20th century.**


**Moon, Brenda Elizabeth**

→ **Periodicals for South-East Asian studies**

Survey of library resources / [comp. by Brenda E. Moon]. South-East Asia Library Group. – [Hull: Brynmor Jones Library, Univ. of Hull, 1969.] [38 l.]
GB: BL(OMPB 15012 e 8)*

D: HD-SAI(inf 1 G 13)

**Moon, Penderel**

Wavell : the Viceroy's journal / ed. by Penderel Moon. – → **Wavell,** Archibald Percival Wavell

**Moon, Thomas N. <b. 1924>**

Subject(s): Eiffer, Carl Frederick <b. 1906> 
**Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns**

**United States : World War <1939-1945> – Secret service**

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 H /21)

The **moon for high schools.** – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society. 72 p., illus. 
GB: BL(14302 aab 71(6))*

**Moon over Burma** / [a Paramount picture ; screen play by Frank Wead ; W. P. Lipscomb & Harry Clark ; story by Wilson Collison]. – [s.l.: Paramount Pictures], 1940. 152 l. – Motion picture

US: Florida State Univ, FL Dartmouth Col, NH Ref.: OCLC 2635630

**Moore, J. H.**

Notices of the Indian archipelago, and adjacent countries : being a collection of papers relating to Borneo, Celebes, Bali, Java, Sumatra, Nias, the Philippine Islands, Sulu, Siam, Cochin China, Malay Peninsula etc. Accompanied by an index and six maps / by J. H. Moor. – Singapore, 1837. 276, 117 p., maps, plates, app., index. p. 191-196: Hindu-Chinese countries
GB: BL(793 1 20)*
US: CU(Wason DS507+M81) LC(DS507, M81)

D: HD-SAI(300 Idk 73/230)*
GB: BL(X 802/1127)
US: UoC

**Moore, Christopher G. <b. 1946>**

Waiting for the lady : a novel / Christopher G. Moore.

**Moore, David Moresby <b. 1933>**


Subject(s): Logistics ; Logistics – Case studies.

D: B-SBB(1 A 424712 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL-DSS(9311.02346, v.52) CUL(L214.c.447.52)
NYPL(Research JFE 03-15168) YU(SML) Ref.: OCLC 51580582

**Moore, Earle Gunnar.**

Burma, China, and the white flags. – 1972. – Thesis Ref.: OCLC 24016414

**Moore, Elizabeth Howard**

→ **Myanmar style**


Contents: A Circumambulation of the Shwedagon / Hansjörg Mayer Shwedagon: Its History and Architecture / Elisabeth Moore The Many-valued Significance of Shwedagon / U Win Pe Shwedagon: A Personal Experience / Nay Hun 
Note: Description of art and architecture of Rvhe tigum C et to', Rangoon, Burma; with some reference to monastic and religious activities at the temple. 
Subject(s): Shwe Dagon pagoda <Rangoon> : Pictorial works ; History 
D: HD-SAI(2000 arc 99/2053)*
Moore, Joseph
British romantic views of the first Anglo-Burmese war 1824-1826
→Cooler, Richard Morrall

Eighteen coloured views taken at and near Rangoon / by
Liet. Joseph Moore, 99th Regt.; and six coloured Engravings
illustrative of the Combined Operations of the Forces in
the Birman Empire, 1824 and 1825. Painted by T. Stothard,
R.A., from Original Sketches by Capt. Marryat, R.N. – Lon-
don, 1826. [1 v.]
Ref.: OCLC 27720411 ; 4895619

Eighteen views taken at and near Rangoon / drawn by J.
Moore ; engraved by G. Hunt. – London : Kingsburg, Clay,
1825. – Other title: Moore's Views of Rangoon.
Second series →Six coloured prints
Herbert 240

Subject(s): Burmese war, 1824-1826 – Pictural works
Rangoon : Views
Burma : History, 1824 – Pictorial works.
Aquatints – England – 19th century
GB:BL(Maps 15 e 26)* CUL(KB.7.13)
– Manchester(Deansgate)
US:HU(Houghton Typ 805 26.5790P (A) & (B) & (C) P)
MuU(TC Wilson Ames Rare Book DS475.7 M66x
1825) NYPL(Research MEVM+++: Hunt)
Ref.: OCLC 40312102 ; 4073261

US:RPB TxU(DS 485 B74 HRC)

Ref.: Embree, Bernot

→Illustrations of the Burmese war

[Views of Rangoon]
Moore's views of Rangoon. – London : Thomas Clay &
Kingsbury, 1825-1826. 24 plates.
Ref.: OCLC 24612360

Voyage dans l’Inde. Rangoun.
US:HU

Moore, Joseph Curtis
New striped tree squirrels from Burma and Thailand. – New
York : By Order of the Trustees of American Museum of
Natural History, 1958. 6 p. – (American Museum Novitates ;
No. 1879) – Feb. 28, 1958
US:NNM(QL1 .A436 no.1879, 1958)

Moorhouse, C. H. G.
→Burma facts and figures

Mootham, Orby Howell <Sir, 1901-1983>
Burmese Buddhist law / by O. H. Mootham – [London,
Bomby, New York, etc.: Oxford Univ. Pr., Indian Branch,
1939. XXI, 148 p., index. p. XI: Burma law reports
Subject(s): Buddha (The concept) – Burma
Law - Burma ; Customary law - Burma ; Domestic rela-
tions - Burma ;
Buddha and Buddhism - Burma ;
Burmese Buddhist law

Moore, Herbert
Das Mädchen Maientau : Roman aus Burma. – München:
Herrnberger ; Wien: Wiener Verl., 1977. 383 S.
A: ÖNB(1144413-B NEU Mag)

Moore, J. H.
→Burma campaign 1941-1945

Moore, John Percy <b. 1869>
Hirudinea
→Harding, Walter Ambrose Heath
Burma Bibliographical Project

AU:ANU(Law Lib KDS800.M66 1939)
GB:BL(20033.g.22) CUL(RM.q.9.M.001)
FOL(LD 344.6/16.279)
LSE(BLPES KNL2162.M82)
OUL(IND Retind ; LAW Burma 510 M825)
SOAS(A345.91/41.829* ; 100.068)
J: TYB(XII-25-H-11) TOT TYY
SG: ISEAS(SCR KE1251.25 M82)
NUS-LW(ASEAN Coll KE3849 Moo)

US: CRL(GenCollec 79-941797)
D: HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 A 88/1222 Kp)*
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet GR309.F6  1978)

More favourite stories from Burma
Mordvinoff,
US: CU   FMU   LC   MtU   NcU   NYPL   PU   UC
GB: BL(10056 pp 16)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 U 10)*

Mooyit magazine …
D: B-SBB(Zsn 58 780 Potsdamer Str.)

Subject(s): Drug abuse
Ref.: OCLC 47964619
US: LC(DS530.65 M67 2000)
Morality of Myanmar and selected articles.
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi;
National League for Democracy (Burma)
− Politics and government <1988->
US: LC(DS530.65 M67 2000)
Ref.: OCLC 47964619

Moraut, Robert L.
− Syllabus of lessons ontemperance’ for scholars attending public elementary schools
Mordeciai, Margaret Gregg
D: HD-SAIA(reg 60 U 10)*
GB:BL(10036 pp 16)
US: CU FMU  LC MtU NeU NYPL PU UC

Mordvinoff, Nicolas <b. 1911>
− Burma boy
− Lindquist, Willis.

More favourite stories from Burma / Kathleen Forbes. − Hong Kong [etc.]: Heinemann Asia, 1978. 62 p. − (Favourite stories series) − Herbert 653
Subject(s): Folklore − Burma − Juvenile literature − Readers − 1950- ; Tales − Burma − Juvenile literature
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet GR309.F6  1978)
D: HD-SAIA(nsp 2.26 A 88/1222 Kp)*
US: CRL(GenCollec 79-941797)
CU(Kroch GR309.F69) LC(MLCS 82/5142)
NIU(SEA GR309.F6731978)
UCB(Main & S-S/EAsia ; GR309.F61 1978)
WU(Memorial Lib. GR309.F6 1978)
YU(LSFS-Request GR309.F67 (LC))
Moremon, T. R. <b. 1966>

Contents: List of maps - p.VIII ; List of abbrevait ions - p. IX

Introduction - p.1
1 The opening rounds: Malaya Campaign and Burma, December 1941-February 1942 - p.11
2 The lessons of defeat, February-September 1944 - p.46
3 Forging the weapon: May 1943-September 1944 - p.77.
4 The test of battle : from Arakan to Imphal-Kohima, November 1943-June 1944 - p. 109
5 Learning the lessons of second Arakan and Imphal-Kohima, March-November 1944 - p.143
6 From the jungle to the sea, November 1944-August 1945 - p. 174

Conclusion: Endgame in Burma, May-August 1945

Notes - p-219 ; Bibliography - p.247 ; Index - p.264

Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad : History

Bibliographical description

D: B-SBB(1 A 581673 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: CUL(539:1,c,173.57)

Morgan, A. C.

ISBN: BL-APAC(Tt 1081(f))

Morgan, Gerald

p. 74-94: The third expedition – the Burma-Yunnan Mission p.95-103: Years of frustration – Burma and Tibet

D: HD-SAI(100 rei 72/457)*
US: LC

Morgan, Harold
Rescuing the radar: the adventures of Cecil Morgan

→Morgan, Pat

Morgan, Ian E.
→The reminiscences of four members ofC’ Squadron, 3rd Carabiniers

Morgan, Janet P.

Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Edwina Ashley Mountbatten <Countess, 1901-1960> Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979> – Marriage

Statesmen's spouses – Great Britain – Biography

Biography – Statesmen's spouses – Great Britain (sw)

GB: BL

OUL(St Cross Coll STX 920 MO)


ISBN 0006377874


D: MA-UB(91 A 6617)

GB: BL(YC 1991 b 2899) CUL(545:18.c.95.543)

LSE(BLPES DA585.M6 M84)

OU(L Bod L Floor M92.E04453)

IRL: TCD(HL-138-880

US: UCD(Shields) & YU(SML)

S: DA585 M6 M67 1991

IU(undergrad Stacks 941.082092 M86M)

Moresby, Louis [pseud.]
→Beck, Lily (Moresby) Adams

Morey, David E.
Towards democracy in Burma

→Lannser, Thomas R.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 M 93)

Morison-Webb, Charles <1872-1963>
→Webb, Charles Morgan

Morieda, Takashi
Burma / photography by Takashi Morieda ; ed. by Mar y Lee Knowlton & Mark J. Sachner. North American ed. – Milwaukee, Wis.: Stevens, 1987. 64 p., illus., map, index, bibliogr. p. 61. – (Children of the world)
ISBN 1-555-32159-3 ; 1-555-32184-4

Moris, Arthur Percy
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.47/15)*

Morley, James William
→The fateful choice

The morning star. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – A monthly paper in Karen language
US: NHC: 1851-1939 PCA: 1859-1887

Morris, Arthur Percy
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.47/12)*
BL-APAC(ORV/27/620/9)

Morris, Benjamin John
GB: Manchester(Short Loan collection Theses ; th21654)

Morris, Dickson G.

Subject(s): Great Britain : Royal Air Force - Squadron, No. 357 ; Royal Air Force. Squadron, No. 358
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, Australian
India : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, Australian

Subject(s): Imperial British Army - China War 1937-1945

Morris, Heather
The distribution and importance of arthropod pests and weeds of agriculture in Myanmar / Heather Morris ; D. F. Waterhouse. – Canberra ACT: Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research, 2001. 74 p., map, chiefly tab-
bles, bibliogr. p. 73. – (ACIAR monograph series ; 67) – Text in English and Burmese. – ISBN 0642456372

Subject(s): Arthropod pests – Burma ; Agricultural pests – Burma ; Weeds – Burma
AU: NLA(Nq & NLq : 940.5425 M875)
GB: CUL(539:1.b.421.1) SOAS(E Coll 3 U /44)
US: CU(Kroch D767.3 M67 1996+)

M 122
Morriss, Ira J.
My East was gorgeous / Ira J. Morris. – London : The Travel
Rangoon : p. 52-96
D: HD-SAI(345 rei 92/9)*

Strahlend war mein Ferner Osten / Ira Morris. [Aus dem
Englischen übertragen von Ulla Leippe.] – Bremen: Schü-
nemann, 1961. 288 p. – Transl. of: My East was gorgeous
Burma: p. 50-90
D: HD-SAI(300 Idk 86/298)*

Morriss, Kenneth M.
Mahāsi Sayadaw's analysis of today's vipassana techniques
→Sobhanna < Mahātheera>

Morriss, M. Sylvia
Long ago, far away : the Burma diaries of Doris Sarah
Easton
→Easton. Doris Sarah

Morriss, Norval
The brothel boy and other parables of the law / Norval Mor-
index. – ISBN 0-19-507443-2 ; 0-19-509386-0 (pbk)
Subject(s): Orwell, George, 1903-1950 – Fiction
Criminal law – Philosophy ; Punishment – Philosophy
Burma : Fiction
AU:ANU(Law Lib KA37.M67 1992)
D: M-BSB(93.6207) HD-SAI(322 kul 96/496)*
PA-UB(00/PI 4510 M877)
GB:CU(9001.c.9787 ; 1995.9.2060)
LSE/(BLPES K5018 M87)
OUL(LAW Main Libr Crim 500 N876d)
SAdS(IDLS SAS MOR)
IRL:TCD(HL-162-114)
N: UBTØ(PJ L 24 Mor) UJUR(IKR Cb Mor)
US:HU(Law School ILS) & LC & NNC(Butler) &
OAU(Alden 6th Floor) : K5018.M67 1992
YU(SML K5018 M67X 1992 (LC))
Ref.: OCLC 24667003

Morriss, Randolph C.
The Vernay-Hopwood Upper Chindwin Expedition / by R.
C. Morris. – [s.l., s.n.] 1936. 25 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref.
→"[Repr.] from the Journal of the Bombay Natural Hist.
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel.
Irrawaddy River Region (Burma) : Discovery and explora-
tion
US:CU(Annex DS27.6 .M87)

Morriss, Sallie
Best-ever Asian cooking : the authentic taste of eastern
cuisine with over 100 recipes / Sallie Morris & Deh-Ta Hsiung.
illus. – Previously publ. as The Practical encyclopedia of
Asian cooking. – ISBN 0760748527
Contains: Thailand and Burma
Subject(s): Cookery, Burmese
Ref.: OCLC 56407080

De oosterse keuken : authentieke recepten en klassieke in-
grediënten uit China, Hongkong, Japan, Korea, Maleisië,
Singapore, Thailand, Birna, Indonesië, de Filippijnen en
Vietnam / Sallie Morris en Deh-Ta Hsiung [; fotogr.: Nicki
Dowey ... et al. ; vert. uit het Engels: Chiel van Soelen ... et
al.; red. Nederlandse uitg.: Heleen Silvis]. – Utrecht : Velt-
mann, c2002. 256 p., illus., reg. – Vert. van: The practical
encyclopedia of Asian cooking. – ISBN 90-5920-052-7
(geb.)
Subject(s): oosterse recepten
NL: KB(5173306 Depotexp.)

Oriental cookery / Sallie Morris ; photogr. by Michael Free-
ISBN 1-85076-024-1 – Herbert 791
Burma p. 174-185
D: TU-UB(26 B 547)
GB:BL(X 622/24720)

The practical encyclopedia of Asian cooking / Sallie Morris
illus. – ISBN 0754809134
Contents: China and Hong Kong - Malaysia and Singapore -
Thailand and Burma - Indonesia - Vietnam and the Philip-
ippines - Japan and Korea
Subject(s): Cookery, Asian, Encyclopedias
GB: BL(IB.31.b.22870 ; 23328) OUL
index. – ISBN 0754809366
GB: OUL
TH:CU(641.595 M877P)

South-East Asian cookery / Sallie Morris. – London : Graf-
Herbert 791
Burma p. 75-106
GB:BL(YK 1990 a 390)
US:CU(Kroch TX724.5.S68 M87)

Morrison, Alex J.
Objective Burma / by Alex Morrison. – London : Hollywood
Publ., 1945. 76 p., illus., ports. – (The book of the film ; 1) –
Other title: Warner Bros.' Objective Burma
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction.
GB:BL(11799 aaaa 1/1) BL-APAC(P/T 3237)
US:LC NYPL(Research NALO (Morrison, A. J. Warner
Bros.' Objective Burma)

Morrison, Cameron <1869-1953>
A geography for Burma : standard / by C. Morrison. – Lon-
don : Macmillan, 1921. 63 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Geography
US:CU(Kroch G128 .M67 1921+)
Ref.: OCLC 52172442

Geography of Indian Empire and Ceylon / Morrison. – Delhi:
Subject(s): India : Géographie ; Géographie historique
Birmannie : Géographie
Sri Lanka : Géographie
D: HD-SAI(200 geo 99/3787) TU-UB(40 A 15683)
Ref.: OCLC 46436106

A junior geography of India, Burma and Ceylon / by Cam-
eron Morrison. With new maps and illustrations. – London :
Subject(s): Geography – Text-books – 1870-; Geography –
India ; Geography – Sri Lanka ; Geographyh – Burma
India – Description and travel
Burma – Description and travel
Ceylon – Description and travel

SG: RUBC(959.1 M0R)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1913. VII, 165 p. – Added title and text in Telugu
GB: BL(10058 a 55)*

GB: BL(010004 g 20)*

**ditto.** – ibd., 1926. VIII, 159 p., front., fold. map, illus.
GB: OUL(IND Retind)

GB: BL(010352 g 3)*

p. 153-167: Burma
GB: BL(010058 e 44)*

**ditto.** – ibd., 1907. 202 p., illus.
US: HU(Asia DS413 M9)

p. 192-213: Burma
Subject(s): Geography – Textbook – 1870-1945
India – Description and travel
Sri Lanka – Description and travel
Inde – Géographie
Birmanie – Géographie
Sri Lanka – Géographie
Inde – Géographie historique
GB: BL(010058 e 65)*
US: HU IU (Main Stacks 915.4 M83N)

**ditto.** 3rd ed., rev. and enl., with new maps and diagrams. – ibd., 1913. VIII, 266 p., illus., maps.
US: HU PPCom

US: LC(DS413 .M9)


Siegfried M. Schwertner

p. 192-213: Burma
GB: BL(010055 a 43)*

GB: BL(010005 e 23)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.67567)

Our world : a human geography, for use in schools and colleges in India, Burma and Ceylon ; with new and specially prepared maps and illustrations / by Cameron Morrison ; with a forew. by P. Rajagopala Chari. – Bombay [etc.]: Macmillan, 1925. XXII, 662 p., index.
Subject(s): Geography
GB: BL(010004 g 27)* Sheffield(Fleure Archive ; 910 M)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1926. XII, 668 p., illus., maps.
US: UoC(Regenstein G126.M85) NYPL(Research KAP)
WMUW(AGS G126.M74x 1926)

**Morrison, Gayle**

SBN 87436-007-2

– ibd., 1926. XXII, 668 p., illus., maps.
US: UoC(Regenstein G126.M85) NYPL(Research KAP)
WMUW(AGS G126.M74x 1926)

**Morrison, George Ernest**<1862-1920>

Subject(s): China – Description and travel
Burma – Description and travel
AU: NLA(HSW 1669)
CH: BS UB(EV III 34)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.3681)
GB: BL(010057.e.40) OUL(BOD St Cross 247191 d.9 ; CSL Chin.Stud W 3050 Mor)
SG: NUS(CL Closed Stacks DS709)
RUBC(959.1 MOR)
US: HU(Widener Ch 188.95) LC(DS709 .M87)
UC(NRLF ; SRLF) UCLA(YRL DS 707 M83a)
UCSD(Central DS7097 M87)

**ditto.** 2nd ed. – ibd., 1895. XII, 299 p., front., plates, 2 fold. maps, index.
D: BO-UB(SSB1758) GÖ-SUB(8° itin I,3194<2>)
GB: BL(010057 e 40)*
NL: KITLV(M ww 792)
SG: NUS(CL Closed Stacks 915.1M834)
US: CU(Kroch DS709 .M87)
YU(SML BV3270 M67 (LC))

**ditto.** – being the narrative of a quiet journey across China to British Burma / by George Ernest Morrison. 3rd ed. – London : Cox, 1902. XII, 299 p., index, 2 maps, illus.
ditto. – ibid., 1905.
GB: BL-DSS(B.70.a.15)


GB: OCLC 51361551
US: HU(Widener Ch 188.95.1) & UCD(Main) : DS709.M87 1971 UCR


AU:NLA(N+ 915.1043 M87) & NCC(Butler 940.921 Se38)
US: NIU(SEA  DS709 .M8351902)
GB: BL-DSS(B.70.a.15 ; X22/6453)


ditto. – London : Faber and Faber, 1943. 119 p., plates, index. – London : Publ. for the British Publishers Guild by Faber and Faber, 1943. 128 p., index. – (Guild books ; 121)
GB: BL(8024 aa 32)*


ditto. – London : Faber and Faber, 1943. 119 p., plates, index. – Publ. for the British Publishers Guild by Faber and Faber, 1943. 128 p., index. – (Guild books ; 121)
GB: BL(90059 b 12)*


Morrison, William Stalkart
Henzada District

→ Burma gazetteer

Insein District

→ Burma gazetteer

Report on the revision settlement operations in the Rangoon Town district, season 1191-12
→ Settlement < Rangoon Town > 1911-12

Report on the settlement operations in the Insein District, season 1910-12
→ Settlement < Insein > 1910-12

Morrow, Honoré McCue Willsie <1880-1940>


Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Fiction
Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826 – Fiction
Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Fiction
Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826 – Fiction
Judson, Sarah Boardman, 1803-1845 – Fiction

F: BNF(16° O2 K.2506)


Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Fiction
Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826 – Fiction
Judson, Sarah Boardman, 1803-1845 – Fiction

American Baptist Missionary Union – Missions – Burma – Fiction.
Women missionaries – Burma – Fiction.
Missionaries – Burma – Fiction.

F: UC(SRLF A0007093214) & NYPL(Research AN)

→ Insein

→ Settlement

→ Settlement

→ Settlement
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GB: BL(A.N.1879)* SOAS(CWML U97)
US: YU(LSF-Request for ly M835 929)

CAN: BVaU

**Morse, Betty Meriwether**
Lisu folklore. – [Chiangmai:] Univ. of Chiangmai, 1970. 1 v. (unpaged) – Term paper for practical anthropology 322
SG: NUS(Closed Stacks GR312 Mor)

→ Rawang Folklore

**Morse, Eugene**
Subject(s): Morse, Eugene
Missions – Burma
AU: ANU(Chifley BV3270.M67 1974)
D: B-SBB(367 130 Potsdamer Str.)
US: YU(LSF-Request for Iy M835 929)

→ Rawang Folklore

**Morse, LaVerne**
Subject(s): Morse family
Tibet ; Missions - Christian Churches and Churches of Christ ; Restoration movement (Christianity) - Missions
GB: BL(X 108/16827) CUL(Ud.1.1907)
ISL: DS530.63 Mos
ISBN 0529053934
– ISBN 0529053934
– ISBN 000-625004-1
Ref.: OCLC 53303832

**Morse, Robert Howe <1923-1993>**
Subject(s): Burmese language ; Rawang language.
Restoration movement (Christianity) – Dissertations, Academic.
D: HD-SAI(nsp 48.6 C 86/876)*
US: InU(P2000 .M886)

Some books of the New Testament in Rawang
→ Bible, N.T. : Selection < Rawang >

**Morse, Roger A.**
Burma and Nepal programs and reports / Roger A. Morse. – Ithaca, NY: Dept. of Entomology, Cornell Univ. 1.– 1982. (various pagings). – Collection of papers related to Morse’s consultancy to FAO on assessing and reporting on the disease control program, especially as regards varroa disease, in Burma and Nepal
Subject(s): Bees – Diseases – Burma ; Bees – Diseases – Nepal ; Varroa disease – Burma ; Varroa disease – Nepal ; Bee culture – Burma ; Bee culture – Nepal
US: CU(Mann SF538.3.B93M88 1982)

**Morse, Ronald A.**
Burma studies worldwide
→ Burma : a study guide

→ Glimpses of the white elephant

**Morse, Stephen A.**
Burma, a briefing book / prepared by Stephen A. Morse. – [Bloomington, Ind.: S.A. Morse, 1990.]
1 v. (various pagings), illus., maps, ports.
Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government <1948->
Burma – History <1948->
US: NIU(SEA Ref. DS530.4 .M6641990)

Burma – Foreign relations.

Morsehead, Ian <b. 1922>
XIV, 207 p., illus., maps, index, bibliogr. p. 200-201.
ISBN 9000891-76-9 – Herbert 324
p. 124-141: Director in Burma
Subject(s): Morsehead, Henry, 1882-1931.
Burma – Murder – Maymyo.
Burma – British – India – Biography.
Burma – Murder victims – Burma – Maymyo.
Burma – Explorers – India – Biography

**Siegfried M. Schwertner**
*Burma* : Missions - Christian Churches and Churches of Christ ; Restoration movement (Christianity) – Missions ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American.
US: Cincinnati Christian Univ. Great Lake Christian College OCLC(Rare Books 266.63515 M885m)
Ref.: OCLC 45079638
Moscotti, Albert Dennis <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Constitutional history – Burma


p. 73-130: Constitution of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

p. 132-156: Election law, 1973

Subject(s): Historical – Burma

Election law – Burma


US: ANU(Menzies JQ442.M63)

D: B-SBB(4° Ser.25678-5 Potsdamer Str.)

H 222(1.31.07.01/13) HD-SAI(325 pol 85/1518)*

F: BIULO(GEN.II.3839)

GB: BL(14302 bbb 59) LSE(BLPES JQ442 M89)

PL: KITLV(M ss 115 N)

SG: ISEAS(DS501 I596 no.5) NUS(DS501 Isr 5 ; Closed stacks 342.591 M851)

NRL+RUBC(q342.591023 MOS)


MnU(TC Wilson 342.592 M444)

NIU(Sea 4th FL FML JQ4431974 .M664)

NCC/OffSITE JQ458 .M68


UCLA(YR JQ443 1974 .M67)

WU(CTR 78-941120)

YU(Film D0159:2)

Moses (I) – [Yangon:] Bible Society of Myanmar, 1991. 32 p., chiefly illus. – Added title and text in Kachin

Subject(s): Kachin language – Texts.

Moses, (Biblical leader)

Bible – Comic books, strips, etc.

Ref.: CCLC 28048394

Moses (II) – [Warrenton, Mo.: Child Evangelism Fellowship Pr., c1989. 56 p., illus., map, music. – In Karen

Subject(s): Moses (Biblical leader)

Karen language – Texts.

US: NIU(Sea BS580.M6 M6671989)


Subject(s): Moses (Biblical leader)

Karen language – Texts.

US: NIU(Sea BS580.M6 M6681989)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Moser, Don

ISBN 0-8094-2484-3 ; 0-8094-2483-5 (lib.bdg.)
ISBN 90-6182-428-1 (geb.)
Ref.: OCLC 03748727

US: UCSB

ditto. – ibd., 1979, c1978. 208 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 204. – (World War II ; 9)
US: UCSB

US: CS

Gideon goes to war / by Leonard Mosley. – Milano: Longanesi, 1970. 333 p., illus., note p. [317]-333. – (Il Cammino ; 254) – Transl. of: Gideon goes to war
Ref.: OCLC 43719391 ; 25120193

US: LC (Microfilm DS-45 ; Mircofilm 353 AC)

ditto. – ibd., 1939. 85 p., maps.
US: CS

China: World War <1939-1945> ; History - 20th century

Indonesia: World War <1939-1945> ; History - 20th century

China: World War <1939-1945> ; History - 1937-1945

N. Mosley (NA ad Annen verdenskrig) : NBR(DEP a)
UBB(HF qf 52 Wor<8>)
UBI(Gummers qB 12439) : UBTO( q940.54 Ann)

Moser, Leonard Oswald<br>1913

Ref.: OCLC 43719391 ; 25120193

US: UC(Nanford DA585 W69 M91) : BL(10818 aa 19)
SOAS(GB959.10452 /416085 ; E Coll 3 L L14)

US: BL(WP.B 29/634)

ditto. – ibd., 1939. 176 p.

Ref.: OCLC 43719391 ; 25120193

US: UC(Nanford DA585 W69 M91) : BL(10818 aa 19)
SOAS(GB959.10452 /416085 ; E Coll 3 L L14)

US: BL(WP.B 29/634)

The motor roads of Burma. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Burmah Oil Co., 1934. 52 p., 1 folded l. of plates, maps.

Autos: Road guides – Burma
Automobile travel – Burma – Guidebooks
Road guides – Burma
Guidebooks – Automobile travel (sw)
Maps – Roads

AU: NLA(Luce 259 ; McN 1057/130)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2064)

ditto. – ibd., 1939. 85 p., maps.
US: LC(Microfilm DS-45 ; Mircofilm 353 AC)
YU(SML DS527.3 B88 1939)
Ref.: OCLC 43719391 ; 25120193

US: UC(Nanford DA585 W69 M6 1948)

ditto. – ibd., 1948. 121 p., maps (1 fold. col. in pocket), tables. – Herbert 632
D: B-SBB(511 477 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)

Kina-Burma-India / av Don Moser och Tim-Life-Lifes redaktörer ; översatt av Leiv Frodesen. – Oslo: Gyldendal, 1980. 207 s., illus. – (Annen verdenskrig ; 8) – Transl. of: China, Burma, India. – ISBN 82-05-12088-9

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 1937-1945

India : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 20th century

China : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 1937-1945

N: NBO(NA ad Annen verdenskrig) : NBR(DEP a)
UBB(HF qf 52 Wor<8>)
UBI(Gummers qB 12439) : UBTO( q940.54 Ann)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Win Pe

The most venerable Mingun Sayadaw, honorary secretary of the State Sangha Mahanayaka Committee

The motor roads of Burma. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Burmah Oil Co., 1934. 52 p., 1 folded l. of plates, maps.

Autos: Road guides – Burma
Automobile travel – Burma – Guidebooks
Road guides – Burma
Guidebooks – Automobile travel (sw)
Maps – Roads

AU: NLA(Luce 259 ; McN 1057/130)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2064)

ditto. – ibd., 1939. 85 p., maps.
US: LC(Microfilm DS-45 ; Mircofilm 353 AC)
YU(SML DS527.3 B88 1939)
Ref.: OCLC 43719391 ; 25120193

US: UC(Nanford DA585 W69 M6 1948)

ditto. – ibd., 1948. 121 p., maps (1 fold. col. in pocket), tables. – Herbert 632
D: B-SBB(511 477 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)

Kina-Burma-India / av Don Moser och Tim-Life-Lifes redaktörer ; översatt av Leiv Frodesen. – Oslo: Gyldendal, 1980. 207 s., illus. – (Annen verdenskrig ; 8) – Transl. of: China, Burma, India. – ISBN 82-05-12088-9

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 1937-1945

India : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 20th century

China : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 1937-1945

N: NBO(NA ad Annen verdenskrig) : NBR(DEP a)
UBB(HF qf 52 Wor<8>)
UBI(Gummers qB 12439) : UBTO( q940.54 Ann)

Subject(s): Automobiles – Road guides – Burma

Automobile travel – Burma – Guidebooks

Road guides – Burma

Guidebooks – Automobile travel (sw)

Maps – Roads (sw)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/87)*


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/87(122))*

ditto. : corr. so as to include the amendments made under the Adaptation of laws order. – ibd., (for L. and R. Secy.), 1939. 17 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/87(2))*

The motor spirit (duties) order. 1917 ... Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for R., Secy.), 1917. 11 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14300 ff 17(2))*

The motor vehicles act (IV of 1939) : containing up to date Central and provincial amendments, exhaustive case law ... / by Hanuman Prasad ... and M. L. Kharbanda ... – Allahabad: Law Publ. House, 1950. 2 p.l., 251 p.

Subject(s): Automobiles – Law and legislation – India

Automobiles – Law and legislation – Punjab

Automobiles – Law and legislation – Pakistan

HU(Law School; Harv.Deptos. IN 352.3P F50)


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.123)*

US: LC(Law)

ditto. : corr. up to the 16th November 1938. – ibd., (for J. D.), 1939. 82 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(A 345.9103944/155.292)*

Mott, R.

Bible study for personal spiritual growth / by R. Mott. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1916. 24 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 259)

Mottin, Jean


Subject(s): White Hmong dialect. Grammar

N: UBB(HFINST Fon Hu Mot)

History of the Hmongs / by J. Mottin. – Bangkok: Odeon Store, 1980. 62 p., illus., maps, bibliogr. p.[63].

D: HD-SAI(300 eth 85/1094)

GB: SOAS(GA 930/525.185)*

SG: ISEAS(DS570 H6M92)

Mouat, Frederic John <1816-1897>

Adventures and researches among the Andaman islanders / by Frederic J. Mouat ... – London : Hurst and Blackett, 1863. 367 p., illus.

F: BIULO(Gen III 2238)

Reports on jails visited and inspected in Bengal, Behar, and Arracan / by Fred J. Mouat. – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr., 1856. IV, 190, XXVI p., 2 plans, app.

GB: BL(I.S.Be.219)

US: DNLM

Moule, Horace Frederick

Historical catalogue of the printed editions of holy scriptures

→ British and Foreign Bible Society / Library

Moulmein / Municipality

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1903>


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(121))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1904>


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(122))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1907>

Addition bye-laws by the Moulmein municipality under section 30 of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1907. [1 p.]

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(123))*

<Bye-law under section 30 (2)>

Bye-law by the Moulmein municipality under section 30, sub-section (2), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1900. [1 p.]

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(124))*

<Bye-law under section 99 ; 102>


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(125))*

<Bye-law under section 102>


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(126))*
<But-law under section 102 (e)>
Bye-laws by the Moulmein municipality under section 102, clause (e), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), April 1901. 4 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(127))*

<Rules under section 106>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(326))*

<But-law under section 142 (l)>. – 1906>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(128))*

<But-law under section 142 (l)>. – 1907>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(129))*

<But-law under section 142 (o)>. – 1898>
Bye-laws by the Moulmein municipality under section 142, clause (o), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), August 1901. 2 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(130))*

Moulmein Port and pilot rules : corr. up to 1st June 1895. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1895. 20 p.
Subject(s): Burma – Ports and Harbours
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.105/24(128))*

Subject(s): Marine – Manuals
Moulmein – Harbor – Law and legislation
Harbors – Burma – Moulmein – Regulations.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.154/2(127))*
BL-APAC(V 10187 ; IOR/V/27/751/155)
US:NYPL(Research VDNA: Moulemein) YU(Neell I36 898b ; SML, Microform Film B12116:6)
Ref.: OCLC 32434391 ; 31568479
ditto : containing the Burma outports act, 1914 (II of 1914), and a collection of rules and orders specially concerning the Port of Moulmein. 2nd ed. – ibid., (for Secy.), 1916. 84 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.154/2(127))*
BL-APAC(V 10111 * ; IOR/V/27/751/157)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.154/2(127))*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/158)

Moulmein Volunteer Rifle Corps
GB:BL-APAC(Tr 726 ; 870(2))*

Moung
→ also Maung

Moung Moung
Elementary English grammar in Burmese / by Moung Moung. – Rangoon : Burma Herold, 1881. 15 p.
GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 924)

Mountbatten, Louis Francis Albert Victor Nicholas
< 1st Earl Mountbatten of Burma, 1900-1979>
Ball of fire : the Fifth Indian Division in the Second World War
→ Brett-James, Antony

ISBN 0-00-217606-8 (invalid)
Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten
<Earl, 1900-1979> – Diaries.
Great Britain : Admirals - Diaries
India : Viceroyos - Diaries
Travel - Biography.
AU:NL(A)LA(910.40924 M929)
D: B-SSB(1 A 66965 Potsdamer Str.)
GO-SUB(90 A 11821)
GB:BL(YH.1989.b.707) BL-DSS(89/27423)
CUL(545:18.e.95.509) LSE(BLPES DA89.1.M6 M92)
OUL(BOD Nuneham M89.E06366) SAdS(IHR W.32)
IRL:TC(91-113-448)
SG:ISEAS(DA89.1 M59M921)
NUS-CL(Main Shelves DA89.1 Mou.F)
US:CU(Kroch DA89.1.M92A33 1989)
NIU(SEA DA89.1.M59 M6861989)
NNC(Butler) NYPL(Research JFE 90-471)
OAU(Alden 6th Floor D767.M67 A3 1989x)
UCB(Main DA89.1.M59 M59 1989)
UCHD(Shields DA89.1.M59 M679 1989)
UCLA(YRL DA89.1.M59 A33 1989)
WU(Memorial Lib. DA89.1.M59 A34 1989)
YU(SML DA89.1.M59 M58 1989)
The life and times of Lord Mountbatten
→ Terraine, John

Mission with Mountbatten. – 1972
→ Campbell-Johnson, Alan

Contents:
Interviews : a selection of personal interviews with Lord Louis Mountbatten on the period August 16, 1947-June 18, 1948
Reports : a selection of personal and official documents from Lord Mountbatten's stay as governor-general of independent India, August 16, 1947-June 18, 1948.
Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979>
< 1st Earl Mountbatten of Burma, 1900-1979>
Subject(s): Viceroys – India – Biography
India : Politics and government – 1947-
GB:SOAS(JA954.04/521447)
Mounbatten and the partition of India / [interviews by] Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre. – New Delhi : Vikas. – Selection of interviews and personal reports and documents of Lord Mounbatten


Subject(s): Speeches, addresses, etc., English

Report to the Combined Chiefs of Staff / by the Supreme Allied Commander, South-East Asia 1943-1945, Vice-Admiral the Earl Mounbatten of Burma. – London : H. M. S. O., 1951. XI, 280 p., illus., maps.

Subject(s): Allied Forces / Southeast Asia Command


Subject(s): Allied Forces / Southeast Asia Command
Burma Bibliographical Project

**Burma** - World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

*Great Britain* Admirals - Diaries

*Burma* : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

**Mountbatten** : eighty years in pictures [/ selected by Lord Mountbatten]. – London ; Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1979. 224 p., illus. (some col, col coat of arms), ports (some col), facsimils, geneal table, index, bibliogr. p. 218. 1800/34819

**Moun-Yaway Sayadaw**

*– Ariya Wuntha Adisa-yanthi*

**Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu**


**Moun-Yaway Sayadaw**

*– Ariya Wuntha Adisa-yanthi*

**Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu**


Moving towards peace, stability and development

F: Sorbonne(HGO 8=144)

Subject(s):
D: HD-SAI(180 pha 68/8)
Subject(s): Geology, Stratigraphic

US: CU(Olin E51.H33 P2 v.19 no.3 +) LC

Bibliographical description
p. 33-44: Upper Burma

Movius

US: CU(Olin Q11.P53 T7 n.s.v.38 pt.4 ++) American Philosophical Society, new series 38.4)

The last monsoon / by Oliver Moxon. – London : Hale, 1957. 174 p. – Herbert 269
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:BL(NNN 10041)*
US: UCLA(YRL D811 M8721)

GB:BL(WP 10805/166)*

Fly and be damned. – London : Allan Wingate, 1959. 191 p. GB:BL(NNN.14474)

Moyle, James Copley

→An almanac of corresponding English and Burmese dates

→Criminal circulars

→Criminal judgments of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner and the Special Court of Lower Burma

Moynihan, Martin John
South of Fort Hertz : a tale in rhyme / by Martin Moynihan. – London : Mitre Pr., 1956. 163 p., map. – Herbert 694
Note: A narrative poem describing the campaigns of World War II in Burma.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Poetry
GB:BL(11656 m 100)
OU(L/BOD Camera UB 28001 e.7969)
SOAS(E Coll 3 S/14)
Ref.: OCLC 2187558

The Mrabri : studies in the field. – Bangkok : The Siam Society, 1965. p. [133]-202, illus., fig., maps (some fold.), tab., incl. bibliog. ref. – (Journal of the Siam Society ; 51.2)
Subject(s): Mon-Khmer : Ethnography

Moxon, Oliver <b. 1922>

After the monsoon / by Oliver Moxon. – London : Hale, c1958. 160 p. – Volume 3 of a trilogy, the first of which is Bitter monsoon, the memoirs of a fighter pilot, called Stefan James, edited by Oliver Moxon, and the second of which is The last monsoon. – Herbert 269
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives
GB:BL(NNN 11062)*


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: B-SBB(371 108 H.2) HD-SAI(322 mil 99/3199)*
GB:BL(9102 g 23)* SOAS(E Coll 3 U/45)
US:CU(Wason D811 J29) HU KMK
LC(D811 J347) PP TxU
Burma Bibliographical Project

Mra Han
The writings of General Aung San
→Aung San

Mrañ Chev
Dhammapada / U Mrañ ´ Chev. – Rañ ’ kun’, 1977. – Text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN A 448)

Mrañ Sin, U
Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Economic aspects - Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis SD393.T54)

Mrañ Cui”
Fair play
→Leaf, Munro

Home below hell’s canyon
→Jordan, Grace Edginton

→The night school of the learned swan

Peter Zenger fighter for freedom
→Gatt, Thomas Franklin

The story of the atom ... – [Rangoon : Burma Translation Society,] 1949. – (Enlightenment series ; 9) – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 520/62.213)

ditto. / Ü˝ Mrañ cui” pru prañ’ re˝ s˝ saññ˝. – Rañ’ kun’: Bhāsā pran’ cā pea san”˝, 1953. 138 p., illus. – [(Enlightenment series ; 9)] – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Atoms

Mrañ Man’˝ Lhuin’
Ancient pagodas from Bagan-Nyaung U ... / Mrañ` Man’¨ Lhuin’ pru cu pr’i˝ – [Rañ’ kun].] 2001. 123 p., col. illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Pagodas – Burma – Pagan.
Pagodas – Burma – Naung-U.
US: CU(Krochx) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Offsite) & SG: ISEAS(Doc B131) & NRL(R) & Tampines & Woodlands v.1
US: CU(Kroch BQ1463.B8 M73 2002)

ditto. Microform. – Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Library, 2000. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (History of religions preservation project ; MN41713.9)
Ref.: OCLC 45124927

Five hundred and fifty Jataka tales / adapted by Myat Min Hlaing ; transl. by Soe Myint. 1st ed. – [Rangoon : New Light of Myanmar, 2002.] – Added title and text also in Burmese
v.1 – [2002.]
US: CU(Kroch BQ1463.B8 M73 2002)

Mahotha jataka ... / adapted by Myat Min Hlaing ; transl. by Min Kyaw Min. – [Rangoon,] 2000. 121 p. , illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Note: Ummaggañj̄ataka, Buddhist canonical story, adapted and transl. into English.
Ummaggañj̄at̄aka.
Buddhist stories, Burmese
US: LoC(BQ1470.M353+)

Myanmar traditional festivals ... / text by Myat Min Hlaing ; transl. by Soe Myint. – [Yangon:] Cho Tay Tan Sarpay, 2000. 31 p., illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Festivals - Burma
Burmese – Social life and customs.
I: RM-Bibl. del Dipt. di studi storico religiosi dell'Univ. degli studi di Roma La Sapienza
SG: ISEAS(Doc B131) & NNC(Offsite) & UC(SRLF) & UCB & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : GT4878.5.A2 M73 2000 NUS(Main Shelves GT4278 Hla)

→Taymiya Jataka ...

Subject(s): Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826. – Baptists – Missionaries - Burma
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1078)
Ref.: OCLC 54800416

Mrs. Deborah B. Lapham Wade : [Jan.1801-Oct.1868] / Woman's Baptist Missionary Society of the West. – Chicago, IL.: James Guilbert, printer, 1881. 32 p. – (Biographical series ; 1)
Subject(s): Women missionaries Burma.
Wade, Deborah B. Lapham, 1801-1868.
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 385)
Ref.: OCLC 13384941 ; 54391773

ditto. Microform. – Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Library, 2000. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (History of religions preservation project ; MN41713.9)
Ref.: OCLC 45124927

Mrs. Sarah M. W. Osgood : missionary to India and Burmah / Baptist Tract Society. 7th tsd. – [London : Publ. for the Baptist Tract Society by Elliot Stock, 1800s. 4 p. – (Baptist Tract Society ; 108)
Subject(s): Missionaries – Biography ; Missionaries - India.
Missionaries - Burma.
Osgood, Sarah Maria Willsey <d. 1849>
GB-ULIREG Angus 4.h.34(24) ; Tract CXLV (10)
Ref.: OCLC 51640118
M 135

Bibliographical description

Mruin’ Nan’<” Chve
Journey of dhamma to Myaing-gyi-ngu
→Nāṇissara < Sita Gū Cha rā tō’>  
The discourse on "dhamma vibrations"

Note: Biography of Mruin’ krī’ nū Cha rā tō’, b. 1948, Burmese Buddhist monastic.  
Subject(s): Mu River (Burma)  
Ref.: OCLC 42872559  42872558  
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche A9)  
US: WU(Memorial Lib. Micro Film 5994 Reel 5 no. 37)  
CH: SLB(A 11829/16)  
Müller, Shing  
→Botschaften an die Götter

Müller-Hess, Eduard  
(Extract from) the Peregrinations of the Indian Buddhists in Burma and in the Sunda Islands / by Prof. Dr. E. Muller-Hess, ... ; transl. from the German by G. K. Nariman. – Bombay, 1913. – (Beyer collection of Filipiniana : Section A ; set 16a, v. 2, no. 37)  
US: WU(Memorial Lib. Micro Film 5994 Reel 5 no. 37)  
Müller-Hess  

Muldur, Peter  
Rb-Śr age determination (total rock) of rocks of the Bawdwin volcanic formation, Northern Shan State, Burma  
→Brinckmann, Jörn  
On the geology of the Bawdwin lead-zinc mine, Northern Shan State, Burma  

Müller, Martin <b. 1916>  
Subject(s): Tamil Nadu (India) – Description and travel. Rangoon (Burma) – Description and travel  
→Chatterjee, Debabrata

Mukerji, H. K.  
A statistical study of the variability of physical and mechanical properties of Tectona grandis (teak) grown at dif-
frent localities of India and Burma and the effects of the variability on the choice of the sampling plan

→Nair, Keshavan Raghavan

Mukherjee, Sukumaran

A manual of the genus forms for India, Pakistan, and Burma. / by Sukumaran Mukherjee. – 1957. III. 90 l. – State Univ. College of Forestry at Syracuse Univ., Ph.D. (forest botany) thesis 1958. – Shalman 691

Subject(s): Fomes ; Wood-decaying fungi ; Fungi – India ; Fungi – Anatomy ; Botany – Classification.

US: NSyU(Moon Theses & Archives Theses: M845 D)

Burma Bibliographical Project

Mukherjee, Amitava

Chinese policy towards Asia / Amitava Mukherjee ; Sudhir Banerjee. – New Delhi : Sterling Publ., 1975. VI, 99 p., index.

D: HD-SAI(180 pol 77/219)*

GB: BL(X 809/41952)

Mukherjee, Aparna <b. 1942>


ISBN 81-7017-225-X – Herbert 206

Subject(s): India : Foreign relations – Burma ; Foreign relations – 1765-1857 ; Foreign relations – 1857-1919

Burma : Foreign relations – India ; History

Great Britain : Colonies – Administration

AU: ANU(Menzies DS450.B93M85 1988)

NL(AE 172790)

D: B-SBB(1 A 29753 Potsdamer Str.) – M-BSB(90.3243 9)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.36323)

GB: BL(YK.1998.a.7008 ; YK.2000.a.142)

Multiple Party Democracy General Election Commission

→Pyithu Hluttaw election law

Mukherjee, Bhupati Bhusan <b. 1896>

→The law and principles of co-operation

Mukherjee, Mandira <b. 1953>

→Encyclopaedia of Asian culture and society

Mulakara, Gervasis J.

History of the Diocese of Cochin / Gervasis J. Mulakara. – Rome: [s.n.]


Subject(s): Catholic Church – Diocese of Cochin (India) – History

Catholic Church – Burma – History

Cochin <Diocese> – History

US: MnU

Muldoon, Paul


Contains: Burma

GB: BL(YK.1998.a.7008 ; YK.2000.a.142)

US: LC & NNC(Butler) :

→PR6063.U367 H3 1998

YU(SML PR6063 U43 H39 1998)


ISBN 0374125430

Contains: Burma

US: LC & NNC(Barnard & Butler) :

→PR6063.U367 A6 2001

Mullens, Joseph <1820-1879>

Statistical tables of missions in India, Ceylon and Burmah, at the close of 1861 : comp. from original letters and local reports by Joseph Mullens. – London : Nisbet, 1863. 42 p. tables.

Subject(s): Missions – Sri Lanka, Statistics ; Missions – India, Statistics ; Missions – Burma, Statistics

GB: BL(4765 dd 9) – BL-APAC(V 8267(h))


Ref.: OCLC 36794547

Muldoon, Paul

→Poems, 1968-1998


Note: Statistical tables for health care of children in Burma.

US: CU(Olin) & LC(RJ103.B93 M85 2001)

Ref.: OCLC 50227665

→Union of Myanmar monitoring national programme of action goals through Multiple indicator cluster survey.

2000

Multiple-purpose river basin development. – Bangkok: United Nations, Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. – (Flood control series ; ...)


2a. Water resource development in Ceylon, China, Taiwan, Japan and the Philippines. – X, 122 p. – (Flood ... ; 8)

2b. Water resource development in Burma, India and Pakistan. – 1956. X, 135 p., app., 38 tables, illus., map, 10 maps in app. – (Flood ... ; 11)

2c. Water resources development in British Borneo, Federation of Malaya, Indonesia and Thailand. – 1959. XII, 135 p. – (Flood ... ; 14)

Subject(s): Water resources development – Burma

Water resources development – India

Water resources development – Pakistan

D: KI-ZBW: 1-2c (III 9550)

HD-SAI: 2b (reg 60 H 20)*
Munaw, Laura
Aquaculture in Southeast Asia
→ Ling, Shao-Wen

Muni, Sukh Deo <b. 1941>
China's strategic engagement with the new ASEAN : an ex-

ploratory study of China's post-cold war political, strategic

and economic relations with Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia and

Vietnam / S. D. Muni. – Singapore: Institute of Defence and

Strategic Studies, Nanyang Technological Univ., 2002. 140

p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (IDSS monograph ; 2)
ISBN 9810459696
Subject(s): Investments, Chinese - Asia, Southeastern

China : Foreign relations - Asia, Southeastern ; Economic

relations - Asia, Southeastern ; Relations - Asia, Southeast-

ern ; Asia, Southeastern - Relations - China ; Economic

relations - China ; Relations - China

Investments, Chinese - Burma

GB: BL(YA.2002.a.34673)
SG: ISEAS(UA830 IS9M no. 2)
NRL(RSN English 327 59051 MUN)
US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & LC &
NII(SEA) & UCB & YU(SML X) :
NIU(SEA DS767.6 .M855 1996)
SOAS(GB959.10452 /808437 ; E Coll 3 M /59)
CUL(9004.c.7252) OUL(IND 30 A 372 N1)
US: UCSD(IR/PS DS779.27 .M86 2002)
Ref.: OCLC 520424323

Muninda

Religious instructions for Buddhist students ... with a chapter

on astrological calculations / by U Munainda. – Rangoon,

Munindra Madathera <1898-1975>
Vipassanā-insight meditation / delivered by the Ven. My-

aungmya Veluvat Kammatthānācārya Sayadaw U Muninda
Mahāthera ; transl. by U Han Htay & U Thein Han ; ed. by
U Chit Tın. – Rangoon : Dept. of Religious Affairs, 1981. 56
Subject(s): Meditation - Buddhism
Vipasyana (Buddhism)

GB: CUL(Ud.1.2561) BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.2344)
US: CU(Kroch Film 10955 no.8 ; Microfiche 887
SEI 91 68811)
ditto. Microform. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois
Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Bur-

mese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 47, no. 8)
US: IU(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film 959.1 B929 reel 47)

Munch, E. H.
Junglen i flammer / E. H. Munch. – Kjo benhavn: Nyt Nord-

isk Forlag, A Busck, 1946. 287 p., illus., maps.

D: HD-SAI(320 mil 90/137)*
US: CU(Wason D767.6 M96+) NYPL

Municipal and election cases : decided by the House of

Lords, the Privy council, and the high courts of India and

Burma ; with select English cases and a journal of the Pro-

N. Aiyar. – Madras, [1935-38].

GB: OUL(LAW Main Libr Cw India 100 M80)

Municipal Committee < Bhamo >

The municipal election rules : as contained in chapter IV of

the Burma municipal rules. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and

Subjects: Local elections – Burma

GB: BL(14300 ggg 66)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1792)

Municipal Observation Hospital < Rangoon >

Annual report of the Medical Officer on the working of the

Contagious Diseases Hospital and the Municipal Observation

Hospital – Rangoon / Medical Officer

Municipalism

→ Khan <Mon>

Munkman, John
The river posts / John Munkman. – London : Avon Books,

Subject(s): Munkman, John H.

Municipal and election cases : decided by the House of

Lords, the Privy council, and the high courts of India and

Burma ; with select English cases and a journal of the Pro-

N. Aiyar. – Madras, [1935-38].

GB: OUL(LAW Main Libr Cw India 100 M80)

Municipal Committee < Bhamo >

The municipal election rules : as contained in chapter IV of

the Burma municipal rules. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and

Subjects: Local elections – Burma

GB: BL(14300 ggg 66)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1792)

Municipal Observation Hospital < Rangoon >

Annual report of the Medical Officer on the working of the

Contagious Diseases Hospital and the Municipal Observation

Hospital – Rangoon / Medical Officer

Municipalism

→ Khan <Mon>

Munkman, John
The river posts / John Munkman. – Lewes: Book Guild,

Subject(s): Munkman, John H.

Great Britain. Royal Air Force - Wireless Observer Unit
No. 37
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives,
British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World
War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial
India – Description and travel

GB: BL(YK.1994.a.5092) CUL(9003.c.4169)
BL-APAC(YK.1994.a.5092) OUL(IND 25 B 115)
SOAS(E Coll 3 U /93)
IRL:TCD(HL-170-197)
US: HU(Widener Harv. Depos.)

Munn, A. W.
A fragment of life : the Burma episode / by A. W. Munn.
plates, illus., facsim., maps. – A tribute to the British infan-
ISBN 1-86033-926-3

Subject(s): Munn, A. W.

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns, World
War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

Great Britain. Soldiers - Biography

D: HD-SAI(320 mil 99/352)*
GB: BL(YK.1998.a.2260) BL-DSS(98/32599)
CUL(9004.c.7252) OUL(IND 30 A 372 N1)
SOAS(GB959.10452 /808437 ; E Coll 3 M /59)
IRL:TCD(HL-205-197)
US: HU(Widener Harv. Depos.)
NII(SEA DS767.6 .M855 1996)
Munnithi Khrongkan Tamra Sangkhommasat læ Manutsayasat <Bangkok>  
Problems on Thai-Burmese border  
→Nakhon Phanarong

Munro, Donald John <b. 1869>  
The roaring forties and after / by Captain D. J. Munro. – London : Low, Marston, 1929. XI, 244 p., front. plates, illus.  
– Reminiscences of life at sea and in Burma.  
Subject(s): Merchant marine – Great Britain ; Seafaring life ; Clipper-ships  
Burma – Description and travel  
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/383 Potsdamer Str.)  
HD-SAI(reg 60 C 45)*  
GB: BL(10497 dd 5)  
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare DS527.6 .M97+)

Munro, Hector Hugh <1870-1916>  
The square egg : and other sketches ; with three plays and illustrations / by H. H. Munro ; with a biography by his sister.  
– London : John Lane, 1924. 318 p.  – Herbert 325  
GB: BL(012273 aaa 37)

Munsoor, Mohamed Safiullah  
GB: BL-DSS(DXN068553)

Munsterberg, Hugo <b. 1916>  
AU:ANU(Chifley N7301.M83)

Murals in Burma  
→Wenk, Klaus

Murari, Krishna  
→Krishna Murari

Murasaki, Mikio  
→The Myanmar economy

Murchison, Charles <1830-1879>  
Medical notes on the climate of Burmah and on the diseases which have there prevailed among European troops / by Charles Murchison. – Edinburgh: Neil, 1855. 70 p. – Repr. from: Edinburgh medical and surgical journal ; 1855, Jan.-April  
Subject(s): Climatology ; Tropical Medicine  
Burma : Burma : Climate  
Tropical medicine.  
GB:BL(Mic.A 10912(19))  
US: CU(NRLF 308t 1963 52 C 2 943 394)

Munding, James Lyman  
Political party systems of Burma and Indonesia : a comparative study / by James Lyman Munding. – 1963. 161 l., bibliogr. 1. 153-161. – Berkeley, Univ. of California, M.A. (political science) thesis 1963  
US: UC(NRLF 308t 1963 52 C 2 943 394)

Murdock, William Gordon Burn  
→Burn-Murdock, William Gordon

Murdock, John Nelson <1820-1897>  
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>  
Missionaries – United States – Biography.  
Missionaries – Burma – Biography.  
Missions - Burma  
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0340 ; Union Stacks Pamphlets MU14 93)

Muriel, C. E.  
List of useful timbers other than teak found commonly in the Tenasserim Forest Circle / by C. E. Muriel. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] (for C. of F., T. C.), [1907]. 5 p.  
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.47/13)*  
US: AISO Libr DLIFLC, CA

Muriel, Ernest <Mrs.>  
Pictures from lotus land / by Mrs. Ernest Muriel ; described by R. C. J. Swinhoe. – Rangoon : Rowe, [19-?]. [50 p.]  
Subject(s): Poetry of places – Burma.  
Burma – Pictorial works.  
Burma – Description and travel – Poetry.  
GB:SOAS(ED91.6/530555)

Muriel, William Gordon <1870-1916>  
Pictures from Burmah / by Mrs. Ernest Muriel ; described by R. C. J. Swinhoe. – Rangoon : Rowe, [19-?]. [50 p.]  
Subject(s): Poetry of places – Burma.  
Burma – Pictorial works.  
Burma – Description and travel – Poetry.  
GB:SOAS(ED91.6/530555)

Muson, Mohamed Safiullah  
GB:BL-DSS(DXN068553)

Murdoch, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979> -Biography

Murphy, Gregory  
→Confidential U. S. State Department special files : Southeast Asia, 1944-1958

Murphy, John Joseph  
US: AISO Libr DLIFLC, CA

Murphy, Ray Livingston <b. 1923-1953>  
Last viceroy : the life and time of Rear-Admiral The Earl Mountbatten of Burma ... / by Ray Murphy ; with 25 illus. – London : Jarrolds, 1948. 270 p., illus., ports., index.  
Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979> -Biography
Great Britain : Admirals - Biography
India : Viceroys - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB:BL(10818 c 9) BL-DSS(W5/5568)
CUL(545.18 .c .90.37)
LSE(BLPE DA89.1.66439)
BL-APAC(V 1870)
OUL(BOD G Floor 23141 d.154)
SG:ISEAS(DA89.1 M59M97)
NU(DA89.1 Moun)
US:CU(Olin DA89.1.M92 M97)
HU(Widener 2263.25.5)
LC & NIU(Main Stacks-FML) & OAU(Alden 6th Floor) & UCD(Shields) & UCR(Rivera) & BL-APAC(V 1870) & OUL(BOD Nuneham X01.G04627) & SOAS(GB959.10452 /808512 ; E Coll 3 M /87)

Bibliographical description

Burma Road / by Robinson Murray Jr.

Murray's handbook India …
→A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon

Murrell, Eric S.
For your tomorrow : a cipher-sergeant's diary, 1941-1945 / by 2075687, known in civilian life as ; Eric S. Murrell. – Dorchester: Plush, 1999. XIV, 193 p., illus., maps, ports. ISBN 0953116018
Subject(s): Murrell, Eric S. - Cipher

US:UC(SRLF A 593251)

Museo Civico di Storia Naturale < Genova >
→Viaggio di L. Fea in Birmania e regioni vicine

Museo Nazionale d'Arte Orientale < Roma >
→Suvannabhumi, la terra dell'oro : Giovanni Andreino, un italiano in Birmania

Musafir
US:UC(SRLF A 593251)

Museum für Lackkunst < Münster >
Birmas Lackkunst in deutschen Museen
→Weigelt, Uta

Museum für Völkerkunde < Hamburg >
Süd-buddhistische Studien
→Seidenstücker, Karl

Museum für Völkerkunde < Leipzig >
Wirtschaft und Gesellschaftsstruktur der Naga
→Hartwig, Werner

Museum für Völkerkunde < München >
Buddha im Fürstenschmuck
→Scherman, Lucian
Museum für Völkerkunde < Wien >
→ Hinterindien : Länder und Völker

Museum of Paleontology < Ann Arbor, University of Michigan >
→ New assessment of Pondaungia and Amphipithecus (primates) from the late middle Eocene of Myanmar, with a comment on "Amphipithecidae"

Musgrave, John Knox
Burmese glossary
→ Cornyn, William Stewart

→ Ethnic groups of mainland South-East Asia

Musgrave, John N.
→ Annotated bibliography of Burma
Ref.: Trager

Musgrave-Wood, Jon
Jungle, jingle, little Chindit
→ Boyle, Patrick Reginald

Subject
Music – Asia – Congresses.
Music, Oriental – History and criticism.
Vocal music – Asia – History and criticism.
Musical instruments – Asia.

The Muslims of India, Burma and Ceylon and the extent of Christian missionary enterprise among them
→ Smith, H. J. Lane

Musser, Guy G.
Note: In addition to Burma, species in the genus occur in Thailand, Malay, South Vietnam, Laos, and the island of Hainan, off the coast of southern China.
Subject(s): Hapalomys longicaudatus – Classification.
Hapalomys delacouri – Classification.
Rats – Asia, Southeastern – Classification.
Ref.: OCLC 45658699

Species-limits of Rattus brahma : a murid rodent of northeastern India and northern Burma / by Guy G. Musser ...
Note: Holotype specimen, from the Anzong Valley in the Mishmi Hills of northern Assam, originally described and named by Oldfield Thomas in 1914; specimens from the Nyetmaw River in Burma collected during the 1938-1939 Vernay-Cutting Burma Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History, and described by H.E. Anthony in 1941
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Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Rattus brahma – Classification.
Rodents – Asia – Assam – Classification.
Rodents – Burma – Classification.
Ref.: OCLC 45485128

Mystill, F. J.
Working plan for the Mong Mit Forest Division, Federated Shan States, for the period 1937-38 to 1946-47
→ Working plan < Mong Mit>

Muthiah, S.
Note: Biography of a Madras based industrialist.
Subject(s): Arunachalam, A. M. M.
Industrialists – India – Biography; Industrialists – Burma – Moulemein – Biography; Nattukottai Chettiar
GB: OUL(IND 30 B 988)
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NNC(Offsite) & UCB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML) : HC432.5.A78 M87 2000
IU(338.0920954 Ar84m)
Ref.: OCLC 46617570

Mutual defense assistance : agreement between the United States of America and Burma, effected by exchange of notes, signed at Rangoon October 7 and November 6, 1953, entered into force November 6, 1950. – Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1951. 4 p. – (Treaties and other international acts ; 2163) (Publication / United States, Department of State ; 4082)
Subject(s): Defenses, National – Burma; Defenses, National – United States.
Burma : Defenses.
United States : Defenses.
D: HD-SAIf(reg 60 K 35 SD)
GB: BL(AS 423/3)
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.2163 YU(Oza21 A 31 2163)

Subject(s): Burma – Defenses.
United States – Defenses.
Defenses, National – Burma.
Defenses, National – United States.
D: HD-SAIf(reg 60 K 46 SD)
GB: BL(AS 423/3)
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.4081 YU(Oza21 A 31)

Subject(s): Technical assistance, American – Burma.
Muzio

S: R(bibli Ohfb 02 2377 30 Ex. A)

GB: BL(YC.2003.a.5310)   BL-DSS(m03/16594)

D: FRMPI

Muzio, Carlo

→Indocina : Assam, Birmania , peninsula Malacca, Siam, Cambodge, Cocincina, Annam, Tonchino

"My gun was as tall as me": child soldiers in Burma. – New York : Human Rights Watch, c2002. IV, 213 p., map, bibliogr. ref. – Written by Kevin Heppner based on research conducted in March 2002 by Kevin Heppner and Jo Becker ; ed. by Jo Becker ... [et al.] – ISBN 1564322793

Subject(s): Child soldiers – Burma ; Children and war – Burma ; Children – Crimes against – Burma ; Children's rights - Burma

D: FRMPI

Mya

→The history of the Turkey Empire, Mohomedans kings, princes, ruling chiefs and nawabs on the world ...

Mya

→Epigrapha Birmanica

1. – 80 p., 118 plates.
2. – 42 p., 90 plates.
Subject(s): Votive offerings

Burma : Antiquities.

AU: NLA: 1 (COE 551)

GB: SOAS(FNA 22/155771 ; GPC 417/231201)*

US: HU(Widener OL 64661.1)   LC

Mya Bwin

Burmese indigenous medicinal plants / by Daw Mya Bwin and U Sein Gwan. – Rangoon : Burma Medical Research Institute. – (Special report series ; ...)

1. Plants with reputed hypoglycemic action. – 1967. II, 157 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 145-147. – (Special ... ; 4)

2. Plants with reputed hypertensie and hypertensive action. – 1973. 53 p., illus. – (Special ... ; 8)

Subject(s): Materia medica, Vegetable – Burma ; Botany, Medical – Burma ; Medicinal plants – Burma ; Blood pressure – Regulation ; Herbs – Therapeutic use – Burma


F: BIULO: 1 (GEN.III.50035)

GB: CUL: 1 (329:5.c.95.251)

NYPL(Research JFE 03-5438)

Ref.: OCLC 50961441   OCLC 51052010

Mya Bu

→University Act Enquiry Committee : Report

Mya Bwin

Thesaurus of English and Burmese words and phrases / comp. by U Mya Bwin. – [Rangoon, 1978.] 680 p. – Title also in Burmese

AU: ANU(Menzies PL3957.M9 1978)

GLA: NLA(YY 495.8321 A 926)

GB: SOAS(L.GPC 413.21/425.139)*

US: CU(Wason PL3957 M97)

LC(PF1591.M9)

Mya Doung Nyo

The thirty comrades / by Mya Doung Nyo. – New York : George Washington Univ., M.S. thesis June, 1964

UG: UNDHL(342.7(591) H529)

LC(PE1591.M9)

The Zamblupati images of Burma / by U. Mya. – [S.l. : s.n., 1959?] 14 l. – Transl. from the Report of the Supdt., Archaeological Survey, Burma, for the year ending 30th September 1959

Subject(s): Sculpture, Buddhist - Burma ; Buddhist art and symbolism – Burma

US: CU(Kroch NB1012.M95 Z2 1959+)

Mya


Subject(s): Nursery rhymes, Burmese

US: ISU(Fl 6 Special Collections PZ90.B8 M931954)

Mya Aung

→Biographical dictionary

Mya Aung

→Biographical dictionary

Mya Aung

The history of the Turkey Empire, Mohomedans kings, princes, ruling chiefs and nawabs on the world ...

Mya Aung

The thirty comrades / by Mya Aung. – [Rangoon, 1978.]

Subject(s): Apocynaceae. Botany – Burma ; Apocynaceae – Burma – Botany

US: DGW(Gelman Storage & SpecColl 7208)

F: BIULO: 1 (GEN.III.50035)

GB: CUL: 1 (329:5.c.95.251)

NC: BL-APAC: 1 (SEA 1986 a 2676)

OUL: 1 (IND Burma 4 d 49)

SOAS(GB 581.634/385.964)*

SG: ISEAS(SB293 M99) NUS(HC497 Bur.M)

US: CU(Kroch RS180.B93 B96 v.4))

LC(RS180.B93B87 ; RS164.M93 1967)   UCB

NIU(Sea RS180.B93 B87)

YU: 1 (SML LC Class. RS180 B93 B87 1)

A field guide to the genera of the family Apocynaceae in Burma / Ma Mya Bwin. – 1964. IV, 169 l., illus. – George Washington Univ., M.S. thesis June, 1964

Subject(s): Apocynaceae. Botany – Burma

US: DGW(Gelman Storage & SpecColl 7208)

Mya Aung

→Biographical dictionary

Mya Jeidong

→Biographical dictionary

Mya Jeidong
Mya Gee

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.1875)
OUL(IND Burma 5 d 125)
SOAS(GPC959.104092/787321)
SG: ISEAS(DSS529.7 M66)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. DSS530.3.M93 1992

Mya Kyaw

The development of district administration in Burma under British rule, 1826-1944 / by Muang Mya Kyaw. – 1965. 159 p. – Rangoon, Univ., M.A. thesis
Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government – 1824-1948
Great Britain – Colonies – Burma – Administration
SG: ISEAS(L.O. DS528.7 M99)

Mya Maung

Mya Maung ; forew. by E. E. Hagen. 1st publ.
Subject(s): Socialism – Burma

Nature and Performance of the Market-Oriented Economy.
- Inflation, Monetary, and Fiscal Policies.
- The Economic Plight of Urban and Rural Population.
- External Sector Performance: Foreign Trade and Investment.
- Burma-China Border Trade.

Subject(s): Economic development – Burma
Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> ; Foreign economic relations ; Politics and government <1948->

Birma : Wirtschaftspolitik ; Wirtschaftsentwicklung ; Außenhandel ; Autoritärer Staat ; Geschichte <1948-1997>

Subject(s): Burma


Subject(s): Socialism – Burma


Contents: Democracy, Economic Growth, and Asian Values.
- Stability and Discipline in Burma under Military Rule.


Ref.: OCLC 33122823

The genesis of economic development in Burma : the plural society / by Mya Maung Maung. – 1961. IX, 288 l., tables, bibliogr. l. 279-288. – Washington, D.C., Catholic Univ. of
Mya Nan San Kyaw, the royal palace. – [Rangoon :] Central Command, [1993]. VII, 48 p., illus.

Note: History of description of Mya Nan San Kyaw palace in Mandalay, Burma.

Subject: Mya Nan San Kyaw (Mandalay, Burma)
Palaces – Burma – Mandalay
Mandalay (Burma) – Buildings, structures, etc.

SG: ISEAS(NA1512.2 M27M99)
US: CRL(GenCollec FICHE 95/63437) CU(Kroch NA1512.2.M98 1993a ; Fiche 887 95 63437)
LC(Microfiche 95/63437 (N) So Asia)
NI(SEA NA1512.2.M93 1993)
UCB(Main NA1512.2.M36 M98 1993)

Ref.: OCLC 45785141 OCLC 32466942

Mya Saw Shin


Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government <1988->; Foreign relations <1948->; Economic conditions <1948->

US: NIU(SEA DS530.65 .S83 1996)
US: DGW(Gelman Storage & SpecColl.: 5940)
Ref.: OCLC (28833409)

Mya Saw Shin


Ref.: OCLC 38575678

The constitution (fundamental law) of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

Mya Maung

Mya Maung, b. 1944


ISBN 1-55778-553-8

Note: History of description of Mya Maung. –[1965?] 59 l., bibliogr. ref.

Subject(s): Socialism – Burma

Mya Maung

Socialization, demonetization and economic stagnation under the Burmese way to socialism / by Mya Maung. –[1965?] 59 l., bibliogr. ref.


ISBN 1-55778-553-8

Note: History of description of Mya Maung. –[1965?] 59 l., bibliogr. ref.

Subject(s): Socialism – Burma

Mya Maung


US: DCU(Lib and Inf Sci Theses Z674.C3 M99 ; Archives Mss.: 11425)

Mya Maung
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Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung

Mya Maung
Burma Bibliographical Project

D: D-SBB(32/1 589 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(320 adm 74/303)*
PA-UB(55/RR 51977 M959)
TU-UB(14 A 3530)

Mya Sein <U>
The principles of Burmese Buddhist law / by U Mya Sein. – 1955. XXIII, 290, 81 p., bibliogr. p. [XXII]-XXIII. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese Buddhist law
US: LC(DS485.B89M9) NYPL(Research *C-2 p.v.998)

Mya Sein <writer on motion pictures>
Films and follies & selected sketches / by Mya Sein. – Rangoon : Published by Maung Tin Aung ; Printed at the Pyi Gyi Mundyne Pitaka Pr., 1941. XII, 116 p., 2 folded leaves, incl. bibliogr. ref.

Mya Than
→ASEAN enlargement : impacts and implications
SG: ISEAS(LO HC422 M99)

TH:CU(TIC 51181)

Economics of production and farm size in Burmese agriculture with reference to paddy farming

→Khin Maung Kyi

→Financial resources for development in Myanmar : lessons from Asia


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> ; Economic policy ; Commerce

Asia, Southeastern : Economic conditions ; Economic policy

US: CoU CU(Wason Pamphlet DS Burma 46)
IaU LC(DS485.B81M9 1944a)
NeD NeRS OCICC UCB

The future of Burma / by Daw Mya Sein ... – New Delhi : Indian Council of World Affairs ; London [etc.]: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1945. 32 p. – (India and the world ; 2)
Subject(s): Burma – History
SG: ISEAS(LOC 1311)
US: LC(DS485.B89M9) NYPL(Research *C-2 p.v.998)

NNU(T/5967 Burke MRL Pamphlet 1080)
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Subject(s): Agricultural productivity – Burma

Myanmar’s external trade: an overview in the Southeast Asian context / Mya Than. – Singapore: ASEAN Economic Research Unit, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 199. VIII, 116 p., select bibliogr. p. [114]-116. – (ISEAS Current economic affairs series, ISSN 0218-2114)


Contents: 1. Introduction. 1.1. Statistical Evidence: A Prefatory Note. 2. Historical Perspective of Myanmar’s External Trade. 2.1. Foreign Trade under the Burmese Kings. 2.2. Foreign Trade after the British Annexation of Lower Burma. 2.3. Trade under the British Colonial Rule. 3. Myanmar’s External Trade. 3.1. Export Performance. 3.1.1. Structure of Exports. 3.1.2. Principal Export Commodities and Their Prospects. 3.1.3. Export of Services. 3.2. Myanmar’s Imports. 3.3. Trade Balance, Terms-of-Trade, and Their Consequences. 3.4. Direction of Foreign Trade. 3.5. Countertrade. 3.6. Plan Performance in Myanmar’s Foreign Trade. 3.7. Policy and Institutional Changes in Foreign Trade. 3.8. Myanmar’s Informal Trade. 3.9. Conclusion. 4. Myanmar-Southeast Asia Trade Relations. 4.1. Salient Features of Myanmar and Other Southeast Asian Countries. 4.2. Trade Patterns in Southeast Asian Countries. 4.3. Myanmar-Southeast AsiaTrade. 4.4. Export and Import Indicators. 4.5. Balance of Trade. 4.6. Trade Flows and Trade Preferences of Southeast Asian Countries. 4.7. Bilateral Trade Relations. 4.7.1. Myanmar-Indonesia Trade. 4.7.2. Myanmar-Malaysia Trade. 4.7.3. Myanmar-Philippines Trade. 4.7.4. Myanmar-Singapore Trade. 4.7.5. Myanmar-Thailand Trade. 4.7.6. Myanmar-Vietnam Trade. 5. Conclusion: Problems and Prospects.

Subject(s): Burma: Commerce; Commercial policy; Commerce – Asia, Southeastern

Myanmar’s external trade: an overview in the Southeast Asian context / Mya Than. – 1999.

Subjects: Association of South-East Asian Nations

Regionalism – Asia, Southeastern

Burma: Foreign relations – Burma

Myanmar’s transitional economy / by Mya Than. – 1999.
Mya Than
Sur la route de Mandalay : histoires de gens ordinaires en Birmanie / Mya Than Tint ; trad. de l'anglais par June Ariès. – Genève : Ed. Olizane, c.1999. 335 p., illus. – (Objectif Terre) – ISBN 2880862353 (br.) :
Subject(s): Burma : Biographie
CH: SLB(N 239211)
US: YU(SML LC Class.)
Ref.: OCLC 52663418 ; 50638398

Mya Thwe < Bo >
The political, social and economic terminology : English-Burmese
→ Hla Aung

Mya Tin <b. 1915>
Autobiography of U Ba Htay, Thiripyanchi, Sithu, Thray-sitru : memoirs of a Myanmar I.C.S.
→ Ba Htay

Mya Tu
Handbook of biological data on Burma
→ Khin Maung Lwin

Mya Win
Tatmadaw's traditional role in national politics / Mya Win. Ministry of Information of the Government of the Union of

Note: Role of the Burmese armed forces in national politics since independence in 1948 up to the present.
Subject(s): Burma – Armed Forces – Political activity
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 .M92 1992 ; Microfiche 887
SEI 93 68826)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Consult for HNWIKC)
LC(Microfiche 93/68826 So Asia)
Ref.: OCLC 52663418 ; 50638398

Myaing Nan Swe
→ Mruin` Nan`ˊ Chve

Myanma min okchokpon sadan ; with appendix to King Bodaw Phaya's Yazathat HkawAmeindaw Tangyi' ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for Edu. Secy.) – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 1931. 271 p.
2. – 1932. 20, 312 p.
4. – 1933. 318 p.
5. – 1933. 258 p.
6. – 1933. 9, 258 p.
Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government
GB: BL: 1-6 (14300 ff 42)*
SOAS: 3-5 (GPC 350/26.641)*
ditto, Repr. – Rangoon : Central Pr.
GB: OUL: 1-2 (BOD Bodl Burm. d.41)
SOAS: 1-2 (GPC 350/26.641;396.296)*
1 (GPC 350/307.645)*
SG: ISEAS(K7062 B2M93)

Myan View
→ MyanView

Myanaung / Municipality
<Bye-law under section 30>
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 870(25;26))*

Myanma Agricultural and Rural Development Bank
→ The Myanma Agricultural and Rural Development Bank law ...

→ Myanma Agricultural and Rural Development Bank rules ...
Myanma Agricultural and Rural Development Bank rules

Myanmar Agricultural and Rural Development Bank rules

Myanmar Agricultural and Rural Development Bank

Myanmar Agricultural Service

Myanmar Economic Bank project

Myanmar Export Import Corporation

Myanmar Export Import Corporation

Myanmar Gems Corporation

Myanmar Gems Corporation

Myanmar industrial bulletin ... 1996-...

Myanmar industrial bulletin ... 1996-...


Myanmar international news: research, index and documentation on Burma.

Myanmar Mandaing Pr.

Myanmar marine fisheries law.

Myanmar Naing Nga Thuteithana Hswei Nwei Pwe

Myanmar Oil Corporation

Myanmar Oil Corporation

Myanmar Posts and Telecommunications

Myanmar Timber Enterprise

Myanmar Timber Enterprise

Myanmar Traditional Cultural Regatta Festival

Myanmar Traditional Cultural Regatta Festival
Myanmar < Union >  
- The code of criminal procedure ...
- Development of animal virus vaccines
- HIV/AIDS prevention and care in Myanmar: a situation analysis and needs assessment

Law <1989>
The State budget law, 1989
- Income-tax law, rules, and regulations

Law <1990>
- Myanmar marine fisheries law
- Myanmar Agricultural and Rural Development Bank law ...
- The Myanmar Agricultural and Rural Development Bank rules
- Myanmar tourism law
- National Records and Archives Law

Law <1993>
14 → Myanmar hotel and tourism law

Law <1994>
- The Myanmar Agricultural and Rural Development Bank law
- Myanmar citizens investment law

Law <1995>
- Myanmar mining law

Law <1996>
- The insurance business law

Law <1998>
- Myanmar laws, 1998-1999

Law <1999>
- Myanmar laws, 1998-1999

Law <2000>
- Myanmar laws, 2000

Law <2001>
- Myanmar laws, 2001
- National Mortality Survey

Law <2002>
- Myanmar laws, 2002

Law <2003>
- Myanmar laws, 2003
- Myanmar's 2nd [second] periodic report to the Committee on the Rights of the Child

- Myanmar's 2nd [second] periodic report to the Committee on the Rights of the Child

Myanmar < Union > / Central Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races
- Central Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races

Myanmar < Union > / Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control
- Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control

Myanmar < Union > / Central Statistical Organization
- Agricultural statistics
- Foreign trade statistics of Myanmar
- Myanmar agricultural statistics

Myanmar < Union > / Department for the Promotion and Propagation of the Sāsanā / Editorial Committee
- The Dhammasangani: enumeration of the ultimate realities
- Introduction to Dhammasangani

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Agricultural Planning
- Agricultural statistics
- Information on Myanmar agriculture
- Myanmar agriculture at a glance
- Myanmar agricultural statistics

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Archaeology
- Inventory of ancient monuments in Bagan

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Culture Institute / National Museum
- The Myanmar Royal Regalia & Royal household articles displayed at the National Museum

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Health
- National TB programme

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Higher Education
- On the nature and environmental significance of the Ordovician microbialites of Ywangan and Pindaya area, Southern Shan State
- Khin Khin Lin

Proximal features of thick-bedded sandstones in Eocene flysch sequences, Rih area, Chin State, Myanmar
- Myo Min

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Education Planning and Training
- Primer
- Reader one

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Health
- Integrated management of maternal and childhood illness
- National AIDS programme in Myanmar 2002
- National drug abuse prevention and control programme

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Health Planning
- Union of Myanmar monitoring national programme of action goals through Multiple indicator cluster survey, 2000
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Myanmar < Union > / Department of Higher Education
  Guide to Universities Central Library
  → Universities' Central Library < Rangoon >

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Labour
  → Myanmar's working children in urban informal sector
    → An overview of labour services and aspects of labour laws enforcement in the Union of Myanmar
    → Report on working children and Women in Myanmar's urban informal sector

Myanmar < Union > / Department of Medical Research
  Annual report / Dept. of Medical Research, Myanmar. 1994–
  → Yangon
  SG: ISEAS(Microfiche (o) 94/63402)
  US: NLM

Myanmar < Union > / Directory of Investment and Company Administration
  Country paper on Myanmar's commitment in realization of the ASEAN investment area
  → Thinn Maung
  → Foreign investment laws of Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / Embassy < Canberra >
  Newsletter / Embassy of the Union of Myanmar. Canberra. – Title varies: News bulletin

Myanmar < Union > / Embassy < London >
  → Myanmar press release

Myanmar < Union > / Embassy < Singapore >
  → Golden Jubilee - the Union of Myanmar : Thayar Shwe Pyi - the golden land
  → Myanmar : the golden land
  → News and views from Myanmar
  → The Union of Myanmar : the golden land, golden opportunities

Myanmar < Union > / Embassy < Washington >
  → Embassy of Burma, Washington, D.C.
  → Narcotic Drug Abuse Control Activities in the Union of Myanmar
  → News of Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / Energy Planning Department

Myanmar < Union > / Foreign Investment Commission
  → Union of Myanmar Foreign Investment Commission

Myanmar < Union > / Forest Department
  → Forest resources of Myanmar : conservation and management
  → Participatory forest management in Myanmar : implications for policy and human resource development in the mountain areas
  Use of principal coordinate analysis to assist in aggregating species for volume table construction
  → Leech, J. W.
  → Watershed management in Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / General Myanmar Consultants < Thailand >
  → Investing in Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / [ / Government ]
  → Myanmar < Union >

Myanmar < Union > / Hninzigone Management Committee
  → Hninzigone Management Committee

Myanmar < Union > / Immigration and Manpower Department
  → Population projections

Myanmar < Union > / Immigration and Population Department

Myanmar < Union > / Internal Revenue Department
  → An outline of taxes administered by the Internal Revenue

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Agriculture
  Report on Myanmar census of agriculture, 1993
  → Census <1993>

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Agriculture / Department of Agricultural Planning
  → Myanmar < Union > / Department of Agricultural Planning

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Agriculture / Settlement and Land Records Department
  → Myanmar < Union > / Settlement and Land Records Department

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Agriculture and Foresters
  Field document
  → Myanmar Timber Enterprise, 1990 : export prices for Myanma teak and hardwoods in U.S. dollars
  → Tree volume equations for Myanmar
Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation
- Botataung Pagoda
- Facts about Myanmar agriculture

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation / Market Information Service Project
- Agricultural marketing in Myanmar
- Marketing cost and margin for agricultural produce in Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Border Areas and National Races Development / Central Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races
- Central Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races
- Work Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Border Areas and National Races Development / Work Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races
- Work Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Commerce
- "Doing business in Myanmar"
- Yangon street directory

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Construction
- A report on construction

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Culture
- Hagiography of Maha Thera Shin Arahan and an account of the reconstruction of Shin Arahan's brickmonastery
- Khin Maung Nyunt

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Defence / Office of Strategic Studies
- Human resource development and nation building in Myanmar
- Privatization in Myanmar
- Maung, Selda

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Education
- Sociology of Education
- Socio-economic factors contributing to national consolidation

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Education
- Biology : laboratory work book, standard ten
- Biology : standard ten
- Chemistry : standard nine
- Compulsory English text : standard nine
- Education in Myanmar
- Endeavours in the higher education sub-sector : education promotion programmes and plans, 1997 to 2002

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Energy
- English text : standard ten
- Enhancing regional and international collaborations
- Experimental chemistry
- Mathematics : standard ten
- Practical physics : standard ten
- Primer

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Finance / Department of Higher Education
- Myanmar < Union > / Department of Higher Education
- Myanmar Historical Commission

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Education / Myanmar Language Commission
- Myanmar Language Commission

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Energy / Energy Planning Department
- Myanmar < Union > / Energy Planning Department

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- Annual magazine ... – Yangon: Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
- Other title: Ministry of Foreign Affairs annual magazine.
- First title in Burmese : text in Burmese and English
- Note: On Burma's diplomacy and foreign relations.
- Subject(s): Burma – Foreign relations – 1948 – Periodicals.
- US: UH: 1999 (Widener) LC

The history and activities of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
- [Yangon.] 2001. 85 p., col. illus. – Cover Title: Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
- Subject(s): Burma. Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
- Burma – Foreign relations.
- US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & NIU(SEA) & UCB & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : HD9502 B93 G68 2001 UC(SRLF)

- Added title and text also in Burmese
- Subject(s): Burmese literature – 20th century.
- SG: ISEAS(PL3983 M661 ; PL3988 M662)
- US: NIU(SEA-4thFL-FMLPL3983 .M561997)

Moving towards peace stability and development - 2002 : an annual publication from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Myanmar
Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Protocol Department
►Diplomatic list

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Forestry
►Myanmar forestry
►Myanmar Timber Enterprise
►Remote sensing for tropical ecosystem management

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Health
►An assessment of the contraceptive method mix in Myanmar
►Health in Myanmar 2002 : guidelines related to Health Sector
►HIV/AIDS, 2. Drug abuse, 3. Malaria in Myanmar
►Medium term plan for the prevention and control of AIDS in the Union of Myanmar, 1990 – 1993
►National health plan, 1993-1996
►A reproductive health needs assessment in Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Health / Department of Health / National Nutrition Centre
►International Conference on Nutrition
Country report of Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Health / Department of Medical Research
►Myanmar < Union > / Department of Medical Research

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Health / Department of Traditional Medicine
►Myanmar < Union > / Department of Traditional Medicine

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Home Affairs

Subject(s): Burma. Práññá thai re´ “Vanˇ kr´ í” Thãna.

Internal security – Burma.

US: CU(Kroch Oversize JV8752.5 .P7313 2001 ++) LC(JV8752.5 .G68 2001) UC(SRLF D0009818238) UCB & WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize) : J Q751 A69 M54 2001 YU(SML)

►Prize-winning essays on world population day

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Immigration and Population / Immigration and Population Department
►Myanmar < Union > / Immigration and Population Department

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Information
The conspiracy of treasonous minions within the Myanmar Naing-Ngan and traitorous cohorts abroad
►Khin Nyunt

►Myanmar facts and figures
►Myanmar today
►Myanmar today : in commemoration of Golden Jubilee Independence Day
►The new light of Myanmar

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
►National Tripartite Seminar on Improvement of Working Conditions and Environment < 1982, Rangoon>

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development
►Country presentation by the government of Myanmar
►Economic development of Myanmar
►Foreign trade statistics of Myanmar
►Investment opportunities in Myanmar
►Review of the financial, economic and social conditions
►United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries

Third United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries, Brussels, 14-20 May 2001 : country presentation

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development / Central Statistical Organization
►Myanmar < Union > / Central Statistical Organization

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development / Directorate of Investment and Company Administration
►Focus : N PED newsletter /

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development / National Archives Department
►Myanmar < Union > / National Archives Department

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development / Planning Department
The Union of Myanmar country paper on environmental awareness
►Sein Maung

Myanmar < Union > / Ministry of Planning and Finance
►The Myanmar Agricultural and Rural Development Bank rules
Myanmar
Ministry of Planning and Finance / Internal Revenue Department
→Review of the financial, economic and social conditions
→Rules relating to financial institutions of Myanmar law

Myanmar
Ministry of Religious Affairs
→A dictionary of Buddhist terms

International Theravada Buddhist Missionary University, Yangon: the union of Myanmar: inauguration ceremony 9, December 1998, souvenir: a commemorative publication


Myanmar
Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief, and Resettlement
→Rules related to the Child Law

Myanmar
Ministry of Trade
→ “Doing business in Myanmar”
→Myanmar business & [and] economic review
→Procedures relating to the Myanmar tourism law
→Procedures to be followed by the enterprises permitted under the Union of Myanmar Foreign investment law
→Registration of business representatives order

Myanmar
Ministry of Trade / Directorate of Trade
→Myanmar export/import rules and regulations for private business enterprises, 1994

Myanmar
Ministry of Trade / Directorate of Trade / Trade Information Services
→Prospective importers of Myanmar export products

Myanmar
National AFTA Unit
Country paper on Myanmar and ASEAN free trade area
→Tin Tin Htwe

Myanmar
National Archives Department

Myanmar
National Assessment Team
→Final report on findings of nation-wide student drug use survey

Myanmar
National Forest Management and Inventory
→National Forest Management and Inventory, Myanmar

Myanmar
National Wildlife Conservation Department (NWCD)
A field guide to the butterflies of Myanmar
→Kinyon, Stephen

Myanmar
Permanent Mission to the U.N.
Statement by H.E. Colonel Tin Hlaing, minister for home affairs and chairman of Myanmar delegation to the twentieth special session of the United Nations General Assembly, de-

Myanmar
United Nations
Statement by His Excellency U Ohn Gyaw, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Union of Myanmar, delivered at the Asia Society: New York City, New York, 28 September 1998
→Ohn Gyaw

Myanmar
Permanent Representative to the United Nations
US: UNDHL(A/46/226)

US: UNDHL(A/46/402)

Letter dated 93/09/23 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – 2 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/48/450. - Issued under agenda item 34 of agenda A/48/251
US: UNDHL(A/48/450)

US: UNDHL(A/48/925)

Letter dated 94/11/02 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – 9 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/49/15. - Issued under agenda item 100 of agenda A/49/251


Letter dated 95/04/11 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar addressed to the Deputy Secretary-General of the Conference on Disarmament transmitting the text of the statement of the Group of 21 on Security Assurances. – 2 p. – UN Document Symbol: CD/1312
US: UNDHL(CD/1312)

US: UNDHL(A/C.3/50/9)

Letter dated 95/11/13 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-

Siegfried M. Schwertner

MYANMAR AND RESSETLEMENT

Internal Revenue Department

Trade / Trade Information Services

Myanmar
Union

Union
UN

Myanmar
Union

Statement by Tin Hlaing, minister for home affairs and chairman of Myanmar delegation to the twentieth special session of the United Nations General Assembly, delivered at the Asia Society: New York City, New York, 28 September 1998

Myanmar
Union

Statement by H.E. Colonel Tin Hlaing, minister for home affairs and chairman of Myanmar delegation to the twentieth special session of the United Nations General Assembly, delivered at the Asia Society: New York City, New York, 28 September 1998

UN Document Symbol: A/46/226

UN Document Symbol: A/46/402

UN Document Symbol: A/48/450

UN Document Symbol: A/48/925

UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/49/15


UN Document Symbol: CD/1312

UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/50/9

UN Document Symbol: A/50/251

UN Document Symbol: A/46/226

UN Document Symbol: A/46/402

UN Document Symbol: A/48/450

UN Document Symbol: A/48/925

UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/49/15


UN Document Symbol: CD/1312

UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/50/9

UN Document Symbol: A/50/251

UN Document Symbol: A/46/226

UN Document Symbol: A/46/402

UN Document Symbol: A/48/450

UN Document Symbol: A/48/925

UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/49/15


UN Document Symbol: CD/1312

UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/50/9

UN Document Symbol: A/50/251
Bibliographical description


US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/1996/139)


Letter dated 96/12/13 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the President of the General Assembly. – 3 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/51/738. - Issued under agenda item 110 of agenda A/51/251
US: UNDHL(A/51/738)

Letter dated 97/10/07 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – 7 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/52/2 - Issued under agenda item 112 of agenda A/52/251
US: UNDHL(A/C.3/52/2)

Letter dated 97/11/11 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – 12 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/52/5 - Notes: Issued under agenda item 112 of agenda A/52/251
US: UNDHL(A/C.3/52/5)

Letter dated 98/05/04 from the Alternate Leader of the Delegation of Myanmar addressed to the Chairman of the Preparatory Committee. – 2 p. – UN Document Symbol: NPT/CONF.2000/PC/II/19
US: UNDHL(NPT/CONF.2000/PC/II/19)

Letter dated 98/06/09 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – 19 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/S-20/12 - Issued under agenda item 10e of agenda A/S-20/1
US: UNDHL(A/S-20/12)


Letter dated 98/10/19 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – 3 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/ 53/5 - Issued under agenda item 110 of agenda A/53/251
US: UNDHL(A/C.3/53/5)


Letter dated 99/10/15 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – 9 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/ 54/4. - Issued under agenda item 116c of agenda A/54/251
US: UNDHL(A/C.3/54/4)

US: UNDHL(A/C.3/58/6)

US: UNDHL(S/2004/51)

US: UNDHL(S/21597)


US: UNDHL(S/23418)

Note verbale dated 92/02/06 from the Permanent Representative of Myanmar to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. – [1] p. – UN Document Symbol: S/23545 - Issued under agenda item [73] of agenda S/47
US: UNDHL(S/23545)

US: UNDHL(S/24295)

US: UNDHL(S/24329)
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Myanmar < Union > / Work Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races
→Work Committee for Development of Border Areas and National Races

Myanmar < Maung >
→Cruel and vicious repression of Myanmar peoples by imperialists and fascists and the true story about the plunder of the royal jewels

Myanmar
→also Burma
→also Birma
→also Union of Burma
→also Birmanie

Myanmar. – 1990
→Country presentation by the Government of the Union of Myanmar

Subject(s): Civil rights – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Political persecution – Burma ; Political prisoners ; Torture – Burma ; Minorities – Crimes against – Burma ; Students – Burma – Political activity. ; Martial law – Burma.
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
SG: ISEAS(JC585 A521 no. 26)
US: CU(Kroch +HV9785.7 .M98 1990b)
HU(Law School ILS JC 599.B93 M93x 1990)
LC(JC599.B87 M93 1990)
UC(SRLF D0009511783)
UCD(Shields JC599.B93 M93 1990)
Ref.: OCLC 24064690
GB: BL(YC.1991.b.8214)
LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; KQB7 M99, Special)
OUL(Law Crim 625 A522aa [115] (sec coll) ; RSV EBU-21.6 AMN) SOAS(Pam SEAsia 32/604958)
IRL: TCD(PX-68-261)
US: CU(Kroch +HV9785.7 .M98)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NIU(SEA) & IRL:TCD(PX-68-261)
UCD(Shields JC599.B93 M93 1990)
Ref.: OCLC 24064690

I: BO-Bibl. comunale - Imola
TR-Biblioteca comunale Luigi Fumi – Orvieto

ISBN 3-89290-021-3
D: KNUB(gsx 932.10:yc/m91) HD-MPI S-WLB(Bc 10102)
NL: KITLV(M ss 317 N)

Myanmar. – 1994
→Länderbericht : Myanmar 1994

Myanmar. – Houston, Texas: Commercial Data International. – (Country report, ISSN 1520-099X) – Title also: Country review Myanmar
Subject(s): Economic forecasting – Burma – Periodicals. Burma : Politics and government – Periodicals ; Economic conditions – Periodicals ; Social conditions – Periodicals ; Environmental conditions – Periodicals
GB: BL-DSS: 1998/99 (3481.901577)
Ref.: OCLC 39396288 ; 52480218

Myanmar. – 1998-
→Country assistance plan

Subject(s): Burma : Condiciones económicas ; Situación social.
Ref.: OCLC 51976344

Myanmar. – 2001
→Country economic report


→Country assistance plan

Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel – Pictorial works
SG: ISEAS(DS527.6 M99

GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: ASA 16/28/97)

Ref.: OCLC 70758888


Myanmar : a guide for businessmen and investors. 2nd ed. – [Singapore:] Coopers & Lybrand Hla Tun Consultants, 1995. 70 p., col. illus., col. map. – (Solutions for business)
Myanmar: Myanmar : aftermath – three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.

Myanmar: Myanmar : compilation document


Contents: I. Introduction • II. The imperatives of border areas development • III. Development challenges and opportunities • IV. A foreign aid framework for the border areas • V. Conclusion

Subject(s): Humanitarian assistance – Burma – Peace.


Ref.: OCLC 54785507

Subject(s): Humanitarian assistance – Burma – Peace.

US: UCSD


Subject(s): Burma – Travel – Neues Reisetipps ; Tourismus – Burma ; für Reisende ins Land der Pago-

US: USCD


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi.

Political prisoners – Burma – Women prisoners - Burma Human rights - Burma


Ref: UNDHL


Subject(s): Public health – Burma.

Burma – Politics and government. ; Foreign relations. ; Economic conditions.

Ref.: UNDHL


Note: With special reference to Eastern and Northern Shan State.

Ref.: OCLC 52109996

Myanmar: Myanmar : building a modern state. – [Yangon, 2002] 92 p., chiefly col. illus. – Title from cover

Subject(s): Burma – Social life and customs ; Social conditions. ; Economic conditions. ; Foreign relations.

SG: ISEAS(DS527.4 M99)

US: CU(Widener)


Subject:

Mangrove Swamps ; Forest resources , Forest ecology Sustainable Development ; Project Activities

UNDP – Programme management

Ref: UNDHL


Subject(s): Burma : Wood Fuels ; Deforestation ; Environment protection

Project Activities

UNDP – Programme management

US: UNDHL(DP/963.5)/MYA/93/003


Contents:

Myanmar : the Kayin (Karen) State militarization and human rights.

Myanmar : update on the Shan State.

Myanmar aftermath : three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.

Ref.: OCLC 52109996

Myanmar: Myanmar : for Reisende ins Land der Pago-

Blume, Brigitte

SG: ISEAS(DS527.4 M99)

US: CU(Kroch)

Myanmar: Myanmar : the Kayin (Karen) State militarization and human rights.

Myanmar : update on the Shan State.

Myanmar aftermath : three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.

Ref.: OCLC 52109996

Myanmar: Myanmar : the Kayin (Karen) State militarization and human rights.

Myanmar : update on the Shan State.

Myanmar aftermath : three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.

Ref.: OCLC 52109996

Myanmar: Myanmar : the Kayin (Karen) State militarization and human rights.

Myanmar : update on the Shan State.

Myanmar aftermath : three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.

Ref.: OCLC 52109996

Myanmar: Myanmar : the Kayin (Karen) State militarization and human rights.

Myanmar : update on the Shan State.

Myanmar aftermath : three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.

Ref.: OCLC 52109996

Myanmar: Myanmar : the Kayin (Karen) State militarization and human rights.

Myanmar : update on the Shan State.

Myanmar aftermath : three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.

Ref.: OCLC 52109996

Myanmar: Myanmar : the Kayin (Karen) State militarization and human rights.

Myanmar : update on the Shan State.

Myanmar aftermath : three years of dislocation in the Kayah State.
Subject(s): Political prisoners – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Torture - Burma 
US: NIU(SEA JC599.B93 M9321995)

Myanmar: conservation of cultural heritage at selected sites in Myanmar : project findings and recommendations. – Paris: Unesco ; UNDP, 1995. IV, 17 p., tables. – Prepared for the Government of Myanmar by Unesco, acting as executing agency for UNDP. 
Subject(s): Project Activities ; Cultural Property Preservation; Cultural Heritage ; Project Management 
UNDP – Programme management 
US: UNDHL(UNDP/SF(063.5)/MYA-86-019)

Subject(s): Human rights – Burma ; Minorities – Burma ; Torture – Burma ; Executions and executioners - Burma 
Burma: Politics and government <1988-> ; Ethnic relations. 
US: CU(Kroch JC599.B87 M985) 
NIU(SEA JC599.B93 M93231991)

SG: ISEAS(Doc B59)

Note: This report has not been formally edited by the International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO/ITC). 
Subject(s): Automobile supplies industry – Burma 
Automobile industry and trade – Burma 
SG: ISEAS(HD9710.3 B92S95) 
Ref.: OCLC 51761892

Subject(s): Burma 
Project Activities 
Education Reform 
Project Management 
UNDP – Programme management 
US: UNDHL(UNDP/SF(063.5)/MYA-90-004)

Subject(s): Myanmar : Food security ; River basins ; Sustainable Development ; Agriculture ; Development ; Small Farms ; Project activities 
UNDP – Programme management 
US: UNDHL(DP/SF(063.5)/MYA/96/007)

Subject(s): Myanmar : Food security ; Arid zone ; Sustainable Development ; Agriculture ; Development ; Small Farms ; Project activities 
UNDP – Programme management 
US: UNDHL(DP/SF(063.5)/MYA/96/006)

US: UNDHL(DP/SF(063.5)/MYA/96/006)

Subject(s): Burma 
Project Activities 
Education Reform 
Project Management 
UNDP – Programme management 
US: UNDHL(UNDP/SF(063.5)/MYA-90-004)

SG: ISEAS(Doc B59)

Note: This report has not been formally edited by the International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO/ITC). 
Subject(s): Automobile supplies industry – Burma 
Automobile industry and trade – Burma 
SG: ISEAS(HD9710.3 B92S95) 
Ref.: OCLC 51761892

Subject(s): Burma 
Project Activities 
Education Reform 
Project Management 
UNDP – Programme management 
US: UNDHL(UNDP/SF(063.5)/MYA-90-004)
GB:BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: ASA 16/20/97)

Subject(s): Forced labor – Burma; Shan State. Forced migration – Burma; Shan State. Massacres – Burma; Shan State. Human rights – Burma; Shan State.
GB:BL-DSS(0859.3885,v.: ASA 16/11/00)
US: HU(Law School Harvard Depository
Ref.: OCLC 44889683

Myanmar: facts and figures
→Myanmar facts and figures

Subject(s): Politics and government <1948->; Economic conditions – 20th century; Foreign relations.
GB: BL(YA.2001.a.3807)
SAS(591:32)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M992)
US: NIU(SEA JC599.B93 M9341995)
Ref.: OCLC 48635672

US: OAU(Alden 5th Fl GovtDoc Mi U.N. Misc fiche 1)

Subject(s): Torture - Burma; Human rights - Burma; Armed Forces – Myanmar.
GB: BL-DSS(0859.38850, v.: AI-ASA – 16/23/95
BL-APAC(ORW 1996 a 530)
US: NIU(SEA JC599.B93 M9341995)
Ref.: OCLC 34346707

Subject(s): Human rights - Burma
US: NIU(SEA JC599.B93 M93431994)
GB:SAdS(ICS Q716 MYA)

Subject(s): Human rights - Burma
GB:BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: ASA 16/18/94)

GB:BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: AI-ASA-16/38/96)
SAdS(ICS Q716 MYA)

Update →Myanmar: recent developments related to human rights
Subject(s): Civil rights - Burma; Human rights - Burma; Martial law - Burma; Torture - Burma; Minorities - Crimes against - Burma; Students - Burma - Political activity - Political prisoners - Burma
Burma: Politics and Government <1948->
AU:ANU(Chifley pamphlet JC599.B87A56 1990)
D: M-BSB(4.92.5053) HD-SAI(325 jur 94/7093 Kp)*
GB:SAS(O AMN 2 (Occasional Papers Collection))
SOAS(L.GB950/604.959)
I: BCMP(SCS/03/0131)
US:CU(Kroch HV9785.7 M98 1990b) UC
NIU(SEA JC599.B93 A451990)
UCD(Shields JC599.B93 A56 1990b)
UCLA(YRL JC599.B87 M93 1990)
Ref.: OCLC 24243028
ISBN 0-86210-180-8
D: HD-SAI(325 jur 94/6547 Kp)*
GB:BL(YC.1992.b.2070) BL-DSS(q90/26203)
LSE(BLPPES, Pamphlets ; KB7 M99, Special)
OUL(LAW Clm 625 A52.2n ; RSC EBU-21.6 AMN)
SAdS(IALS GT19.C5 AMN)
SOAS(L.GB950/604959)
IRL:TCD(PX- 68-260)
US:CU(Kroch +HV9785.7 M98)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. JC599.B93 M92 1990)
LC(JC599.B87 .A56 1990)
NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib. : JC599.B87 A56 1990)
UNDHDL(343.3(591) M995)
UCD(Law Lib JC599.B87 A56 1990)
Ref.: OCLC 24503431

ISBN 0-86210-180-8
D: HD-SAI(325 jur 94/6547 Kp)*
GB:BL(YC.1992.b.2070) BL-DSS(q90/26203)
LSE(BLPPES, Pamphlets ; KB7 M99, Special)
OUL(LAW Clm 625 A52.2n ; RSC EBU-21.6 AMN)
SAdS(IALS GT19.C5 AMN)
SOAS(L.GB950/604959)
IRL:TCD(PX- 68-260)
US:CU(Kroch +HV9785.7 M98)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. JC599.B93 M92 1990)
LC(JC599.B87 .A56 1990)
NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib. : JC599.B87 A56 1990)
UNDHDL(343.3(591) M995)
UCD(Law Lib JC599.B87 A56 1990)
Ref.: OCLC 24503431

ISBN 0-86210-180-8
D: HD-SAI(325 jur 94/6547 Kp)*
GB:BL(YC.1992.b.2070) BL-DSS(q90/26203)
LSE(BLPPES, Pamphlets ; KB7 M99, Special)
OUL(LAW Clm 625 A52.2n ; RSC EBU-21.6 AMN)
SAdS(IALS GT19.C5 AMN)
SOAS(L.GB950/604959)
IRL:TCD(PX- 68-260)
US:CU(Kroch +HV9785.7 M98)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. JC599.B93 M92 1990)
LC(JC599.B87 .A56 1990)
NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib. : JC599.B87 A56 1990)
UNDHDL(343.3(591) M995)
UCD(Law Lib JC599.B87 A56 1990)
Ref.: OCLC 24503431

Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi.
Human rights – Burma ; Political prisoners – Burma
Burma – Politics and government <1988->
Political persecution – Burma
GB:BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: AI-ASA – 16/01/97)
US:CU(Kroch +JC599.B87M987 1997)
NIU(SEA JC599.B93 M93461997)

Subject(s): Trials (Political crimes and offenses) – Burma.
Criminal justice, Administration of – Burma.
Burma - Politics and government <1988->
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Myanmar:


Subject(s): Human rights – Burma ; Minorities - Burma

US: HU(Law School Harvard Depository)

NIU(SEA  JC599.B93 L33 2002)

Ref.: OCLC 50720999


OUL(QEH C53/BUR AM (pamphlet))

US: HU(Law School Harvard Depository)

Ref.: OCLC 34961904


Contents:

Mighty Ayeyarwaddy / Miranda Bruce-Mitford
Religion of the Buddha / U Khin
Kingdom of Bagan / Michael Aung-Thwin
Festivals and festivities / Khin Myo Chit
Children of Myanmar / Kyi Kyi Tin-Myint
Working elephants / Richard Gayer
People of the hills / Mi Mi Khaing
Portraits of life / Norman Lewis.

Subject(s): Burma : Pictorial works ; Description and travel

GB: SOAS(L.GB909/736.007)*

TH: CU(CL & Arch 915.91 M995)

Ref.: OCLC 37669033 ; 44802579 (:2000)


Subject(s): Industries – Burma – Directories.

Manufactures – Burma – Directories.

Burma – Telephone directories.

Burma – Commerce – Directories.

D: HD-SAI: 1996/97 (325 inf 98/1009)*

US: LC(Microfiche (o) 95/63434 (H))

Ref.: OCLC 376703208


Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi

National League for Democracy (Burma)

Burma : Politics and government <1988−

US: CU(Kroch + DS 530.65 .M93 1998)


GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v.: AI-ASA – 16/23/96)


Subject(s): Industrial policy – Burma ; Privatization – Burma

Burma : Economic condition ; Economic policy

D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/1974)*

GB: LSE(BLPE, OffPubl IBRD (754/MYA))

SOAS(L.GB338.9/719.827)*

US: LC(Microfiche (o) 95/63434 (H))

Ref.: OCLC 33905019
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UNDP – Programme management

US: UNDHL(DP/SF(063.5)/MYA/85/003)


Subject(s): Refugees – Legal status, laws, etc. – Burma

Burma – Ethnic relations

Karen (Southeast Asian people) − Crimes against - Burma

Human rights – Burma ; Atrocities – Burma

Minorities – Burma

GB: BL-DSS(0859.38850 v.: AI-ASA-16/13/95) SAdS(ICS JQ716 MYA)

US: HU(Law School ILS JC 599.B93 M938x 1995)

NIU(SEA JC599.B93 M9351995)

UCD(Shields KNLI2107.M56 A92 1995)

Ref.: OCLC 34961904


This report was prep. by a team led by Sudhir Shetty … – October 16, 1995.

Subject(s): Industrial policy − Burma ; Privatization – Burma

Burma : Economic condition ; Economic policy

D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/1974)*

GB: LSE(BLPE, OffPubl IBRD (754/MYA))

SOAS(L.GB338.9/719.827)*

US: LC(Microfiche (o) 95/63434 (H))

Ref.: OCLC 33905019


Subject(s): Civil rights – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Political persecution – Burma ; Political prisoners ; Torture – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988–>
US: CU(Kroch +HV7857.7.M98)
HU(Law School ILIS JC 599.B93 A475x 1990)
NU(SEA JC599.B87 M931990B)
Ref.: OCLC 24136246

ISBN 0-11-984343-9
Subject(s): Democratization – Burma
Burma: Politics and government <1988–>
US: UCSD(IR/PS HC59.15 .I15 no.99/134 Stacks)
Ref.: OCLC 55120026

Subject(s): Civil rights – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Political prisoners – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988–>
US: CU(Kroch +JC599.B87 M99)
UC(SRLF D009501131)
Ref.: OCLC 47291407

Subject(s): Finance, Public – Burma ; Monetary policy – Burma
Burma : Economic conditions <1948–> ; Foreign economic relations ; Economic conditions <1948–> – Statistics
F: BIUL0(GEN.III.61291)
GB: LSE(BLPES, OffPubl IMF (179/99/134))
SOAS(L.GB330.97/29.180)
SG: ISEAS(Sta a HC441 I61S no. 95/126)
US: NNC(Business HC10 .144 no.97/31) UCSD
Ref.: OCLC 3415022

GB: LSE(BLPES, OffPubl IMF (179/95/126))
SOAS(GB338.9781.717)
US: UCSD UNDHL(IMF(063.5)/I312/97/31/ENG)
Ref.: OCLC 36897729

Subject(s): Labor market – Burma ; Prices – Burma ; Fiscal policy – Burma ; Monetary policy – Burma ; Balance of payments – Burma ; Foreign exchange – Burma ; Poverty. Burma : Economic conditions ; Social conditions ; Economic conditions Statistics.
US: UCSD(IR/PS HC59.15.15 no.99/134 Stacks)
UNDHL(IMF(063.5)/I312/99/134)
YU(SSL EGCC)

GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: AI-ASA – 16/30/96)

Contents: I. Introduction - II. Recent events - III. Longer-term trends - IV. Present international policies, sanctions and engagement - V. Another way forward - VI. The UN's mediation role - VII. Conclusion. Subject(s): Democratization - Burma ; National League for Democracy < Burma > ; Burma – Politics and government <1988–>
GB: OUL(M04.C03528)
Ref.: OCLC 55120026

GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: AI-ASA-16/17/96)
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi. Human rights – Burma; Political prisoners – Burma; Political persecution – Burma. Burma – Politics and government <1988- >

GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v.: AI-ASA – 16/01/97)
US: WU(Memorial Lib. JC599 B93 M93 1996)
Ref.: OCLC 42637295

Subject(s): Burma – Economic conditions – 1948 – .
Statistics.
US: UCSD(IR/PS HC422 .M98 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 46361448

Subject;
Burma
Archives
Project Activities
Microfilms
Project Management
Records Management
Document Preservation
UNDP – Programme management
US: UNDHL(UNDP/SP(063.5)/MYA-78-005)

Subject(s): Burma : Technical Education; Agricultural education; Vocational activities
Project Management; Curriculum Development
UNDP – Programme management
US: UNDHL(UNDP/SP(063.5)/MYA-90-006)

Subject(s): Descriptor: Arms transfers - Burma.
Ref.: OCLC 51597283

Subject(s): Criminal justice; Administration of - Burma.
Political prisoners - Burma.
Detention of persons - Burma.
Trials (Political crimes and offenses) - Burma.
GB: BL-DSS(0859.388500 issue16, pt.1)
US: Univ of Cincinnati, Marx Law Libr. OH
Georgetown Univ. Law Libr, DC
Ref.: OCLC 55126586

Subject(s): Civil rights – Burma; Political prisoners – Burma; Human rights – Burma; Minorities – Burma; Torture – Burma
GB: SADs(ICS Q716 MYA)
US: NIU(SEA JC599.B87 M91993)
HU(Law School ILS JC599.B93 M93x93 1993)
UCD(Shields JC599.B87 M9 1993)
Ref.: OCLC 29648841

Subject(s): Military government - Burma
Civil supremacy over the military - Burma
Burma: Armed Forces – Reorganization; Politics and government <1988- >; Military policy.
Ref.: OCLC 50793007

Subject(s): Burma: Guidebooks; Description and travel
AU: NLA(YYq915.9104 O38)
D: HD-SAI(320 idk 97/2961)*
SG: NUS(Cl+HL Gen Reading DS530.2 Myn)
US: CU(Kroch +DS527.3 .M935 2001)
US: Krich DS527.3 .M935 2001
HU(Widener Harv. Depos. DS527.3 .M935 1994)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M991)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M991)

Subject(s): Burma
US(Kroch DS527.3 .M935 2001)

Subject(s): Burma – Guidebooks; Description and travel
D: B-SBB(1 A 497345 Potsdamer Str.)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.2 M99)

Subject(s): Burma: Torture; Political prisoners; Minorities; Ethnic relations.
GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v. ASA 16/12/99)

Myanmar: the management process for constructing primary schools and providing school furniture / text by John H. Beynon; Tables, charts and database by U ko Ko Aung, U Aung Toe and U Kyaw Tint; ed. by Baudouin Dulieu-art. – Bangkok, UNESCO Asia and Pacific Regional Bureau for Education, 2002. 49 p., illus., map, plans, bibliogr. p. 35-36.
– MYA/99/004 - At head of title: Improving access of children, women and men of poorest communities to primary education for all.
Subject(s): Primary schools; School buildings; School furniture
Ref: UNESCO

Subject(s): Burma; History; Politics and government; Military relations
Ref: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v. OA-015878)

Subject(s): Criminal law; Burma
Ref: CU(Kroch KNL 3796.A28 1974)
LC: BU(Law School ILS RR BUR 380 F74)
Ref.: OCLC 39897658

Subject(s): Humanitarian assistance; Burma
Burma; Politics and government <1884->
Burma; Social conditions.
Ref: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: ASA-16/005/2001)
Ref: OCLC 495704555; 52118960


Subject(s): Burma; History; Politics and government
Ref: OCLC 51904479

Subject(s): Sex discrimination against women; Law and legislation; Burma; Women; Crimes against - Burma
Ref: OCLC 48087115

Myanmar: trade and investment potential in Asia
Jacob, Sheldon A.

GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v. ASA 16/13/99)

Subject(s): Rights – International law; Human rights – Burma
LSE(BLGPES, Pamphlets; COLP. P 1351, Special)

GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: AI-ASA-16/46/96)

Myanmar: update on the Shan State.
Myanmar; compilation document

Subject(s): Burma; Research Centres; Institution Buildings; Science and Technology; Laboratories
Ref: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: AI-ASA-16/46/96)

Subject(s): Burma – Guidebooks
Ref: OCLC 55842250

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Minorities, abuse of – Burma; Women – Legal status, laws, etc. – Burma; Torture - Burma
GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v.: ASA-16/017/2001)
US: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v.: ASA-16/017/2001)
Ref.: OCLC 48087115

GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885 v. ASA 16/12/99)

Subject(s): Humanitarian assistance - Burma
Burma; Politics and government <1884->
Burma; Social conditions.
Ref: US Army War Coll, PA
Ref: OCLC 495704555; 52118960


Subject(s): Burma; History; Politics and government
Ref: OCLC 51904479

Subject(s): Sex discrimination against women; Law and legislation; Burma; Women; Crimes against - Burma
Ref: OCLC 48087115

Ditto. 2nd ed. – ibid., 1994. 96 p., illus. (some col.)
Ref: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: ASA-16/017/2001)
Subject(s): Burma : River basins ; River basins development ; Water management ; Sustainable development – Project Activities
UNDPI – Programme management
US: UNDPI(DP/SF(063.5)/MYA/93/005
ISSN 0945-2915
Myanmar Academy of Agricultural, Forestry, Livestock, and Fishery Sciences
Myanmar Academy of Agricultural, Forestry, Livestock, and Fishery Sciences / Annual Research Conference
Ref.: DB
Bibliographical description
Subject(s): Agriculture
Myanmar Academy of Agricultural, Forestry, Livestock, and Fishery Sciences / Annual Research Conference
< 2000, Rangoon>
Subject(s): Agriculture – Research – Burma – Congresses.
< 2000, Rangoon>
550 p., illus., graphs., map.
Subject(s): Agriculture – Research – Burma – Congresses.
Myanmar Academy of Arts and Science / Research Conference
Note: Compilation of ongoing Research Conference of the Myanmar Academy of Arts and Science.
Subject(s): Humanities–Burma–Congresses.
Myanmar Academy of Medical Science
The growth and development of medical research in Myanmar. 1886 to 1986
→Aung Than Batu
Subject(s): Burma – Commerce – Directories
Business enterprises – Burma – Directories
Advertisers – Burma – Directories
US: CU: 1999 (Kroch Oversize HF3770.7.A48 M919x+)
NNC: 2000 (OFFSITE HF3770.7.A48 M92)
WU: 2000 (S-S/EAsia HF3770.7.A48 M92 Ref)
2000 (S-S/EAsia HF3770.7.A48 M92 Ref)
WU: 2000 (Memorial Lib. HF3770.7.A48 M92)
Ref.: OCLC 45317096
GB: BL-DSS(0859.3885, v.: ASA 16/1499)
Subject(s): Environmental policy – Burma
Environmental protection ; Ecology – Burma
SG: Lee Kong Chian(English q354.3 MYA)
SG: NUS(FL HG3270.7 Mya)

Myanmar Baptist Convention (MBC) / HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care Project
→HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care Project

Myanmar (Birma) →Siemens, Günter

ISBN 2-8766-033-4
Ref: DB

ISBN 2-8766-033-4

Myanmar, Birmanie : Droits de l’homme – Birmanie
Droits de l’homme – Birmanie – 20e siècle
Répression politique – Birmanie – 20e siècle
Birmanie – Politique et gouvernement

Myanmar (Birmania), Tailandia
– I: BO-Bibl. comunale 8 Marzo 1908 – Ozzano dell’Emilia

Myanmar building genuine Democratic State
[ST/DPI/PRESS/GA/9460
Ref.: UNDHL

Myanmar (Burma) / [executive eds., Frank Kaleb Jansen, Bill Payne]. – Pasadena, CA: World Population Study Center ; Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization ; MARC [Missions Advanced Research and Communication Center] ; Univ. of the Nations, 1990s. 34 p., illus. – (Passport to the world) – Other title: Passport to the world, Myanmar (Burma)
Subject(s): Missions - Burma
Burma : Description and travel ; Religious life and customs.
US: George Fox Univ, OR

SG: CL(915.9104 MB 1994)

Myanmar (Burma) : a travel survival kit., 5th ed. – 1993
→Cummings, Joe

Myanmar (Burma) : a Lonely Planet travel survival kit. 6th ed. –1996
→Cummings, Joe

Myanmar (Burma). 1st ed. - 1998
→Köllner, Helmut

Myanmar (Burma). 7th ed. – 1999
→Clark, Michael

Myanmar (Burma). 8th ed. – 2000
→Martin, Steve

Subject(s): Martial law – Burma ; Human rights – Burma.
Executionnisms and executioners – Burma
Law enforcement – Burma ; Police brutality - Burma
Police shootings – Burma ; Violence (Law) - Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces.
D: HD-SAI(325 pol 96/1168 SD)*
US: CU(Kroch +HV9785.7.M982)
NIU(Sea JC599.B93 M93181989)

Subject(s): Human rights – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
US: CU(Kroch +JC599.B87 M98)

Myanmar bizwatch : a monthly information brief / publ. by the Singapore Trade Development Board. – Singapore: The Board. – Monthly
US: LC: 1999,Aug.- (Microfiche (o) 99/51800 Indo)
Subject(s): Burma: Minorities; Torture; Executions and executions; Human rights; Ethnic relations; Politics and government <1988-8>
US: CU(Echols +JC599.B87 M985)

Myanmar (Burma): country report
Country report: Myanmar (Burma)

Subject(s): Aves
US: CU(Kroch +KNL3535 .M93) – GB: NHM(Tring ornithology 73G Mya)

Subject(s): Executions and executioners – Burma; Martial law – Burma; Human rights – Burma; Political prisoners – Burma; Executioners – Burma; Students – Burma – Political activity; Political prisoners – Burma; Detention of persons – Burma; Student protesters – Burma

Subject(s): Civil rights – Burma; Human rights – Burma; Students – Burma; Political activity; Political prisoners – Burma; Detention of persons – Burma; Student protesters – Burma
US: CU(Echols +HV8699.B93 M98) – GB: NHM(Tring ornithology 73G Mya)

Subject(s): Fair trial – Burma; Due process of law – Burma; Detention of persons – Burma; Human rights – Burma; Trials (Political crimes and offenses) – Burma; Civil rights – Burma; Political prisoners - Burma
US: CU(Kroch +KNL3535 .M93) – GB: CUL(L620.d.16.5 ; Ref.64.B20)

Myanmar (Burma) handbook ... 1997. – Bath, England: Footprint Handbooks; Lincolnhwood: Passport Books. Illus., maps. – (Footprint handbooks) – ISSN 1363-7436
<Thailand & Burma handbook
Subject(s): Burma: Guidebooks.
GB: CUL(L620.d.16.5 ; Ref.64.B20)

Myanmar (Burma) news / American Baptist Board of International Ministries. 1993-. – Valley Forge, Pa.: International Ministries. Illus. – Quarterly
<Burma news (Valley Forge, Pa.)
Subject(s): Burma: Periodicals

Myanmar business. – Bangkok: Options Publishing Services. – Monthly
Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions – Periodicals; Commerce – Periodicals

Subject(s): Burma: Commerce – Periodicals; Economic conditions <1948-> – Periodicals; Economic policy – Periodicals.
SG: ISEAS: 1994-(HC422 A1 M99)
US: CU(Kroch +HC422.A1 M93)

Myanmar business and tourism news Sunday Post
Sunday post
US: CU(Kroch +HC422.A1 M93)

Myanmar business directory & business guide to Myanmar
Subject(s): Business enterprises – Burma – Directories; Trading companies – Burma – Directories
SG: ISEAS: 1995-(HC422 A1 M99)

Myanmar business directory & business guide to Myanmar
Subject(s): Business enterprises – Burma – Directories; Trading companies – Burma – Directories
SG: ISEAS: 1995-(HC422 A1 M99)

Myanmar business directory & business guide to Myanmar
Subject(s): Business enterprises – Burma – Directories; Trading companies – Burma – Directories
SG: ISEAS: 1995-(HC422 A1 M99)

Myanmar business directory & business guide to Myanmar
Subject(s): Business enterprises – Burma – Directories; Trading companies – Burma – Directories
SG: ISEAS: 1995-(HC422 A1 M99)

Myanmar business directory & business guide to Myanmar
Subject(s): Business enterprises – Burma – Directories; Trading companies – Burma – Directories
SG: ISEAS: 1995-(HC422 A1 M99)

Myanmar business directory & business guide to Myanmar
Subject(s): Business enterprises – Burma – Directories; Trading companies – Burma – Directories
SG: ISEAS: 1995-(HC422 A1 M99)

Myanmar business directory & business guide to Myanmar
Subject(s): Business enterprises – Burma – Directories; Trading companies – Burma – Directories
SG: ISEAS: 1995-(HC422 A1 M99)

Subject(s): Investments, Foreign – Burma – Handbooks. Investments – Law and legislation – Burma

Burma: Economic conditions <1948->

F: BNF Tolbiac H.de J. Dept. Droit Salle D 088.52


Subject(s): ASEAN


Myanmar Chemical Society

Journal of the Myanmar Chemical Society. 1.1, Jan 1994-. – Yangon: Myanmar Chemical Society. – Quarterly

Subject(s): Chemistry – Burma ; Periodicals

US: CU: 1.1.1994-Jan.-3.2.1996 July (Kroch +QD1 J86) LC(Br-289-S)

Myanmar/China alternative development cooperation meeting : 6th-9th April 1999, Simao City, Yunnan Province, People's Republic of China / meeting organizers, Yunnan Province Narcotics Control Committee, Simao Prefecture Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control [and] United Nations International Drug Control Programme. – [Simao City?, 1999.] 74, 6, 4 p., illus., maps.

Subject(s): Narcotics, Control of – Burma – Congresses. Narcotics, Control of – China – Yunnan Sheng – Congresses; Opium trade – Burma – Congresses; Opium trade – China – Yunnan Sheng – Congresses; Rural development – Burma – Congresses; Rural development – China – Yunnan Sheng – Congresses.

US: CU(Kroch HV5840B93 M93 1999)+ YU(SML HV5840 B93 M93 1999 (LC)+)


Subject(s): Investments – Law and legislation – Burma

AU: ANU(Menzies new book +2022221) D: HHMP(j B 212) SG: ISEAS(KNL894 M991)

US: CU(Echols KNL961.5.A28 1994) LC(Microfiche 95/63521 (K))

UCB(Law Lib Asia KF1255 .B873)

Myanmar compilation document

→Myanmar : compilation document


Subject(s): Computer service industry - Burma - Directories.


Myanmar Concord Development Organization(MCDO)

MCDO, Myanmar Concord Development Organization. – Bangkok: MCDO, [1990?]. 94 p., illus., col. map.


US: CU(Kroch +HC422 .M93 1990)


Subject(s): Copyright – Burma SG: ISEAS(KNL1104 A31B96)

US: CU(Kroch0 & DU(SRLF) & YU(SML X) : KNLI1104.A311914 A4 2003 HU(Law School BUR 344 G03)


Contents:

The Myanmar economy at the crossroads / U Tun Wai Monetary and fiscal policies for development / Myat Thein Agricultural policy reforms and agricultural development in Myanmar / Mya Than and Nobuyoshi Nishizawa An economic analysis of Burmese rice-price policies / Tin Soe and Brian S. Fisher Industrial development and industrial policy in Myanmar / Wilfried Lütkenhorst The Union of Burma Foreign Investment Law / Mya Than Burma and Asia-Pacific dynamism / Richard W. A. Vokes United Nations technical aid and economic development in Burma / Soe Saing Remodelling Myanmar / John Badgley

Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy ; Economic conditions <1948->

AU: ANU(Menzies new book +1738836) NLA D: BUFO/820(ief 667) M-BSB(93.44945)

HD-SAII(325 wiwi 91/1807)* PA-UB(55/RR 51986 M995 M9)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.37734) GB: BL-DSS(91/15419) BL-APAC(ORW.1991.a.1505)
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Myanmar Evangelical Graduate School of Theology (MEGST) < Yangon>

Annual magazine / Myanmar Evangelical Graduate School of Theology. [1997–] – Yangon: Myanmar Evangelical Graduate School of Theology. Illus. – Running title: MEGST annual magazine. – Added title and text also in Burmese Subject(s): Bible colleges – Burma – Rangoon – Periodicals US: LC 2001/02 (BV4019 .A65 Bur) YU(SML)

Myanmar export/import rules and regulations for private business enterprises ...


p. 3 Preface
p. 4 Introduction
p. 7 Armed Insurrection of the Burma Communist Party (BCP)
p. 8 Emergence of BCP North-East Military Region
p.10 Kokang Nationals Break Away from the BCP to Make Peace
p.15 Wa Nationals Break Away from the BCP to Make Peace
p.19 Shan/Akhar Armed National Groups Break Away from the Burma Communist Party To Make Peace
p.23 The Shan State Army (SSA) Returns to the Legal Fold
p.27 Military Region (101) Breaks Away from the BCP to Make Peace
p.31 The 4’ Battalion of the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) Returns to the Legal Fold
p.34 The Pa-O National Organization (PNO) Returns to the Legal Fold
p.39 The Palaung State Liberation Army (PSLA) Returns to the Legal Fold
p.42 The Kayan National Guard (KNG) Returns to the Legal Fold
p.45 The Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) Returns to the Legal Fold
p.53 The Kayinni National People’s Liberation Front Returns to the Legal Fold
p.58 The Kayin New Land Party Returns to the Legal Fold
p.62 The Shan State Nationalities People’s Liberation Group Returns to the Legal Fold
p.69 The Kayinni National Progressive Party Returns to the Legal Fold
p.75 The New Mon State Party Returns to the Legal Fold
p.81 The Unconditional Surrender of the Shan State Mong Tai Army (MTA) Led by Khun Sa
p.90 BCP (Rakhine State) Exchanges Arms for Peace
p.98 Peace Dialogue with the Karen National Union (KNU) Armed Insurgents
p.102 Development of Border Areas for the Consolidation of National Solidarity
p.105 Conclusion Subject(s): Burma : Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Economic conditions ; Politics and government ; Social conditions. Burma : Bildungswesen ; Fremdenverkehr D: B-SBB(1 A 469881 Potsdamier Str.) – S-Inst.Raumordnung(p 312-041) GB: BL-APAC(SPHOA OU 959.1) OUL(IND Burma ref 4) SG: ISEAS(Ref DS527.3 M99) NNL(R English 959.1 MYA & MYFY yrbk 2002) NUS(Main Shelves DS530.6 5 Y) US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & NNC(Butler) : DS527.3 .M924 2000 HU(Documents (Lamont)) NIU(Ref) & UCB(Main & S-S/EA: Asia): DS527.4 .M896 2000 REF
Subject(s): Demographic surveys – Myanmar ; Health surveys – Myanmar ; Fertility, Human – Myanmar.
Ref.: OCLC 41210144

Myanmar first ever Mandalay directory
→ Mandalay directory

Myanmar foreign service list / Ministry of Foreign Affairs … – [Rangoon]
Ref.: OCLC 39607452

Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Periodicals – Forest products industry – Burma
AU: NLA(Sq 634.909591 MYA)
SG: ISEAS(SD235.B9M99)
US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Law School) & LC & SG: NUS(Ref. 3 DS530.65 Mya 2002)
D: GÖInst.f.Ethn.(S.O.As 1103)

Myanmar health care directory … 2000- – Yangon: Eureka P.R. & Ads. Illus. (some col.) – Annual – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: CU: 2000 2002 (Olin Oversize RA530.5 M83+)
LC(RA530.5 .M93 So Asia Ref)
NLM(WX 22 JM9 M995)
Ref.: OCLC 48458349

Myanmar health sciences research journal. (4.1, Apr. 1992-.) – Yangon: Dept. of Medical Research, Ministry of Health. – ISSN 1015-0781
Ref.: LC: 2001 (Br-E-2004-327278; 26)

Myanmar historical research journal … 1.1995, Nov.- – [Rangoon.] – Add title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma – History – Periodicals. – Burma – History – Periodicals. – History
AU:NLA(Sq 634.909591) & NLM
Ref.: CRL(Microfiche (o) 96/63554 <Asian>)
LC(Microfiche (o) 96/63554) YU(SML, Stacks)
Ref.: OCLC 36421893 ; 46428663

Myanmar Historical Commission
Selected writings of Daw Khin Khin Ma
→ Khin Khin Ma
Selected writings of Dr. Khin Maung Nyunt
→ Khin Maung Nyunt
Selected writings of Ni Ni Myint
→ Ni Ni Myint
Selected writings of Tun Aung Chain
→ Tun Aung Chain
Selected writings of U Hla Thein
→ Hla Thein
Selected writings of U Thaw Kaung
→ Thaw Kaung
→ Traditions of knowledge in Southeast Asia
– U Than Htut (Taik Soe) in memoriam

Myanmar hotel and tourism law (The State Law and Order Restoration Council law no, 14/93) / The State Law and Order Restoration Council. – [Yangon], 23rd Oct., 1993. 16, 16 p. – Added title and text also in Myanmar D: HD-SAI(325 jur 98/1111 Kp)*
US: CU(Kroch)

Subjects: Drugs – Burma – Periodicals. – Pharmaceuticals, Organic – Burma – Periodicals. – Pharmaceutical industry – Burma – Directory
SG: Lee Kong Chan(English q553.809591 MGJ)

Subject(s): Industries – Burma – Directories. – Business enterprises – Burma – Directories.
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Myanmar language commission < Union of Myanmar, Ministry of Education >

→ Myanmar-English dictionary

→ Myanmar-English-Malay = English-Malay-Myanmar dictionary

Myanmar law <1989>

→ Income-tax law, rules, and regulations

Myanmar law <1990>

15 ➔ The Central Bank of Myanmar law

Myanmar laws digest


Subject(s): Burma : Law

Ref.: OCLC 55890554


US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : KNLI4 2001

UC(SRLF AA0009328154)

Ref.: OCLC 50004432


SG: ISEAS(KNL14 B991)

US: CU(Kroch) & LC : KNLI4 2003a

HU(Law School BUR 202 MYA66 2003) YU(SML)

Ref.: OCLC 53830907


US: LC(KNLI4 2000)

Ref.: OCLC 45759147


SG: ISEAS(KNL14 B99)

US: CU(Kroch KNL14x 2001)

HU(Law School BUR 201 MYA66)

LC & WU(Memorial Lib. ) : KNLI4 2001a

UC(SRLF AA0009328139) YU(SML)

Ref.: OCLC 50004415


US: CU(Kroch KNL14x 2001b)

LC(KNLI4 2001b) UC(SRLF AA0009328147)

WU(Memorial Lib. KNL14 2001b) YU(SML)

Ref.: OCLC 50004367


US: CU(Kroch) & LC : KNLI4 2003

HU(Law School BUR 202 MYA67 2003) YU(SML)

Ref.: OCLC 52594967


D: B-SBB(Zsn 118637)

SG: ISEAS(KNLI4 B99)

US: CU(Kroch) & LC : KNLI4 2004 YU(SML)


GB: SOAS(A345.910844/791920)

SG: ISEAS(KNL11 A92)

NRL & Tampines : R English 349.591 AUN

NUS(LW ASEAN Coll KE3849 Aun)
**Myanmar marionettes** (Burmese puppets) : a list of references in the English language
→*Macalister*, John

**Myanmar Marketing Research and Development (MMRD)**
→Health products directory
→Myanmar advertising directory
→Myanmar automobile and equipment directory

**Myanmar Medical Association**
→Myanmar Medical Conference

**Myanmar Medical Association / Obstetrics and Gynaecology Section**
→Refresher course for general practitioners

**Myanmar Medical Association / Paediatric Section**
→Common paediatric problems

**Myanmar Medical Conference**
Myanmar Medical Conference / Myanmar Medical Association. – Yangon.
D: HD-SAI: 39 (325 med 98/1006 Kp)*

ISSN 0007-6295

**Burma medical journal**
Subject(s): Delivery of Health Care – Burma – Periodicals.
Medicine – Burma – Periodicals.
D: ZBM: 34.1989,2- (Zs B 2740)
US: LC: DNLM: 34.2,Jun 1989:-? (W1 MY732)
Ref.: OCLC 22449921

Subject(s): Mining law – Burma.
GB: SOAS(Pam Law:73.199)

Note: Activities to control narcotic drug abuse in Burma.
Subject(s): Narcotics, Control of - Burma
Ref.: Bookseller

Note: Annotated bibliography of books in Burmese language published in Burma.
Subject(s): Burmese imprints
Burma : Bibliography ; Imprints.
US: LC(Z3220 .M73 2001 Bur)

Note: Medical handbook for rapid reference.
Ref.: OCLC 50005036

Typescript
SG: ISEAS(HC422 C47)
NUS+NUS-HL(HG5720.7 Mya)

**Myanmar96 business yearbook.** – Yangon: Seven Dragon Myanmar Enterprise Co., 1996. 139 p., col. illus. – At head of title: Welcome to visit Myanmar year'96. - In English and Burmese
Subject(s): Burma ; Commerce ; Description and travel.
US:CU(Kroch HF3770.7.Z5 M92 1996+)

Subject(s):Civil rights – Burma ; Human rights – Burma D: HD-SAI(325 jur 98/1358 Kp)*
GB: SAdS(ICS JQ716 MYA)
US: CU(Kroch +JCS99 B87 M94x 1992)
HU(Law School: ILS JC 599.B93 M937x 1992)
UCR(Rivera K3236.4.A56 M94 1992)

**Myanmar, "no place to hide"**
→*Myanmar* : "no place to hide"

**Myanmar official telephone directory & yellow pages.** – [Yangon:] Myanmar Posts & Telecommunications & Advanced Communications Myanmar Co., Ltd. – Variant title: Official Myanmar telephone directory & yellow pages
SG: ISEAS(Ref TK6113 B9M991 ; Mfm (o) 95/6343)

Note: an annotated list of enterprises.
Ref.: OCLC 50005036

US: YU(SML SB299 O65 2002 (LC)+ Oversize)

US: CU(Kroch HV5840.B8 M93 2003++ ; Film 12193 reel 64 no.17)
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Myanmar perspectives (magazine). 1, 1995- . – Yangon. – Quarterly
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals ; Politics and government – Periodicals ; Economic conditions – Periodicals ; Social conditions – Periodicals ; Description and travel – Periodicals
I: RM-Bibl. del Dipt. di studi storico religiosi dell’Univ. degli studi di Roma La Sapienza
SG: ISEAS: 2.3,1996- (DS527 M99)
TH: CU: 1996 (TIC 62762)
H(U:Widener WID-LC DS527 .M93x) LC(DS527.M93)
NIU: Sep 1996-Apr 1998 (SEA Per DS527 .M935)
YU: 1,1995.12- (SML, Stacks)
Ref.: OCLC 36966197

Myanmar Physical Society
→Myanmar journal of physics

Myanmar pilot watershed for Kinda Dam (phase 1) : report of the evaluation mission. – Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1990.
US: WU(Steenbock Lib. Documents FAO fiche 327589)

Myanmar Pitaka Association
→Nidānā sam.yutta

Myanmar Pitaka Association / Editorial Committee
→The Dhammapada : verses & stories
→Khandha Samyutta : group of related discourses on aggregates from Khandha Vagga, division discourses on aggregates
→Nidānā samyutta : group of related discourses on causal factors from Nidanavagga Sam.yutta, division containing groups of discourses on causal factors

Myanmar population changes and fertility survey
→Myanmar : population changes and fertility

< Burma press release
Ref.: Bookseller

Myanmar Program
→Wildlife Conservation Society < New York, N.Y. > / Myanmar Program

Myanmar proverbs
→Lu Zoe

Myanmar review. No. 6, July 1989-. . – [Rangoon : Myint Hlaing.] – Monthly. – English and Burmese<br>
< The Burma review
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals.

US: CU(Kroch) LC

Myanmar special envoy to visit Yangon 6-10 June
→Annan, Kofi

Myanmar style : art, architecture and design of Burma / John Falcconer ; Elizabeth Moore ; Daniel Kahrs ; Alfred Birnbaum ; Virginia McKeen Di Crocco ; Joe Cummings ; photographer, Luca Invernizzi Tettori. 1st publ. in Great Britain. – London : Thames and Hudson, 1998. 224 p., col. illus., index. – ISBN 0-500-01890-1
H(U:Widener ; Loeb Design : NA152.M92 1998)
IU(Architecture Stacks Q. 709.591 M99)
NNC(FINE ARTS N7306 B92 M98)
NYPL(Research 3-MAF 99-5280)
UCD(Shields b) & UCSC(McHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML +) : N7312 .M93 1998

ditto. photographer, Luca Invernizzi Tettoni ; editor, Kim Inglis ; authors, John Falcconer ... [et al.]– Hong Kong: Pe- riplus ; North Clarendon, VT: Distributed by Charles E. Tut- tle, c1998. 224 p., col. illus., index. – A Luca Invernizzi Tet- toni book. – ISBN: 962-593-397-2

Ref.: OCLC 21979164

US: CU(Kroch) LC

Myanmar special envoy to visit Yangon 6-10 June
→Annan, Kofi

Myanmar style : art, architecture and design of Burma / John Falcconer ; Elizabeth Moore ; Daniel Kahrs ; Alfred Birnbaum ; Virginia McKeen Di Crocco ; Joe Cummings ; photographer, Luca Invernizzi Tettori. 1st publ. in Great Britain. – London : Thames and Hudson, 1998. 224 p., col. illus., index. – ISBN 0-500-01890-1
H(U:Widener ; Loeb Design : NA152.M92 1998)
IU(Architecture Stacks Q. 709.591 M99)
NNC(FINE ARTS N7306 B92 M98)
NYPL(Research 3-MAF 99-5280)
UCD(Shields b) & UCSC(McHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML +) : N7312 .M93 1998

ditto. photographer, Luca Invernizzi Tettoni ; editor, Kim Inglis ; authors, John Falcconer ... [et al.]– Hong Kong: Pe- riplus ; North Clarendon, VT: Distributed by Charles E. Tut- tle, c1998. 224 p., col. illus., index. – A Luca Invernizzi Tet- toni book. – ISBN: 962-593-397-2

Ref.: OCLC 21979164

Subject(s): Industries – Burma – Directories ; Manufactures – Burma – Directories

Burma : Telephone directories ; Telephone directories – Yellow pages ; Commerce – Directories.

SG: ISEAS/Ref TK6113 B9M991
Ref.: OCLC 44802579

Myanmar textile and garment industry. – Singapore: Singapore Trade Development Board, 1996. 100 p., illus. – (Market research report)

SG: NUS(HL HD9850.5 Mya)


Add title: New Light of Myanmar.

Note: A complete weekly newsmagazine with sections that appeal to government leaders, local businessmen, foreigners and an emerging white collar class. Delivers expert coverage and analysis of news, business, world affairs, culture, lifestyle & sport. Weekly sections and advertising features deliver information in the fast-growing areas of information technology and finance, fashion and food, automotive and construction, travel and tourism.

http://www.myanmar.com/myanmartimes/
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals ; Newspapers.

GB: BL/APAC(OP.1301)
SOAS: 1.1, March 6-12, 2000. – Per 21 L / 656074
SG: ISEAS/Newspapers shelves)
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4.M98 1995)
SG: ISEAS(DS528.7 C74)
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4.M98 1995)
Ref.: OCLC 36939499

Myanmar today. 1.1.1998, Jan.-. – [Yangon:] Ministry of Information, Illus. – Three times a year

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1988-> – Periodicals

LC(DS530.65 .M93) YU: 1998(SML)
Ref.: OCLC 41621923


Subject(s): Independence Day (Burma)

Burma – Anniversaries, etc.

SG: ISEAS(Doc 6221)

Myanmar tourism law ... / Union of Myanmar, State Law and Order Restoration Council. – [Ran` kun`, 1990.]

13, 13 p. – Added title in Burmese; Burmese and English text on opposite pages

Subject(s): Tourism – Law and legislation – Burma

US: HU(Widener) LC(KNLI1030.3.T67 A3 1990)
Ref.: OCLC 45956864

Note: A complete weekly newsmagazine with sections that appeal to government leaders, local businessmen, foreigners and an emerging white collar class. Delivers expert coverage and analysis of news, business, world affairs, culture, lifestyle & sport. Weekly sections and advertising features deliver information in the fast-growing areas of information technology and finance, fashion and food, automotive and construction, travel and tourism.

http://www.myanmar.com/myanmartimes/
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals ; Newspapers.

GB: BL/APAC(OP.1301)
SOAS: 1.1, March 6-12, 2000. – Per 21 L / 656074
SG: ISEAS/Newspapers shelves)
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4.M98 1995)
SG: ISEAS(DS528.7 C74)
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4.M98 1995)
Ref.: OCLC 36939499


D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/667)*


D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/640 Kp)*


Subject(s): Musical instruments Burma.

US: CU(Kroch x) & UCB(Music) & WU(Music Lib. (Mills)) & YU(SML x) :

ML541.B93 M7313 2001
HU(Loeb Music Harv. Depos.) & LC & NNC(Offsite) :

ML541.B93 M73 2001
NjP(Mendel Music Library (MUS))

Myanmar Travels & [and] Tours < Rangoon >

→Myanmar : visitor’s guide
Subject(s): Burma – History – Congresses.
AU: MLA (YY 959.104 M959)
GB: OUL(IND)

Myanmar travel handbook. – Yangon: Minami Tours
D: HD-SAI: Dec., 1996 (325 rei 98/1000 Kp)*

Myanmar two millennia conference / Ryuji Okudaira
<1999, Yangon>

Papers from the Myanmar Two Millennia Conference, Yangon, Myanmar, December 15-17, 1999. – [1999.] 1 v. (var. pag.) illus., maps. – Title and t.p. supplied by Echols Collection, Cornell Univ. Library. – Papers presented at the conference sponsored by the Universities Historical Research Centre, Univ. of Yangon. Contains:

Myanmar traditional choreography / U Aung Thwin
Impact of British colonialism on Chin culture, 1896-1948 / Aye Aye Ngun
Changing times, changing visions / Charlotte Galloway
The discourse of emphasis / Alexandra Green
The career or [i.e. of] Sir Charles Edward Bernard in Burma (Myanmar) / Hla Thein
Changing insights from Myanmar novels / Khin Khin Ma
Population of Myanmar (during second millennium) / by Daw Khin San Myint ...
Between China and the Japanese / Paul H. Kratoska
Constructing Southeast Asia in the 21st century / Kwa Chong Guan
Cities in ancient Burma / John N. Miksic
Ritual continuity and stylistic change in pagoda consecration and renovation / Elizabeth Moore
The Bamaw-Yunnan trade route in the Konbaung period / Myo Aung

The fabrication of ethnicity and colonial policy east of the Salween / M. R. Rujaya Abhakorn
A multi-ethnic Myanmar and the challenge of the 21st century / Sai Aung Tun
Trade between upper and lower Myanmar, c. 1853-85 / Jörg Schendel
Suphanikanlaya in the context of Thai-Myanmar relations / Sunait Chutintaranond
State, şaqamgha and laity during the Nyaungyan period / Than Htut
Legal framework on private sector development in Myanmar economy / Daw Than New
Myanmar women / Daw Khin Aye Win
Sino-Myanmar relations during the Nyaungyan period, 1600-1752 / Margaret Wong
Myanmar two millennia conference / Ryuji Okudaira
An inscribed arakanese buddha image of the fifteenth century / Pamerla Gutman
The discourse of emphasis / Alexandra Green
The Myanmar Travelling Handbook... / Stephen Ashton
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Myanmar-AGLN/ICRISAT Workshop and Monitoring Tour / 1992, Medical Research Center, Yangon and Central Agricultural Research Institute > Managing AGLN crops in rice-based cropping systems

Burma Bibliographical Project


Myat Thein


Myat Doo Myar Reh


Myat Kyaw

→Perspective of Burma


Myat Min Hlaing

→Mrat’ Man’ Lhuin’

Myat Nyein

A digest manual for Karen agriculturists and traders / by Maung Myat Nyein. – Bassein: Sgaw Karen Pr., 1901. VII, 157 p. – Added title and text in Burmese GB:BL(14300 g 16(2))*

Myat San

Byuha sakki

→Myō Myint : The literature of war and tactics in pre-colonial Burma

Radus ...

→Uttāmākyaw: Tawla

Senaga byuha

→Myō Myint : The literature of war and tactics in pre-colonial Burma

Myat Soe

→Mrat’ Cui

Myanmar


Myat Thein


→Financial resources for development in Myanmar : lessons from Asia


→Socio-economic study of the pilot demonstration area (Kinda dam, Myanmar)

Technological and social change : the introduction of tubewells in the dry zone area of Burma / Myat Thein. – 1988. 75 p. – Unpublished Subject(s): Burma : Wells - Technological innovations ; Wells - Social aspects ; Technology - Social aspects SG: ISEAS(LO. TD513 B9M99)
Bibliographical description

Myat Thit
Bagan

Myat Tun

Myat-Thah
The Holy Bible in Pwo-Karen
→ Bible < Karen : Pwo>

Mya-Tu
Handbook of biological data on Burma
→ Khin Maung Lwin

Myaungmya / Municipality
< Bye-law under section 30 >

< Bye-law under section 89 ; 90 >
Bye-laws by the Myaungmya municipality under section 89 and 90 (l) of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1901. [1 p.]

< Bye-law under section 92 >
Bye-laws by the Myaungmya municipality under section 92 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Jan. 1901. [1 p.]

< Bye-law under section 99 >
Bye-laws of the Myaungmya municipality framed under section 99, clause (b), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), June 1899. [1 p.]

< Bye-law under section 102 ; 142 >
Bye-laws by the Myaungmya municipality under section 102, sub-section (1), clause (a), (b), (c) and (g), and section 142, clause (e) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), July 1907. 7 p.

< Bye-law under section 124 >
Bye-laws by the Myaungmya municipality under section 124, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Augst. 1899. [1 p.]

< Bye-law under section 142 >
Bye-laws by the Myaungmya municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), October 1903. 16 p.

Myaungmya Agricultural Station
→ Agricultural Station < Myaungmya >

Myaungmya District
→ Burma gazetteer

Myazedi inscription in four languages : Pyu, Mon, Pali and Burmese. – Rangoon : National Museum, Cultural Institute, [1960]. 42 p., facsims. – (Burma cultural series ; 1) – Facsims. of the original in Pyu, Mon, Pali and Burmese, with translation or transliteration in Burmese and translation in English; introd. in Burmese

Subject(s): Inscriptions – Burma ; Inscriptions, Burmese – Burma

Myers

Myers, Adolph
On a small collection of fishes from Upper Burma. – New York : By order of the Trustees of American Museum of Natural History, 1924. 7 p. – (American Museum Novitates ; 150, Nov. 13, 1924)

Myers, George Sprague 1905-1985
A menace to our Baptist missions [by Howard F. Myers. – Rangoon : British India Pr., 1925?] 23 p.

Myers, Howard Fitch 1894-1947
Industrial management ... – Rangoon : Myanmar Sapei Taik, 1982. 425 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

Myint Thein
Amenace to our Baptist missions / by Howard F. Myers. – Rangoon : British India Pr., 1925?

Myungyan / Municipality
< Bye-law under section 30 >

< Bye-law under section 86 [etc.] >
Bye-laws by the Myingyan municipality under section 86, 89, 90, 92, 99, 102, and section 142, clauses (c), (f), (g), (i), (k), (n), and (s) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), October 1903. 16 p.

< Bye-law under section 102 >
Bye-laws of the Myingyan municipality under section 102, sub-section (1), clauses (a), (b), (c), and (g) of the Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(139))*

Rules by the Myingyan municipality under section 12, subsection (i), clause (d) and (f) of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), August 1901. [1 p]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(329))*

Rules by the Myingyan municipality under section 12, clause (c), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Dec. 1901. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(327))*

Rules by the Myingyan municipality framed under section 12, clause (a) of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Dec. 1898. [1 p]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(328))*

Rules by the Myingyan municipality framed under section 12, sub-section (i), clause (e), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Aug. 1901. [1 p]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(331))*

Amended rule by the Myingyan municipality under section 12, subsection (i), clause (e), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Aug. 1901. [1 p]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(332))*

Rule by the Myingyan municipality framed under section 12 (2) of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Aug. 1901. [1 p]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(333))*

Rule by the Myingyan municipality framed under section 12 (2), clause (a) of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Dec. 1898. [1 p]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(330))*

Rule by the Myingyan municipality framed under section 12 (c), clause (c), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), June 1899. [1 p]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(331))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1779)

Myingyan District

→ Burma gazetteer

Myint <b. 1944>
Burma : Politics and government <1988- > ; Foreign relations <1948- > ; Foreign public opinion. D: B-SBB(1 A 437246 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL-DSS(m02/22134)
S: G(01/146) Dh(Ofc-oc) L(0100 ÖS Öfcl) Hi(PLAN 5 Ofc-oc) S(Sv2001 230)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 M451)
US: FU(NcD) NNC(Lehman AVF3908) WU(Memorial Libr.) & YU(SML) : DS530.6 M95 2000
Ref.: OCLC 50993749

Myint <Maung>

→ Hla Myint

Myint Aung
Small hydro power development : the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma
→ Zaw Win

Myint Aung

Subject(s): Missions - Burma - Baptists – Missions. – Burma – Church history. US: NU(United Library, Garrett M.T.S. Thesis)

Subject(s): Excavations (Archaeology) – Burma – Shwebo District ; Excavations (Archaeology) – Burma – Halin (Ancient city) – Shwebo District (Burma) – Antiquities. Halin (Ancient city)
Burma : Antiquities. AU: NLA(Luce pam 2 ; McN 1057/114)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mic A2080)
US: CU(Kroch D5527.8 .06 1970)

Ref.: BAS

Myint Haing

The great disciples of the Buddha / by Maung Myint Hla. 1st publ. – Rangoon : Zeyar Hlaing Literature House, 1981. 72 p. – (Pwint Lin literature ; 13)
Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma ; Buddhist monks – Burma – Women in Buddhism – Burma – Religion. GB: SOAS(JA 294.36/494.786)*
US: CU(Kroch BQ418.M98 ; Film 10336 reel 190 no.8)
NIU(SEA BQ900 .M3781981)
YU(SML LC Class.)

Myint Htwe

A brief note on the ancient city of Pagan and some of its pagodas of historical interest / by Myint Htwe. – Rangoon : Zeyar Hlaing Literature House, 1981. 72 p. – (Pwint Lin literature ; 13)
Ref.: OCLC 25622126

Myint Kyaw

→ Traditions in current perspective : proceedings of the Conference on Myanmar and Southeast Asian Studies

Myint Kyaw

A brief note on the ancient city of Pagan and some of its pagodas of historical interest / by Myint Kyaw ... – Khyok, [1955]. 68, 10 p., [22] l. of plates, illus., map, bibliogr. p. 7. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Pagan (Burma) – Description – Temples, Buddhist – Burma – Pagan – History
US: LC(DS530.9.P33M73 1955)
Bibliographical description

Myint Soe
The industrialization of Burma. – Urbana, 1952.
US: IU(Main Stacks 330.9522 So211)

Myint Soe
Economics of production and procurement of paddy in Burma / Myint Soe. – 1978. IV, 132 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 86-88. – Los Baños, Univ. of the Philippines, M.S. thesis, June 1978
Subject(s): Rice - Burma
Ref.: OCLC 23719518
US: National Agr Libr

Myint Soe
Subject(s): Burmese language – Grammar.
US: OrU

Myint Swe
The ten great jataka stories : Myanmar/English … / U” MRan`´ Sin’` pru cu saññ’. – In Burmese and English
Subject(s): Proverbs, Burmese – Poetry
– Burmese proverbs explained in verse / Maung Myint Thein.
–Pyinmana> : Proceedings

Myint Thaung
Agricultural Research Conference <2nd, 2001, Yezin, Pyinman> : Proceedings

Myint Thein
Burmese folk-songs

Myint Thu
TH:CU(CL ; Pub Health Thesis T532K 2003)

Myint Zaw

Myint-Oo
Subject(s): Birma : Tropischer Regenwald – Waldinventur – Satellitenfernerkundung – Geoinformationssystem Hochschulschrift
D: DDSU(20001 8 032139)
TU-UB(14 E 7473)
GO-SUB(F 2001 A 242 BBF ; DISS 2001 A 9191)
HH-SUB(2002 U 1324)

Myitkyina District
Burma gazetteer

Note: Culture of the Ka-chin State, Burma.
Subject(s): Ka-chin State (Burma): Civilization – Periodicals.
US: LC(DS530.8.K3 M95 Ka-chin
Ref.: OCLC 53297615

GB: BL-APAC(ZOR 1993 a 151)

Myo Htun Lynn
Subject(s): Working Class – Burma ; Trade unions – Burma ; Labor – Burma ; Labor movement – Burma ; Labor unions – Burma ; Labor and laboring classes – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies staff use Z1087.B8 1975)

Myo Min
Subject(s): Burma : Sandstones - Sedimentary rocks - Eocene

Myō Myint
An analysis and translation of two poems by Letwethondara (U Myat San):
1. Senaga bhaya
2. Byuha sakkı

Subject(s): Lak’ vai Sundara, b. 1736 or 7 – Criticism and interpretation.
Military art and science – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies microform U660.B37.M96)

Myo Lwin
AU:ANU(Menzies staff use Z1087.B8 1975)

Myo Lwin
Speech on "Foreign Investment in Myanmar Tourism Industry" / Myo Lwin. – Bangkok: [Board of Investment], 1996.

Myo Min

Subject(s): Burma : Geology

On the nature and environmental significance of the Ordovician microbialites of Ywangan and Pindaya area, Southern Shan State

→ Khin Khin Lin

Subject(s): Burma : Sandstones - Sedimentary rocks - Eocene

Myō Myint
An analysis and translation of two poems by Letwethondara (U Myat San):
1. Senaga bhaya
2. Byuha sakkı

Subject(s): Lak’ vai Sundara, b. 1736 or 7 – Criticism and interpretation.
Military art and science – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies microform U660.B37.M96)

Myo Lwin
AU:ANU(Menzies staff use Z1087.B8 1975)

Myo Lwin
Speech on "Foreign Investment in Myanmar Tourism Industry" / Myo Lwin. – Bangkok: [Board of Investment], 1996.

Myo Min

Subject(s): Burma : Geology

On the nature and environmental significance of the Ordovician microbialites of Ywangan and Pindaya area, Southern Shan State

→ Khin Khin Lin

Subject(s): Burma : Sandstones - Sedimentary rocks - Eocene

Myō Myint
An analysis and translation of two poems by Letwethondara (U Myat San):
1. Senaga bhaya
2. Byuha sakkı

Subject(s): Lak’ vai Sundara, b. 1736 or 7 – Criticism and interpretation.
Military art and science – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies microform U660.B37.M96)

Myo Lwin
AU:ANU(Menzies staff use Z1087.B8 1975)

Myo Lwin
Speech on "Foreign Investment in Myanmar Tourism Industry" / Myo Lwin. – Bangkok: [Board of Investment], 1996.

Myo Min

Subject(s): Burma : Geology

On the nature and environmental significance of the Ordovician microbialites of Ywangan and Pindaya area, Southern Shan State

→ Khin Khin Lin

Subject(s): Burma : Sandstones - Sedimentary rocks - Eocene

Myō Myint
An analysis and translation of two poems by Letwethondara (U Myat San):
1. Senaga bhaya
2. Byuha sakkı

Subject(s): Lak’ vai Sundara, b. 1736 or 7 – Criticism and interpretation.
Military art and science – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies microform U660.B37.M96)

Myo Lwin
AU:ANU(Menzies staff use Z1087.B8 1975)

Myo Lwin
Speech on "Foreign Investment in Myanmar Tourism Industry" / Myo Lwin. – Bangkok: [Board of Investment], 1996.

Myo Min

Subject(s): Burma : Geology

On the nature and environmental significance of the Ordovician microbialites of Ywangan and Pindaya area, Southern Shan State

→ Khin Khin Lin

Subject(s): Burma : Sandstones - Sedimentary rocks - Eocene

Myō Myint
An analysis and translation of two poems by Letwethondara (U Myat San):
1. Senaga bhaya
2. Byuha sakkı

Subject(s): Lak’ vai Sundara, b. 1736 or 7 – Criticism and interpretation.
Military art and science – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies microform U660.B37.M96)

Myo Lwin
AU:ANU(Menzies staff use Z1087.B8 1975)
Myo Myint

Subject(s): Urban renewal - Burma - Rangoon - Theses

Myo Nyunt
Control of land and life in Burma

Hudson-Rodd, Nancy

Economics of production and farm size in Burmese agriculture with reference to paddy farming

Khin Maung Kyi

Land rights policy for future Burma

Hudson-Rodd, Nancy


Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government <1988–>

US: CU(Kroch DS 530.4 .M995 1993)

Speeches delivered by Chairman of the Steering Committee for Holding Co-ordination Meetings for Convening of the National Convention ... – [Rangoon, 1992] 95 p., illus. – Title and text in Burmese. – English title on p. 4 of cover

Note: Speeches delivered at the co-ordination meetings for convening of the national convention on drafting constitution of Burma.

Subject(s): Constitutional conventions – Burma
Burma – Constitution – Amendments

F: BIULO(BIR.IV.1101)

US: LC(Microfiche 95/63504 (J) So Asia)

Myo Nyunt <b. 1930>


Subject(s): Land titles - Burma
Cadastral surveys and valuation -Burma
Cadastral surveys and valuation -United States

Social organization Burma
Social organization United States

Ref.: OCLC 32414803

Myo Nyunt <b. 1937>


Subject(s): Burma – Politics and government.
US: CU(Kroch Thesis 1962 M997 ; Thesis DS503 C81 1962 M997+ ; Wason Film N874)

Myo Than
Engineering wonders / publ. with the assistance of Unesco. – [Rangoon : Theikdi Pr.,] 1958. 128 p., illus.

GB: BL(14302 aaa 80)

Myo Tint Tun

Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture ; Ecology ;

Th: CU(TIC 68728)

Myo Tun

GB: SOAS(L.FNA/445.326)*

Myo Win
Stratigraphy of the Western Shan Massif, Burma

Myonyunt, Victor M.
A political analysis of barbarous brutal murders of democratic monks, students, native aces by unnative fascist gunstars of a nation sinfully called Burma


Subject(s): Ocean – Folklore ; Water – Folklore ; Ocean and civilization ; Sea monsters ; Mythology, Asian ; Eau – Mythologie

F: Grenoble1-BU Sciences(556(09) MYT)